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Foreword
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Crann Support Group (CRANN), I have the
honour, privilege, and the obligation to present the three-year strategic plan and
accompanying operational plans. The plan reflects the growth and development that
has taken place over the past twenty years, but more importantly, the plan provides
direction, good governance, and support for all the people involved in CRANN. CRANN
is a unique community development organisation that has consistently illustrated skills
and abilities through talented and committed personnel and volunteers.
The strategic plan and the accompanying operational plans will ensure that CRANN
continues to provide a comprehensive menu of services to the Community Development sector,
encompassing childcare and social inclusion projects. In providing the menu of services to the member
organisations, families, and women in particular who have been able to access quality affordable
childcare. The social inclusion projects create access to employment and job opportunities and a range
of support services for families, young people, and communities. Through the plan CRANN will ensure
that a solid management structure is in place, which will benefit all member organisations, it will
continue to provide good financial stewardship excellent Human Resource support and other vital
operational services.
People policies and commitment to the community are part of the growth and success of CRANN over
the past 20 years. The staff of CRANN under the leadership and management of CEO Marie Daly,
continue to demonstrate skills and abilities that hand the services to the organisations that CRANN
continues to serve so professionally. Training and continuous professional development ensures
continued professionalism into the future. Professionalism is part of the ethos of CRANN. This is
particularly evident in the relationships that our CEO has developed locally and nationally. The Directors
of CRANN and member organisations are volunteers who strive to share time, skills, and talents, to
ensure good governance and a sound basis for the future of CRANN. The strategic plan and
accompanying operational plans aim to support all staff and member organisations in the future
development of the organisation while adapting to the changing needs of a rich diversity of stakeholders
that form the tapestry of the CRANN service.
A final word of appreciation must be expressed for the work undertaken by Barbara Bolger, Director of
CRANN, Marie Daly, CEO and Rachel Grant HR Manager, all of whom worked tirelessly to complete the
plan. The success and development of CRANN and its member organisations is also due to the staff of
the childcare and social inclusion projects . The Board of Directors who again shared time and skills
generously in support of CRANN in particular and in consequence the wider community. We are
justifiably proud to be associated with CRANN and recommend the strategic plan and accompanying
operational plans for the future development of CRANN Support Group.

Yours sincerely,

_________________________________
Mary Gormley
Chairperson
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Abstract
What is Crann?
Crann Support Group (CRANN) is a Community Organisation initially operated as an association and in
2012 was incorporated as a company. CRANN works within the principles of community development
bringing high quality support to Charitable Organisations through the provision of Governance and
Operations support, primarily serving organisations devoted to Childcare and Families.
Crann administrates in excess of €8.5M and maintains assets to the value of €5.6M (2019 Audit
figures).
What does Crann do?
CRANN provides shared services consisting of









Management of community enterprise services including consultancy and program development
Human Resource Management
Finance Management preparation of accounts to audit stage
Education and Training
Community Employment Schemes
Catering
Facilities Management including transport, maintenance, caretaking, security and cleaning
Procurement Management including Reception

Service Recipients


A total of 15 Community Childcare Organisations (CCOs) avail of CRANN Services through a
membership scheme.
o



CRANN, on behalf of its members, in 2018, CRANN had responsibility for providing 817.3
childcare places (437.6 FTE and 379.7 Seasonal) for 1002 children across its member
community childcare centres in counties Meath and Dublin. An additional service has since
joined the group in 2019 providing for an addition 30 childcare places. Three further
centres avail from the a la carte menu of CRANN’s services of whom provide an additional
240 childcare places.

5 Community Voluntary Social Inclusion Projects (CVSIPs) comes under the remit of CRANN, with
responsibility for 2 CVSIPs. Two further CVSIPs avail from the a la carte menu of CRANN’s services.
o

CRANN sponsors social inclusion projects that support parenting, the long-term
unemployed and specific support for vulnerable families. In providing these projects our
CVSIPs provide services to: 85 Young People, 90 Families, 187 Adults, 452 Job Seekers and
134 CE participants.
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CRANN directly employs 67 staff members and are responsible for 244 staff on behalf of its CVSIPs
and member CCOs. CRANN financial services manages the wages for a further 57 staff members where
3 CCOs are availing of part shared services.
What Benefits does Crann provide?
 Ensures compliance with Statutory Legislation & Regulation
 Gives confidence in the management of human resource policies & procedures.
 Accuracy and efficiency of accountancy and payroll services.
 Allows members to focus on core business activities.
 Access to expertise & knowledge of working within the non-profit sector
 Maximises training and ensures qualified personnel.
 Very Cost Effective.
Two research projects were recently carried out by Trinity College Dublin (TCD) on the CRANN Model
of support to community organisations. The second of these projects focused on the benefits of the
CRANN Model. The result of this demonstrated the substantial impact of CRANN from a member
satisfaction point of view, and also from the cost, governance and qualitative benefits perspective.
What problems need to be addressed?
CRANN, as an organisation, examined its own model of practice. It examined how CRANN member
CCOs compare to national standards, highlighting challenges for its members and also examined the
social inclusion projects and the challenges facing each project. Some of the key challenges facing
CRANN include the following;
1. As a Community Organisation, first TCD Research project identified three barriers for the
sustainability and growth of CRANN:
●

Lack of funding to support strategic intentions set out in this strategy

●

Finance Support Service department has capacity and capability to grow

●

Overdependence on word of mouth to attract business.

2. The recruitment and retention of qualified childcare staff for the services is particularly
challenging. The development of a pay scale in the sector is seen as critical to the recognition of
the profession, as well as to ensuring the growth and retention of staff working in the sector.
What opportunities exist?
The key opportunity identified is the replication of the CRANN Model, which is strongly demonstrated
by the TCD research projects. This could over time expand across Ireland. The benefits of this
replication are transformative in terms of quality and cost of childcare, not to mention the powerful
governance systems that has been developed.
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Way forward?
CRANN has developed a detailed Strategic Plan for the period 2020 – 2023, with accompanying
operational plans for CRANN Shared Business Services (SBS), it’s CVSIP’S and member CCOs.
This plan includes:
 Aims, objectives and desired outcomes for six Service Delivery Areas, across
CRANN SBS, CVSIPs and member CCOs.
 Adherence to the Tusla framework ‘Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures (2014)’
 Building Organisational Capacity.
 Replication of the CRANN Model across Ireland.

In order to deliver on the Strategic Plan and avail of the substantial opportunity that presents itself,
funding is required to build the organisation capacity and capability.
The detail of the organisation design is outlined in the strategic plan document, which includes the
staff requirement in terms of; numbers, qualifications and cost. Also, there is a capital funding need
for office space, furnishings, and ICT.
The plan is to hire staff on a phased basis on foot of the funding approval and have the organisation
fully in place by mid-2021.
This plan was developed before the COVID-19 pandemic arrived and was viewed as an innovative
solution to improve the provision and cost of support services to Community Organisations. Given
the situation now with the very serious adverse effects across communities, this strategic plan is well
placed to help address in particular, the childcare area and transform the delivery of the support
services.
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Executive Summary
The Crann Support Group (CRANN) is a community voluntary organisation working to improve and
enhance the governance and operations of community childcare organisations (CCOs) and community
voluntary social inclusion projects (CVSIPs) through the provision of shared business services. CRANN
is responsible for the administration of in excess of €7M (2018 audit figures) and maintains assets to
the value of €5.6M. CRANN works within the principles of community development and believes that
by working together we can achieve more.
CRANN has a total of 15 CCOs members who avail of some or all of our shared business services. CRANN
also has 5 community voluntary social inclusion projects (CVSIPs) within its remit, with responsibility
for 2 CVSIPs and 2 CVSIPs who avail of some or all of our shared business services. CRANN’s shared
business services enable our members to be more effective and impactful at what they do and be
healthy, transparent, accountable, and vibrant in their local communities. We understand the
importance of affordable and excellent support and we provide extensive high quality training
programmes and consultancy, covering essential areas such as Governance, Compliance, Human
Resource Management, Finance, Education & Training, Community Employment, Catering, Facility
Management, Procurement, Planning and Communications.
The benefits of being a member of CRANN include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It allows member organisation to focus on core business activities
It gives confidence and reliability in both management and human resource services
It gives access to significant expertise and knowledge, working within the non-profit sector
It gives confidence and reliability in the accuracy and efficiency of accountancy and payroll
services
It ensures compliance with statutory legislative law
It maximises training opportunities
It is cost effective

Given our unique structure, which is built around our member organisations, alongside our work, which
is with many community groups on a daily basis across counties Meath and Dublin, CRANN is firmly
established in the Community Sector.
Our vision is that Community Childcare Organisations (CCOs) and Community Voluntary Social Inclusion
Projects (CVSIPs) attain good governance, are sustainable, and deliver a high-quality service to their
local communities. Our values of; Integrity, Person-centred, Innovation and Inclusion guide our
direction. Our principles guide our Code of Conduct towards the people we serve and the agencies we
liaise with.
CRANN’s journey began in 1999. The “CRANN” logo, which is a tree with the caption, “Communities
Supporting Each Other”, encapsulates its ethos. The model grew organically in the years following,
through responding to community needs identified by various community groups in the region.
In 2018, CRANN’s had responsible for providing 817.3 childcare places (437.6 FTE and 379.7 Seasonal)
for 1002 children across its member community childcare centres in counties Meath and Dublin. An
additional service has since joined the group in 2019 providing for an addition 30 childcare places. Three
further centres avail from the a la carte menu of CRANN’s services of whom provide an additional 240
childcare places.
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CRANN also sponsors social inclusion projects that support parenting, the long-term unemployed and
specific support for vulnerable families. In providing these projects our CVSIPs provide services to: 85
Young People, 90 Families, 187 Adults, 452 Job Seekers and 130 CE participants. CRANN employs 12 staff
members and 35 CE participants working across the 5 CVSIPs and takes responsibility for 2 CVSIPs CE schemes
working for Childcare. An additional 2 CVSIPs avail of part CRANN suite of shared services.
CRANN is responsible for 311 staff members including CE participants, employed and working across
CRANN’s CVSIPs and member CCOs. CRANN Financial Services also manage the payment of salaries for
an additional 57 staff members working in three childcare centres, availing of part of suite of shared
services. CRANN as an organisation, examined its own model of practice. It examined how CRANN
member CCOs compare to national standards, highlighting challenges for its members. It examined the
social inclusion projects and the challenges facing each project.
As a Community Organisation,Trinity College Dublin (TCD), identified three barriers for the growth of
CRANN: Lack of funding to support strategic intentions set out in this strategy; Finance Support
Service department has capacity and capability to grow; Overdependence on word of mouth to
attract business. In addition TCD examined the social impact of CRANN’s shared services model and
compared it to international models.
TCD recommended a number of strategies including:
 The Promotion of Finance Service.
 Developing a Marketing Plan.
 Exploring a Government Proposal.
 The further development of the CRANN shared services model.
CCOs compared well to the national standards. 75% of children attending the services availed of
Government funding through ELC, CCS and TEC schemes. CRANN members provide an emergent and
inquiry play-based curriculum across all its services, and are underpinned by Aistear, the national
curriculum framework and Síolta, the national standards framework. CRANN strongly promotes
outdoor play to its member organisations.
Capital funding such as EYC and SAC is essential to support infrastructure improvement to childcare
facilities, together with additional funding received from Meath County Council. In addition, capital
investment came from within the CRANN members, where centres required expansion and
refurbishment. When CRANN began its journey 20 years ago, the State made funding available for a
programme of development for Community Childcare Centres, facilitated by EU money. There is no
significant capital investment by the State to fund new builds at present. This prevents the future
growth of the model of Community Childcare Centres.
From a social inclusion perspective, there is a continued need to encourage and support Traveller
Families to avail of childcare and preschool services. There is also an ongoing need to train and support
staff to meet the needs of children with additional needs attending our childcare centres. CRANN
member CCOs had the highest waiting lists in Navan, Simonstown, Trim and Dunshaughlin, where the
population has grown and where there are not enough childcare places to meet demand.
CRANN has 60% of staff members working part-time and 40% full-time. 94% of staff members are
women and 6% are men working directly with children. This is reflective of the number of women
working in the sector where it is their choice to work part-time. 73% of staff members work directly
with children, which is lower than the national average, and 27% work indirectly with children, which
is higher than the national average. CRANN believes these figures reflect the true value of the
additional duties relating to shared services such as Business Management, Human Resource
Management, Finance Management and other ancillary services such as; Education and Training, CE
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schemes, Catering, Facility Management and Procurement, which is the function of shared business
services provided by CRANN.
There were no relief-staff members. All staff members have fixed term/permanent contracts.
Remuneration for Early Childcare Professionals (2018) Mercer
The recruitment and retention of qualified childcare staff for the services is particularly challenging.
The development of a pay scale in the sector is seen as critical to the recognition of the profession, as
well, as ensuring the growth and retention of staff working in the sector.
Mercer was commissioned in 2017 by CRANN, in partnership with the National Childhood Network
(NCN), to carry out some research on pay levels for childcare workers. In keeping with the brief, they
produced a document that outlined a Pay Scale appropriate to the childcare sector. Development of
such a salary scale was considered a valuable exercise in informing the Department of Children and
Youth Affairs’ (DCYA) of the real cost of childcare in Ireland, and in so doing, help make the case for
increased Government investment in the childcare workforce. The final document was presented to
the DCYA and to sitting Dáil Members in 2018. Increased Government investment is considered critical
to bringing about appropriate standardised pay and conditions for the sector.
CRANN’s emphasis on training and education ensures that all CRANN members’ permanent staff,
working with children aged 3 to 5 years, have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or higher (100%). Staff
members working with school aged children have qualifications, but not necessarily in childcare. There
is a need to support staff in attaining the necessary qualifications for delivering a school-aged service.
Child Protection is a critical area for all our services. CRANN members continue to work with Tusla in
supporting vulnerable families to access affordable childcare. CRANN is a member of the Children and
Young People Services Committee (CYPSC).
Working together and sharing best practice is considered critical to childcare. CRANN represents the
National Community Childcare Forum (NCCF) at the National Collaborative Forum for the Early Years
Care and Education Sector, chaired by the DCYA.
CRANN’s CVSIPs serve their sector well, supporting long-term unemployed to enter the jobs market, as
well as, supporting vulnerable families with specific needs. Each project has its individual challenges.
The legacy of austerity continues to impact on funding for services, such as the Meath Community
Drugs and Alcohol Response (MCDAR) project. Full employment presents challenges for Community
Employment Schemes to continue to attract participants, who can engage fully in education and
training within childcare and social inclusion projects. Projects such as South Meath Area Response to
Teenagers (SMART) and the East Coast Family Resource Centre(FRC) have received additional funding
to expand their projects to meet the needs of the local communities they serve.
We used two sets of themes to outline the challenges facing CRANN as an organisation and its CVSIPs
and member CCOs as follows:
●

Person-Centred themes relating to direct service delivery

●

Organisational capability and capacity themes to deliver improvements within quality
dimensions.

Our overall focus for the next three years will be as follows:
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●
●

●

●
●

●

Expanding the innovative shared business service model of CRANN as a
Community Services Programme (CSP).
Supporting our member organisations in:
o The provision of quality childcare and voluntary social inclusion projects, ensuring
that they remain at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
o Updating and modernising some centres, while investing in development of other
major centres as needed by the local communities.
Improving our communication with Parents/Guardians and Service Users through
our Marketing and ICT Strategies, while always improving our website to be more
interactive. We will also engage with social media platforms to outline our
services and to communicate with our Parents/Guardians and with our Service
Users.
Supporting the unemployed to gain skills, training, and employment for the
security of their families.
Promoting good communication with our partners and with state and funding
agencies, to promote better understanding of the work we do in supporting our
member organisations in both childcare and in voluntary social inclusion projects.
Advocating and influencing:
o The Government and DCYA, on behalf of Early Years, for improved terms and
conditions of employment for Early Years services, including a recognised pay
scale.
o Government and DCYA for replication of the CRANN Model nationally.
o Government Departments for secure CORE funding for social inclusion
projects in-order to support and meet the needs of the vulnerable
communities they serve.

CRANN has developed this Strategic Plan for the period 2020 – 2023 with accompanying operational
plans for CRANN shared business services, its CVSIPs and its member CCOs.
We grouped our Service Delivery Areas, concentrating on the five outcomes for children and young
people and adults. (Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures: The National Policy Framework for Children
and Young People, 2014-2020) In addition, we have included the theme of building organisational
capacity.
CRANN’s Strategic Plan sets out our aims, objectives and desired outcomes for each of the six Service
Delivery Areas, across CRANN Shared Business Services (SBS), our CVSIPs and our member CCOs.
CRANN want to achieve the following outcomes:

Desired Outcomes
1.
Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs will:
o Ensure Parents/Guardians have access community childcare services in their locality.
o Maximise their CCOs service availability to families, as a choice of service.
o Ensure Young People, Adults and Families have access to social inclusion project in
their locality.
o Maximise access for Young People, Adults and their Families to social inclusion projects
that address their needs.
o Achieve good governance and sustainability for their organisation
o Promote Healthy Ireland Framework (HI) and adopt best practice and innovation
within their settings.
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2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs will:
o Have a skilled workforce, who are appropriately trained and competent to carry out
their roles and responsibilities within the organisations and projects.
o Have a workforce, who are knowledgeable, skilled, and competent, relevant to their
chosen career pathway.
o Deliver a high-quality service in line with the quality improvement programmes.
o Ensure Information Communication Technology (ICT) systems support the day to day
operations of their individual service.
o Have the right staff in the right places to ensure the delivery of quality childcare and
social inclusion projects.
3. Are safe and protected from harm
Children and Families will be registered under the DCYA scheme to minimise costs and
ensure affordable childcare.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs will:
o

o
o
o
o
o

Identify, report and respond to children with child protection and welfare concerns
and support the children and their family to access child protection and family support
services that meet their individual needs.
Provide a child-friendly environment for Access Visits for Children in Care with their
family of origin.
Assist children with additional health needs and their families to access health and
social services.
Assist adults with additional needs to access appropriate health and social services.
Ensure all opportunities are used to address adversity in the young persons lives that
brings them in contact with the justice system (SMART).
Ensure all opportunities are used to build young peoples skills and knowledge in coping
with adversity in their lives.

CRANN provides a range of confidential services to Adults and Young People, who may be
experiencing difficulties with addiction, and who may need to access other relevant health
and social services in their treatment options (MCDAR).
4. Have economic security and opportunity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs:
o Are sustainable organisations offering employment and enterprise within their local
communities.
o Ensure staff members are job ready upon their completion of the CE schemes and are
assisted with seeking employment opportunities.
o Ensure volunteers are supported as equal members of the organisations and projects.
o Support the unemployed to enter and sustain employment of their choice.
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
CRANN(SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs provide the appropriate level of services
according to the identified community need in their locality.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs:
o

Support communities through knowledge and skills to prevent adversity.
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o
o
o

6.

Support families coping with adversity to access relevant services.
National, regional, and local public are fully informed of the operation of CRANN, its
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs receive adequate funding, in order to
provide identified services in their local community.
Building Organisational Capacity

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs:
o Are supported in decision making for the childcare organisation or social inclusion
project.
o Ensure Parents/Guardians & Service Users participate in the planning and operation
of their organisation.
o Have a Board of Directors with clear and robust Governance structures
o Maximise their sustainability through Shared Business Services. That this model is
replicated as a national model for community childcare.
o Ensure volunteers are supported in the organisation.
o Meet national quality standards for their service.
o Ensure the service environment is safe and free from harm and manage risk when it
arises.
o Receive adequate core operational funding for the delivery of quality services.
o Receive adequate capital funding for the delivery of quality services.

These outcomes will be achieved through the following service aims:

Service Delivery Area - AIMs
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Develop and maximise availability of their services to families within their local
community
 Implement good governance models of management within their organisations
 Be innovative and forward driven in the provision of their services
2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development Education & Training
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Promote a skilled workforce delivering quality services
3. Are safe and protected from harm
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Identify children and their families who would qualify for ELC and community subvention
schemes.
 Safeguard the protection of vulnerable children and assist families with vulnerabilities to
access Tulsa services.
 Protect vulnerable young people and assist the young person and their family access Garda
Youth Diversion Programmes.
 Promote Youth Mental Health and Prevention Programmes.
 Safeguard children and their families with additional health needs to access health and social
services
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Safeguard adults with additional vulnerabilities to access health and social services.
Safeguard adults with alcohol and drug difficulties access relevant health and social services
are supported in their treatment

4. Have economic security and opportunity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Develop a professional workforce and to be an employer of choice.
 Enter and sustain employment of their choice.
 Sustain a viable workforce for organisations availing of community employment
schemes.
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Build community capacity and respond to identified community and services needs
 Represent CRANN (SBS)CVSIPs and member CCOs at relevant national, regional and
local fora, raising awareness of issues impacting on childcare and voluntary social
inclusion projects
6. Building Organisational Capacity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Strengthen and ensure robust, professional governance structures and systems
within CRANN and their member organisations
 Strengthen Parent/Guardian/Service User participation across services.
 Provide high quality services
 Develop and maximise internal controls and audit systems at all levels.
 Provide a safe environment for staff and service users.
 Maximise funding resources and opportunities to meet both capital and current
expenditure.
CRANN’s Operational Plan for CRANN Shared Business Services (SBS), its CVSIPs and member CCOs
sets out the objectives, actions, links to other agency plans, key performance indicators (KPIs) and
service delivery time, for each of the 6 Service Delivery Areas.
We believe that this strategic plan for the period 2020 – 2023, with the accompanying operational
plan, will assist our organisation in achieving our goals. It will also assist the implementation of
various service improvement initiatives, which in turn will have a positive impact on the lives of
children, young people, and adults in their families and communities.
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1. Introduction
The Crann Support Group (CRANN) is a community voluntary organisation working to improve and
enhance the governance and operations of community childcare organisations (CCOs) and our
Community Voluntary Social Inclusion Projects (CVSIPs) through the provision of Shared Business
Services (SBS).
CRANN is responsible for the administration of in excess of €7M (as per 2018 audit figures) and
maintain assets to the value of €5.6M. CRANN works within the principles of community development
and believes that by working together we can achieve more. Good community development is action
that helps people to recognise and develop their own ability and potential and organise themselves to
respond to problems and needs which they share. It supports the establishment of strong communities
that control and use their assets to promote good governance and sustainability1 (Appendix 1- A
Healthy Community Framework).
CRANN have a total of 15 CCOs members who avail of some or all of our shared business services,
while also governing 7 CVSIPs and with an additional 2 CVSIPs who avail of part of the shared services.
These shared business services include:









Management of community enterprise services including consultancy and program
development
Human Resource Management
Finance Management preparation of accounts to audit stage
Education and Training
Community Employment Schemes
Catering
Facilities Management including transport, maintenance, caretaking, security and cleaning
Procurement Management including reception

CRANN have developed this strategic plan for the period 2020 – 2023.
This plan will focus on:












1

Outlining our vision, mission, purpose, values and principles. Chapter 1
Describing the services, we provide to our member organisations. Chapter 2
Reflecting on the history of the organisation to date. Chapter 3
Analysing our financial responsibilities. Chapter 4
Examining relevant research in considering the direction of our business. Chapter 5
Exploring the future direction of CRANN and its member organisations. Chapter 6
Outlining the strategic direction of CRANN and its member organisations for the periods 2020
to 2023. Chapter 7
Outlining the operational direction CRANN will take for the periods 2020 to 2023. Chapter 8
Outlining the operational direction CRANN member CCOs will take for the periods 2020 to
2023. Chapter 9
Outlining the operational direction CRANN CVSIPs will take for the periods 2020 to 2023.
Chapter 10
Give a summary and conclusion. Chapter 11.

A Healthy Community Framework (2015) The Scottish Community Development Centre (SCDC), the national body that supports best practice in community

development
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We believe that this strategic plan, with its accompanying operational plans, will assist our organisation
in achieving our goals, implementing the various service improvement initiatives, and collectively have
a positive impact on the lives of children, young people, adults and their families and communities.
CRANN works towards the five national outcomes2 for children, young people, and adults
in Ireland. These national outcomes promote that children, young people (and adults):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Are safe and protected from harm
Have economic security and opportunity
Are connected, respected and contributing to their world. (Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures: The
National Policy Framework for Children and Young People, 2014-2020) (Appendix 2)

CRANN works with CCOs towards attaining positive play based learning3. Babies, children, and young
people have access to safe, high quality, developmentally appropriate, integrated early learning and
care (ELC) (and school aged childcare) which reflects diversity of need. Parents, families, and
communities are supported to provide a nurturing and stimulating environment for their children and
young people. Children and young people are supported in their transitions to and through ELC
settings and onwards to primary (and secondary) schooling.
CRANN works with CCOs to achieve standards as set out within Síolta4, the National Quality Framework
for Early Childhood Education, developed by the Centre for Early Childhood Development and
Education on behalf of the Department of Education and Skills (DES). Síolta is designed to define,
assess, and support the improvement of quality across all aspects of practice in early childhood care
and education (ECCE) settings where children aged birth to six years are present (Appendix 3a). These
settings include: Full and Part-time Day-care; Child-minding; Sessional Services; and Infant classes in
primary school.
CRANN works with CCOs to implement the national curriculum framework Aistear5 which is the early
childhood curriculum framework for all children from birth to six years in Ireland. It describes the types
of learning that are important for children at each stage in their lives. Aistéar is a guide for planning
exciting, engaging, and fun learning experiences and activities for children in day-care and sessional
services, in infant classes in primary schools and in child-minding settings. It also offers lots of practical
ideas to parents for how they can help their children learn through everyday activities and routines.
This Framework uses four interconnected themes to describe the content of children's learning and
development: Well-being, Identity and Belonging, Communicating, and Exploring and Thinking. The
National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) leads developments in curriculum and
assessment on behalf of the DES and supports the implementation of changes. The curriculum sets
out, not only what is to be taught, but how learning in the particular subject area is to be assessed.
(Appendix 3b). Childcare Practitioners work to a code of practice6.

2

Better Outcomes Better Futures (2014), Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and Tusla

3

First 5 (2018) Goal C, Objective 7, 8, 9. Government of Ireland

4

Siolta (2006) Department of Education and Skills.

5

Aistéar (2009), National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA).

6

Code of Professional Responsibilities for Early Years Practitioners, (2019) Professionalisation Subgroup of the Early Years Forum, DCYA
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CRANN supports CCOs and our CVSIPs in health promotion and strives to play their part in attaining a
Healthy Ireland (HI)7 where everyone can enjoy physical and mental health and wellbeing to their full
potential, where wellbeing is valued and supported at every level of society and is everyone’s
responsibility.
CRANN works on behalf of its CVSIPs to meet the strategic direction as set out by the funding
Department and Agency and their accompanying practice standards. Such as Department of Children
and Youth Affairs (DCYA), the Child and Family Agency (TUSLA), the National Forum for Family Support
Centres (NFFSC), Children and Young People Services Committee (CYSPC); Department of Employment
Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP); Department of Rural and Community Development (DRCD);
Department of Justice and Equality (DJE) and local Youth Justice for a; The Department of Health (DOH)
and Health Service Executive (HSE) and the National Drugs Task Force (NDRF) and the North East Drugs
Task Force (NEDTF).

Our Vision
Community Childcare Organisations (CCOs) and Community Voluntary Social Inclusion Projects
(CVSIPs) attain good governance, are sustainable, and deliver a high-quality service to their
local communities.

Our Mission
Community Childcare Organisations (CCOs) and CRANNs Voluntary Community Social Inclusion
Projects are supported by the provision of Shared Business Services (SBS) in the areas of
business management and program development, human resource management, finance
management, education and training, community employment schemes, catering, facility
management and procurement.

Our Purpose
CRANN works as a partnership with their member CCOs and through their CVSIPs, to work
together to improve and enhance the operations of these organisations and projects in their
local communities.
Appendix 4: Diagram of Relationship of CRANN and member Organisations
CRANN is an independent company employing staff who work across the CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs as part of a shared business services function. CRANN is the employer of five CVSIPs
with direct responsibility for their day to day management. Each CCO is an independent company
and the employer of their core staff. CRANN has the responsibility for the management of
designated staff employed by the CCOs independent company.

7

A Healthy Ireland (2012) Department of Health and Health Service Executive
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Our Values
Our values are the following:


Integrity

By our actions being honest, truthful, moral, and reliable.



Person centred

By being respectful of, and responsive to, the preferences,
needs and values of children, young people, adults and
their families and communities and our staff members who
work with us.



Innovation

By having an open mind and supporting new ways from the
community and voluntary sector to respond to the emerging
needs of our communities and member organisations.



Inclusion

By embracing diversity and recognising that all community
members have a right to be heard and participate in
processes that affect their lives.

Our Principles
Our principles in relation to CCOs are:
1. The child and young person’s individuality, strengths, rights and needs are central in the
provision of quality childhood experiences8.
2. Play is central to wellbeing, development and learning9.
3. The safety, welfare and wellbeing of all children and young people must be protected10.
4. The best interests of the child and young person are the primary consideration in decision
making.11
5. The ordinary needs of the child and young person and their family and community must
be met, as well as, their additional needs.12
6. Cooperation, communication, and mutual respect is essential in the provision of services13.
7. Parent(s) and Guardian(s) are the primary carer of the child and young person and must be
treated as equal partners14.
8. Risks to children and young person, their family and community must be managed in ways
that provide safety and a good quality of life.15
9. Communities are supported to be self-determining and making decisions that are right for
them16.

8

Siolta

9

Siolta

10

Siolta and Tusla

11

Tusla

12

Tusla and HSE

13

Siolta

14

Siolta, Tusla and HSE

15

HSE
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Our principles in relation to our CVSIPs are:
1. Each person’s individuality, strengths, rights, and needs are central in the provision of
the service.
2. The safety, welfare and wellbeing of each individual must be protected.
3. The best interests of each individual are the primary consideration in decision making.
4. The ordinary needs of the individual must be met, as well as, their additional needs.
5. Cooperation, communication, and mutual respect is essential in the provision of services17.
6. Risks to individual(s) must be managed in ways that provide safety and a good quality of life.

7. Communities are supported to be self-determining and making decisions that are right for
them18.

Conclusion
CRANN is a community voluntary organisation working to improve and enhance the governance and
operations of our member CCOs and our CVSIPs through the provision of shared business services.
Our vision is that Community Childcare Organisations (CCOs) and our Community Voluntary Social
Inclusion Projects (CCSIPs) attain good governance, are sustainable, and deliver a high-quality service
to their local communities. Our values of Integrity, Person centred, Innovation and Inclusion guide
our direction. Our principles guide our code of conduct towards the people we serve and the agencies
we liaise with. Childcare Practitioners work to their code of practice19.
This is our first strategic plan and we have asked the following questions of ourselves:




What is the business of CRANN today?
What do the member organisations want from shared business services today?
Where is CRANN going in the next three years?

We believe that this strategic plan, with its accompanying operational plans, will assist our
organisation in achieving our goals, implementing the various service improvement initiatives, and
collectively have a positive impact on the lives of children, young people, adults and their Families.
The next chapter outlines how CRANN, through our Community Services Programme, provides a shared
business services for member CCOs.

17

Siolta

18

A Healthy Community Framework

19

Code of Professional Responsibilities for Early Years Practitioners, (2019) Professionalisation Subgroup of the Early Years Forum, DCYA
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2. CRANN Shared Business Services - Community Services Programme
Introduction
CRANN provides shared business services20 supporting a more efficient method of delivering
necessary ancillary services at an affordable cost for member CCOs and their CVSIPs as follows:
 Management of community enterprise services including consultancy and program
development
 Human Resource Management
 Finance Management preparation of accounts to audit stage
 Education and Training
 Community Employment Schemes
 Catering
 Facilities Management including transport, maintenance, caretaking, security and cleaning
 Procurement Management including reception
Management of Community Enterprise
Services including consultancy and program
development Management Services ensures CCOs
and our CVSIPs are managed in line with legislation,
Regulation and quality standards, as well as,
ensuring policies and procedures meet the
requirements of relevant funding agencies.
CRANN ensures:
 Good Governance: Meetings are held with









CRANN
CVSIP Staff
6%
6%
6%

36%

6%

Individual Board of Directors (BODs) bi-monthly,
steering groups and management committees
40%
as required. CRANN supports each Board of
Directors in the day to day operational
management of member CCOs and directly
Crann (inc CSP) Crann CE
manages their CVSIPs.
MCDAR
SMART
Management Support: CRANN supports each
MJC
FRC
Manager/Coordinator in their responsibility for
the day to day operation of CCOs and CVSIPs
including supervision of senior staff and staff
members in line with the strategic direction of
the organisation or project.
Advisory consultancy services: Member CCOs and our CVSIPs are provided with advice and
support when they are setting up or changing the direction of services in the local community,
in line with identified and changing needs and funding requirements.
Shared business services: Leading out on shared business processes to benefit organisations and
projects when promoting efficiency and effectiveness of shared services.
Program Development: Development of innovative and evidence based best practice for
service provision.
Funding: Sourcing and completing applications for funding.
Networking and Advocacy: Representing CCOs and CVSIPs at national and local forums.
Such as DCYA, TUSLA, NFFSC, CYSPC, National Collaborative Forum for the Early Years Care and Education
Sector including Early Years Forum for the Professionalisation of the Early Years Sector, National
Childhood Network (NCN), National Forum for Community Childcare Services, the Workforce
Development Plan, Together for Early Years and County Childcare Committees (CCCs). Department of
Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP). Department of Rural and Community Development
(DRCD) Department of Justice and Equality (DJE) for local Youth Justice Projects. The Department of
Health (DOH) and Health Service Executive (HSE) and the National Drugs Task Force (NDRF) and the
North East Drugs Task Force (NEDTF).

20

Annual Report, (2018) (2017) (2016
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Human Resource Management
Human Resource Management
provides support to CCOs and
CVSIPs
ensuring
the
organisations and projects are
compliant with employment
legislation. In addition, other
CVSIPs are supported who
require Human Resource (HR)
support on an adhoc basis as
requested. As part of HR
function, CRANN ensures:
 Recruitment – Development
of the workforce within CCOs
and CVSIPs; advertising job
postings,
sourcing
candidates,
screening
applicants,
conducting
preliminary interviews, and
coordinating hiring with the
Managers and Boards of Directors of
the independent CCOs and their CVSIPs
 Safety – Supporting individual CCOs and our CVSIPs to be
compliant with the Health, Safety and Welfare at Work Act
2005 and to increase awareness of their obligation to provide
a safe working environment for employees.
 Employee Relations – Supporting CCOs and our CVSIPs with
strengthening the employer-employee relationship through
measuring job satisfaction, employee engagement, collective bargaining and resolving workplace
conflict.
 Compensation and Benefits – Supporting CCOs and our CVSIPs to develop a competency-based
pay scale that will assist in professionalising the sector.
 Compliance – Actively ensuing that CCOs and our CVSIPs are compliant with employment laws (staff
handbook) and are prepared at any time for an inspection from the Workplace Relations
Commission. In addition, the HR function supports CCOs and our CVSIPs to ensure their staff
handbook and employment contracts are up to date.
 Training and Development – Support CCOs and our CVSIPs by providing supervisors and managers
with training on topics such as performance management, grievance, and disciplinary procedures
and how to handle employee relations matters.

Finance Management: preparation of accounts to audit stage
The Accounts Department offers a tailored book-keeping service to CCOs
and CVSIPs. It prepares accounts to audit stage and specialise in the
administration of financial returns for funding received. CRANN ensures
finance sustainability and good governance for member CCOs and our
CVSIPs including;
 Administration of accounts: Administration of accounts to
audit stage
 Budgeting: Income and Expenditure. Implement, develop,
and monitor budgets. Including preparation of departmental
returns.
 Finance Compliance: Evaluate the compliance of financial
systems, policies, and processes in conjunction with
23
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accounting principles and the Company’s Financial
Procedure
 Finance Analysis: Conduct financial analyses quarterly and on an ad hoc basis. Help guide
significant adjustments to affect savings and profit opportunities.
 Grant/funding: Preparing and submitting funding applications and reporting on funding
spend.
 Payroll: Ensuring all staff members are paid in line with the requirements of revenue.
 Purchasing: Managing, monitoring, and developing systems for purchasing products as required by
Member CCOs and our CVSIPs.
 Risk Management: Identify and analyse risks and opportunities. Identifying cost cutting
measures in order to remain sustainable.
 Sales: Managing, monitoring, and developing systems for sales of services provided
by Member CCOs and our CVSIPs. Working with and liaising with the relevant funding
agency.
Today the accounts department administers €8.5M on behalf of member CCOs and our CVSIPs.
Education and Training
The dedicated Training Department ensures CRANNs
commitment to working with CCOs and our CVSIPs to ensure
high quality standards are met in all areas of service
provision. As part of the Education and Training function,
CRANN ensures a skilled workforce is in place:
 Childcare: Staff members are qualified to deliver
childcare at QQI standards, Level 5 and 6. Staff
are supported in a bursary fund to access Level
7.
 Social Inclusion Projects: Staff members are supported to
access qualifications at QQI standards, Level 5, 6, 7, 8
and 9 appropriate to their role.
 In-service training: Staff members have ongoing inservice training according to identified need. In
addition, staff participate in an In-Service Training
Day bi-annually organised by CRANN.
 Health and Safety: Staff members are skilled in their ongoing responsibilities in dealing with
child protection through Children First training, first aid and manual handling. Managers and
supervisors are skilled in their responsibilities under health and safety acts.
 Supervision and Governance: The Board and Managers are skilled in Governance and
Supervisory Management.
 Sourcing training which cannot be provided in-service.

Community Employment Schemes
In partnership with the DEASP, CRANN and its members, Ballivor
Community Childcare (CC) and Ronanstown Community Childcare
(CC) provide a dedicated high-quality Community Employment
Scheme (CE) for CCOs . In addition, CRANN provides a CE scheme
for their CVSIPs. As part of their function, CRANN, Ballivor CC
and Ronanstown CC ensure:
 Childcare as a Profession is highlighted.


Training is provided to support the long term unemployed.
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Participants achieve a recognised qualification which
equips them to avail of a professional career.



Local CCOs are supported to deliver affordable quality
childcare; Ballivor CC, Trim CC, Navan CC, Athboy CC,
Kells CC, Kilmainhamwood CC, Simonstown CF,
Baconstown CC, Duleek CC, Dunshaughlin CC, Laytown
CC, Ratoath CC and Summerhill CC and Ronanstown CC.



Local CVSIPs are supported to deliver quality services
25
such as Trim Tidy Towns, Trim Charity Shops, St. Vincent
MAJOR QQI
DE Paul, River Rescue, Trim Family Resource Centre, the
Heritage Project, Dunderry Parish, Trim Parish, Trim
Town FC and Citizens Information and other Community activities.

Awards Achieved
2017/2018

185

MINOR QQI

 Participants are enabled to enhance and develop both their technical and personal skills
which can be used in the workplace.
CRANN and the Ballivor CC CE scheme in County Meath and Ronanstown in County Dublin are
responsible for a total of 134 places
Catering
Catering services are provided directly to Member CCOs. As part of
catering function, CRANN ensures:
 Training: Caterers are trained to HACCP qualifications
standards.
 Children are provided with healthy meals daily, many of
whom come from vulnerable and disadvantaged families
within their local community.
 In service Training: Members organisations avail of training
in Healthy Ireland Smart Start Training Programme ensuring
the provision of healthy, nutritional meals to children daily,
improving the general health of children, while assisting to combat our ever-rising percentage
of obese children in Ireland.
 Coordination and distribution of initiatives: such as the Food Cloud for Member Organisations.
This offers a fast and efficient way for businesses to donate surplus food to charities within
their communities. Surplus food, is food that is perfectly fit for human consumption but cannot
be sold for a variety of reasons (e.g. fresh produce that will not be sold the next day, short
dated product, slightly damaged packaging or mistakes in ordering). This food was used within
the CCOs and CVSIPs but is also distributed to families weekly within a highly deprived area in
Co. Meath.
Facilities Management including Transport, Maintenance, Caretaking, Cleaning and Security
The Maintenance Team provide non-specialised maintenance
services to CCOs and CVSIPs. As part of facilities management
function, CRANN ensures:
 Custom built childcare equipment is manufactured in a
cost-effective way.
 Grounds maintenance: Grounds are maintained through
appropriate horticulture
 Premises Cleaning and Hygiene standards: Premises are
clean and hygienic.
 Premises Standards: Premises are altered according to new
and changing needs of the facility that is cost effective.
 Premises Maintenance: Premises are well maintained through general up-keep, painting
25
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and decorating.
Premises Security: Premises are secured through caretaking. Alarms are procured and
monitored appropriately for the need of the member organisation.
Transport is provided in a cost efficient and effective way according to the need of the
member organisation and projects.
Transport standards: A fleet of vehicles are maintained and up to date according to the
standard set by the Road Safety Authority.
Training: Drivers have the appropriate qualification and ongoing training and support
to provide the Transport service.

Procurement Management & Reception
Centralising buying reduces the cost per unit for products and services. This
creates efficiencies reducing how much CCOs and our CVSIPs pay in the long
run for supplies and products and ensures sustainability. As part procurement
management and reception function, CRANN ensures:






Central buying prices for goods e.g. food, cleaning products,
office, and stationary products.
Central buying of utilities such as energy, heating, waste disposal.
Central buying of services such as accountants, auditors,
and solicitors.
Central buying of equipment such as toys and childcare related furnishing.
The employment of Receptionists for member organisations. The receptionists play an active
role in procurement management service.
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CRANN provides shared business services to the following Members:
CRANN Social Inclusion Projects
Crann Support Group CLG Community Employment Scheme
Crann Support Group CLG Community Service Programme
East Coast Family Resource Centre
Meath Community Drug and Alcohol Response
Meath Job Club
South Meath Area Response to Teenagers

Member Social Inclusion Projects
Ballivor National School
Ballivor Community Childcare Community Employment Scheme
Ronanstown Community Childcare Community Employment Scheme
Meath Springboard Family Support Services CLG

Member Community Childcare Organisations
Ballivor Community Childcare CLG
Baconstown Community Childcare CLG
Duleek Community Childcare CLG
Lilliputs Community Childcare
Kilmainhamwood Childcare CLG
Lagore Road Community Childcare CLG
Lilliputts - Laytown
Navan Community Childcare CLG
Navan Travellers Workshop CLG
Poppintree Early Education Centre CLG
Ronanstown Community Childcare CLG
Rowlagh Womens Group Preschool CLG
Simonstown Childcare Facility CLG
Summerhill Community Childcare CLG
Trim Community Childcare CLG
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Conclusion
The benefits of being a member of CRANN include:








It allows member organisations and projects to focus on core business activities.
It gives confidence and reliability in the management and human resource services.
It gives access to significant expertise and knowledge working within the non-profit sector
It gives confidence and reliability in the accuracy and efficiency of accountancy and payroll
services.
It ensures compliance with statutory legislative law and regulation.
It maximises training and qualified personnel.
It is cost effective.

Our unique foundation based on our member organisations and projects, and our work with
community’s everyday across Co. Meath and Co. Dublin ensures we are linked and well established in
the community sector.
The next chapter outlines the development of CRANN as shared business services entity, from the
needs identified by the CRANN Board while valuing the opinion of their member’s and CRANN’s
expansion following success of the shared services business model in supporting member
organisations and projects.
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3. History of Development of CRANN - Meeting the needs of community
Introduction
The “CRANN” logo is a tree with the caption, “Communities supporting each other”. The use of the
phrase giving a “dig out” encapsulates the ethos and model of management of our Member CCOs and
our CVSIPs. This model developed organically through an identification of need and a commitment to
meet the needs within the different communities.
There were three phases to the development of CRANN as it is as an entity today:




The Beginnings 1999-2007
Maintaining sustainability 2007-2011
Expansion 2012 to date

The Beginnings 1999-2007
In 1999, Marie Daly worked as a Youth Officer for TIDE (Trim Initiative for Development and Enterprise)
which was a Local Development Social Inclusion Project (LDSIP) for South Meath. The need for both
preschool and afterschool services to be made available to children within Meath, was identified by
Marie Daly in partnership with the Social Work Department within the HSE. The first afterschool
service was set up in Trim during April 1999 with 6 children. By September 1999, the service expanded
to the wider community increasing the number of children attending to 36 and setting up an outreach
service in Ballivor National School. The service offered a hot meal, a safe place to complete their
homework and take part in structured activities. It soon became apparent that in order to make a
difference to children and young people it was necessary to work with the whole family. This further
identified a need for a comprehensive childcare service to enable these families to have the choice to
return to work, education and training.
The Ballivor Childcare committee was set up in late 1999 specifically to address the demand and
develop a childcare service in Ballivor. NEC, a multinational business agreed to donate the committee
€10,000 to start the process. The Government Strategy towards the development of Community
Childcare provided funding (EOCP) for the capital expenditure, equipment, and staffing grants. Ballivor
Childcare Committee completed a feasibility study, made an application to secure funding, and took
part in Governance training. Land was obtained to build a community childcare centre from the
Department of Agriculture. This land was formally known as the “cow plot.” The service trading as
Giggles opened in 2003, the first purpose-built community service in Co. Meath with ninety childcare
places.
Trim Childcare Committee was set up in 2003 to expand the service from afterschool/pre-school to a
full-day care facility. While this application was in process, Marie Daly assisted other communities such
as Athboy and Summerhill as well as some private providers in their applications. Trim Childcare
Committee obtained land from Meath County Council and Coiscéimeanna opened its doors in 2007
catering for 130 childcare places. In 2005, Simonstown Management Company had successfully
obtained the capital grant and built the service before approaching Marie Daly for assistance in the
equipping and staff recruitment of their new service. Le Chéile community childcare centre opened its
doors in 2007 catering for 94 childcare places. At that time a representative from the HSE, who had
identified an urgent need for a pre-school and after- school service in Laytown approached Trim
Childcare Committee with a request to open an outreach service in this area. This request was explored,
and Lilliput’s opened in 2007.
Cllr Joe Reilly identified the need for a Childcare Service within a RAPID area of Navan. A Committee
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was set up, land was acquired from the County Council but planning permission was refused by An
Bord Planala, following objections from the local business people. This committee dissolved. Cllr Joe
Reilly was determined to see his vision turn into a reality and approached Barbara Bolger (Children’s
Services, Development Officer, HSE) who in turn contacted Marie Daly. Meetings were held with the
local businesspeople, who had objected to the original planning. Following a number of information
meetings, the local businesses withdrew the objection from An Bord Planala. Navan Childcare
Committee was set up in 2008 and Daoine Óga community childcare centre opened its doors in 2009
catering for 64 childcare places. Other community childcare services sought advice from Ballivor
Childcare Committee, such as Rathoath and Mosney community childcare centres.
Staffing responsibilities grew during this period. Ballivor CC centre employed 22 staff members in
2003. Central to the provision of community childcare was the employment and development of a
community employment (CE) scheme dedicated to childcare. The community employment (CE)
scheme initially employed 16 participants. By 2007, Ballivor, Trim and Simonstown community
childcare centres employed 68 staff members and 20 CE participants. Training and education were
core to providing a skilled workforce and the delivery of a quality childcare service.
Appendix 6- Table of History of Development of CRANN organisation.
Maintaining sustainability 2007-2011
The Challenges for Ballivor, Trim and Navan community childcare centres was in relation to nonchildcare supports such as Community Organisation business practices, human resources supports,
accountancy, education and training including placement for participants on the community
employment scheme and ancillary services such as receptionist, cooks, cleaners, care takers, security
and transport. All of which are essential for sustainable community childcare services. CRANN (through
Ballivor Community Childcare) emerged by 2007 as a model of shared business services, to address
the challenges of administration and ancillary services for the childcare centres. The National
Community Services Programme (CSP)21 was devised by Government to support CVSIPs. This
Programme played a major part in CRANN’s development and assisted them in addressing the needs
for childcare centres in developing sustainable Community Organisations through shared services and
continuing to address disadvantage through provision of affordable community childcare, supporting
parents to work, and directly providing long term employment opportunities within childcare, for
certain groups of people who were previously unemployed (Appendix 7 CRANN CSP).
Other community childcare organisations availed of the expertise and services of CRANN. In 2007
Lilliput’s preschool and afterschool service opened, providing 22 childcare places to disadvantaged
families (soon to grow into Laytown Family Resource House), was funded by the HSE under the Trim CC
banner. Also, in 2009, Navan Traveller Workshop contracted CRANN to provide operational day to day
support for Little Angels community childcare, providing 24 childcare places in preschool and
afterschool services. In 2010, Duleek Development Association contracted CRANN to help them form a
Company, formalise their governance and to provide operational day to day support for Liag na N’Óg
Community Childcare.

Liag na N’Óg provided 32 childcare places in two sessional preschool services. In 2007, Summerhill
Community Childcare contracted CRANN to manage their accounts and by 2011 they contracted
CRANN to oversee good governance and to provide operational day to day support for The Hive
community childcare centre, providing 90 childcare places. In 2009 Lagore Road Community Childcare,

21

Ballivor Community Childcare LTD, (2006), Community Services Programme, POBAL Application (unpublished)
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contracted CRANN to manage their finance services and by 2012 Lagore Road Community Childcare,
located in Dunshaughlin contracted CRANN to oversee good governance and to provide operational
day to day support for First Steps community childcare centre providing 64 childcare places.
By 2010, across four community childcare centres, Ballivor CC - Giggles, Trim CC - Coiscéimeanna,
Simonstown CF - Le Chéile and Navan CC- Daoine Óga, 105 staff members were employed with an
additional 20 CE participants. A further 29 staff members were employed across the other community
childcare centres, Navan Travellers Workshops (NTW) - Little Angels, Laytown - Lilliputs, Lagore Road
CC in Dunshaughlin - First Steps and Summerhill CC - The Hive. Training and education were core to
providing a quality childcare service.
Other community childcare and voluntary organisations within Co. Meath, sought out the expertise
and services of CRANN. In 2007, KC Childcare in Kilmainhamwood, availed of part of CRANN suite of
service such as accounts and catering. CRANN became involved with social inclusion projects that
supported families and young people. In partnership with the HSE Child and Family Services (Now
Tusla) Jigsaw, a Youth Mental Health Project was managed and operated through CRANN, with a
budget of €198,000 per year from 2008 to 2016 when Jigsaw as a project became a national
organisation.
Expansion 2012 to date
CRANN become a Limited Company in 2012, following an evaluation of the effectiveness of this model
of shared business practices and recommendations made by (National Children’s Nurseries
Association (Now Early Childhood Ireland), in 2011. CRANN on behalf of its members was providing
703 childcare places across its 9-member community childcare centres.
CRANN on behalf of its members continued to meet the demands and needs of the community and
increased the number of childcare places available across its member centres. Coiscéimeanna, Trim
CC now provides 180 childcare places to its local community, Giggles, Ballivor CC now provides 110
childcare places, Daoine Óga, Navan CC now provides 145 childcare places and Le Chéile, Simonstown
CF now provides 95 childcare places.
In addition, new community childcare organisations outside of Co. Meath have sought the expertise
and advisory services of CRANN such as Poppintree Early Education Centre (EEC), Ballymun (Dublin
11), Ronanstown CC, Clondalkin (Dublin 22), and Rowlagh Womens Group Pre-school also in
Clondalkin (Dublin 22). In 2015, Poppintree EEC contracted CRANN to provide consultancy and
accountancy services. In 2018, following an audit of Ronanstown CC, the Board contracted CRANN to
oversee their governance and to provide operational day to day support for their community childcare
providing 80 childcare places.
The Ballivor CE scheme was responsible for piloting the dedicated childcare scheme on behalf of the
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP) in 2012 and following its proven
success it became a national initiative and the scheme grew from 16 participants in 2006 to 73
participants in 2016, ten years later. This dedicated childcare scheme is responsible for all CE
participants working in childcare in Co. Meath. An additional CE scheme for CRANN commenced in
2014 with 24 participants. Social Inclusion Projects came under the remit of CRANN in 2014 following
the closure of TIDE (Trim Initiative for Development and Enterprise). CRANN became the employer and
took responsibility of some local social inclusion projects that supported, parenting, children and
young people. Meath Community Drugs and Alcohol Project (MCDAR) a drugs project, South Meath
Area Response to Teenagers (SMART), a youth diversion project in the South Meath Area were
managed and operated by CRANN from 2012. CRANN took responsibility for Meath Job Club, an
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employment project from 2014. CRANN also expanded the Laytown Family Resource House to a
region establishing East Meath Family Resource Centre in 2018.
Today there are 107 CE places across the two schemes (77 places for Ballivor Childcare and 30 places
for CRANN Social Inclusion). In addition, Ronanstown CE scheme have 27 CE places. Participants work
within all Departments of the organisation such as childcare, receptionists, catering, maintenance,
administration, accounts and jobs relating to social inclusion projects. Participants receive training and
work experience appropriate to their roles and responsibilities within the organisations and projects.
The CE Schemes have a 95% progression into further education or employment following the
completion of their 3-year contract. Recruitment of suitable participants is a challenge.
Today CRANN, on behalf of its members are responsible for providing 817.3 childcare places (437.6
FTE and 379.7 Seasonal) for 1002 children 11 CCOs directly in Co. Meath and Co. Dublin. An additional
service has since joined the group in 2019 providing for an addition 30 childcare places. In addition, 3
childcare centres avail of part of the CRANN services provide a further 240 childcare places. CRANN
are also responsible for social inclusion projects that support parenting, the long term unemployed
and specific needs for vulnerable families such as drug and alcohol, youth justice and family support.
As a result, their CVSIPs provide services to: 85 Young People; 90 Families; 187 Adults; 452 Job Seekers;
and 130 CE participants. There are 311 staff members including CE participants working across the
CRANN, CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs. CRANN Financial Services also manage the payment of
salaries for an additional 57 staff members working in three childcare centres (Appendix 8 Number of
Staff Members 2003 to 2018).
Conclusion
CRANN (through Ballivor CC) emerged by 2007 as a model of shared business services to address the
challenges of administration and ancillary services for the childcare centres such as; Community
Organisation business practices, human resources supports, accountancy, education and training
including placement for participants on the community employment scheme and ancillary services
such as receptionist, cooks, cleaners, care takers, security and transport. All of which are essential for
sustainability of community childcare services. The CSP Programme played a major part in CRANN’s
development and assisted them in addressing the needs of the childcare centres, in developing
sustainable Community Organisation business practices through a shared business services model.
This allows the CCOs and CVSIPs to continue to address disadvantage through provision of affordable
community childcare, enabling parents to work. In addition, CRANN provides long term employment
opportunities within childcare and social inclusion projects, for certain groups of people who were
previously unemployed.
Today CRANN has 24 CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs availing of shared business services. CRANN,
on behalf of its members are responsible for providing 817.3 childcare places (437.6 FTE and 379.7
Seasonal) for 1002 children 11 CCOs directly in Co. Meath and Co. Dublin. An additional service has
since joined the group in 2019 providing for an addition 30 childcare places. In addition, 3 childcare
centres avail of part of the CRANN services provide a further 240 childcare places. CRANN takes
responsibility for 299 staff members including CE participants working directly or indirectly with children. CRANN
Financial services manage a further 57 staff members wages for three CCOs availing of part of CRANN
shared business services.
CRANN are also responsible for social inclusion projects that support parenting, the long term
unemployed and specific needs for vulnerable families. Specific issues such as drugs and alcohol, family
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support and youth justice. In providing these projects, CVSIPs provide services to: 85 Young People; 90
Families; 187 Adults; 452 Job Seekers; and 134 CE participants. CRANN employs 12 staff members and
35 CE participants working across 6 CVSIPs and takes responsibility for two CE schemes working for
Childcare. An additional 2 CVSIPs avails of part CRANN suite of services.
The next chapter outlines the financial responsibilities that CRANN exercises on behalf of the shared
business services, community services programme and its member organisations who commission
these services.
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4. Financial Statement
Introduction
CRANN has grown from the innovation of developing a childcare service in Ballivor which opened in
2003 to supporting 24 CCOs and CVSIPs with shared business services in 2019. Management of our
finances and sustainability is critical to our organisation.
This chapter outlines our Directors responsibilities, our funders, and our financial development from
the Beginnings 1999-2007, to maintaining sustainability 2007-2011 and to date 2011 to 2019 analysis
by Trinity College Dublin (TCD) from a Community Organisation business perspective.
Director’s Responsibilities
Company law requires the Directors to prepare Financial Statements for each year, which give a true
and fair view of the state-of-affairs of the Company for that year. In preparing those Financial
Statements, the Directors are required to: Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them
consistently; make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent. Prepare financial
statements on a going-concern basis, unless it is inappropriate to presume that the Company will
continue in business.
The Directors are responsible for keeping proper Books of Account, which disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time, the financial position of the Company and to enable them to ensure that the
financial statements comply with the Companies Acts 1963 to 2015. They are also responsible for
safeguarding the assets of the Company and hence, for taking steps for the prevention and detection
of fraud and other irregularities.
Appendix 9: History of Turnover – CRANN SBS and its CVSIPs and Member CCOs 2003 -2018.
FUNDERS
Our main funders are the following agencies:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Department of Child and Youth Affairs (DCYA) administered by POBAL (CCS ECCE CETS
Childcare funding)
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP).
DCYA And The Child and Family Agency TUSLA
Department of Health (DOH) - The Health Services Executive (HSE) and National Drugs
Task Force (NDTF) and North East Drugs Task Force (NEDTF).
Lottery Funding (distributed by HSE)
Meath County Council
Department of Justice and Equality

In addition, other support organisations include:
o
o
o
o

Bord Gas
Coca Cola Ireland
Airport Driving School
Ford
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Beginnings 1999-2007
CRANN began its journey through the work completed by Marie Daly as Youth and Development
Worker, TIDE in 2003 with the opening of Ballivor Community Childcare Centre, Giggles. In 2004,
Ballivor employed 22 staff members and within 2 years Ballivor had expanded to employ 36 staff
members, with an additional 16 CE Scheme participants.
In addition, Marie Daly as Youth and Development Worker TIDE managed the development of a new
Community Childcare Centre in Trim. Both Companies shared a Manager but had separate Board of
Directors.
The Government Strategy towards funding the development of Community Childcare was effective in
providing funding for capital expenditure and in some cases staffing grants. The drain on Community
Childcare was the cost of ancillary services, such as; business management, human resource
management, administration and accounts, and ancillary support services such as facility
maintenance, transport, catering, and reception, particularly in the early days of trading.
Maintaining sustainability 2007-2011
By 2006, Director of Ballivor Community Childcare, William Keegan, along with Marie Daly identified
funding for the Community Services Programme (CSP) from the Department of Community, Gaeltacht
and Rural Affairs to allow employment of full-time equivalent posts and a small operational grant to
set up ancillary services for childcare. This entity was known as the Crann Support Group (CRANN). As
part of the application for this funding a consultation process with other childcare providers in Co.
Meath took place. Funding came through Ballivor Community Childcare which was the foundation for
CRANN. This funding allowed CRANN to employ a Manager and six full-time equivalents to deliver
ancillary services to the Community Childcare organisations. These services included: Social Business
Enterprise Management, Human Resource Management, Finance Management, Training, Catering,
Facility Management and Procurement including reception. (Appendix 7 CRANN CSP)
To date 2011 to 2019
In 2018, CRANN had 23 organisations availing of shared business services with a total budget of €7.9m
(Appendix 9 Turnover CRANN and its CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs 2003-2018). An additional CCO
joined CRANN in 2019.





11 CCOs directly managed
3 CCOs availing of part-services
5 CVSIPs directly employed
2 CVSIP’s directly managed and 2 CVSIPs availing of part-services

CRANN directly employed 67 staff and are responsible for 244 staff on behalf of its member CCOs.
CRANN. Financial services manages the wages for a further 57 staff members where 3 CCOs are
availing of part services.
Analysis by the Trinity College Dublin22 identified that CRANN has operated efficiently and effectively
as a Community Organisation, building up a small surplus in the years under analysis (2015 to 2019). The
provision of a safety margin of two months revenue is usually recommended for profit enterprises and
CRANN are currently maintaining this margin. However, this surplus does not provide any room for
further expansion in the Crann Support Group offering based on these current levels of income

22Social

Enterprise Project-Module Code BU7078, Trinity College Dublin, 2019.
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Surplus to Income margin %
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Figure CRANN Surplus to Income margin %

The summary graph below, expenditure and income were aligned over the same time-period, which is not
unusual in the sector of community and voluntary services. The primary expenditure item within CRANN is
staff costs which makes up around 85% of total expenditure over the five years.
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CRANN from 2015 to 2018, as an organisation, is heavily reliant on government funding with 57% of
all funding coming from Community Service Projects and Grants. The next outstanding funding source
in this period is the Support Services Fee which occupies an average of 30% of all funding and currently
is projected to reach 36% of funding in 2019. This is one of the areas of possible expansion could be
explored.

Figure 4 CRANN Funding Sources 2015- 2018

Defining the Cost Benefits of the CRANN Model23
Based on the outcomes of the focus group and the online survey, Trinity Team Innov8 developed key
indicators for CRANN. The Team categorized the impact into two categories: direct and indirect. Direct
impact is the benefit that CCOs and CVISPs are getting by using the CRANN. Indirect impact is the
impact those CCOs and CVISPs have on their local communities.

Direct Impact:
●
●
●

Cost reduction,
Improvement in quality of the childcare
Time reduction (e.g. quicker in preparing financial statements)

Indirect Impact:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

23

Improve quality of life
Increase Employment
Long-term reduction in criminal behaviour
Access to affordable childcare
Rate of return is high on inventing in disadvantaged children's
Boast social mobility of children
Children receiving early care perform on average better than others at the age of 15 yrs

Crain Support Group, Measuring the Social Impact, Trinity Business School-EMBA, 2020.
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Measuring the Cost Savings
One of the biggest advantages of CRANN is the knowledge and experience acquired over twenty plus
years. This translates into the main benefit of the shared services concept: affordability. CCOs and
CVIPS are unable to get similar offering and pricing of services from any other provider of business
services. This also means that CRANN is unique in Ireland in this “sector”.
To estimate the cost savings, the project team analyzed the accounts but also asked focus group
participants what their three key areas of spending and what kind of spending are would they have to
make if CRANN services were not available. Focus group has identified the following resources.
●
HR Manager
●
Accountant
●
Facility Manager
●
Legal advisor
●
Cleaning & maintenance
●
Catering
The Team also reviewed CRANN’s yearly financial statement in order to understand the revenue levels
on a yearly basis. The Team then estimated the cost of a full time or dedicated employee for each
childcare centre. Cost savings is calculated by the difference between the cost of employment and the
cost invoiced to each CCO or CVISP. From this calculation, the average savings for each childcare
centre is calculated at around €100,00 to €150,000 a year. Also, if CRANN services were not available,
every childcare centre must spend around 35% to 45% of their turnover to the cost of employees.
Below, the table presents some concrete examples. In the absence of CRANN, childcare centres like
Lagore Rd CC, Duleek CC and Laytown FRC would have to spend more on staff salaries than their
turnover, so they would simply become unsustainable. The detailed analysis is attached in the
annexure-1
Table-1: Cost Savings
Percentage
Total Cost of Invoiced

by

spent

on

staff salary, if Crann

Childcare centre

Employ

Crann

Cost Savings Turnover

support is not used

Ballivor

€ 181,000

€ 38,341

€ 142,659

€ 397,665

46%

Navan

€ 181,000

€ 59,010

€ 121,990

€ 494,629

37%

Simonstown

€ 181,000

€ 35,135

€ 145,865

€ 386,856

47%

Trim

€ 241,000

€ 61,967

€ 179,033

€ 705,396

34%

Summerhill

€ 201,000

€ 24,220

€ 176,780

€ 299,643

67%

Lagore

€ 238,500

€ 13,430

€ 225,070

€ 222,446

107%

Duleek

€ 238,500

€ 5,176

€ 233,324

€ 68,457

348%

Laytown

€ 238,500

€ 6,572

€ 231,928

€ 102,785

232%
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Graph-9

Graph-10

CRANN is a Community Organisation that supports CCO’s and CVSIPs by providing a shared services
model to those organizations. This model is unique for Ireland, however, it also exists in the United
States of America and has been proven to be very successful in both circumstances

Conclusion
CRANN has operated efficiently and effectively as a Community Organisation building up a small
surplus. CRANN maintains a safety margin of two months revenue which is recommended for profit
enterprises. However, this surplus does not provide any room for further investment based on these
current levels of income. CRANN is heavily reliant on government funding with 57% of all funding
coming from Community Service Projects and Grants. An additional 30% of funding comes from the
Fees for contracts with the CCOs and CVSIPs for Support Business Services. The fees are projected
to rise to 36% of funding in 2019. Support Business Services Fees is one of the areas of possible
expansion for the business. There is a need to develop CRANN further as a shared business service
model. Trinity has identified cost savings of 35% - 45% of annual salary turnover.
The next chapter will outline research in relation to shared business services as a Community
Organisation and possible areas for growth for CRANN. It will examine how Member CCOs compare
to standards nationally in childcare and consider challenges facing this sector. It will examine the
CVSIPs, their individual roles and the challenges facing these projects.
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5. Research
Introduction
CRANN as a shared business service must have a breath of knowledge in three areas of work:




CRANN itself as a Community Organisation business.
Early Childhood Care and Education the expected standards required through legislation and
regulation.
Social Inclusion Projects, their specific needs and challenges for the client group it serves.

This chapter will outline relevant research and national standards in relation to these areas of work
in order to consider the direction CRANN and its member organisations and projects will take in the
future years.

5A. CRANN SHARED BUSINESS SERVICES
CRANN commissioned Trinity College Dublin (TCD)24 to review CRANN Shared Business Services as a
Community Organisation Project and to give recommendations on development of CRANN as an
organisation. A Team of eight MBA students who had a range of skills reviewed CRANN (Karl Burke,
Senior Custody Office Maureen Kelly, Knowledge Manager, Brendan Molloy, Business Owner and
Entrepreneur, Sean Rogers, Corporate Strategy and Risk Manager, Dhawal Sharma, Engagement
Manager and Monika Wojtek, Corporate Director and supervisor).
TCD found that CRANN as a Community Organisation works within the principles of community
development bringing high quality support to Charitable Organisations. CRANN’s value within and
contribution to the communities it serves, is exemplary as much as it is unrivalled. The core values in
which the Community Organisation was built, have provided a strong and resilient structure that has
overcome both social and micro economic challenges to nurture growth and maturity.
The responsibility of the Trinity team was to firstly identify and preserve the outstanding qualities,
characteristics and capabilities of CRANN. Additionally, the team was tasked with highlighting the key
organisational issues and challenges within CRANN, as it prepares to embark on a new chapter in its
history, guided by its 3-year strategic plan. The team focused on diversifying the routes in which
CRANN could take to secure vital funding and details the potential to increase revenue within CRANN’s
high performing finance services department.
An extensive operational and commercial review by the team which identified and extracted key
issues which demonstrated potential to inhibit the growth targets of CRANN as it moved forward to
execute its 2020 - 2023 strategy.
The approach to the issue identification process involved a combination of frequent online
engagements with the designated liaison in CRANN, physical on-site meetings with key stakeholders
and the review of company financial and strategic documentation. It is understood that CRANN
requires an increased level of funding to support its strategic intentions over the next 3 years.

24

Community Organisation Project Module Code BU7078, Trinity College Dublin (TCD) TEAM GRAFTON
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In order of priority to action/address, the issues identified are as follows:
Priority Issue
1. Lack of funding to support strategic intentions set out in the 2020 - 2023 strategy.
2. Finance Support Service department has capacity and capability to grow.
3. Overdependence on word of mouth (WOM) to attract business.
The Trinity Team recommended the following strategies:





Promotion of Finance Services
Marketing Plan
Government Proposal
Explore other Funding Sources

Promotion of Finance Service
CRANN have established credible financial and accountancy services over the past number of years.
TCD recommend that CRANN look at expanding and marketing this service nationally to generate new
Members and start the process of expanding their operations. TCD made a number of
recommendations which will help CRANN to launch their current financial services to attract new
clients.
Existing Financial Support Service
Grow funding from existing financial support service to fund business expansion.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Proposal
CRANN have established a credible financial and accountancy service specifically tailored for the
community and voluntary sector since 2007. CRANN offer a range of services in the area of financial
management and specialise in the administration of financial returns for funding received. CRANN
ensure through finance management, sustainability and good governance for CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs including;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administration of accounts to audit stage
Implement, develop, and monitor budgets
Conduct financial analyses quarterly and on an ad hoc basis
Identify and analyse risks and opportunities
Help guide significant adjustments to affect savings and profit opportunities
Evaluate the compliance of financial systems, policies, and processes in conjunction
with accounting principles and the Company’s Financial Procedure
Grant/funding applications.
Preparation of departmental returns.
Identifying cost cutting measures in order to remain sustainable.

Proposal
It is proposed that CRANN, as specialists in this area, endeavour to engage and partner with CSR
programs in sponsoring organisations, to assist staff members in offering a financial support service
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tailored to charities’ needs. It can be argued that large organisations may be adequately equipped
and structured to cater to global businesses and the challenges they face; however, for staff more
familiar with this global business environment, it can be difficult to adjust to the needs and
challenges of small not-for-profit organisations. CRANN can exploit this opportunity, by providing
training to staff in the specific types of financial supports, which are needed by small charities to
enable them to fulfil their CSR responsibilities more effectively.
Marketing Plan, Public Relations and Social Media
CRANN offer a range of services in financial management including tailored bookkeeping services. It
prepares accounts to audit stage and specialise in the administration of financial returns for funding
received.
TCD recommend that CRANN start to highlight the above services more and market to potential new
clients to sell in this service. The accounts department administers almost €7M (2018) on behalf of
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs.
Market Segmentation
•
•
•

Market to existing Members but extend nationally.
Marketing to Government, roll out nationally through the Government.
Linking with CSR programs of large corporations, whereby, these organisations will
fund CRANN to train their staff members to roll out services.

Marketing Suggestions
Website Improvement
•

•
•
•
•

Add further information on services and call to action buttons e.g. Our Services > Financial
Support Services, improve navigation and user experience so users can explore what
services CRANN offer.
Add data capture feature to capture details of visitors to the website and to
track reasons for visiting.
Online booking tool to allow users to book a consultation with a CRANN financial advisor
to funnel potential new clients.
Financial health check tool for potential clients to identify financial services they may
require.
Add summary of strategic plan and executive summary on website for users who
are tight for time.

Social Media & PR
•

•
•
•

Move from ad hoc to devise strategy for social media to include CRANN story and
information on CRANN services, assign a resource to take responsibility of social media
activity and posts.
Convert Facebook profile to public page (Cause or Community) and start telling a story
around CRANN and its services.
Create a Google business page for more visibility in Google searches and as another
avenue to post about CRANN.
Utilise existing social media channels further by sharing stories from across all CRANN
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organisations.
Identify and reach out to social media influencers who can help spread the word about
CRANN and its positive impact in the community.

•

Pay Per Click (PPC) Advertising
•

Online ad campaigns targeting charities and childcare sector in order to extend reach
and attract potential new clients to use financial services.

Offline / Other Marketing
•
Networking events to generate new leads.
•
Link with corporates for support with marketing and networking resources.
Create one-page document to summarise strategic plan and executive summary for the purpose of
marketing CRANN to external users
Government Funding Proposal
Replicating a Social Enterprise
This section of the TCD proposal was developed using the guidance in The Challenge of replicating
Social Programs (Bradach, 2003).
The value of a proven model should not be underestimated in this space as ‘replication can reduce the
risk of failure’ (Bradach, 2003). CRANN can point to their success in the revitalisation of struggling
community childcare and voluntary organisations. The organisations that are delivering these services
have been able to focus on their areas of expertise while relying on CRANN to deliver services such as
HR, Management and Finance at an affordable rate. Without CRANN’s offering, these organisations
would be unable to access or afford the resources and expertise that CRANN provides. Franchising the
offering is low-hanging fruit for an organised and professional entity like CRANN and will offer the
opportunity for the Community Organisation to grow organically. ‘Franchising offers some thoughtprovoking lessons for social enterprises seeking to grow.’ (Bradach, 2003)
A more reliable Corporate Governance model can be provided by CRANN thus providing risk assurance
to funders. Providing a network of support from similar organisations will lead to collective learning
and grant CRANN the opportunity to develop new relationships and cultivate further business growth.
CRANN possess the capacity to provide the following service offering to the Government:
●
●
●

Substantive evidence of success
Systems to track KPIs to prove value created
Summarised strategic plan

Current funding sources that need to be replicated
Support Services fees

€153,030

30 %

Grants

€296,139

57%

Therefore, it is the Government to whom this concept needs to be sold.
Resources required for the offering
•
•

Manuals
Capacity to train
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•
Framework guide
•
People on the ground to codify the tacit knowledge to make it explicit and ensure
that organisations are abiding by the framework

Nationwide Focus
This can be guided by establishing the demand from crèches nationwide or the identified need
provided by government funders. If driven by government, it is important for CRANN to engage with
the organisations identified and get buy-in to the service.
Ensuring quality and protecting the Brand
CRANN must decide on the level of involvement with the replicated organisation into the future. A
hub or an independent entity as part of a support network should ensure that all participants are
following the framework that CRANN has provided to maintain the standard of excellence that
CRANN currently represent.
Other Financial Options
TCD recommended CRANN to consider other funding options such as Bank Loan, Microfinance Loan
(Microfinance Ireland), Peer-to-peer Business Loan (GRID Finance / Linked Finance), Credit Union,
Fundraising and Angel Investors (HBAN - Halo Business Angel Network.

TCD , the Crann Support Group Measuring the Social Impact (2020)24.
TCD further examined CRANN as a model of shared business services.

Shared service model for ECE in US
Example of similar model in US
Shared services involve sharing within an organization or group. Specifically, it refers to one part of an
organization or group providing a service that had previously been found in more than one part of the
organization or group. Thus, the funding and resourcing of the service is shared.
Shared accountability for results is a fundamental tenet of a shared-services approach. All partners need
to ensure that the agreed results are delivered based on defined measures. This approach is emerging as
a strategy for maximizing the impact of resources invested in early childhood, primarily for those providing
direct services to children and their families. This strategy be supportive of system financing. By providing
ways to support a program or provider, it allows funding to be redirected or allocated in different ways25.
The following are proven results of shared services in early childhood:

● Reduced or shared costs and time through joint purchasing, staff sharing, centralized administration, or
some combination.
● Shared program or administrative capacity-building using common tools and systems, shared mentoring
and supervision, and collaborative improvement processes.
● Reinvestment of cost and time savings into enhanced program quality.

24

CRANN Support Group, Measuring the Social Impact, (2020), Trinity College Dublin.
"Shared Services - Early Childhood Training and Technical ...." https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/systemsbuilding/systems-guides/financing-strategically/maximizingimpact-public-funding/shared-services. Accessed 27 Mar. 2020.
25
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There are a growing number of emerging and successful shared-services alliances in the early childhood
sector. In “intensive” shared-services models, a local or regional network of centers, homes, or both
collaborates and shares staff to deliver services more efficiently and with greater attention to quality.
When organizations come together to participate in a shared service, they are often identified as an
alliance. These alliances may use a range of business models to operate.

● Sound Child Care Solutions (SCCS) in Seattle is a local example of shared services. According to its website,
“SCCS is a consortium of seven child care centres that creates stable child care by sharing administrative,
accounting and human resource functions, while simultaneously investing in improved teacher practices
by providing ongoing professional development opportunities in alignment with our commitment to
undoing institutionalized racism, and providing quality care and education to the children we serve26.”
● In Fairfax, Virginia, the Infant Toddler Family Day Care is a shared-services consortium of providers that
receive a wide range of support and services including marketing, training, monthly billing and collections,
professional networking, support to parents, and a substitute pool.
● Quality Care for Children, in Georgia, is a hub for web-based services that are offered statewide. These
shared services include cost savings on food and supplies, templates, and support documents.

Approach to Shared service model for ECE
This is the approach adopted by the opportunity exchange service in the US to transform the ECE business
to a more affordable and quality childcare. They have the online knowledge hub to share the knowledge
and information, this is where the CRANN can implement in future. More automation will also improve
the efficiency and reduce cost.

Fig-8:

Approach to Shared service for ECE
Below are the some of the benefit calculated and published in the opportunity exchange - A shared service
organization for ECE27
●
●

Finances – bad debt decreased to approximately 2% + cost savings
Enrolment – centralized marketing efforts support high enrolment

26

"Shared Services | Office of Child Care." https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/systemsbuilding/systems-guides/financing-strategically/maximizing-impact-publicfunding/shared-services. Accessed 27 Mar. 2020.
27 "Examples of Shared Service Alliance Organizational Structure." https://opportunities-exchange.org/wp-content/uploads/Examples-of-Alliance-OrgStructure_2020.pdf. Accessed 27 Mar. 2020.
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●
●

Choice for families – high quality options in centre or home-based care, full day year-round for Head Start
Time – centre directors now focus most of their time on supporting teachers, instead of on administration

●

Teachers – salaries increased and able to offer other benefits

●

Child Outcomes – 85% of children score “Exceeding Widely Held Expectations” on Teaching Strategies
GOLD

●

Family Supports – Classroom teachers do home visits
Savings calculator
The infographics28 (Fig-9) shows the savings made by using the shared services. Using this infographic, The
Team have calculated the savings by reducing the time spent by the director and the technical assistant
for the activity.

Activity

Hours

Cost

saved/month

Saving/
month

Purchase of Material

Staff - 3 hrs.;

$218.5

Director - 5hrs
Creating Job description

Staff - 35hrs;

$577.5

Director - 2hrs
Risk Management Plan

Staff - 22 hrs.;

$1,194

Director - 25hrs

Employee Handbook and

Staff - 32 hrs.;

Family handbook

Director -

$1,112

18.5hrs
Total Savings per month

28

$3,102

"ECE Shared Resources | Home." https://www.ecesharedresources.com/. Accessed 27 Mar. 2020.
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Using the savings calculator, The Team have estimated around $3102 of savings per month.
Also, there are other savings like bulk buying through shared service.
up to 20% savings in office supplies
up to 24% savings in School supplies
1-2 cents savings per email for marketing email
up to 30% savings for Payroll processing
100% savings in Job posting
Source: Save Money
Fig-9: Infographics for cost savings calculator
CRANN is making the following commitments in their “Strategic and operational plan 2020 - 2023”
CRANNs overall focus for the next three years will be as follows:
1. Expanding the innovative shared business service of CRANN as a Community Services Program
(CSP).
2. Supporting our member organizations in the provision of quality childcare and voluntary social
inclusion projects, ensuring they remain at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
3. Supporting our member organizations in updating and modernising centres and investing in
development of major centres as needed by the local communities.
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4. Advocating to the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) on behalf of Early Years for
improved terms and conditions of employment for Early Years staff including a recognised pay
scale.
5. Improving communication with our Parents/Guardians/Service-Users through our Marketing and
ICT Strategy, improving our website to be more inactive and using all social media platforms to
outline our services and communicate to our Parents/Guardians/Service Users.
6. Supporting the unemployed to gain skills, training, and employment for the security of their
families.
7. Advocating to the Government for replication of the CRANN Model nationally.
8. Advocating for secure CORE funding for social inclusion projects, to support the vulnerable
communities, they serve.
9. Promoting good communication with our partner state and funding agencies to understand the
work that we do in supporting our member organisations in childcare and voluntary social
inclusion projects.”

The TCD EMBA team are making the following recommendations to CRANN that will allow
them to:
1. Implement the National Framework for the Quality Standards across the COOs siolta-manual2017.pdf
2. Implement the Strength and Difficulties Questionnaires - Where we can measure the Quality of
Childcare, Facility SDQ Scoring
3. Implement the Shared Service model in other county - Refer the US model
4. Expand services into the fields like risk management and internal auditing
5. Focus on to build the capabilities of the staff by providing regular training which intern improves
the quality of the childcare.
6. Develop online knowledge hub - Make the forms, standards, and policies available online to the
CCOs. Best practices also can be shared online.
7. Implement more Automation in the process, which will increase the efficiency and reduce the
cost.
8. Establish more communication and collaboration strategy between the CCOs to understand the
Gaps and to support by sharing the Staffing, Resources & learning and Service delivery.
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Summary
CRANN as an organisation examined its own model of practice as a Community Organisation with shared
business services. The Trinity Team identified three barriers for the growth of CRANN: Lack of funding
to support strategic intentions set out in 2020 - 2023 strategy; Finance Support Service department has
capacity and capability to grow, Overdependence on word of mouth (WOM) to attract business. The
Trinity Team identified recommended several strategies including the Promotion of Finance Service;
developing a Marketing Plan; exploring a Government Proposal and exploring other funding options.
In addition, TCD found that the CRANN model is unique for Ireland, however, it also exists in the United
States of America and has been proven to be very successful in both circumstances. The research
highlights the huge importance CRANN has for all Community Childcare Organizations (CCOs) and
Community Voluntary Social Inclusion Programs (CVSIP). The results reveal that the model CRANN offers
to those entities is vital to their existence and in many cases lack of those services would mean many of
them would cease to operate.
The wealth of research done on the Early Child Care service proves that ECE is very important in a child’s
development, making them school ready and in shaping them to become better people in general. ECE
makes every community a safer place as well as it influences youth crime rates in a positive manner.
However, there are a number of challenges in the childcare field which many countries are facing and
are trying to solve by developing the best practices, right policies to make it affordable and improve the
quality of the childcare so it delivers maximum benefits for all stakeholders.
The CRANN model, which is one of the best solutions to many of those problems. Shared service models
help community childcare organizations to be more efficient, affordable and in the end sustainable.
CRANN makes childcare affordable for the vulnerable families in the community. The monetary savings
achieved through using CRANN services is reflected in the overall cost of childcare and means these
resources can be invested in the core work, skills, and facilities to accommodate more children in future.
The early childcare service is a vast subject. In focusing on CRANNs model and the impact this
organization brings to the CCOs and CVSIPs and based on research of similar models abroad, the shared
services approach brings a lot of value and cost savings to ECE organizations. The CRANN model will
ultimately eliminate non added value activities from the system and allow for further improvement of
quality and affordability of childcare in Co. Meath. This model should be replicated by other
organizations in other counties in Ireland.
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5B. - Early Childhood Care and Education
Introduction: Demographic
The population of Meath is 195,004 (Census 2016) which is the seventh largest population of all
counties in the State29. This is an increase of 5.9% from the previous census compared to 3.8% increase
at State level.




15, 736 children are aged 0-4 years
17,774 children are aged 5-9 years
15, 421 young people are aged 10-14 years

There were 2,805 births (CSO 2016) which is the highest birth rate in Ireland 14.4 compared to 13.7 at
State level30. There are 130 Traveller children aged 0-4 years and 137 Traveller children aged 5-9 years.
Most Traveller children live in Navan or Trim31. There were 4,003 children of foreign nationality, most
of these children are from three nationalities: Poland, Lithuania and UK28. There are 2,769 children
with a registered with additional needs.32.
Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/201833
CRANN has compared it’s services to the national standard as set out in the Early Years Sector Report
2017/2018 published in November 2018.
Early Childhood Care and Education
Nationally, the majority of childcare services are operated by private organisations (74%, 3,342)
compared to community providers (26%, 1,201).There are 197 pre-school services in County Meath.
87% are private providers and 13% are community providers.
Programme enrolment and childcare services.
CRANN member CCOs registered 1002 children across 11 CCOs in 2018 for 817.3 childcare places (437.6
FTE and 379.7 Seasonal places).
Children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth Affairs
(DCYA) funded programmes:
1. Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE)34.
2. Community Childcare Subvention (CCS) (including CCS, CCS plus and CCSU) 35.
3. Training and Employment Childcare (TEC)36

29

Meath Children and Young People, Services Committee, Children and Young Peoples Plan 2018-2020

30

Meath Children and Young People, Services Committee, Children and Young Peoples Plan 2018-2020

31

Meath Children and Young People, Services Committee, Children and Young Peoples Plan 2018- 2020

32

Meath Children and Young People, Services Committee, Children and Young Peoples Plan 2018-2020

33

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

34

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018: In Co Meath 6,277 children availed of ECCE scheme

35

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018: In Co Meath 1,044 children availed of CCS and CCS Plus and 1718 children CCSU schemes

36

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018: In Co. Meath 270 children availed of TEC scheme
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In 2018/19 these programmes were in the process of being reformed based on the principle of
universalism and the pending introduction of the National Childcare Scheme (NCS), a single, streamlined
and more user friendly scheme. Under the NCS parents have access to the Universal Childcare Subsidy
Scheme to assist with the cost of childcare (universal subsidies). Targeted subsidies for children aged 6
months to 15 years of age are provided with the level of subsidy determined by the family
income37(income assessed subsidies). The NCS will replace the CCS and TEC schemes with a single
streamlined scheme.
Under the ECCE scheme 73% (143) of childcare services in County Meath met basic capitation criteria, the
fourth highest in the country and 27% (52) of childcare services met the highest capitation criteria, the
fourth lowest in the country38.
75% (750) of children attending CRANN member childcare services availed of ECCE and CCS and TEC.
Scheme
ECCE
CCS ( including CCSU)
TEC
Total

No of Children
313
391
46
750

Early years services follow a number of different curriculum approaches and quality standards39. For
community providers the top curricula approach and quality standard used was Aistéar (84%), Siolta
(76%), Play-based curriculum (59%) and Montessori (11%).
CRANN members provide an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its services and
are underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta,
where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care. One
service has achieved Siolta status level 4 in 2018, three services commenced participating in attaining
Siolta award in 2018 and a further three services are scheduled to commence participation towards
attaining a Siolta award during 2019.
CRANN and its members promote outdoor play. CRANN in partnership with Daoine Óga was first in
Co. Meath and the second in Ireland to research and implement an outdoor play preschool and the
benefits of it to children. CRANN now has three members operating ECCE outdoor preschools full time
(Trim CC, Ballivor CC and Navan CC). All other services provide approximately two hours outdoor play a
day for children attending the service.
DCYA provided Early Years Capital (EYC) and School Aged Childcare (SAC) grants to childcare services
to support infrastructure improvement. EYC (Stands 1-3) projects accounted for 79% of contracts and
86% of funds allocated with SAC projects (Strand 4,-5) accounting for the balance – 22% of contracts
and 14% of funding40
In 2017/2018, CRANN on behalf of its member CCOs availed of five EYC strand for five childcare centres
and two SAC for two childcare centres totalling €78,718. Three services received funding from Meath
County Council totalling €17,605. In addition, capital investment came from within CRANN Members,
where four childcare centres required expansion and refurbishment to the value investment of
37

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2018/2019

38

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

39

First 5, a whole government strategy for babies, children and their Families 2019-2028.

40

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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€235,000.
When CRANN began its journey 20 years ago the State made funding available for a programme of
development for Community Childcare Centres facilitated by EU money. There is no significant capital
investment by the State of this nature for new builds. This prevents the further growth of the model
of Community Childcare Centres, which relies on State and European funding for significant capital
for new builds. There is a need for such funding within our existing organisations members (Trim CC,
Navan CC, and Lagore Rd CC).
Inclusion and Diversity
The estimated number of Traveller children attending early year’s services increased by 8%
nationally41. CRANN supports member CCOs to encourage Traveller children to attend childcare
services. CRANN supported one Traveller led organisation to provide a service tailored to the needs of
Traveller children. Traveller children also attended other childcare centres.
Traveller Children
Traveller Led Service
Other Childcare Centres
Total

No of Preschool
Traveller Children
6
5
11

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
8
0
8

Nationally 75% of services cater for at least one child with additional needs and 65% of services have
at least one child with a diagnosed additional needs attending42. The Access and Inclusion Model (AIM)
supports children with additional needs to access the ECCE programme. Nationally 1,715 services were
supported under AIM in respect of 3,179 children. In Co. Meath 82 services were supported under the
AIM programme.
CRANN and its members provide support to 13 children through the AIM programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
4
5
4
13

Nationally the proportion of staff who have completed the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Training
programme has almost doubled over the course of a year40. CRANN Group has 8 staff members
across the 10 childcare centres who completed training in Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion training.
There is a need for more training places in this programme.
LINC Programme
The Leadership for inclusion in the Early Years programme (Linc), is a
Level 6 Special Purpose Award Higher Education for staff in Early Years
settings, to perform to role of Inclusion Coordinator offered by a
consortium led by Mary Immaculate College and including Early
Childhood Ireland and Maynooth University.

41

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

42

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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CRANN Group has 8 staff members who have completed this training across the 10 childcare centres.
There is a need for more training places in this programme.
Spaces, Capacity and Waiting List
Community childcare services account for 32% of childcare provision in Ireland43. CRANN and its
members as Community Childcare providers continue to expand their services. They have grown from
catering for 90 childcare places in one CCO in 2003, increasing to 318 childcare places by 2007 across
three CCOs. In 2010, 480 childcare places were provided for across seven CCOs. Today 787.3 childcare
places (437.6 FTE and 349.7 Seasonal places) are catering for 972 children across 10 CCOs. (Appendix
10 Numbers of Children). An additional childcare centre joined the group in 2019 providing 30 childcare
places.
The number of vacant places continues to fall nationally…conversely there has been a decline in the
estimated number of children on waiting lists44. The largest number of children on waiting lists were
for a place in full day care (30%), followed by morning sessional care (30%). In Co. Meath there were
355 (5%) vacant places on the ECCE scheme.
CRANN members have the following waiting lists across 10 childcare centres (August 2019) for the
2019/2020 intake. The childcare centres in Navan (Daoine Óga and Le Cheile), Trim CC and Lagore Rd.
CC in Dunshaughlin have particularly a high number of children on the waiting list for all services
provided.
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
115
42
187
48
120
512

Fees
The average weekly fee for full day is €177.92 nationally45. In Co. Meath the following fees are average:
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
183.52
100.68
68.80

CRANN is competitive in its application of fees and lower than the national average. The following
table is a schedule of fees charges for the CRANN Group.
Type of Service

Euro

Full Day Care

170.00

Part-time Day Care
Half Sessional & Breakfast Club

90.00
35.00

Sessional ECCE

69.00 (level 5)
80.25 (level 7+ )

43

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

44

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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Some centres have reduced fees where there is high deprivation. Funds from Tulsa are used for specific
vulnerable parents where their capacity to pay is reduced and the centre is experiencing higher levels of
bad debts as a result. This is decided on a case by case basis. Some Centres have a reduced fee applied
across the service where the centre is providing a service in a deprived area.
Nationally year on year fee increases for full day care are more evident in rural areas (€2.56) than in
urban areas ((€1.94) and among community services (E6.35) than among private providers (€2.56)44.
Staff
Nationally 80% of staff members work directly with children in community services and 3.7% work as
relief staff members46. CRANN has responsibility for 299 staff members working in childcare, including
CE participants, across the 10 member Childcare Centres directly or indirectly (Appendix 8 Number of
staff). 217 staff members including CE participants work directly with children (73%). There are 82
fulltime or part time staff members including CE participants working indirectly with children (27%).
There are no relief staff members as all members have a contract.
Childcare Centres
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff
Total

Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other TUS
Other
Total

No of Staff members
161
56
None
208

No of Direct Staff
41
7
0
0
8
56

No of Indirect Staff
23
3
1
0
8
35

Nationally 57% of staff members work part-time and are predominantly female (98% working directly
with children and 82% of ancillary staff members).47 CRANN and its members have 180 staff members
working part-time (60%). 119 staff members are working full time (40%). 94% of staff members are
women and 6% of staff members are men, working directly with children.

46

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

47

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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Staff qualifications
Nationally the vast majority of staff working with children (94%) have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or
higher and 65% have qualifications at NFQ level 6 and higher48. All CRANN members’ permanent staff
working with children aged 3 to 5 years have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or higher (100%)49. CE
participants are in the process of attaining qualifications at NFQ level 5. In addition, 37% of staff
members have qualifications at NFQ level 6 and 4% qualifications at NFQ level 7. Some staff members
have additional qualifications at NFQ level 8 and 9 such as social studies, family, community, and youth,
play therapy. Some staff members have additional qualifications such as play therapy, LINC and
additional needs.
Full Day care
Level 5

52%

Process of Level 5

4%

Level 6

37%

Process of Level 6

18%

Level 7

4%

Process of Level 7

7%

Degree

7%

Process of Level 8

1%

Degree in Social Studies

1%

Degree in family, community and youth

1%

Level 9

1%

Linc

3%

Play Therapy

2%

Train the Trainer

1%

Youth Work level 5

1%

Special educational needs level 6
Business Secretary Level 5

2%
1%

All staff members working with school aged children have a qualification but not necessarily in
childcare. Currently 50% of staff have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or higher and/other degrees. The
remaining staff (50%) are in the process of attaining their level 5 NFQ. There is a need to support staff
in attaining the necessary qualifications for delivering a school aged service. In addition, staff members
hold other qualifications such as play therapy, LINC and additional needs..

48

Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

49
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Afterschool’s
Level 5

28%

Process of Level 5

50%

Level 6

7%

Process of Level 6

13%

Level 7

3%

Process of Level 7

3%

Degree in Music & Geography

3%

Degree in Social Studies

3%

Degree in family, community and youth

3%

Play Therapy
Linc

3%
3%

Youth Work level 5
No Qualifications

3%
3%

CRANN recognise the importance of Continuous Professional Development (CPD) in the Early Years
Sector. CPD is essential in enabling practitioners to provide the
highest standards of care and education for children and young
people. Additionally, it enhances practitioner’s personal
development and keeps working practices up to date. The
Organisation recognises that staff are in many cases forced to
attend training, courses and meetings outside of their working
hours during evenings and weekends, therefore, decided to
close all childcare services and hold an In- Service Training Day
on Good Friday in 2018. A total of 205 employees were
scheduled to attend the training from all the various services
within the Organisation. The day was a huge success and the
feedback from the staff was very positive, so much so that
CRANN aim to hold two In-Service Training days annually.

Staff wages and turnover
Nationally the average hourly wage for staff working in the early years sector is €12.17 this represents
an increase of 2% on 2016/2017 rates (€11.93)50. The average rate for early year’s assistants (both
ECCE and non-ECCE) which constitutes 48% of all staff working with children was €11.20 per hour51.

50

Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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CRANN negotiated with its Childcare Members, of behalf of the childcare staff a salary increase of 2.5%
in 2018 and an additional 2.5% in 2019. CRANN pay scale is as follows:
Job Title

Qualification

Jan-18

Increase

Childcare Assistant

No Qualifications

€9.55

Childcare Assistant
Childcare Assistant
Childcare Leader

QQI Level 5
QQI Level 6
QQI Level 5

€9.78
€10.04
€11.62

Childcare Leader

QQI Level 6

Childcare Leader
Childcare Leader

QQI Level 7
QQI Level 8

Job Title
Assistant Manager

Qualification
Level 6

Assistant Manager
Assistant Manager
Manager

Level 7
Level 8
QQI Level 6

€13.05
€13.37
€13.25

Manager
Manager

QQI Level 7
QQI Level 8

€13.50
€14.16

Jan-19

€0.24
€0.24
€0.25

€9.79
€10.02
€10.29

€11.91

€0.29
€0.30

€11.91
€12.21

€12.21
€12.83

€0.31
€0.32

€12.52
€13.15

Jan-18
€12.73

Increase

Jan-19

€0.64
€0.65
€0.67

€13.37
€13.70
€14.04

€1.33
€1.35
€1.42

€14.58
€14.85
€15.58

Towards the end of 2019, CRANN introduced a pay scale for Managers and Assistant Managers in order
to acknowledge the responsibility of the role of Senior Members of Staff and avoid the sectors
escalating difficulty with the retention of staff. The pay scale is based on the qualifications of the
manager and the type of facility they manage (number of children the facility provides for), as follows:
Manager Salary Scale
No of Children

L8
Scale

L7
Scale

L6
Scale

0 -50

€35,000.00

€32,500.00

€30,000.00

51-100

€36,000.00

€33,428.53

€30,857.10

101-150

€37,000.00

€34,357.17

€31,714.31

151-200

€38,000.00

€35,261.45

€32,549.03

201-250

€39,000.00

€36,189.53

€33,405.72
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Assistant Manager Salary Scale
No of Children

L8
Scale

L7
Scale

L6
Scale

0 -50

€29,000.00

€27,000.00

€25,000.00

51-100

€30,000.00

€27,930.36

€25,861.44

101-150

€31,000.00

€28,861.37

€26,723.49

151-200

€32,000.00

€29,792.38

€27,585.54

201-250

€33,000.00

€30,723.40

€28,447.59

In addition, CRANN introduced a 2.5% increase to the pay scale to reward Childcare Assistants and
Childcare Leaders and in order to avoid the sectors escalating problem with retention of staff.
Job Title
Childcare Assistant

Qualification
No Qualifications

Jan-19
€9.80

Feb 2020 @ 2.5%
€10.10

Childcare Assistant

QQI Level 5

€10.02

€10.35

Childcare Assistant

QQI Level 6

€10.29

€10.61

Childcare Assistant

QQI Level 7

€11.00

€10.88

Childcare Assistant

QQI Level 8

€11.20

€11.15

Childcare Leader

QQI Level 5

€11.91

€12.21

Childcare Leader

QQI Level 6

€12.21

€12.51

Childcare Leader

QQI Level 7

€12.52

€12.83

Childcare Leader

QQI Level 8

€13.15

€13.48

Nationally the annual turnover rate is 25% and just over a quarter of services (26%) reported having a
staff vacancy52. More than half of services (57%) reported difficulties recruiting staff53. CRANN and its
members have an annual turnover rate of 11.3% over the past three years, which is less than the national
average.
Childcare Centres
2016
2017
2018
Average for 3 years

52
53

No of Staff members
36
27
27
30

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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The recruitment and retention of qualified childcare staff for the services has proved to be particularly
challenging. The changes to the Child Care Pre-school Regulations 2016 which requires all persons
working in childcare to hold a minimum QQI Level 5 qualification has been a major contributing factor
to this challenge. CRANN openly support the upskilling of staff and increasing the quality of provision
within the childcare services, however, there have been challenges to meeting these new regulatory
requirements. Previously, Special Needs Assistants needed only hold a qualification in their field and
Community Employment Staff undergoing their 3 - year training programme could be counted in staff
ratio. From January 2017, the enforcement of the Regulations required all staff to hold a QQI
qualification in Childcare. This as a result posed a huge recruitment demand to fill not only those gaps
but also to meet the demands of expansion within many of the services within CRANN.
CRANN worked closely with outside agencies including; Seetec Job Initiative, as well as local Childcare
& Education Training Providers to source suitably qualified childcare staff, Employment & Skills Ireland,
the Department of Skills and Social Protection, and TUS to fulfil the various roles required within our
Childcare Services.

Although CRANN collaborated with outside agencies, advertised the
posts required and scheduled many interviews, there was a frustration
when many of the posts advertised could not be filled as there was a
lack of suitable candidates applying for the positions. With regard to
the Special Needs Assistants posts, CRANN had to turn away many
excellent staff who either had personal experience of caring for
children with additional needs or years of experience working in the
role of a SNA but due to their lack of overall QQI Level 5 qualification
they had to be turned away from roles that they could have filled
exceptionally.
Of the members of CRANN who had staff leave their service, one of the main reason for their departure,
was reported as being due to the fact that working in the Childcare Sector was no longer financially
viable and so they had left to pursue opportunities in a different field. This is not just a local but a
national problem facing our Sector. Increased Government investment is considered critical to bringing
about appropriate standardised pay and conditions for the sector. CRANN and its members are very
aware of the inadequate salaries paid to childcare professionals and for this reason CRANN in
partnership with the National Childhood (NCN) Network engaged an outside consultant, Mercer 54, to
develop a salaries scale appropriate to a sector. The final document was presented to the Department
of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and to sitting Dáil Members in 2018.
In order for childcare professionals to be paid appropriately, the government must invest a substantial
increase of funding into childcare. Development of appropriate salary scales are needed to inform the
DCYA’s work to identify the real cost of childcare in Ireland and help make the case for increased
Government investment in the childhood workforce. Increased Government investment is essential to
ensure appropriate standardised pay and conditions. Development of agreed national salary scales
54

Remuneration Terms for Early Years Professionals, (2018), B, Duncan, R, Thomas, Dublin Charlotte House, (Mercer).
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based on the roles, responsibilities, qualifications, skills sets/competencies of staff are essential to
secure the delivery of high quality services in the future that will support parents/families, enhance
children’s health, well-being, learning and development and support Ireland’s economic and social
development.
The following is the proposed Mercer pay scale:

•
•
•
•

The scales are based on a 39-hour working week, including non-contact time,
payment should be pro-rata where fewer hours are worked.
A comparison with a range of other public sector roles is set out
It is proposed, other than by promotion, that staff move through the pay-scales through a
combination of experience, participation in professional development training, possibly
including obtaining additional qualifications, and satisfactory performance.
In conjunction with the pay scales, comparable public sector pension arrangements and
holiday, sick leave, and study leave should be provided.

In the absence of such a scale the rate of pay for staff and the absence of sufficient funding from both
parents and Government to secure appropriate pay and conditions for staff within centre based
services many difficulties have arisen. These include: increasing unrest within the workforce, a lack of
stability within services, the inability of service providers to retain and recruit qualified staff, the
inability of all services to achieve and maintain high quality standards in each area of service delivery.
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The National Community Childcare Forum
The National Community Childcare Forum (NCCF) was initiated by CRANN in response to a number of
major challenges facing committee managed childcare services. The initiative was supported by the
NCN who observed at first hand the many difficulties facing the community sector when supporting a
number of services meet national quality standards as outlined in the Siolta Quality Framework. NCCF
meets to discuss all of the issues that are impacting on their Sector. CRANN continues to represent the
NCCF at the National Collaborative Forum for the Early Years Care and Education Sector chaired by the
Department of Children and Youth Affairs which meet three times per year. The Professional Childcare
Committee has met on a number of occasions, where they have developed a Code of Ethics for the
sector as well as many other issues. This is a very hard-working group and consists of very dedicated
Members from the community childcare sector.
Child Protection
Nationally 70% of staff completed Children First Training over the past 3 years55
All staff members working directly with children have completed the E-learning Children First training
online with Tulsa, the Child and Family Agency. In addition, 64 staff members have completed the
Children First Advanced.
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
208
64

Percentage
96%
32%

An average of 7 referrals are made annually to child protection services Tulsa across the 10 CCOs:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
9
5
6

Childcare centres received an average of 18 referrals per year across the 10 CCOs from child protection
and family support services. One Childcare Centre holds 11 childcare places for use by TUSLA referrals
annually.
Year
2018
2017
2016

55

No of referrals
19
19
17

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018
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Summary
CCOs compared well to national standards.
Community childcare services account for 32% of childcare provision in Ireland56. CRANN and its
member Community Childcare providers continue to expand their services. In 2018, CRANN member
CCOs registered 1002 children across 11 CCOs in 2018 for 817.3 childcare places (437.6 FTE and 379.7
Seasonal places). 75% of children attending services availed of ECCE and CCS and TEC across CRANN
member childcare services. The National Childcare Scheme (NCS) is a single, streamlined and more
user friendly scheme where parents have access to the Universal Childcare Subsidy Scheme to assist with
the cost of childcare (universal subsidies). Targeted subsidies for children aged 6 months to 15 years
of age are provided with the level of subsidy determined by the family income(income assessed
subsidies)57. We continue to grow our services as new members comes on board.
CRANN members provide an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its services and
are underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta.
CRANN’s goal is to ensure all services have started its journey in attaining and achieving a Quality such
as Síolta award. CRANN promotes outdoor play to its members. CRANN now has three members
operating ECCE outdoor preschools full time (Trim CC, Ballivor CC and Navan CC).
Capital funding is essential to support infrastructure improvement to childcare facilities. CRANN on
behalf of its members availed of EYC strand 2 and SAC to the value of €78, 718 for 7 childcare centres.
Meath County Council also provided funding to the value of €17,605 for 3 childcare centres. In
addition, capital investment came from within the CRANN, where required expansion and
refurbishment to the value investment of €235, 000 for four childcare centres. There is no significant
capital investment by the State to fund new builds. This prevents the further growth of the model of
Community Childcare Centres. There is a need for such funding within our existing organisations
members (Trim CC, Navan CC, Lagore Rd. CC in Dunshaughlin and Lilliputs in Laytown).
From a social inclusion perspective there is a continued need to encourage and support Traveller
Families to avail of childcare and preschool services. There is also ongoing need to train and support
staff to meet the needs of children with additional needs attending our childcare centres.
Nationally the largest number of children on waiting lists were for a place in full day care (30%),
followed by morning sessional care (30%). In Co. Meath there were 355 (5%) vacant places on the ECCE
scheme. CRANN members had the highest waiting lists in Navan, Simonstown, Trim and Dunshaughlin
where the population has grown and there are not enough childcare places to meet demand.
CRANN has responsibility for 299 staff members including CE participants, across the 10-member
Childcare Centres working directly or indirectly with children. 73% of staff members work directly with
children which is lower than the national average. Front line staff are fully dedicated to concentrate on
care of the children. Other administrative tasks are completed by CRANN shared business services.
27% of staff members work indirectly with children which is higher than the national average. This

56

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2017/2018

57

Early Years Sector Profile Report 2018/2019
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reflects the true cost of the additional duties relating to social business enterprise management,
human resource management, finance management and other ancillary services such as education
and training, CE scheme, catering, facility management, and procurement which is the function of
shared business services provided by CRANN.
There were no relief staff members as all staff members have fixed term or permanent contracts.
CRANN aims to give maximum employment and through its shared services it has been possible to
employ staff for relief purposes across different centres.
CRANN has 60% of staff members working part-time and 40% full time. 94% of staff members are
women and 6% of staff members are men working directly with children. This is reflective of the
number of women working in the sector where it is their choice to work part time.
CRANNs emphasis on training and education highlights that all CRANN permanent staff members
working with children aged 3 to 5 years have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or higher58 (100%). This is
above the national average. All staff members working with school aged children have a qualification
but not necessarily in childcare. There is a need to support staff in attaining the necessary
qualifications for delivering a school aged service.
CRANN negotiated with its Childcare Members, of behalf of the childcare staff a salary increase of 2.5%
in 2018 and an additional 2.5% in 2019 and introduced pay scale reflective of their role and
responsibilities working within the sector. The recruitment and retention of qualified childcare staff
for the services has proved to be particularly challenging. The development of a pay scale in the sector
is seen as critical to the recognition of the sector as well as ensuring growth and retention of staff
working in the sector. Remuneration Terms for Early Years Professionals (2018) Mercer59, was
produced by CRANN in partnership with the National Childhood Network (NCN) which outlines a
salaries scale appropriate to the childcare sector. Development of appropriate salary scales are needed
to inform the DCYA’s work to identify the real cost of childcare in Ireland and help make the case for
increased Government investment in the childhood workforce. The final document was presented to
the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and to sitting Dáil Members in 2018. Increased
Government investment is essential in order to ensure appropriate standardised pay and conditions.
Child Protection is a critical area for all services. All staff members working directly with children have
completed the E-learning Children First training online with Tulsa, the Child and Family Agency. In
addition, 32% of staff members have completed the Children First Advanced. CRANN members
continue to work with Tusla in supporting vulnerable Families to access affordable childcare and where
Families are receiving services from Tulsa to support the individual Families to meet their childcare
needs.
Finally, working together is critical to childcare centres. The National Community Childcare Forum
(NCCF) was initiated by CRANN in response to a number of major challenges facing committee
managed childcare services. CRANN represents the NCCF at the National Collaborative Forum for the
Early Years Care and Education Sector chaired by the Department of Children and Youth Affair.
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Remuneration Terms for Early Years Professionals, (2018)
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5C. SOCIAL INCLUSION PROJECTS
Introduction
While approximately 75% of the work carried out by the CRANN, revolves around Childcare, we must
not forget the other very valuable projects within the community that CRANN provides. The Ballivor
Community Childcare Community Employment Scheme and the CRANN Community Employment
Scheme funded by DEASP has supported the unemployed in their return to employment and (with
100% of participants who completed their 3 year contract on the Ballivor CE Scheme being offered
employment) has supported adult learners overcome their fears in their return to education. Meath
Jobs Club funded by the Department of Employment and Social Protection (DEASP) has once again met
its target as set by that agency. MCDAR core funds are allocated from Health Service Executive (HSE)
Social Inclusion to North East Regional Drug & Alcohol Task Force (NERDATF). MCDAR work tirelessly
with individuals and family members regarding drug and alcohol issues. The SMART Project co-funded
by the Irish Government and the European Social Fund as part of the ESF Programme for Employability,
Inclusion and Learning (PEIL) 2014-2020, has continued to support and work with young people in
south Meath and its surrounding areas. East Coast Family Resource Centre is an expansion of Laytown
Resource House project and an exciting development in East Meath area funded by DCYA and Tulsa.

Community Employment Schemes
CRANN has one community employment scheme and oversees
two community employment schemes for childcare with Ballivor
and Ronanstown CCOs.
The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection
(DEASP) Community Employment60 aims to enhance the
employability and mobility of disadvantage and unemployed
persons by providing work experience and training opportunities
for them within their communities. In addition, it helps long term
unemployed people to re-enter the active workforce by breaking
their experience of unemployment through a return to work
routine. There are set eligibility criteria for the unemployed to be
taken onto the scheme as a participants.
(Appendix 11 Eligibility for CE Scheme).

60

Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection www.welfare.ie
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Ballivor Community Employment Scheme for Childcare
In partnership with DEASP, Ballivor CC continue to provide a dedicated
high-quality Community Employment Scheme for Childcare in Co. Meath.
Community participants are employed to work directly with children and
to work indirectly through ancillary support services to childcare.
(Appendix 12a)
The aim of this scheme is to:
 Highlight Childcare as a Profession.
 Highlight essential ancillary support services to childcare.
 Provide training support to the long term unemployed for childcare.
 Provide training support to the long term unemployed for ancillary support services to
childcare.
 Provide a high standard of training enabling participants to achieve a recognised qualification
and equip them to avail of a professional career.
 Support local community childcare centres in Co. Meath to deliver affordable quality
childcare. Local communities supported include: Ballivor; Trim; Navan; Athboy; Kells;
Kilmainhamwood; Baconstown; Duleek; Dunshaughlin; Laytown; Ratoath; and Summerhill.
 The Scheme enable participants to enhance and develop both their technical and personal
skills which can be used in the workplace.
 Ensure value for money striving to provide best quality service at the best cost.
 Enhance shared business services that is of benefit for member local community childcare
centres in Co. Meath.
ACTIVITY
There are 75 participants on this scheme. 49 directly employed in childcare and 27 indirectly
(maintenance/gardener, joinery/painter (9), cooks (4), reception (4), administration/payroll (2), bus
driver (1), cleaner (4), Procurement (3)). Targets are set yearly and over a three-year contract with the
DEASP for achievements in both minor and major educational awards. These positions are embedded
in the day to day operations of the childcare services.
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CRANN Community Employment Scheme
for Social Inclusion Projects
The DEASP are reviewing Community Employment schemes61 and
categorise CE as:
o

Training/activation: placement is more directly related to employment opportunities with a
view to providing more labour market relevant experience.

o

Social Inclusion: placement provides an opportunity for those who are very distant from the
labour market to employment and deliver services in their communities.

In partnership with the DEASP, CRANN provides a dedicated high-quality Community Employment
Scheme for Social Inclusion Projects in Co. Meath. This scheme provides an element of both training
and activation as well as social inclusion. (Appendix 12b)
The aim of this scheme is to provide services as follows:
 Community development facilities & activities
 Information, support & resource facilities with associated activities
 Support for parents and families
 Support local charities by providing retail assistance in two charity shops in Trim
 Support local amenities through Tidy Towns
 Support teenagers through the SMART programme
ACTIVITY
There are 30 participants in the CRANN Community Employment Scheme actively assisting:










61

Trim Tidy Towns, including daily watering of the flower baskets around the town, planting
hedges, painting, litter picking and general upkeep of the local area. All the hard work paid off
and Trim received a Gold Medal Award in 2017.
Two very successful charity shops in Trim.
Twice is Nice where proceeds from the shop go to the day to day running of the Multiple
Sclerosis Therapy Centre in Trim, which provides vital services for people with MS.
The Saint Vincent de Paul Shop
Sub sponsors around Trim, including Tidy Towns, St. Patrick’s Church and Church of Ireland
also engage maintenance people to carry out important work on the grounds of both churches
and the graveyard.
A number of sub sponsors also require administrative support to their organisation.
Our other services such as MCDAR project and Trim Community Childcare require
receptionists to support their services

Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection www.welfare.ie
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Ronanstown Community Employment Scheme for Childcare
Similar to the previous two Community Employment Schemes, n partnership Ronanstown continue to
provide a dedicated high-quality Community Employment Scheme in County Dublin. Community
participants are employed to work directly with children and to work indirectly through ancillary
support services to childcare.
The aim of this scheme is to:
 Highlight Childcare as a Profession.
 Highlight essential ancillary support services to childcare.
 Provide training support to the long term unemployed for childcare.
 Provide training support to the long term unemployed ancillary support services to childcare.
 Provide a high standard of training enabling participants to achieve a recognised qualification
and equip them to avail of a professional career.
 Support local community childcare centres in Co. Dublin to deliver affordable quality
childcare.
 The Scheme enable participants to enhance and develop both their technical and personal
skills which can be used in the workplace.
 Ensure value for money striving to provide best quality service at the best cost.
ACTIVITY
There are currently 25 places for participants on this scheme. There are 4 vacancies. Currently there
are 21 participants. 13 participants are working directly in childcare and 8 participants are working
indirectly in childcare indirectly (cook (2), administration/payroll (5) and caretaking (1). Targets are set
yearly and over a three-year contract with the DEASP for achievements in both minor and major
educational awards. These positions are embedded in the day to day operations of the childcare
services.
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Challenges for Community Employment Schemes
Attracting suitable potential participants to the scheme can be a challenge. Potential participant
numbers have reduced. In austerity times the eligibility for participants was narrowed and as the
economy moves to full employment levels, this narrowed eligibility appears to be a barrier to
participation.
Participants must hold the competency to undertake QQI training courses. A suitable programme of
courses aimed at men in their early fifties needs to be targeted. These men are generally employed in
maintenance and caretaking roles. These men previously may have been employed in the construction
industry and such heavy manual work is problematic to their health and welfare. In addition, literacy
issues can present where participants are reluctant to acknowledge such difficulties.
The number of participants on the Ballivor CE Scheme were reduced from 87 places in 2018 to 75 places
in 2019. Currently there are 8 vacancies on the scheme. In austerity times the eligibility for participants
was narrowed and as the economy moves to full employment levels, this narrowed eligibility appears
to be a barrier to participation. For example, categories of people are screened out of participation
include:





young people 18-20 years
persons who sign on for credits only
dependants of person who have a full claim
persons cannot be in receipt of two social welfare payments e.g. lone parents or widowed

Participants for childcare must hold the competency to undertake a QQI level 5 training course. Some
participants below this standard may require additional work to attain such a standard. This may not
always be possible within the length of the scheme for the individual. Persons who are foreign
nationals may not have the written competency for level 5 written assignments.
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East Coast Family Resource Centre
and Laytown Family Resource House
East Coast Family Resource Centre and Laytown Resource House is an
outreach programme of CRANN and was cofounded by Tusla national
corporate body and Tusla local development funding.
The Child and Family Agency's (Tulsa) Family and Community Services
Resource Centre Programme 62 provides services and supports to
local communities. The FRC programme is Ireland’s largest family
support programme delivering universal services to families in
disadvantaged areas across the country based on a life-cycle
approach62.
The aim of the FRC programme is to combat disadvantage and improve the functioning of the family
unit. Each FRC operates autonomously working inclusively with individuals, families, communities,
and both statutory and non-statutory agencies. FRCs act as a first step to community participation
and social inclusion. The programme emphasises involving local communities in tackling the
problems they face and creating successful partnerships between voluntary and statutory agencies
at community level.
A central feature of the FRC programme is the involvement of local people in identifying needs and
developing needs-led responses. FRCs involve people from marginalised groups and areas of
disadvantage on their voluntary management committees. This approach ensures that each FRC is
rooted in the community and this, in turn, makes it a vehicle for delivering other programmes in the
community. FRCs are participative and empowering organisations that support families while
building the capacity and leadership of local communities.
FRCs provides a range of universal and targeted services and development opportunities that
address the needs of families. These can include:









62

The provision of information, advice and support to target groups and families. Information
concerning the range of services and development options available locally and advice on
accessing rights and entitlements is also extended. FRCs act as a focal point for onward referrals
to mainstream service providers.
Delivering education courses and training opportunities.
The establishment and maintenance of new community groups to meet local needs and the
delivery of services at local level (for example, childcare facilities, after-school clubs, men’s
groups, etc.)
The provision of counselling and support to individuals and groups.
Developing capacity and leadership within communities.
Supporting personal and group development.

TUSLA and Family Resource Centres, www.tusla.ie/services/family-community-support/family-resource-centres
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Practical assistance to individuals and community groups such as access to information
technology and office facilities.



Practical assistance to existing community groups such as help with organisational
structures, assistance with accessing funding or advice on how to address specific social
issues.



Supporting networking within the community.



Contributing to Policy work.

Laytown Family Resource Centre expanded its services to become East Coast Family Resource
Centre, which began its new journey in 2018 setting up services in the east coast of Co. Meath.
Our staff members include:






Coordinator
Family Support Worker
Youth Worker
Receptionist
Early Years Leader and Assistant
(Appendix 13)

We provide the following services across two settings, The Family Resource Centre in Bettystown
and the Family Resource House in Laytown:
The Family Resource Centre provides Group work for adults of various ages:
 Women’s Group
 Working with Men’s Shed
 LMETB tutors run programmes as wildlife and ecology and personal development.
 Recreational activities such as glass painting, decorating making and tea-light design.
 Cook it which is a 6-week nutritional programme is a fun and practical way of cooking healthy
meals.
 Food cloud which is twice a week food is collected from Tesco on its use by date and
brought to the centre where it is distributed to the families in the community.
The Family Resource Centre also provides Parenting programmes for parents of children in various
age groups as follows:


Swings and slides
This peer support programme focuses on the physical, social, emotional, and mental wellbeing of both parents and children. It builds on skills as playing with your child, talking, and
listening, positive discipline and health promotion.



Parents Plus Early Years Programme
An evidence-based parenting course promoting confidence, learning and positive behaviour
in young children aged 1 to 6 years. Drawing on well-researched ideas about child
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development, and parent-child communication, the Parents Plus Early Years Programme is
ideal for parents who want to maximise their children’s learning, language and social
development, as well as reduce behaviour problems, while ensuring their children grow up
happy and emotionally secure. The programme is suitable both for children within the normal
range of development as well as children with special needs, such as ADHD, speech and
language and other developmental difficulties.
Family Communication Programme
This is a skills-based parenting programme aligned with an approach that is preventative,
empowering, building on family strengths, enhancing self-esteem and a sense of being able to
influence events in one’s life. While the positive parenting programme covers behaviour
management skills for parents, it also covers all aspects of family life or the development of
other processes in families that can increase their resilience in times of strain or struggle which
parents face. In particular, there is a focus in this programme on clear and direct
communication as one of the keys skills that can be employed to accomplish these aims.
The Incredible Years (Infant and parent programme)
The incredible Years Parent and Baby Programme is a 6-week programme for carers, parents
and expectant parents of babies 0-12 months. The programme encourages babies’ physical
and language development and helps baby feel loved, safe & secure. The parenting group
format fosters peer support networks and shared learning. Trained Incredible Years facilitators
use video clips of real-life situations to support the training and stimulate group discussions.
Parents practice skills with their babies in the group.

The Family Resource Centre provides Family Support Services targeted at vulnerable families.
Our Family Support Worker works directly with families supporting them to manage their family needs
and connecting them to support services. Where appropriate, our Family Support Worker links families
into local statutory and voluntary organisations that can be of assistance to the family.

Services we also offer include Preschool, Afterschool and Youth Services:
Preschool & Afterschool
The Early Years’ service provision of the Lilliputs preschool and the
afterschool offer daily activities to encourage social, emotional, and
physical learning experiences to the children in our care.
Youth Service
Our Youth Service is targeted at vulnerable young people. Our Youth Worker works directly with young
people supporting them to manage their own needs and connecting them to support services.
Our Youth Worker runs the following programmes:


Confident Me: A 10-week group programme designed for children aged 10 – 12 years who
have experienced adversity and difficulty in their young lives. The programme looks at hopes
and dreams, our emotions and developing skills to manage difficult situations.
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Rainbows. Rainbows offers a 9-week listening, group support programme for children
following a bereavement or parental separation. Children of a similar age and loss experience
are in separate groups. Rainbows is suitable for children from age 7 years. Rainbows is not
counselling or professional therapy. Visit www.rainbowsireland.ie for more information on
the Rainbows Service
Mind the Gap. The aim of this programmes is to assist young people successfully transfer from
primary to secondary school. It encompasses exercises to help students negotiate teacher
expectations, new environments, and the journey from established social groups into new
social relations.

Challenges
The East Coast Family Resource Centre is in its infancy and is working with regional and national bodies
to fulfil its roles and responsibilities. The Family Support Agency developed a Strategic Framework for
Family Support (January 2013), provides the national vision of support for families, communities, and
individuals through FRCs.
The FRCs are supported by two Regional support agencies, Framework and West Training. These
support agencies play a key role in promoting good practice within the programme and providing
technical support, advice, and training to FRCs. They also support the monitoring of projects on behalf
of the Child and Family Agency.
The Family Resource Centre National Forum (FRCNF) is a support network which works with all FRCs.
This national network is a valuable asset in the overall operation of the programme. It ensures a
representative voice at national level and coherence within the Programme.
Tusla has provided €160,000 for the formal establishment of the East Coast Family Resource Centre
for the East Meath District Electoral Division (DED). A new premises has been opened in Bettystown,
alongside our existing premises in Laytown.
Current Areas of Work

Needs Analysis

Outreach Family Support – one to one
Parenting Programmes
a) Recreational Group Work
b) Personal Development and
Education
4. Afterschool
5. Parent and Toddler
(ages 6-8)
6. Children’s Programmes (Rainbows,
Confident Me)
7. Meitheals
8. Social Trips/Events
9. Preparation for Work and CE Scheme
10. Steering Group - with a view to
developing independent board over the
next two years

Outcome 1 - Healthy Physically and Mentally
No. 1, 3a, 4, 6, 7, 8
Outcome 2 – Learning and Development
No. 2,3,4
Outcome 3 – Safe from Harm
As per results of Needs Analysis work to include
programmes/events addressing bullying, cyber bullying, drug
and alcohol abuse, anxiety (in particular men), antisocial
behaviour, youth self-defence
Outcome 4 – Economically Secure
No. 9, + Food Cloud, Jobs Club, Skills for Work, Social
Enterprise initiatives (groups developing their own calendars,
cookery books, sales of handcrafts etc. to generate income and
learn new skills)
Outcome 5 – Connected to Community
No. 8, 3a + Mosney and other hard to reach groups
Outcome 6 – Good Governance and Compliance
Developing independent board, training in
roles/responsibilities and developing terms of reference for
Staffing and Financial Subgroups

1.
2.
3.
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Meath Job Club
Meath Job Club is a highly effective employment and
recruitment service and an established bridge between
job seekers and employers throughout the county.
Meath Job Club provide a service to assist jobseekers to enter / re-enter employment through the
provision of individualised supports, a ‘drop in’ service and formal workshops. The Job Club service
enables jobseekers to take positive steps towards realising their career plans and to explore and
follow-up employment opportunities. Meath Job Club provide active, practical, and participative
supports under the guidance and supervision of a Job Club leader.
The Job Club63 aims to expand awareness and to help jobseekers understand how the application of
simple techniques can greatly enhance their jobseeking skills. Through the supports available
jobseekers will be more acutely aware of their employable/marketable personal attributes.




Individualised support: allows jobseekers to avail of practical and personal support on a one
to one basis e.g. pre-interview support.
Drop-in service: allows jobseekers to avail of the facilities of the Job Club (e.g. internet,
telephone, photocopying) at their own convenience.
Formal workshops: can vary from 1 to 4 weeks depending on the needs of the jobseekers.

It is intended that the Job Clubs formal workshops will be flexible and responsive to the special
requirements and aptitudes of jobseekers and/or sectorial requirements. Topics covered on the
workshops may include for example:












63

Profiling of individual clients’ skills and matching with employment opportunities
Individual Employment Plan
Understanding of interview process; the employers’ approach and the development
and practice of interview skills
Preparing for interviews; CV preparation
Sourcing and approaching referees
Local economy, employers, job opportunities
The value of transferable skills
Communications skills in the workplace
Group participation and motivation
Using the internet in job searching, online applications
The world of work

Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection www.welfare.ie
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Meath Jobs Club has a consistently strong job-entry figures are underpinned by 18 years spent mining
for contacts using a 3-pronged approach:
 Cultivation of job seekers to become valued employees
 Provision of an employer-led recruitment service
 Extended engagement with employed ex-members to identify new job leads

Our Team includes:
 2 Project Leaders
 2 Project Assistants (part time staff members)
(Appendix 14)
ACTIVITY
On average 452 job seekers were supported from across the county and from all walks of life... Of
these, an average of 414 attended our workshop and one to one support services. Over 52% of those
supported got jobs and were supported in sourcing the ‘right’ piece of training to enable them to
upskill and ultimately get jobs.
We offered a flexible service to cater for every job seeker as follows:
 Drop-in: use the facilities: computers, internet, telephone, photocopying - free of charge
 Advice Clinic: No Appointment clinic
 One-to-one: CV analysis, Cover letter-review refresher tips, pre-interview support
 Workshops: Help with ‘everything’ related to job seeking delivered in 1-4 week workshops
 Employer network: Forge new links and add connections Employers value our service and
recognise the calibre of the staff sourced

Challenges for Meath Jobs Club
Due to the recovery of the economy, the profile of the participants has changed. Should the economy
be affected by a downturn in the economy, the profile and the nature of the service will need to be
reviewed. It is critical to ensure the service remains relevant to job applicants and to ensure employers
continue to value our service and the calibre of staff sourced for recruitment.
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Meath Community Drug & Alcohol Response
Meath Community Drug and Alcohol Response is a
voluntary community initiative providing a range of services
to individuals and Family members who may be
experiencing difficulties with addiction.
It is a confidential over 18’s service creating a safe nonjudgmental space where issues underpinning addiction can
be explored. MCDAR operates a service based on mutual
respect, dignity, and equality.
Anyone can make a referral to MCDAR.
MCDAR works with HSE Social Inclusion allocation to NERDATF64 and reports to CRANN, striving to
take account of the national vision “For a healthier and safer Ireland, where public health and safety
is protected and the harms caused to individuals, families and communities by substance misuse are
reduced and everyone affected by substance use is empowered to improve their health and wellbeing
and quality of life’ (Reducing Harm, Supporting Recovery, A health-led response to drug and alcohol
use in Ireland 2017-2025). They set out Five Strategic Goals as follows:
1. Promote and protect health and wellbeing
2. Minimise the harms caused by the use and misuse of substances and promote rehabilitation
and recovery
3. Address the harms of drug markets and reduce access to drugs for harmful use
4. Support participation of individuals, families and communities
5. Develop sound and comprehensive evidence-informed policies and actions.
MCDAR also takes account of the Child and Family Agency, TUSLA strategic plan Better Outcomes,
Batter Futures
MCDAR has a voluntary Steering Committee which supports and guides its work, development and
decisions and are paramount to the success of the project. HSE Social Inclusion allocation to NERDATF
core funds MCDAR. NERDATF offer very valuable support always to the project. We are very
appreciative of the support from the Simon Community who make it possible for us to have a base for
our Navan Drop-In and appointments.
Our Team includes
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Coordinator
Community Project Workers by 3
Community Employment Worker
Counsellors
Programme Facilitators

(Appendix 15)

Task Forces - dea.gov www.dea.gov/task-forces and Department of Health www.health.gov.ie
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It is policy in MCDAR for all Staff, Facilitators, contract workers and volunteers to access training for
continuous professional development.
MCDAR is a very busy project and the voluntary hours willingly contributed by the Staff Team
contribute to the capacity to meet the demands for support from MCDAR. Our staff are very generous
with their time in supporting the many and varied tasks and requests asked of them.
MISSION STATEMENT
Meath Community Drug and Alcohol Response aims to empower the community through awareness,
education, and support to respond to issues relating to alcohol and substance misuse in a positive way.
AIMS & OBJECTIVES





To raise awareness of the problems caused by alcohol and substance misuse for the
individual, the family and the community.
To provide a community based, needs led, treatment and rehabilitation service for those
living in Meath experiencing difficulties with alcohol and substance misuse.
To ensure families are provided with appropriate information and support.
To operate through a coordinated approach to interagency work.

SERVICES AVAILABLE












Advice and Support
Drop in Service in Trim and Navan
Harm Reduction
Key Working
Group Work
Affordable Counselling Service
Aftercare Group
Family Support
Complimentary Therapies and Mindfulness
Skilled Based Programme
- Family Focus
- Strengthening Families Programme

Service Profile
One to One Work
An average of 127 individuals received a key worker service over the past three years.
Year

Provided with Key Working Support

2018

138

2017

125

2016

118

Drop-In, Aftercare, Alternative Therapies and Advocacy and Brief Interventions.
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Our Drop-In service is held weekly in Navan on a Wednesday afternoon from 2pm – 4pm and in Trim
on Thursday afternoon from 2pm – 4pm. This is a low threshold service. On average up to ten to fifteen
people accessed this service each week. Drop in helps build relationships and leads to engagement
with services.
Our Aftercare support is essential for service users on exiting a treatment service. On average 10 to20
people attend weekly. The Service facilitates an Aftercare Recovery Group in Navan weekly and the
numbers attending are increasing.
MCDAR are supported by Tutor Hours from Community Education LMETB an average of 160 hours of
complementary/craniosacral therapies throughout the year for 20 of our service users. The practice
of mindfulness is strongly linked with greater wellbeing, enhanced self-esteem, and perceived health
benefits. An average of 25 service users benefit from 64 hours of mindfulness. The Service
acknowledge the support and great contribution to community from LMETB.
In addition we provide advocacy and brief interventions according to the need of our service users,
approximately 100 interventions per year.
2018 Supports

Numbers availing

Drop In

10 to 15 service users weekly

Weekly After Care Group

10 – 12 service users weekly

Complementary Therapies

45 service users

Advocacy and Brief Interventions

100

Counselling Service
Our Counselling service supports an average of 29 young people and 29 adults with an average of 130
individual sessions for young people and 207 individual sessions for adults. MCDAR referred 19 men
and 13 women to various residential treatment centres. This was more than double the referrals in
2017 (7men and 5 women)
Year

Young
People

Adults

Total Sessions

2018 to July

14

17

Young People 89
Adults 137

2017

28

20

Young People 174
Adults 220

2016

16

20

270
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Family Support
Our Family support service is for Family Members in their own right. An average of 30 Family members
receive an average of 156 individual sessions for support for themselves.
Some families require additional Counselling when need for therapeutic work identified, however
funds are limited and dependent on additional grants applications and local fund raising
Predominantly females seek this service for support.
Year

Referrals

Sessions

2018

33

166

2017

31

162

2016

15

149

In addition, MCDAR participate in Meath Interagency Strengthening Families Programme. An average
of six families complete the 14-week programme. MCDAR and HSE Addiction Services facilitate two 10
week programmes a year, over two mornings a week with service users with the aim of positive
progression in relation to addressing their addiction.

HSE Social Inclusion allocation to NERDATF provide core funding to the project. MCDAR receive
additional resources from LMETB which are invaluable to support our service user’s education and
health and wellbeing. MCDAR would not be in a position to offer the range of services offered in/to
the community without support. Mercy Project Funds Northern Province and Tusla support the
funding for our counselling service. MCDAR also continue to fund raise through small grants and
local fund-raising events.
Funders in 2018
HSE Social Inclusion allocation to
NERDATF

Core Funding

LMETB

Tutor Hours

Mercy Project Funds Northern
Province and Tusla

Counselling

National Lottery HSE NE. Court
Services. Tesco Community Fund.
Meath Co Council. ESB Energy for
Generations. Marks & Spencer Bag
Pack. Other donations

Once off small grants.
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CHALLENGES FOR MCDAR
Demands on service provision in MCDAR leaves it a very busy project with many challenges.
Numbers presenting continue to increase. MCDAR has operated a waiting list since June 2017.

2018 C/F

New R/F Total

Not
Other
Contactabl Service
e

Accepted W/L

Treatment After care Prison

January

38

12

50

4

Feb

36

12

48

10

March

34

10

44

4

1

2

April

36

10

46

4

7

5

May

27

23

50

4

3

8

June

31

12

43

0

7

3

1

July

32

22

53

2

1

11

2

August

37

18

55

6

4

September

42

10

52

0

October

47

16

63

November

50

13

December

48

14

Other

Total

10

Total C/F
14

36

14

34

8

36

19

27

19

31

11

32

16

37

3

13

42

4

1

5

47

5

2

5

13

50

63

9

6

15

48

62

7

2

15

47

1

2

1

1
2

1
1

3

0

1

6

The complexity of needs presenting has escalated year on year.





Being homeless is a big challenge for some of our service users with no appropriate housing
in Meath for their needs.
Dual diagnosis of mental health and addiction is increasing with no matching supports.
We have a cohort of service users in their 20’s who started using alcohol and cannabis in their
teen years now presenting for support.
Chaotic service users presenting with complex needs.

MCDAR is currently very under resourced for the demands on service and the capacity workload to
meet that demand. Core Funding to the project has not increased since 2014 regardless of rising
operational costs year on year. MCDAR’s attempts to fund raise are insufficient to meet increased
costs. HSE Social Inclusion and NERDATF are aware of this need and have responded with HSE once
off payments from HSE for 2018 and a smaller amount for 2019 leading to reduced Staff Hours. This
once off additionality is not core funding and leaves us in a very uncertain place regarding
sustainability for 2019 or to plan forward.
Uncertainty in core funding and failure to secure additional core funding impacts on the service user.
There is an increased demand for services, to date there were 67 new referrals in 5 months which is
high. Proximately 30 -40 service users are on a waiting list at any given time since the waiting list was
started in 2017. Waiting list stressful and time consuming to operate.
Service Users are being held in Drop- In due to lack of Staff capacity to move to one to one sessions.
Shortage of Staff are a major barrier for service users progressing on the continuum. Additional staff
hours are needed for additional arising needs for service users from any and all current and future
pieces of work.
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There is a limited key working service available for family members and the need is much greater.

Very limited key working and counselling support available for service user's in recovery and we have
identified a great need here which we cannot be meet.
Service users need long term investment of staff hours and resources such as for counselling service
to support them on their journey from initial engagement to meaningful recovery. After care cancelled
when there are not two staff available to facilitate.
The Identified needs are not being met in Navan. Navan needs investment for Service Development
to include increase Drop In, Key Working, outreach supports, stabilising groups, family support. There
is a need for adequate premises to support expansion in Navan. MCDAR does not have capacity to
offer any more than they are currently offering in Navan. Currently the Drop- In Service is one
afternoon per week in Navan. There is a need for this service minimal of 3 afternoons per week leading
to 5 afternoons per week. A Team is needed for Navan. There is enough of a cohort of unstable and
chaotic service users presenting. Wrap around services is hard to find. We have identified outreach
support being vital here also and with it comes a drain on our budget with increase in travel expenses
for staff. In addition, follow on groups would be very beneficial leading to the current Stabilisation
Group which happens very successfully in partnership with the HSE Addiction Services.
Geographic spread and logistics for accessing services a barrier and a challenge for some service
users. Childcare supports for women a barrier to accessing services.
Uncertainty in core funding and failure to secure additional core impacts on staff moral and teamwork.
MCDAR is at capacity. Staff state they feel stuck, frustrated, and deflated. Capacity is being pushed
with numbers presenting. Lack of security of funding for Staff salary leaves staff feeling uncertain and
seeking jobs switch better security, terms and conditions of employment. Feelings of disappointment
at not being able to get issues flagged resolved giving the impression that service users are not
mattering. MCDAR has worked with staff on self- care. Staff are mindful of lone working and knowing
their limits in terms of Risk, safety, and communication. When Staff are safe, the service users will be
safe.
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SMART Project
S.M.A.R.T (South Meath Area Response to Teenagers) is a
GYDP (Garda Youth Diversion Project)65 established in 2001.
The Project works with young people who have received a
caution from the JLO (junior liaison officer) together with
young people who are “at risk” from coming into contact with
the law within our communities. The project covers the Trim
Garda District which includes Trim, Longwood, Ballivor,
Summerhill, Dunderry, Rathmolyon, Enfield, Killyon, Clonard,
Kildalkey, Kilmessan and Ballinabrackey and is now extending
to the Kells Garda District.

SMART
South Meath Area

Response to Teenagers

Our Team includes:




Youth Justice Project Manager
Youth Justice Worker by 2
Family Support Worker

(Appendix 16)
Our Aim: Is to divert young people from having any further involvement with the Justice System
together with diverting young people who may become involved in criminal/antisocial behaviours.
The project has provided a service to an average of 25 participants over the past three years.
Year

No. of Participants

2018

23

2017

23

2016

28

GYDPs are community-based multi-agency crime prevention initiatives, which seek to divert young
people who have become involved in crime/anti-social behaviour and to support wider preventative
work within the community and with families at risk. They aim to bring about the conditions whereby
the behavioural patterns of young people towards law and order can develop and mature through
positive interventions and interaction with the project. They are primarily targeted at 12-17-year-old
“at risk” youths in communities where a specific need has been identified and where there is a risk
of them remaining within the justice system.
The objectives of the GYDP are to:


65

Promote focused and effective interventions to challenge and divert young people from
offending behaviour.

Garda Diversion Programme - Irish Youth Justice Service www.iyjs.ie/en/IYJS/Pages/GardaDiversionProgramme
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Utilise GYDP resources in areas of greatest need and to establish effective crime prevention
supports in co-operation with other youth service providers nationwide.
Actively promote crime prevention policy through focused educational interventions
influencing positive development of young people towards becoming responsible citizens.

GYDPs are administered by the Department of Justice and Equality’s Youth Crime Policy and
Programmes Division, which operates as part of the Irish Youth Justice Service in partnership with the
Garda Youth Diversion Office. In 2018, approximately €14m was allocated by the Irish Youth Justice
Service to GYDPs. Garda Youth Diversion Projects are co-funding by the Irish Government and
European Social Fund as part of the ESF Programme for Employability, Inclusion and Learning 20142020.
Programmes:
1. Life of Choices (enables the young person to explore relevant issues such as offending
behaviour, problem solving, decision making, anger management, victim empathy,
impulsivity, employment readiness and education so that they can make positive life
choices.
2. C.H.A.R.T (Changing Habits and Reaching Targets)
3. Putting the Pieces together (is a way of challenging attitudes, dispensing knowledge and
hopefully influence behaviours.
4. Retracking (aimed at supporting students who experience difficulties at school which may
lead to, or be leading to exclusion)
5. Real U Sexual Health Training

Education/Employment:




L.I.F.E Programme (learning informs further education) core modules include writing,
listening, speaking, quantitative and numbers, it skills. Optional, food choice and health, life
science/horticultural, health related exercise. Launched in 2017 in collaboration between
School Completion and SMART and is at QQI Level 2 to support young people who need extra
help and or on short timetables in Second Level.
H.O.P.E Programme (help opportunity, participate, educate) works to help young people who
are not in education with an emphasis on returning them to education on completion of
certain modules.

Employment Enhancers:



Available to young people who need an advantage in order to gain either part time/ full time
employment.
Drivers Theory, Safe Pass, Manual Handling and First Aid.

Personal Development:


Activities that improve awareness and identity, develop talents and potential, facilitate
employability, enhance quality of life and contribute to the realization of dreams and
aspirations. Promote completion of school / training. Build on strengths.
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Recreational Activities:


Day and Overnight Trips to Outdoor Adventure Centres and places of interest.

Citizenships Programmes:


Our projects work with Tidy Towns and has fundraised for local charities and other projects

such as the Francis Ledwidge Centenary and the Community Garden

Challenges for the SMART
SMART project is a successful model of practice. The Garda locally and the Department of Justice are
supporting the expansion of the project to include the Kells area. Additional funding has been secured
which has allowed for the employment of a youth justice worker and a family support worker. Securing
suitable premises in the Kells area is essential for expansion. The current premises in Trim is at
maximum capacity and requires reassessment of its purpose and function in support of the expansion
of the project.

Summary
Each CVSIP has individual aims and objectives that requires an individual approach to delivering the
vision and objectives for that service within the national strategies for that sector.
CVSIPs serve their sector well supporting long term unemployed to enter the jobs market as well as
supporting vulnerable families with specific needs.
Each project has individual challenges. The legacy of austerity continues to impact on funding for
services such as the drugs and alcohol project MCDAR. However, full employment presents challenges
for Community Employment Schemes to continue and attach participants who can engage fully in
education and training both within childcare and social inclusion projects. Projects such as SMART and
the East Coast Family Resource Centre, have received additional funding to expand their project to
meet the needs of the local community it serves.
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Conclusion
CRANN as an organisation examined its own model of practice as a Community Organisation. It
examined how CRANN member CCOs, compare to national standards highlighting challenges for its
members. It examined the social inclusion projects and the challenges facing each project.
As a Community Organisation, The Trinity Team identified three barriers for the growth of CRANN:
Lack of funding to support strategic intentions set out in 2020 - 2023 strategy, Finance Support Service
department has capacity, and capability to grow and the overdependence on word of mouth (WOM)
to attract business. They recommended a number of strategies including the Promotion of Finance
Service, developing a Marketing Plan, and exploring a Government Proposal.
The key opportunity they identified is the replication of the CRANN Model, which is strongly
demonstrated by the TCD research projects. This could over time expand across Ireland. The benefits
of this replication are transformative in terms of quality and cost of childcare, not to mention the
powerful governance systems that has been developed.
CCOs compared well to national standards.
Community childcare services account for 32% of childcare provision in Ireland. CRANN as a Shared
Business Service with its Member CCOs continues to expand Childcare services. CRANN member CCOs
registered 1002 children across 11 CCOs in 2018 for 817.3 childcare places (437.6 FTE and 379.7
Seasonal places). 75% of children attending services availed of ECCE and CCS and TEC across CRANN
member childcare services. The National Childcare Scheme (NCS) is a single, streamlined and more
user friendly scheme where parents have access to the Universal Childcare Subsidy Scheme to assist with
the cost of childcare (universal subsidies). Targeted subsidies for children aged 6 months to 15 years
of age are provided with the level of subsidy determined by the family income(income assessed
subsidies.
CRANN members provide an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its services and
are underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistear and the national quality standards.
CRANNs goal is to ensure all services have started its journey in attaining and achieving a quality award.
CRANN promotes outdoor play to its members. CRANN now has three members operating ECCE
outdoor preschools full time (Trim CC, Ballivor CC and Navan CC). All other services provide
approximately one-two hours outdoor play a day for children attending the service.
Capital funding such as EYC and SAC is essential to support infrastructure improvement to childcare
facilities together with additional funding received from Meath County Council. There is no significant
capital investment by the State to fund new builds. This prevents the further growth of the model of
Community Childcare Centres. There is a need for such funding within our existing organisations
members (Trim CC, Navan CC, Lagore Rd. CC in Dunshaughlin and Lilliputs in Laytown).
From a social inclusion perspective there is a continued need to encourage and support Traveller
Families to avail of childcare and preschool services. There is also ongoing need to train and support
staff to meet the needs of children with additional needs attending our childcare centres.
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Nationally the largest number of children on waiting lists were for a place in full day care (30%),
followed by morning sessional care (30%). In Co. Meath there were 355 (5%) vacant places on the
ECCE scheme. CRANN members had the highest waiting lists in Navan, Simonstown, Trim and
Dunshaughlin where the population has grown and there are not enough childcare place to meet
demand.
CRANN has responsibility for 299 staff members including CE participants across the 11 member
Childcare Centres working directly or indirectly with children. 73% of staff members work directly with
children which is lower than the national average. Front line staff are fully dedicated to concentrate on
care of the children. Other administrative tasks are completed by CRANN shared business services.
27% of staff members work indirectly with children which is higher than the national average. This
reflects the true cost of the additional duties relating to social business enterprise management,
human resource management, finance management and other ancillary services such as education
and training, CE scheme, catering, facility management, and procurement which is the function of
shared business services provided by CRANN.
There were no relief staff members as all staff members have fixed term or permanent contracts,
which is lower than the national average. CRANN aims to give maximum employment and through its
shared services it has been possible to employ staff for relief purposes across different centres.
CRANN has 60% of staff members working part-and 40% full time. 94% of staff members are Women
and 6% of staff members are men working directly with children. This is reflective of the number of
women working in the sector where it is their choice to work part-time.
CRANNs emphasis on training and education highlights that all CRANN permanent staff members
working with children aged 3 to 5 years have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or higher67 (100%). This is
above the national average. All staff members working with school aged children have a qualification
but not necessarily in childcare. There is a need to support staff in attaining the necessary
qualifications for delivering a school aged service.
CRANN negotiated with its Childcare Members, of behalf of the childcare staff a salary increase of 5%
and introduced pay scale reflective of grades working within the sector. The recruitment and retention
of qualified childcare staff for the services has proved to be particularly challenging. Mercer was
commissioned in 2017 by CRANN, in partnership with the National Childhood Network (NCN), to carry
out some research on pay levels for childcare workers. In keeping with the brief, they produced a
document that outlined a Pay Scale appropriate to the childcare sector. Development of such a salary
scale was considered a valuable exercise in informing the Department of Children and Youth Affairs’
(DCYA) of the real cost of childcare in Ireland, and in so doing, help make the case for increased
Government investment in the childcare workforce. The final document was presented to the
Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and to sitting Dáil Members in 2018. Increased
Government investment is considered critical to bringing about appropriate standardised pay and
conditions for the sector. A review, which commenced in 2018, is currently being undertaken by Crowe
Horwath on behalf of the Department of Children and Youth Affairs, seeks to: analyse the current costs
of providing childcare in Ireland and factors that impact on those costs.
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Child Protection is a critical area for all services. CRANN members continue to work with Tusla in
supporting vulnerable families to access affordable childcare and where families are receiving services
from Tulsa to support the individual Families to meet their childcare needs.
Working together is critical to childcare centres. CRANN represents the National Community Forum at
the National Collaborative Forum for the Early Years Care and Education Sector chaired by the
Department of Children and Youth Affairs.
CRANN employs 12 staff members including 30 CE participants and takes responsibility for an
additional 104 CE participants across the 7 CVSIP projects. CVSIPs serve their sector well supporting
long term unemployed to enter the jobs market as well as supporting vulnerable families with specific
needs to access much needed services.
Each project has its individual challenges. The legacy of austerity continues to impact on funding for
services such as the drugs and alcohol project MCDAR. However, full employment presents challenges
for Community Employment Schemes to continue and attract participants who can engage fully in
education and training both within childcare and social inclusion projects. Projects such as SMART and
the East Coast Family Resource Centre have received additional funding to expand their project to
meet the needs of the local community it serves.
The next chapter will outline the future for CRANN and its members and the challenges it faces.
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6. Future
Introduction
We used two sets of themes66 to outline the challenges facing CRANN as an organisation and its
CVSIPs and Member CCOs as follows:


Person Centred themes relating to direct service delivery.



Organisational capability and capacity themes to deliver improvements within quality
dimensions.
(Appendix 17: Safer and Better Healthcare Standards (2012))

Person Centred Themes


Person-centred care and support

Childcare
CRANN through its shared service function will continue to support CCOs to attain their goal of
affordable childcare to their local community, which remains a challenge.
Informing Parents/ Guardians of this option of childcare is critical. CRANN through its shared service
function will continue to support CCOs to inform Parent/Guardians of their service and engage
proactively with Parents/Guardians meeting the Siolta and Aistear standard of engagement. CRANN
with its member CCOs will continue to expand Parents/ Guardians access to Childpaths App and
develop the App for organisations to be a paperless system of record keeping. CRANN will develop a
Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and make it more interactive for our service
users.
Social Inclusion Projects
CRANN through its shared service function will continue to support CVSIPs to attain their goal of
supporting long term unemployed into the workplace through targeted services providing support for
placement and education and training. Supporting the long term unemployed remains a challenge for
Community Employment Schemes and Meath Jobs Club.
Supporting vulnerable communities and vulnerable young people and adults remains a challenge for
health and social services. CRANN through its CVSIPs will continue to provide targeted services for
vulnerable children, young people, individuals and families such as Youth Justice, Family Resource
Centre, and Drug and Alcohol Problems, in their local communities.

66

Safer and Better Healthcare Standards, (2012), HIQA.
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CRANN through its shared service function will continue to support CVSIPs to inform Service Users of
their service and engage proactively with Service Users, meeting the standard of engagement required
by the funding agencies and their standards set. CRANN will develop a Marketing Plan to update and
modernise our website and make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Childcare
Maintaining high standards as set out by the national standard Siolta and the national curriculum
Aistéar is a challenge for all CCOs. Childcare Centre Managers are fundamental to our front of house
Member Services. CRANN through its shared service function will continue to support CCOs to meet
these standards and remain at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation in community childcare
provision.
Suitable and evolving premises is a challenge for CCOs. CRANN through its shared services function
will develop a Capital Plan and coordinate the actions required to ensure CCOs provide an up to date
and modern childcare service.
Social Inclusion Projects
Maintaining high standards as set out by the funding agencies standards for the CVSIP remains
challenging. Projects Managers/Coordinators/Supervisors are fundamental to our front of house
services meeting the national standards of practice for their specialised area. CRANN through its
shared service function will continue to support CVSIPs to meet these standards and remain at the
cutting edge of best practice and innovation in community sector provision.
The MCDAR Drugs and Alcohol project are particularly challenged to meet the needs of their service
user group because budget is limited and does not meet the demand for the service. CRANN will
continue to support MCDAR to seek financial support in addition to its core budget minimising
uncertainty in service planning and provision.
Supporting vulnerability in communities remains challenging. CRANN will continue to support the
CVSIPs working with long term unemployed to find training and enter the workplace and vulnerable
families are supported to access services for their needs e.g. Youth Justice, Family Resource Centre, and
Drug and Alcohol Addiction.
CRANN has managed to secure funding to expand and develop its Laytown Family Resource House
services to cover the East Meath Coast district. CRANN will continue to expand and develop the East
Coast FRC and work with the community to develop services to meet the needs of the local community.
CRANN will explore with the community the option of forming an independent company, while
remaining under the umbrella of CRANN Shared Business Services for the East Coast FRC.
Suitable and evolving premises is a challenge for CVSIPs. CRANN will develop a Capital Plan and
coordinate the actions required to ensure CVSIPs provide an up to date and modern service.
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Safe care and support

Childcare
Health and safety standards in the workplace always remain a challenge. CRANN through its shared
service function will continue to support CCOs to meet health and safety standards in the workplace
at all times.
Identifying and referring child protection and welfare concerns to the appropriate agency e.g. TUSLA
and Family Support is critical. CRANN through its shared service function will continue to support CCOs
to meet the standards required and support Families to access services to meet their individual needs.
Identifying and referring children and young people with additional health and special needs is critical.
CRANN through its shared service function will continue to support CCOs and ensure the child or
young person and their Families are supported to access health services as required to meet the
individual child ‘s or young person’s needs.
Social Inclusion Projects
Health and safety standards in the workplace always remain a challenge. CRANN will continue to
support CVSIPs to meet health and safety standards in the workplace at all times.
Identifying and referring child protection and welfare concerns to the appropriate agency e.g. TUSLA
and Family Support is critical. CRANN will continue to support CVSIPs to meet the standards required
and support Families to access services to meet their individual needs.
Identifying and referring children, young people and individuals with additional health and special
needs is critical e.g. Additional Needs Services. CRANN will continue to support CVSIPs and ensure the
child, young person or individuals and their Families are supported to access health and social services
as required to meet the individual child‘s or young person’s needs.
In addition, identifying and referring vulnerable individuals and their families to access health services
is critical e.g. Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults and Drug and Alcohol services. CRANN will continue to
support CVSIPs ensuring individuals and their families are supported to access health and social
services as required to meet the individual’s needs. CRANN will support the MCDAR Drugs and SMART
Projects to provide a service to the local community.
CRANN will work with CVSIPs to standardize the recording of risk management for social inclusion
projects ensuring consistency across services.


Better health and wellbeing

Childcare
National standards such as Siolta and Aistéar, Healthy Ireland, Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures and
First 5 should be built into everything we do. CRANN with its member CCOs will work with all state
agencies in meeting with these standards.
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Social Inclusion Projects
National standards such as Healthy Ireland, Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures and CE, Family
Resource Centre’s, Drugs and Alcohol Services, Youth Justice should be built into everything we do.
CRANN and the CVSIPs will work with all state agencies in meeting with these standards.
CRANN will support CVSIPS to work with all state agencies in meeting national standards for the project
e.g. CE, Jobs club, Family Resource Centre, Drug and Alcohol services, Youth Justice and ensure they are
built into everything we do.

Organisational capability and capacity themes


Leadership, governance, and management

Good governance is a challenge for all organisations including not-for-profit organisations. It is difficult
to recruit to Boards of Directors and Steering Groups due to the odorous task of responsibilities for
Directors, as well as state agencies no longer assign staff members to work with these organisations.
All Board of Directors are volunteers. CRANN through its shared service function will continue to
support CCOs and CVSIPs to meet the standards of governance required by the Charity Act including the
recruitment of skilled and appropriate members of Boards of Directors. CRANN will provide
Governance Training to all Board members and develop a Governance Plan, including the Regulators
Code of Governance to ensure full implementation of the Charities Act, statutory employment
legislation and GDPR.
CRANN as an organisation has grown over 20 years. Its model supporting CCOs and CVSIPs through
shared services is proven to work. CRANN will lobby government to replicate this model nationally in
support of community organisations.
CRANN as an organisation requires additional funding for the CSP Project. There is a need to expand
the senior grade staff members to support the shared services function such as human resources,
finance, education, assistant CEO. This would increase the capacity of CRANN to grow the financial
Services function, to develop a Marketing Plan and to promote a Government Proposal to replicate
the CRANN model nationally. There is a need for suitable premises a ONE STOP SHOP for the CRANN
Offices to develop training specific to both childcare and social inclusion projects


Workforce

CRANN has a tight management team supporting the structure of shared business services. There are
dedicated and committed staff members at all levels of the organisation. CRANN will develop our
Workforce plan ensuring we support CRANN and the CVSIPs and it’s Member CCOs with the
employment of skilled and knowledgeable people.
CRANN and the CVSIPs and its Member CCOs have a skilled workforce. CRANN and its members remain
committed to education and training at the highest standard and investment in education through a
bursary.
CRANN and the CVSIPs and its Member CCOs are committed to the unemployed to achieve education
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and training and employment. CRANN will work with DEASP to consider widening the eligibility of
people to enter CE.
Childcare
CE workers while training are supernumerary to staff members in CCOs. The recovered economy is
now proving difficult to recruit suitable people for training. CRANN will work with DEASP to consider
widening the eligibility of people to enter CE.
Retention of staff is a challenge for all CCOs. CRANN will work with member CCOs and lobby the DCYA
for implementation of the Mercer Pay Scale for the Childcare Sector.
Funding of the CRANN CSP is a challenge. Funding today no longer equates to the minimum wage as
originally agreed in 2006, hence CRANN CSP has increased labour costs. In austerity times non-wage
grant for running costs were withdrawn and have not been restored. CRANN will continue to seek
additional CORE funding from the DCYA and Department of Community and Rural Development
(DCRD) to continue to provide and expand its shared services.
Social Inclusion Projects
Loss of funding to support social inclusion projects during austerity times impacted on service
provision. Restoration of funding is not keeping pace with demand for the service. CRANN will work
with its CVSIPs to advocate for stable Core funding to meet the needs of the local community and
expand the workforce required to deliver an excellent service.


Use of resources

Sustainability is critical to both CCOs and CVSIPs. CRANN will continue to support itself and member
organisations to be sustainable. The innovative development of shared business services has increased
the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services, raised the professionalism of the
governance of community and voluntary organisations, raised the standard of education in the
childcare sector, and increased the participation of CE workers in the community sector, increasing
the potential of employment.
CRANN will continue to keep its services under review and relevant to its CVSIPs the member CCO
organisations achieving their goals and objectives. CRANN will continue to develop ICT strategy to
support automating the daily practices and operations to maximise our ICT systems.


Use of information

Real time data is critical. CRANN will develop a Marketing Plan to improve its website and make
the site more interactive for its users. Accurate databases are essential for all CCOs and CVSIPs.
CRANN will develop an ICT strategy to support the development of paperless services and
automate day to day operation processes.
Good communication with funding agencies is critical. CRANN and its member organisations will link
with many state and funding agencies to support its work both in childcare and social inclusion projects
e.g... DYCA; Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; DOH and HSE Corporate and Local;
Drugs Task Force; POBAL; DCRGA and Meath County Council, Philanthropies etc. Develop a media
strategy including social media.
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Conclusion
We used two sets of themes to outline the challenges facing CRANN as an organisation the CVSIPs and
Member CCOs: Person Centred themes relating to direct service delivery; Organisational capability
and capacity themes to deliver improvements within quality dimensions.
CRANN through shared services will prioritise the following:

Person Centered Themes
Childcare
Continue to support CCOs







To meet Siolta and Aistéar standards and curriculum framework remaining at the cutting edge
of best practice and innovation in community childcare provision.
To engage proactively with Parent/Guardians, informing them of our services, expanding their
access to ChildpathsApp and develop a Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website
and make it more interactive.
To meet health and safety standards in the workplace, identifying and referring child
protection and welfare concerns to access Tulsa, the Child and Family Agency and children and
young people with additional health and special needs to access health services as required to
meet the individual child ‘s or young person’s needs. Where risk arises to manage risk
proactively. 
To work together with all state agencies in meeting national standards such as Siolta and
Aistéar, Healthy Ireland, Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures and First 5 and ensure they are
built into everything we do.

Develop a Capital Plan and coordinate the actions required to ensure CCOs provide an up to date and
modern childcare service.
Social Inclusion Projects
Continue to support CVSIPs



To support long term unemployed into the workplace together with education and training.
To provide targeted services for vulnerable children, young people, individuals, and families
i.e. Youth Justice, Family Resource Centre, and Drug and Alcohol Addiction in their local
communities.
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To engage proactively with Service Users, informing then of our services and developing a
Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and make it more interactive for our
service users.
To meet health and safety standards in the workplace, identifying and referring child
protection and welfare concerns to Tulsa, the Child and Family Agency and children, young
people and individuals with additional health and special needs to access health services as
required to meet the individual child‘s or young person’s needs, including vulnerable
individuals and their Families requiring health services such as Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults
and Drug and Alcohol services. Where risk arises to manage risk proactively.
To work with all state agencies in meeting national standards for the project e.g. CE, Jobs club,
Family Resource Centre’s, Drugs and Alcohol Services, Youth Justice and ensure they are built
into everything we do.

Develop a Capital Plan and coordinate the actions required to ensure CVSIPs provide an up to
date and modern social inclusion services.

Organisational capability and capacity themes
CRANN will provide Governance Training to all Board members and develop a Governance Plan,
including the Regulators Code of Governance to ensure full implementation of the Charities Act,
statutory employment legislation and GDPR.
Lobby government to replicate the CRANN model of shared business services nationally in support of
community organisations.




Seek additional CORE funding from the DCYA and Department of Community and Rural
Development (DCRD) for the CSP Project in order to expand support the shared services
function, to grow the financial Services function, to develop a Marketing Plan and to promote
a Government Proposal to replicate the CRANN model nationally.
Seek additional CAPITAL funding from the DCYA and DCRD for the CSP Project to establish a
dedicated suitable premises, a ONE STOP SHOP for the CRANN Offices to develop training
specific to both childcare and social inclusion projects.

Continue to be committed to:






Supporting CRANN and its member organisations to be sustainable though ongoing innovation
in shared business services increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of
services, raising the professionalism of the governance of community and voluntary
organisations.
Education and training at the highest standard and develop a Training and Education Plan.
The unemployed to achieve education and training and employment. CRANN will work with
DEASP to consider widening the eligibility of people to enter CE.
Promote good communication with our partner state and funding agencies to support its work
both in childcare and social inclusion projects e.g. DYCA; Tusla Corporate and local;
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DEASP Corporate and local; DOH and HSE Corporate and Local CHOs; Drugs Task Force; POBAL;
DCRGA and Meath County Council, Philanthropies etc. and develop a media strategy,
including social media.
Advocate and influence



The DCYA in providing for and implementing the Mercer Pay Scale for the Childcare Sector.
Other state agencies relevant to the CVSIP to provide stable Core funding and additionality
for the CVSIP in order to meet the needs of the local community.

Develop our Workforce plan to ensure CRANN CVSIPs and it’s Member CCOs employ skilled and
knowledgeable people at all levels of the organisation.
Develop a Marketing Plan to improve its website and make the site more interactive for its service users.
Develop an ICT strategy to support the development of paperless services and automate day to day
operation processes in order to maximise our resources.
The next chapter will outline the strategic aims and objectives of CRANN.
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7. CRANN Strategic Plan Aims, Objectives and Outcomes
Introduction
Service Delivery Areas
The service delivery of CRANN SBS, CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs ensures the 5 outcomes for
children, young people (and adults) are delivered and in addition an outcome for best practice in
governance are met.
CRANN has concentrated the service delivery areas of work as follows:
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Children and Young People (adults) are active and healthy with positive physical and mental
wellbeing when we provide high quality services. CRANN has Service Level Agreement
arrangements between shared business services and each member CCO. CVSIPs are part of the
CRANN Organisation. We will use the following headings for the service delivery areas:
 Shared Business Services
 CCO Services
 CVSIP Services
2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Children and Young People (adults) are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and
development when our staff members are skilled and knowledgeable in their area of
competency. We will use the following headings for the service delivery area:
 Education & training
3. Are safe and protected from harm
Children and Young People (adults) are safe and protected from harm when our services have
clear policies and procedures for managing concerns and vulnerabilities. We will use the
following headings for the service delivery areas:
 Families with financial vulnerabilities
 Children with Child Protection and Welfare Concerns
 Children with Additional Health Needs
 Adults with Vulnerabilities
4. Have economic security and opportunity
Children and Young People (adults) have economic security and opportunity when our services
support secure job opportunities and encourage the unemployed to gain skills and
opportunities for employment. We will use the following headings for the service delivery
areas:
 Employment & Enterprise
 Jobs Club
 Workforce Planning
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5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Children and Young People (adults) are connected, respected and contributing to their world
when our services reflect and are responsive to the local community’s needs. We will use the
following headings for the service delivery areas:
 Developing Community Capacity
 Networking & Advocacy
6. Building Organisational Capacity
The 5 outcomes for children are achieved when CRANN and their member organisations meet
good governance standards, are connected to the people we serve, provide quality services
and have adequate funding for day to day operations and premises development. We will use
the following headings for the service delivery areas:
 Governance
 Parent/Guardian/Service User Participation
 Quality Standards and Risk Management
 Funding

We have divided our strategic aims and objectives and accompanying operational plans into four
sections.


Section one will outline our strategic plan incorporating our aims, objectives, and desired
outcomes for CRANN including the CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs (Chapter 7 CRANN).



Section two will outline our operational plan for CRANN, our shared business services
incorporating actions and links to other agency plans, key performance indicators (KPIs) and
service delivery time in each of the service delivery areas to meet our strategic plan’s aims
and objectives (Chapter 8 CRANN).



Section three will outline our operational plan for our member CCOs incorporating actions
and links to other agency plans, key performance indicators (KPIs) and service delivery time
in each of the service delivery areas to meet our strategic plan’s aims and objectives
(Chapter 9 CCOs).



Section four will outline our operational plan for our CVSIPs incorporating actions and links
to other agency plans, key performance indicators (KPIs) and service delivery time in each
of the service delivery areas to meet our strategic plan’s aims and objectives (Chapter 10
CVSIPs).
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CRANN Strategic Plan 2020-2023
CRANN Strategic Plan sets out our aims, objectives, and desired outcomes for each service
delivery area across Shared Business Services (SBS) including CRANN community services
programme and CRANN member CCOS and CVSIPs as follows:

No
1

Area of Work

Aim

Objectives

Desired Outcomes

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Shared Business
Services (SBS)
(CRANN
Community
Services
Programme
(CSP)

To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to develop and
maximise their
availability to families
within their local
community

Community
Childcare
Organisations
(CCOs )

To coordinate and support CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
maximise their existing facilities and
support them in their development
where possible.

CRANN supports CRANN CVSIPs
and Member CCOs to maximise
their availability to families as a
choice of service within their
local communities

To lead and support CRANN CVSIPs
and Member CCOs to maximise the
number of Families attending their
service

Member CCOs cater for
- 787.3 childcare places (437.6
FTE and 349.7 Seasonal places)
directly,
- 140 childcare places indirectly
attending their services in their
locality

Community
Voluntary
Social Inclusion
Projects
(CVSIPs)

Member CVSIPs cater for - 85 Young People
- 90 Families
- 187 Adults
- 452 Job Seekers
- 130 CE participants
attending their services in their
locality
To lead, manage,
support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs in
implementing good
governance models of
management within their
organisations will strive
to maintain the provision
of high-quality services

To provide Management Support
Services to CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs in the delivery of highquality service in line with the National
Quality Framework for their service
To provide Financial Administration
Services to CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs in the delivery of
high-quality accounting frameworks
in line with funding requirements
and Company Acts
To provide Human Resource Services to
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs the
delivery of high-quality human
resource management in line with
Employment laws, legal and regulatory
frameworks including the Workplace
Relations Commission (WRC)
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To provide Catering Services including
to CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs in
the delivery of high-quality settings in
line with food hygiene and safety legal
and regulatory frameworks
To provide Facility Management
Services to CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs in the delivery of highquality settings in line with
environmental and health and safety
legal and regulatory frameworks.
To provide Procurement Services to
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs in
the delivery of high-quality essential
utilities (Telephone, Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating, Security Cameras, lifts
etc.) that are cost effective and
efficient.
To provide Procurement Services to
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs
in the delivery of high-quality
fixture and fittings that are cost
effective and efficient.
To promote, develop,
support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs to be
innovative and forward
driven in the provision of
their services
2

To lead, coordinate and support to
member CCOs and member CVSIPs
promoting healthy Ireland (HI) and
adopting best practice and innovation
within their settings

CRANN supports CRANN CVSIPs
and Member CCOs to promote
Healthy Ireland Framework (HI)
and adopt best practice and
innovation within their settings.

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education &
Training

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to promote a
skilled workforce
delivering quality
services

To lead, manage and support CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs to access
ongoing training to meet the
individual needs of the workforce in
the various professional groups
including CE Scheme participants
To lead, manage and provide
continuous professional development
(CPD) for new and existing staff
members including CE Scheme
participants
o
External training
o
In-house training
o
Mandatory training
To provide, coordinate and support
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs
to access training in quality
improvement
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programmes in order to ensure the
delivery of high-quality service.
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To lead, manage and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
develop Informational Technology (IT)
systems to enhance quality childcare
services and social inclusion projects
including training of staff members

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs ensures
Information Communication
Technology (ICT) systems
supports the day to day
operations of their individual
service.

 Are safe and protected from harm
Families with
financial
vulnerabilities

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate member
CCOs to identify children
and their families who
qualify for ELC and
community subvention
schemes.

To support Member CCOs to identify
children and their families who qualify
for ELC and community subvention
schemes.

Children and Families will be
registered under the DCYA scheme
to minimise costs and ensure
affordable childcare.

Children with
Child Protection
and Welfare
Concerns
including
Vulnerable
Young People
and Families
and Children
coping with
adversity

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to safeguard the
protection of vulnerable
children and assist
families with
vulnerabilities access
child protection and
family support services.

To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
identify children with child protection
and welfare concerns, report
concerns to the relevant statutory
agencies as appropriate (Tusla and
Gardaí) and respond to their needs in
order to support the child and family
to access relevant services.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs identify, report, and
respond to children with child
protection and welfare concerns
and support the child and their
Family to access child protection
and family support services that
meets their individual needs.

To lead, support and coordinate
relevant CRANN CVSIPs and Member
CCOs s to provide a child friendly
environment for Access Visits for
Children in Care with their family of
origin.
To support CVSIPs identify and work
with Young People and their Families
who are vulnerable and are in contact
with the justice system.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs provide a child
friendly environment for Access
Visits for Children in Care with their
family of origin.

To support children and young people
coping with adversity to recognise and
put in place strategies to support
themselves (Youth mental health
prevention programme)

Children and young people are
given all opportunities to build
their skills and knowledge in
coping with adversity in their
lives.

To lead, manage,
support, and coordinate
SMART Project to protect
vulnerable Young People
and assist the Young
Person and their Family
access Garda Youth
Diversion Programmes.

To lead, manage, support,
and coordinate East Coast
FRC to promote youth
mental health services
and prevention
programmes.
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Children with
Additional
Health Needs

Adults with
additional
Vulnerabilities
including
alcohol and
drug addiction

4

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs
to safeguard children
with additional health
needs and their families’
access health and social
services.
To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to safeguard adults
with additional
vulnerabilities access
health and social
services.
To lead, manage, support
and coordinate MCDAR to
safeguard adults with
alcohol and drug
difficulties access relevant
health and social services
and are supported in their
treatment options.

To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
identified children with additional
health needs and their families,
support them to access relevant health
and social services and provide services
within the setting for their individual
need.
To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
identify adults with additional
vulnerabilities, support them to access
relevant health and social services and
provide social services within the
setting for their individual need.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs assist children with
additional health needs and their
Families to access health and social
services and provide services
within the setting that responds
their individual need.

CRANN to support MCDAR to provide a
range of confidential supports to
individuals who may be experiencing
difficulties with addiction

MCDAR with CRANN provide a
range of confidential support
services to individuals who may be
experiencing difficulties with
addiction and individuals
accessing other relevant health
and social services in their
treatment options.

To lead, manage and
coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to develop a
professional workforce
and to be an employer of
choice for community
childcare organisations
and social inclusion
projects.

To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
be employers of choice for staff
members
– CRANN is the “best place to work”

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs are sustainable
organisations offering employment
and enterprise within their local
communities.

To lead, manage and allocate staff
members employed under the
Community Employment (CE) Scheme
to CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs ensure staff
members are job ready upon their
completion of the CE scheme and
are assisted with seeking
employment opportunities

To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
develop volunteering both as Board
members and frontline services.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs ensure volunteers
are supported as equal members of
the organisations and projects.

To identify and work with adults who
require additional support to enter
employment

CRANN and its member CVSIPs
support the unemployed to enter
and sustain employment of their
choice.

To analyse staffing levels and plan for
future need for CRANN and its CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs have the right staff
in the right places to ensure the
delivery of a quality childcare and
social inclusion project.

 Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and Social
Enterprise

Jobs Club

Workforce
Planning

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to enter and
sustain employment of
their choice.
To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs
to sustain a viable
workforce
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5

 Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Developin
g
Community
Capacity

Networking
and Advocacy

6



To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and Member
CCOs to build community
capacity and respond to
identified community
and services needs

To lead, and coordinate
representation for
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs at relevant
national regional and
local fora raising
awareness of issues
impacting on childcare
and social inclusion for
families in their local
communities.

To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
respond to identified community and
service needs in their local
community.

CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs
provide the appropriate level of
services according to the
identified community need in
their locality.

To work with communities on
prevention strategies and give them
knowledge and skills to prevent
adversity.

CRANN and member CCOs and
support communities through
knowledge and skills to prevent
adversity.

To deliver services to support Families
coping with adversity

CRANN and member CCOs
and support Families coping
with adversity to access
relevant services.

To ensure CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs are promoted and
maximise the advantage of CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs.

National, regional, and local public
are fully informed of the operation
of CRANN and its member CCOs
and member CVSIP.

To coordinate and represent the
interests of the CRANN and its
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs
nationally, advocating for
investment in development and
ongoing trading of community
childcare organisations and social
inclusion projects
To coordinate and represent the
interests of member CCOs and
member CVSIPs regionally and locally,
advocating for investment in
development and ongoing trading of
community childcare organisations
and social inclusion projects

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs are represented
nationally and receive adequate
funding to provide identified
services in their local community.

To lead, manage and support CRANN
shared business services and CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
implement the Governance Code in
full.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs have a Board of
Directors with clear and robust
Governance structures to manage
CRANN shared business services
and the CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs in line with
Charities Act and other legal
frameworks.

The CRANN and member CCOs
and member CVSIPs are
represented regionally and locally
and receive adequate funding in
order to provide identified services
in their local community.

Building Organisational Capacity

Governance

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
(SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs to
strengthen and ensure
robust, professional
governance structures and
systems within their
organisations.
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Parent/
Guardian/
Service User
Participation

Quality
Standards
and
Risk
Management

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
(SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs to
strengthen
Parent/Guardian/Service
User participation across
services.
To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and member
CCOs and to provide
high quality service

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
(SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs to provide
safe environment for
staff and service users.
Funding

To lead, manage, support
and coordinate CRANN
(SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs to
maximise funding
resources and
opportunities to meet
both capital and current
expenditure

To build the shared
business function of
CRANN to support CCOs and CVSIPs
and promote its model of practice
nationally for community childcare

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs maximise their
sustainability through shared
business services. That this model
is replicated as a national model for
community childcare.

To support and build management
capacity in the CCOs and CVSIPs
and promote a secure, sustainable
and safe organisation

CCOs and CVSIPs are supported
in decision making for the
childcare organisation or social
inclusion project.

To lead, coordinate and support
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs
to have systems in place for Service
User/Parent/Guardian Participation

CRANN CVSIPs and Member
CCOs ensure Service
User/Parent/Guardian
participate in the planning and
operation of their organisation.

To provide, support and coordinate
quality improvement programmes in
order to ensure the delivery of high
quality childcare and social inclusion
projects for CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs
To lead, support and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
develop and maximise internal
controls and audits systems at all
levels. (e.g. Finance, Programmes,
Governance etc.)
To lead, coordinate and support
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs to
maximise safety and minimise harm
through ensuring a robust Risk
Management system is in place within
their organisation.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs
and member CCOs meet
national quality standards for
their service.

To support and coordinate funding
applications for day to day operations
to ensure maximum funding for
CRANN and its CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs receive adequate
core operational funding for the
delivery of quality services

To support and coordinate funding
applications for capital projects to
ensure maximum funding for
CRANN and its CRANN CVSIPs
and Member CCOs
To support and coordinate fund raising
opportunities to ensure maximum
funding for CRANN and its CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs.

CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and
member CCOs receive adequate
capital funding for the delivery of
quality services
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Conclusion
CRANN strategic plan outlines our aims, objectives, and desired outcomes for 6 service delivery areas,
which are aligned to the 5 outcomes for children, young people (and adults) and in addition an
outcome for building organisational capacity. The strategic plan gives the direction that CRANN and its
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs are taking over the next three years.
Our overall focus will be as follows:










Expanding the innovative shared business service of CRANN as a Community Services Project.
Supporting our member organisations:
o in the provision of high-quality childcare and voluntary social inclusion projects,
ensuring they remain at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
o in updating and modernising centres in line with our capital plan and investing in
development of major centres as needed by the local communities (when funding
becomes available).
Improving communication with our Parents/Guardians/Service Users through our Marketing,
Media and ICT Strategy improving our website to be more interactive and using all social media
platforms.
Supporting the unemployed to gain skills, training, and employment for the security of their
families.
Promoting good communication with our partner state and funding agencies to understand
the work that we do in supporting our member organisations in childcare and social inclusion
project.
Advocating and influencing:
o The DCYA on behalf of Early Years for improved terms and conditions of employment
for Early Years services including recognised pay scale.
o Relevant Departments and State Agencies to provide secure CORE funding for social
inclusion projects to support the vulnerable communities they serve.
o Government and DCYA to replicate the CRANN Model nationally.

The next chapter will outline the operational plan for shared business services provided by CRANN.
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8. Section Two: The Operational Plan for Shared Business Services
Introduction
CRANN Operational Plan for shared business services (Appendix 4a CRANN
Shared Business Services Organogram) sets out the objective, actions, links to
other agency plans, key performance indicators (KPIs) and service delivery time
for Shared Business Services using the 6 Service Delivery Areas as follows:

No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other
agency
Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Shared Business
(SBS)
Community
Service
Programme (CSP)

To coordinate and support
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs to
maximise their existing
facilities and support them
in their development
where possible.

CRANN to explore funding
for the recruitment of a
Public Relations Officer

Public Relations Officer
will assist and coordinate
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs to
maintain and develop
social media platforms,
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
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DCYA
And
POBAL

Funding for
Public
Relations
Officer is
secured and
Officer
employed
Develop a
marketing
plan to
improve
interaction
with service
users
Website in
place and
actively used
by member
organisations/
projects
Social Media
Platforms e.g.
Facebook,
Twitter,
Instagram
etc.
in place and
actively used
by member
organisations/
projects

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Q3
2021
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
Q3
2021
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
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To lead and support
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs to maximise
the number of Children,
Young People Families
and/or Adults attending
their community childcare
centres or community
voluntary social inclusion
project.

To provide Management
Support Services to
CRANN CVSIPs and
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high-quality
service in line with the
National Quality
Frameworks

Administration and
Finance will ensure that
each CCO and CVSIP
maintains a database
/registration system of
children and families
and/or Adults attending
their service

CEO and Senior
Management Team will
ensure and coordinate
agreed Service Level
Agreement (SLA) with
each CCO and CVSIP
Senior Management will
schedule, coordinate,
and record Board of
Director (BOD)Meetings
for each
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Total number
of Children
BY category of
Early Years
(Birth -5 yrs.)
School Age
(6-12 yrs.),
Young People
(13-18 years)
for CRANN
Group
BY CCO
Total no of
Families
for the CRANN
group
BY CCO
Total number
of Children
BY category of
Early Years
(Birth -5 yrs.)
School Age
(6-12 yrs.),
Young People
for the CRANN
group
BY CVSIP
Total no. Of
Young People
(13-18 years)
for the CRANN
group
BY CVSIP
Total no of
Families
for the CRANN
group
BY CVSIP
Total No of
Adults
for the CRANN
Group
BY CVSIP
15 SLA in
place
For the
CRANN Group
BY each
relevant CCO
and CVSIP
Total No of
BOD meetings
held per year
For CRANN
Group

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q1-4
Ongoing
2020-2023
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member CCO and relevant
CVSIP.

Senior Management will
schedule, coordinate, and
record Steering Group
Meetings held as required
for each member CVSIP

Senior Management will
schedule, coordinate, and
record Management
Committee Meetings held
as required for each
member CCO

CEO and Human Resource
Personnel will schedule,
coordinate, and record
supervision of Managers
for each CVSIP member
CCO

Senior Management
monitor high/medium
/low Risk incidences for
the CRANN Group.
Following
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BY CCO and
CVSIP
Based on 5
meetings a
year per CCO
& CVSIP
Total No of
Steering
Group
meetings per
year
Based on 5
meeting a
year per
CVSIP
Total No of
Management
meetings per
year
For CRANN
Group
BY CCO
Based on as
need requires
Total No of
internal
support and
supervision
sessions per
year
Based on 68 weekly
internal
support and
supervision
records per
Manager
Total No of
external
supervision
sessions per
year
Based on 6
– 8 weekly
external
supervision
records for
some CVSIP
Managers
Total No of
risk
assessments
completed
Total No of
high risk

Q1
Annually
2020-2023
As
required

Q1
Annually
2020-2023
As
required

Q1-4
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q1-4
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q1-4
Ongoing
2021-2023
Q1-4
Ongoing
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development of risk
management policy.

To provide Financial
Administration Services to
CVSIPs and Member CCO
in the delivery of highquality accounting
frameworks in line with
funding requirements and
the Company Act 2014

CEO and Finance Officer to
work with Public Relations
Officer to devise a
marketing plan for finance
services
CEO and Senior
Management will agree
SLA with each relevant
member CCO and CVSIP

Finance Officer will
manage arrangements for
annual audit for each
CVSIP and member CCO
Finance Officer prepares
projected annual income
and expenditure accounts
for each CCO and CVSIP

Finance Officer prepares
projected income and
expenditure accounts for
each CCO and CVSIP every
6 weeks to the CEO and bimonthly to the Board or as
required.
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incidences
reported for
the CRANN
Group
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Total NO of
medium risk
incidences
reported for
the CRANN
Group
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Total NO of
low risk
incidences
reported for
the CRANN
Group
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Marketing
Plan in place

2021-2023

23 SLA in
place
BY each
relevant
member CCO
and CVSIP
Annual Audit
for each
relevant
CCO and
CVSIP
Annual
income &
expenditure
accounts for
each relevant
CCO
and CVSIP
6 Weekly
(CEO) and BIMonthly
(Board) or as
required an
income &
expenditure
accounts for
each relevant
CCO and
CVSIP

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q1-4
Ongoing
2021-2023

Q1-4
Ongoing
2021-2023

Q2
2020

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q1-4
ongoing
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Finance Officer prepares
payroll report for CEO for
CRANN Group

Monthly
payroll report

Monthly
ongoing
2020-2023

Finance Officer issues
payslips to all their
staff and staff of
CCO’s and CVSIP’s

All staff
members
issued with
payslips via
email
fortnightly
All CE
participants
issued with
payslips
weekly
All staff
members and
CE
participants
are updated
on Revenue
online

Fortnightly
ongoing
2020-2023

Finance Officer prepares
P30

To provide Human
Resource Services to
CVSIPs and Member CCO
in the delivery of highquality human resource
management in line with
employment legal and
regulatory frameworks
and the WRC.

Weekly
ongoing
2020-2023

Monthly
2020-2023

CEO and Senior
Management agree SLA
with each CVSIP and
CCO

19 SLA in
place
For the
CRANN Group
BY each CVSIP
and
CCO

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Staff Recruitment

Report
Total No of
new staff
recruited and
contracts
issued
For the
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
days
interviewing
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP

Q2
Annually
2020-2023
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Q2
Annually
2020-2023
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Human Resource Manager
gives advice on human
resource issues as
required

Human Resource Manager
agrees with CEO relevant
investigations to be
carried out as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy

Human Resource Manager
agrees with CEO relevant
investigations to be
carried out as required
under the Grievance
Procedure, Disciplinary
Policy and Dignity at Work
policies
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Report
No of Garda
Vetting
processed
outside/after
10 days
timeframe
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
advisory
meetings
undertaken
for the
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Customer
compliments
received
For the
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Customer
complaints
received
for the
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
investigations
carry out
for the
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
complaints
received by
category
Grievance/
Disciplinary/
Dignity at
Work
For the
CRANN Group

Q2
Annually
2020-2023

Q2
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023
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Human Resource Manager
agrees with CEO enquiries
to be carried out as
required under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations including
GDPR

To provide Catering
Services to CCO’s n the
delivery of high-quality
settings in line with food
hygiene and safety laws
and regulations.

CEO and Senior
Management agree SLA
with each CCO
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BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
investigations
carry out by
category
Grievance/
Disciplinary/
Dignity at
Work
For the
CRANN Group
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Court
attendance
for CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
attendance at
WRC
for CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Data
Protection
requests
for CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Data
Protection
investigations
carry out
For CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP
4 SLA in place
FOR CRANN
By each
relevant
member CCO

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
2020-2023

Q1
Annually
2020-2023
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To provide Facility
Management Services
including reception,
transport, maintenance,
and security to CCOs and
CVSIPs in the delivery of
high-quality settings in
line with environmental
and health and safety
laws and regulations.

CEO and Senior
Management team agree
SLA with each CCO and
CVSIP

CEO. Senior Management
and relevant CCO or
CVSIP Manager provide
supervision of reception
staff of the CCO and
CVSIP

Senior Management and
Transport Administrator
provide supervision of
transport staff members
as relevant to the CCO
and CVSIP

Senior Management,
Maintenance Manager
and CE Co-ordinator’s
provide supervision of
maintenance staff
members as relevant to
CCOs and CVSIPs
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For CRANN
BY CCO
Based on 6
weekly
sessions
Catering
Managers’
report
20 SLA in
place
For CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP

Report
Total No of
supervision
sessions
provided by
relevant
personnel
per year for
receptionists
for CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIPs
Based on 6
weekly
sessions
Total No of
supervision
sessions
provided for
transport staff
members
For CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIPs
Based on 6
weekly
sessions
Transport
Administrat
ors Report
Total No of
supervision
sessions for
maintenance
staff for
CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIPs
Based on 6
weekly
sessions

Monthly
2020-2023
Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Monthly
ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
2020-2023
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CEO and Senior
Management agree SLA
with Security Company
for relevant CCO and
CVSIP

To provide Procurement
Services to CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs in the delivery of
high-quality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance, Waste,
Heating, Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are cost
effective and efficient.

CEO
and
Senior
Management Team
agree on behalf of the
relevant CCO and
CVSIP of the selected
provider that is most
cost effective and
efficient.

To provide Procurement
Services to CRANN CVSIPs
and Member CCOs in the
delivery of high-quality
fixture and fittings that
are cost effective and
efficient.

CEO and Senior
Management Team agree
on behalf of the relevant
CCO and CVSIP of the
selected provider that is
most cost effective and
efficient.

To lead, coordinate and
support CRANN CVSIPs
and Member CCOs
promoting healthy Ireland
(HI) and adopting best
practice and innovation
within their CCOs and
CVSIPs
E.g.
Quality and diversity
Outdoor play

CEO and Senior
Management work with
CCOs and CVSIPs to meet
the national standards for
the service and put in
place service
improvement plans
including best practice and
innovation as required
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DOH
And
CSPSE
And
POBAL
And
DEASP

Maintenance
Managers’
report
Security
Company to
report on
number of
callouts
monthly

Monthly
Ongoing
2020-2023
Monthly
Ongoing
2020-2023

14 SLA in
place
For CRANN
By each
relevant
member CCO
and CVSIP
Report on the
% savings for
the CRANN
Group
14 SLA in
place for each
relevant
member CCO
and member
CVSIP
Report on the
% savings for
the CRANN
Group
No of Internal
inspections

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

No of
Verification
visits by
funder agency
No of service
improvement
initiatives/

Q2
Annually
2020-2023
Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q2
Annually
2020-2023
Annually
As needed
2020-2023
1-2 yearly
As
required
2020-2023
Annually
As needed
2020-2023
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plans
No of Pilot
Projects

Parent communication in
real time
Men in childcare
Social Inclusion

2

Annually
As
required
2020-2023

 Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To lead, manage and
support CCOs and
CVSIPs to access ongoing
training to meet the
individual needs of the
workforce in the various
professional groups
including Community
Employment (CE) Scheme
participants

To lead, manage and
provide continuous
professional development
(CPD) to CCOs
and CVSIPs for new and
existing staff members
including participants of
community employment
schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

CEO and Senior Managers
Agree within the SLA with
CRANN of the relevant
CVSIP and CCO

A Training Needs
Assessment is completed
For the CRANN Group
by each CCO and
CVSIP

Quality Training in core
competency is provided to
CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
staff members including
CE Scheme participants

DEASP
And
DES
And
DCYA
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
DOE

14 SLA in
place
For CRANN
by each
relevant CCO
and CVSIP
Training
Officer
completes an
audit of
training needs
For CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Develop a 3
year
Training Plan
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total No staff
members
completed
QQI 5
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
QQI 5
for CRANN
Report
Total No staff
members
completed
QQI 6
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
QQI 6 only
for CRANN
Report
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Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
2020-2023

Q2
2020

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
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Quality Training in
mandatory training is
provided to CRANN
CVSIPs and CCOs staff
including CE Scheme
participants
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Total No staff
members
completed
QQI 7
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report % of
staff members
with QQI 7
only
for CRANN
Report
Total No staff
members
completed
QQI 8
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report % of
existing staff
members with
QQI 8
for CRANN
Report
Total No of
new staff
members
completing An
Introduction
to Child
Protection
Training
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
staff members
with An
Introduction
to Child
Protection
Training For
CRANN
By CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
An
Introduction
to Child
Protection
Training

Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
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for CRANN
Report
Total No of
staff members
with An
Advanced
Child
Protection
Training
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
An Advanced
Child
Protection
Training
for CRANN
Report
Total No of
new staff
members
training for
Manual
Handling
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
staff members
updating
training for
Manual
Handling
For CRANN
Report
Total No of
staff members
with Manual
Handling
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
Manual
Handling
for CRANN
Report
Total No of
new staff
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Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
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members
trained in First
Aid
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
staff members
updating First
Aid For
CRANN
Report
Total No of
staff members
with First Aid
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
First Aid for
CRANN
Report
Total No of
new staff
members with
HACCAP for
CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
staff members
with HACCAP
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
% of staff
members with
HACCAP for
CRANN
Report
Total No of
new staff
members with
Nutrition
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
staff members
with Nutrition
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2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
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For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Total No of
new staff
members
trained in
GDPR For
CRANN BY CCO
% of staff
members with
GDPR
training for
CRANN
To provide, coordinate and
support CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to access
training in quality
improvement programmes
to ensure the delivery of
high-quality childcare
service and social inclusion
project.

Quality Training in Siolta
Standards is provided to m
CCOs including CE Scheme
participants

Quality Training in Aistéar
Standards is provided to
member CCOs including
CE Scheme participants
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Total No of
new staff
members
trained in
Siolta
modules
For CRANN
BY CCO
Total No of
staff members
with Siolta
training
For CRANN
BY CCO
% of staff
members with
Siolta
training
for CRANN
Total No of
new staff
members
trained in
Aistéar
modules
For CRANN
BY CCO
Total No of
staff members
with Aistéar
training
For CRANN
BY CCO
% of staff
members with
Aistéar
training
for CRANN
By CCO

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
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To lead, manage and
coordinate CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to develop
Information
Communication
Technology (ICT) systems
to enhance quality services

To lead, manage support
and coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and CCOs to
develop accounting
systems to enhance quality
services

Senior Management to
monitor staff members
trained in Child Path

Senior Management to
monitor staff members
trained and skilled in use
of registration
system/database
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Total No of
staff members
with quality
standard
training
For CRANN
BY CVSIP
% of staff
members with
quality
standard
training
for CRANN
BY CVSIP
Total No of
new staff
members
trained in
Child Path
for CRANN
BY CCO
Total No of
staff members
trained in
Child Path
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
% of staff
members
trained in
Child Path
for CRANN
Total No of
new staff
members
trained on
registration
system/data
base
For CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Total No of
staff members
using
registration
system/data
base e.g. PIP
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
% of staff
members
using
registration

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
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system
/database
system e.g.
PIP for CRANN
Total No of
new staff
members
trained on
SAGE
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Total No of
staff members
trained on
SAGE
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
% of existing
staff members
on SAGE for
CRANN

Senior Management to
monitor staff members
trained and skilled in use
of SAGE

3



Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Are Safe and Protected from Harm

Families with
financial
vulnerabilities

Children with
Child Protection
and Welfare
concerns

To support CCOs to
identify children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC, SAC and
community subvention
schemes.

To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and CCOs to
identify children with
child protection and
welfare concerns and
report
concerns to the relevant

CRANN with CCOs
coordinate and monitors
registration of children
and their families on the
PIP registration system for
ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
`

CRANN with member CCOs
coordinate and monitors
registration of children
and their families on the
PIP registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including
CCSU)

Total No of
children and
their Family
availing of ELC
and SAC For
CRANN
By CCO
Total No of
children and
their Family
availing of CCS
including
CCSU
For CRANN
By CCO

CRANN with member CCOs
coordinate and monitors
registration of children
and their families on the
PIP registration system for
TEC

Total No of
children and
their Family
availing of TEC
For CRANN
By CCO

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Report
Total No of
children
referred/
reported to
Family
Support/

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
liaise with TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Project
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child
Care Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
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POBAL

Children
First 2013,
and Tusla
guidelines
for
reporting
Child

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023
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statutory agencies as
appropriate (Tusla and
Gardaí) and respond to
their needs to
support the child and
family access services.

Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care
Worker, for the individual
need of the child
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protection
and Welfare
Concerns

Meithal
and/or
Child
Protection
Services
For CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
children where
reports are
requested to
support
children
availing of
Family
Support/
Meithal
and/or
Child
Protection
Services
For CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
contacts with
TUSLA
Professionals
For CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
No of new
Designated
Child
Protection
(DLP)
Officers
trained for
CRANN By
CCO and CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Designated
Child
Protection
Officers for
CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Case
Conference
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Children with
Additional Health
Needs

To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to provide a
child friendly environment
for Access Visits for
children in care to with
their family of origin

CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
participate in supervised
Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to identify
children with additional
health needs, support
them to access relevant
health and social service
and provide services within
the setting for their
individual need.

CCOs and CVSIPs liaise
with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
(Enable Ireland) and/or
Primary Care Paediatric
Therapy Services for the
individual need of the
child
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attended for
CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total No of
Professional/F
family
Meetings
attended
For CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Total No of
contacts with
Tusla
Professionals
arranging
child in care
access plans
for CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
POBAL
And
HSE
Children’s
Additional
Needs
Services and
Primary
Care
Services

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

Total No of
contacts with
Health
Professionals
for CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

Total No of
Professional/
family
Meetings
attended
For CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Total number
of
observations
completed
and provided
to Health
Professionals
for Planning
Care
For CRANN
By CCO
Total number
of children
with AIM
level 1-3
intervention

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023
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For CRANN
BY CCO

Adults with
Additional
Vulnerabilities

4

To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs identify Adults
with additional
vulnerabilities to relevant
access health and social
services and provide
social services within the
setting for their individual
need.

CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
liaise with HSE Services
and/or Primary Care
Services for the individual
need of the Adult

HSE
and
Drugs Task
Force
and
Tusla Family
Support

Total number
of children
with AIM
level 4-5
intervention
For CRANN
By CCO
Total number
of children
with AIM
level 6
intervention
For CRANN
By CCO
Total No of
contacts with
Health
Professionals
For CRANN
By CVSIP

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

Total No of
Professional/f
family
Meetings
attended
For CRANN
By CVSIP
Total number
of Care Plans
in place
For CRANN
By CVSIP

 Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To lead , support and
coordinate CRANN
CVSIPs and CCOs to be
employers of choice,
“best place to work” for
staff members.

CEO and Human Resource
Manager advertise, select,
and recruit a skilled
workforce and issue
contracts

CEO and Human Resource
Manager support CRANN
CVSIPs and CCOs to
maintain a skilled
workforce
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POBAL
And
DCYA
And
DEASP
And
Employment
legal
frameworks

Report
Total no of
new recruits
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total no of
new contracts
issued
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
Report
Total no of
permanent
staff members
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP

Q4
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
ongoing
2020-2023
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Report

CEO and Human Resource
Manager will monitor staff
exiting from the services

To lead, manage and
allocate staff members
employed under the
Community
Employment(CE)67 to
CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs

CEO and Senior
Management agree
with each relevant
CCOs in County Meath
and CVSIP the number
of CE Workers to be
allocated to their
organisation.

CEO and DEASP Supervisor
to select and recruit
learners for CE scheme for
the CRANN Group

CEO and DEASP Supervisor
to maintain learners
within CE scheme for the
CRANN Group

67

Report
Total No of
staff exiting
services
for CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
TOTAL
NUMBER OF 3
CE SCHEMES
10 Subsponsors in
place
In County
Meath and
within
CRANN
By each
relevant CCO
Total No of
candidates
selected for
participation
on CE Scheme
For CRANN
by CCOs
and CVSIPs
Total No of
new recruits
to participate
on CE Scheme
For CRANN
by CCOs and
CVSIPs
Total No of
CE learners
members For
CRANN
by CCOs and
CVSIPs

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

CES includes the schemes for Ballivor and Crann, though they are separate scheme governed by two organisations, they operate in unison together.
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CEO and DEASP
Supervisor will monitor
CE learners exiting from
the project for the
CRANN Group

To support CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to develop
volunteering both at Board
level and frontline services.

Total No of
CE learners
exiting
project
before the
timeframe
By
category
(Reasons
for exiting)
For CRANN

CEO and Senior
management review and
develop a Volunteering
Policy and Procedure in
conjunction with CCOs
and CVSIPs

Senior Management
supports Volunteers
working within services
both at Board members
and front line staff

Workforce
Planning

To analyse staffing levels
and plan for future need
for CRANN and its CRANN
CVSIPs and CCOs

CEO and Senior
Management coordinate,
develop and complete a
staff workforce needs
assessment and workforce
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POBAL
And
DCYA
And
DEASP

by CCOs
and CVSIPs
Total No of CE
staff members
exiting
services
At the given
timeframe
By category
(Reasons for
exiting)
For CRANN
by CCOs
and CVSIPs
Volunteering
Policy in place
For CRANN
Group
NO of
Training
Sessions for
Directors
NO of
Training
Sessions for
Volunteers
Total No of
Board
Members
for CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Total No of
front line
service
volunteers
for CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Workforce
needs
assessment
for the
CRANN Group
in place

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
20202023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q4
2020

Q3
2020

Q3
2020

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2021-2023

Q4
Annually
Ongoing
2021-2023

Q1
2021
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plan for the CRANN (by
each CCO and CVSIPs)

CEO and DEASP Supervisor POBAL
to complete a CE scheme
And
workforce needs
DCYA
assessment and workforce And DEASP
plan for CRANN (by each
CCO and CVSIPs)

5

Develop a
3-year
Workforce
Plan for the
CRANN
Group
Workforce
needs
assessment
for the
CRANN Group
in place
Develop a
3-year
Workforce
Plan for the
CRANN Group

Q4
2021

Report
Total No of
consultancy/a
advisory visits
to new CCOs
and CVSIPs
For CRANN
Total No of
consultancy/
advisory visits
for
additionality
within an
existing
services
For CRANN
By CCOs and
CVSIPs
Total No of
audits
completed By
Category
new and
existing CCOs
and CVSIPs
For CRANN
BY CCO and
CVSIP
Report
Total number
Of meetings

Q2
Annually
Ongoing
2020-2023

Q1
2021

Q4
2021

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To lead, support and
coordinate CCOs
and CVSIPs to respond to
identified community
needs in their locality

CEO and Senior
management assist
CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
to undertake needs
assessment to identify
community needs in their
locality as required

Networking and
Advocacy

To ensure CCOs
and CVSIPs are promoted
and maximise the
advantage of
CCOs and CVSIPs

CEO and /or Senior
Management attend and
represents CRANN, the
CVSIPs and its
members CCOs at national
forum
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DEASP
And
DES
And
DCYA
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
DOE

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023
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To coordinate and
represent the interests of
CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
nationally, advocating for
investment in
development and ongoing
trading of community
childcare and social

CEO and /or Senior
Management attends
national forums
For Childcare
 National Forum for
Community
Childcare Services
 National
Childhood
Network
 National Collaborative
Forum for the Early
Years Care and
Education Sector –
Department of
Children and Youth
Affairs
 Early Years Forum for
the Professionalisation
of the Early Years
Sector
CEO and/or Project
Manager attends national
forum
For CVSIP






To coordinate and
represent the interests of
CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs
in their regional and local
communities, advocating
for investment in
development and ongoing
trading of community
childcare and social
inclusion projects

Drugs Task Force
DEASP nationally
Family Resource Centre
Department of Justice
DEASP

Report
Total number
of meetings
attended
year per
group/commit

Total number
6 monthly
of meetings
Report
attended
Q1 and Q3
Per year
ongoing
relevant to terms 2020-2023
of reference
group/committee

Research and
Development nationally

Total number
of
development
papers
completed
Total No of
projects
approved for
participation

CEO/Senior
Management/Directo
r attends local forum
 Children and Young
People Services
Committee - TUSLA
 Meath County
Childcare Committee

Total number
of meetings
Attended

CEO, CRANN Director and
/or Project Manager
represents CCOs and
member CVSIPs on the
Board of Directors For
Childcare
 National Network

Total number
of meetings
attended by
CEO a year
Based on
meeting 4
times per year
per group/
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6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023
6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023
6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023
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committee
Total number
of meetings
attended by
Director
Based on
meetings 4
times per year
per group/
committee
Total number
of meetings
attended by
Based on
meetings 4
times per year
per group/
committee
Total No of
other
meetings e.g.
subgroups
attended as
required
Total number
of
development
papers
completed
Total No of
projects
approved for
participation

(NCN)
 Meath County
Childcare Committee
(MCCC)
For CVSIP
 DEASP CE
 HSE Drugs Task Force

Research and
Development locally

6

Building Organisational Capacity
To lead, manage and
Governance
support CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to implement
the Governance Code in
full

CEO and Senior
Management to Audit the
CRANN organisation for
compliance to the
Governance Code

Trinity College to complete
Research Project
formulating the model of
CRANN
Develop a Government
Proposal as recommended
by TCD
Build the capacity of the
CRANN Senior
Management Team
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6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and
Q3
ongoing
2020-2023
Annually
ongoing
2020-2023

Annually
ongoing
2020-2023

Charity
Regulator

Complete
Audit Report

Q3
2020
Q4
2020

DCYA
and POBAL

Develop
Implementation
on Plan
Revised
CRANN
Policies and
Procedures
are in place
Research
Report

Government
Proposal

Q2
2020

Employ
Operations
Manager
Subject to
funding

Q3
2021

Review and revise CRANN
Policies and Procedures
CRANN Group.

To build the shared
business function of
CRANN in order to support
CCOs and CVSIPs and to
promote its model of
practice nationally
(Future Organisation
Appendix 4B)

6 monthly
Report
Q1 and Q3
ongoing
2020-2023

Q3
2021

Q1
2020
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DCYA
and POBAL

Develop an ICT Strategy
for CRANN and its
CRANN CVSIPs and Member
CCOs

Parent/Guardian/
Service User
participation

To support and build the
management capacity in
the CCOs and CVSIPs
supporting a secure,
sustainable and safe
Organisation

Provide training
programmes for managers
and assistant managers
To enhance knowledge

To lead, support and

CRANN CVSIPs and Member
CCOs
provide Parent/Service User
Information
Meetings

coordinate CCOs
and CVSIPs to have
systems in place for
Parent Participation

CRANN CVSIPs, CCOs
monitor Parent/Guardian/
Service User complements
and complaints received

Member CCOs monitor
parents’ access to Child
Path
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DCYA
And
POBAL
And
TUSLA
AND
DEASP
And
DOH
and HSE

Employ
Marketing
Communicatio
n Manager
Subject to
funding
-Accountant
Technician
Subject to
funding
Employ
Administrator
Subject to
funding
ICT Audit for
finance

Q3
2021

Q3
2021

Q3
2021

Q2
2021

ICT Audit for
personnel

Q2
2021

ICT strategy
Plan

Q4
2021

No of
management
training
programmes
for managers
and assistant
managers

Q4
Annually
2020-2023

Total No of
parent
information
meetings held
For CRANN
By CCO &
CVSIP

Q1

Total No of
written Parent
complements
received
For CRANN
BY
CCO and CVSIP
Total No of
written
Parent
complaints
received
For CRANN
BY
CCO and CVSIP
Total No of
parents with
access to Child

Annually
2020-2023

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q1
Annually
2020-2023

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
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Quality Standards
and
Risk Management

To provide, support and
coordinate quality
improvement programmes
to ensure the delivery of
high-quality childcare and
social inclusion projects for
CRANN CVSIPs and CCOs

Path
for CRANN
BY CCO &
CVSIP
% of parents
with access to
Child Path
Process for
childcare
centres to
attain
quality
standard
(Siolta
Award) will
begin

2020-2023

CEO and Senior
Management to advocate
for Pay scale for childcare
as defined by Mercer
Report

Attend
National Fara
meetings

Q1-4
2020

CEO and Senior
Management to progress
an Implementation Plan
for Pay Scale for childcare
when funding becomes
available

Pay scale
Implementatio
n Plan

Q1
2021-2023

CEO and Senior
Management to develop a
3-year Quality
Improvement Plan with
CCO and CVSIPs

Working
Group set up

Q2
2020

3 year Quality
Improvement
Plan for
CRANN Group

Q2
2021

CEO and Senior
Management to work with
Centre Managers and
Siolta advisors to update
and attain a quality
standard (Siolta Award)

DCYA
And
POBAL

Develop an
on line
knowledge
hub
To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to develop and
maximise internal controls
and audits systems at all
levels. (e.g. Finance,
Programmes, Governance
etc.)

CEO and Senior
management to develop a
formalised internal
control/audit framework

Internal Audit
Working
group set up
CCO
Set up Internal
Audit System
for CVSIPs
Internal
control /audit
framework in
place for CCO
and CVSIPs
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Q3
Annually
Ongoing
Q4
2023

Q4
2022

Q3
2020

Q1
2021

Q4
2021
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To lead, support and
coordinate CRANN CVSIPs
and CCOs to maximise
safety and minimise harm
through ensuring a robust
Risk Management system
is in place within their
organisation.

CEO and Senior
management implement
internal control/audit
framework

Internal
control/audit
process in
place

CEO and Senior
management to review
and develop a risk
management policy and
procedure with CCOs
and CVSIPs

Review of Risk
Management
and incident
reporting
for CVSIPs
& CCOs
Risk
Management
policies and
procedures in
place for
CVSIPs &
CCOs
Total number
of
high/medium
/low
incidences For
CRANN Group
By CCO &
CVSIP
Total number
of funding
applications
for core
operations
completed
Amount of
additional
funding
Received
Total number
of funding
applications
for capital
projects
completed
Amount of
additional
funding
Received
Develop a 3year Capital
Development
Plan
For CRANN
By CCO and
CVSIP
Total no of
fund raising
opportunities
held

CEO and Senior
management assist CCOs
and CVSIPs to monitor
and report
high/medium/low risk
management incidences

Funding

To support and coordinate
funding applications for
day to day operations in
order to ensure maximum
funding for CVSIPs and
CCOs

CEO and Senior
Management to monitor
and complete funding
applications for
operations with CCOs
and CVSIPs

To support and coordinate
funding applications for
capital projects to ensure
maximum funding for
CCOs and CVSIPs

CEO and Senior
Management to monitor
and complete funding
applications for Capital
Investment with CCOs
and CVSIPs

To support and coordinate
fundraising opportunities
to ensure maximum

CEO and Senior
Management to exploit
funding opportunities with
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DCYA
And
Pobal
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
DOE

Q4
2022

Q1
2021

Q4
2021

Q1
2021
Q1 annually
2022-2023

Q4
Annually
2020-2023

Q4
Annually
2020-2023

Q1
2021

Q4
Annually
2020-2023
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funding for CCOs and
CVSIPs

CCOs and CVSIPs

Amount of
additional
funding
Received
from
funding
opportu
nities

Conclusion
Our operational plan for CRANN shared business services is presented as a table outlining our actions
and performance indicators for each objective aligned to our strategic plan in the 6 Service Delivery
Areas.
Our overall focus will be as follows:



Expanding the innovative shared business service of CRANN as a Community Services Project
(CSP).
Supporting our member organisations
o in the provision of quality childcare and voluntary social inclusion projects ensuring
they remain at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
o








in updating and modernising centres and investing in development of major centres
as needed by the local communities.
Improving communication with our Parents/Guardians/Service Users through our Marketing
and ICT Strategy improving our website to be more interactive and using all social media
platforms.
Supporting the unemployed to gain skills, training, and employment for the security of their
families.
Promoting good communication with our partner state and funding agencies to understand
the work that we do in supporting our member organisations in childcare and social inclusion
projects.
Advocating and influencing:
o The Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) on behalf of Early Years for
improved terms and conditions of employment for Early Years services including
recognised pay scale.
o Relevant Departments and State Agencies for secure CORE funding for social inclusion
projects, to support the vulnerable communities, they serve.
o Government and DCYA for replication of the CRANN Model nationally.

The operational plan outlined for CRANN impacts on all the 24 member organisations and projects.
The next chapter, chapter 9 will outline the operational plans for each member CCO and the following
chapter, chapter 10 will outline the operational plans for each CVSIP.
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Section Three

Operational Plan
Community Childcare Organisations
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9. Section Three: The Operational Plan for Community Childcare Organisations
Introduction
CRANN Operational Plan sets out the objectives, actions, links to other agency plans, key performance
indicators (KPIs) and service delivery time for each CCO using the 6 outcomes grouping the service
delivery areas as follows:
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
 Services by member CCOs
2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
 Education & training
3. Are safe and protected from harm
 Families with financial vulnerabilities
 Children with Child Protection and Welfare Concerns
 Children with Additional Health Needs
4. Have economic security and opportunity
 Employment & Enterprise
 Workforce Planning
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
 Developing Community Capacity
 Networking & Advocacy
6. Building Organisational Capacity
 Governance
 Parent /Guardian Participation
 Quality Standards and Risk Management
 Funding
The operational plan for each member CCO is outline as follows:
Childcare Centre
Ballivor Community Childcare CLG
Baconstown Community Playgroup
Duleek Community Childcare CLG
KIlmainhamwood Childcare CLG
Lagore Road Community Childcare CLG
Lilliput (East Coast Resource Centre) Trim CLG
Meath Travellers Workshop LTD
Navan Community Childcare CLG.
Poppintree Early Education Centre CLG
Simonstown Childcare Facility CLG
Summerhill Community Childcare CLG
Trim Community Childcare CLG
Ronanstown Community Childcare CLG.
Rowlagh Community Childcare CLG
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Page
134-151
152-153
154-168
169-171
172-186
187-201
202-216
217-232
233-234
235-250
251-265
266-280
281-295
296-310
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S

Ballivor Community Childcare CLG
Mullingar Rd., Ballivor, Co. Meath, C15 VP77
Ph.: 046 9567801 / 087 684 0990 Fax: 046 9567742
E: Mail giggles@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Introduction:
Mission Statement:
To support and promote the development and delivery of accessible and affordable high-quality
childcare and family friendly services which meets the overall development needs of children and
supports parents in every part of Ballivor and surrounding areas. To establish and carry out a
service of training by which learners may obtain training.
Service Profile:


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

90 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
80 children who qualified were registered in one of the three DCYA funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS
TEC

No of Children
41
31
8

Ballivor CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across the service and is
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta.
Our enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent
play based programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs
of children in our care.
Ballivor CC ensures all its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day. In
addition, Ballivor CC provides a specialised Outdoor Play Preschool and After-school where
children and young people experience outdoor play during their hours at the service.
Ballivor CC availed of one Early Years Capital (EYC) funding which is provided by the DCYA to
support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
Yes
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller child attended the
service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0

One child with additional needs availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports
children to access the ECCE programme.
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AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Level 4-5

Level 6-7

l
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Expect ELC and Equipment

No of Children
0
0

Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)

1

Total

0

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff
member has completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to
date.
All staff members have completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.
Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 40 children awaiting a place across the service in 2018 as follows:
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
6
6
7
6
15
40

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
64.50 (level 5)
64.50 (level 6+ )

Staff
Staff work directly and indirectly, as well as relief staff in community schemes as follows:
Childcare Centre’s
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Staff members
24
11
0

No of Direct Staff
10
1
0
1
11
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No of Indirect Staff
4
0
0
4
8
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None/not recorded
Total

No of Staff members
15
5
1
0
3
24

Staff wages and turnover: Chapter 5b

Child Protection
All staff members working with children have Children First introduction qualifications.
Two staff members have Children First Advanced qualification.
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
29
2

There was one child protection and welfare referral made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
1
0
0

There was one referral from child protection & welfare services and mental health
services to Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016
total

No of referrals from
mental health
1
0
0
1

No of referrals from
social work
1
0
0
1

No of referrals from
family support
1
0
0
1

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table
outlines the operational plan for Ballivor CC for the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
the CCO

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total 90 childcare
places for (142
children)
 45 Full-day Care
 35 Part time
 24 Sessional
 38 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platforms maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group
Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.
Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN
Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are registered as
required supported by CRANN

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Newsletter 4
times a
year/quarterly
Broachers/leaflet
in place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
Q1
2021
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children
SLA in place

Q3
Annually
Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN
Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

5 meetings a year

Q1-4
ongoing

No of Meetings
held
As needed

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records
No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Service
Level Agreement with CRANN

Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.
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High
Medium
Low
Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act 2014

Review of Safety
Statement
complete

Q1-4
ongoing

No of new risk
assessments added
to safety
statements

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire drills
undertaken and
number of fire
safety
incidences
reported.

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree a Service
Level Agreement with CRANN

Financial
Administration
Service included in
SLA
CRANN Accounts
Department
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

CEO receives monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.
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CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

Q4
Annually

Human Resource
Management
Service included in
SLA
No. of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q1
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
compliments
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

Catering Service
included in SLA

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
the catering service and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
Monthly or as
required

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Compliments and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues
Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising
To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations

No of meetings
with parents
Re bad debts
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Q4
Annually
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To provide Facility
BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and Centre Manager monitors
reception to Member facility management and
CCOs in the delivery
works with CRANN to address
of high quality
settings in line with
any issues arising
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.

2

Facility
Management
Services included
in SLA
Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
Monthly or as
required

Q1
Annually

Procurement
Services included
within SLA
Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
Monthly or as
required

Q1
Annually

Monthly
ongoing

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
Monthly as
required

Monthly
ongoing

Education and
Training included
within SLA

Q1

Centre Manager monitors
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Monthly
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education
and
Training

To lead , manage and
support CVSIP’s and
member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

Agree within the Service Level DCYA
Agreement of the relevant CCO
and CVSIP.
And
Pobal
Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing

Training Manager
works with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.
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DCYA
And
Pobal

Annually
No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training

Q3
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staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

Manager
completes annual
audit of Training

annually

Needs for CRANN

To provide, support
Quality Officer and Centre
and coordinate
Manager
member CCOs to
monitors Siolta standard
access training in
(Achieved in 2012-revise in
quality improvement
2020)
programmes, Siolta
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

Participate in the
development of a
Framework for a
Quality Standard.
meets (Validation
1-4)

Q4
2023

Centre Manager implement
Aistéar standard and
complete an audit as
required

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly
Ongoing

Quality Manager monitors
service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations twice yearly or as
required

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPaths system

No of staff
members trained
in use of
Childpaths

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using

Q4
Annually
ongoing
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Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Centre Manager monitors
Families
CCOs to identify
registration of children and
children and their
their families on the PIP
families who would
registration system for ELC
qualify for ELC, SAC
and SAC
and community
Centre Manager monitors
subvention schemes.
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

POBAL

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC
Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

To support member
Centre Manager monitors
CCOs to provide a child supervised Access Visit for the
friendly environment for individual need of the child
Access Visits for
children in care to with
their family of origin
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Children First
2013
AND
TUSLA
AND
CYPSE

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC
and SAC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Report
Immedia
tely to
CEO
Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/
Family Meetings
/Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

Monthly
Report to
CRANN CEO
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Children with
To support member
Centre Manager monitors and
additional
CCOs to register
liaise with HSE Children’s
health needs
identified children
Additional Needs Services
with additional
and/or Primary Care
health needs and
Paediatric Therapy Services
their families,
for the individual need of the
support them to
child- AIMs Programme
access relevant
health and social
services. And provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended

4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members.

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group
Centre Manager monitors
permanent staff members
and
report needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)

CEO works with BOD to
identify where CE
Participants are required and
allot numbers accordingly.
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DCYA
And
DEASP
And
Employment
Legal
Frameworks

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

No of CE
participants
allocated to
CCOs

Q1
Annually
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Scheme
Centre Manager monitors
CE Participants allotted to
them and works with the
CE Supervisor in
identifying their needs
Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners allotted to them
and works with the CE
Supervisor in addressing
the needs of the learner
and the needs of the CCO.

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CE Supervisor in addressing
performance and learning
needs for the participant
To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme
and who
gained
employment
Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
for staffing

Q2
2021

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2022
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No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
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6

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports the
identified needs to CEO and
Senior Management

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full
Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Quality
Standards and
Risk
Management

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented
Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings
Centre Managers monitor
complaints and compliments
received

To provide, support
Centre Managers will work
and coordinate
with CRANN and Quality
quality improvement advisors to update and attain
programmes to
a Quality (Síolta) Award
ensure the delivery
.
of high-quality
childcare services
Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing risk
management system
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DCYA
And
POBAL
And
TUSLA
And
HSE
And
DEASP

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
TUSLA
And
HSE
And
DEASP

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
annually or as
required to
capture
compliments/
complaints
No of written
compliments
received
No of written
complaints
received
Process
for
Quality
Framework will
begin in 2020

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

CRANN policy and
procedures for
risk management
is in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q4
2022
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Funding

To support and
coordinate
fundraising
opportunities in order
to ensure maximum
funding for member
CCOs

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly
Centre Manager coordinates
with CRANN for the
development of the Outdoor
Play Area

Fundraising
event held
Outdoor Play
Area updated and
modernised

Conclusion
The emphasis for Ballivor CC for the next three years is as follows:

Person Centred Themes


Person-centred care and support

Ballivor CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by
CRANN. Parents/Guardians will



receive information about our services and we will continue our engagement with parents
that meets the national childcare quality framework.
have access to the ChildPaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

We will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
social media platforms making them more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Ballivor CC compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool). Ballivor CC
will continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based
curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Ballivor CC will continue to strive to reach the highest quality standard.
Ballivor CC will work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of its service.


Safe care and support

Ballivor CC will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
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Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
and social services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled to support
children and work with health and social services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards.


Better health and wellbeing

Ballivor CC will work with CRANN



and all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
and the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes


Leadership, governance, and management

Ballivor CC Board of Directors who are voluntary members take responsibility for the strategic and
operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of appropriate and skilled
quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Ballivor CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act, standards, and regulations
and GDPR.
Ballivor CC Manager and all staff are fundamental to our front of house services and will work with
the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare service in its local
community.
Ballivor CC will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.



Workforce

Ballivor CC will work with CRANN:





to ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Ballivor CC is committed
to education and training at the highest standard. 
for recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.

Use of resources

Ballivor CC working with CRANN, is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency
and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
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Ballivor CC will seek additional capital resources to develop existing available land for outdoor space.



Use of information

Ballivor CC working with CRANN will:




participate in the innovation of the Childpaths APP moving to paperless service.
participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA; Tusla
Corporate and local; HSE Corporate and Local, DEASP Corporate and local; Meath County
Council, CYPSC, POBAL etc.
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Baconstown Community Childcare CLG
Old School, Baconstown, Enfield, Co. Meath
Ph.: 046 9542685
E: Mail baconstownchildcare@gmail.com
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Baconstown Community Playgroup
Introduction
Service Profile - Programme enrolment and childcare services.
33 preschool and 15 afterschool children were registered for attendance in 2018.
Baconstown Community Playgroup avail of part services from CRANN i.e. the financial services.
The operational plan for Baconstown Community Playgroup is as follows:

N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services
offered to
CCO

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN Group
Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

Centre Manager
manages bad debts

SLA in place
CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage
Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit
Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN
BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN
No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Baconstown Community Playgroup for the next three years is:
 Use of resources
Baconstown Community Playgroup working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable
community childcare business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services
for finance increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services.
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Q1
Annually

Q1
Annually

Q1
annually

Q1-4
ongoing

Q4
Annually
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Duleek Community Childcare CLG
Navan Road, Duleek, Co Meath, A92 KRN8
Tel: 041 988 0100 / 087 177 4269
Email: Duleek@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Duleek Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement:
The main objective for which the Company is established is to provide a quality affordable childfriendly facility for all children in the Duleek community and its surrounding areas, offering
professional childcare services for children in the locality.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

30 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
All 30 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
28
2
0

Duleek CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum and are underpinned by the
national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our enthusiastic and
experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based programme where
activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care. Duleek CC ensure
its services provides outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day.
Duleek CC did not avail of Early Years Capital (EYC) provided by the DCYA for support infrastructure
improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
No
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller child attended the service.
Traveller Children

No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
N/A

One child with additional needs availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports
children access the ECCE programme.
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AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
0
0
1
1

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff who have
completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
All staff have completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.

Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 2 vacant places for the service in 2018.
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children

N/A
N/A
0
2

N/A
2

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
75.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
2 Staff members work directly with children:
Childcare Centre’s
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
3
0
0

There is one staff member on a community scheme.
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
1

No of Indirect Staff
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

1

0
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
Total

No of Staff members
2
1
1
4

Staff wages and turnover See Chapter 5b

Child Protection
All staff members have Children First Introduction qualification. One staff member has Children
First Advanced qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
2
1

There were no child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
0
0
0

There were no referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
0
0
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for Duleek CC for the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Links to other
agency Plans

Actions

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise the
number of children
attending
Total 30 childcare
preschool Sessional
places

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
maximising all advertisement
opportunities supported and
coordinated by the CRANN
Group
Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.
Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN
Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly
Broachers/leaflet
in place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of AM
preschool children

Q3
Annually

No of PM
preschool children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN
Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records
No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low
No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitor
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.
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To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitor Fire
Safety and reports an issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place for
each CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually
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Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually
Q4
Annually

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN group

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing
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Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place for
each relevant
member CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistear in order
to ensure the delivery
of high quality
childcare.

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistear standard
and complete an audit
annually
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Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly
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CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Aafterschool
regulations
To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardai) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

POBAL

Children First
2013
AND
TUSLA
AND
CYPSE

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
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Children with
additional
health needs

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs to
access health and
social services.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/famil
y Meetings /Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional
Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
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Report to
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CEO

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO
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4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be employers
of choice for staff
members.

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

To analyse staffing
levels and plan for
future need for

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress rreport
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing
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And
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No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers
Q2
2020
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CRANN and its
Workforce Plan for staffing
member CCOs
including CE participants.

5

6

CRANN complete
3 year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings
Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/co
mplaints
No of written
complements
received
No of written
complaints
received
Process for Siolta
award will begin
in 2021

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full
Parent/Guardi
an
Participation

Quality
Standards and
Risk
Management

To support member
CCOs to have systems
in place for Service
User Participation

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Lead, coordinator
and support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system
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is in place within
their organisations
To support and
Centre Manager coordinates
coordinate funding
fund raising event yearly
raising opportunities
Centre Manager coordinates
in order to ensure
with CRANN will identify and
maximum funding for acquire a new premises and
member CCOs
seek additional capital
resources to develop a new
childcare centre.

Funding

Fund raising
event held
New premises
Identified and in
the process of
being acquired

Q4
Annually
Q4
2022

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Duleek CC for the next three years is as follows:

Person Centred Themes


Person-centred care and support

Duleek CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by
CRANN. Parents/Guardians will



receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
have access to the ChildPaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

We will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Duleek CC compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare. Duleek CC will continue to
provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum where
activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Duleek CC will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2020.
Duleek CC will work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of its service.


Safe care and support

Duleek CC will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
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Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.


Better health and wellbeing

Duleek CC will work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes


Leadership, governance, and management

Duleek CC Board of Directors who are voluntary members take responsibility for the strategic and
operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of appropriate and skilled
quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Duleek CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
Duleek CC Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to work with the
Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare service in its local
community.
Duleek CC will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.


Workforce

Duleek CC will work with CRANN






to ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Duleek CC is committed
to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to
achieve education and training and employment in childcare.
for recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.
Use of resources

Duleek CC, working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare business
maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Duleek CC will work with the community to identify and acquire a new premises and seek additional
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capital resources to develop a new childcare centre.


Use of information

Duleek CC, working with CRANN will continue to:




Participate in the innovation and development of the APP Childpaths moving to paperless
service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA; Tusla
Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S
KC Childcare CLG
Kilmainhamwood, Kells,
Co. Meath A82 PW72
Tel: 046 909 5003
Email: kcchildcareltd@gmail.com
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KC Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement:
The main objects for which the Company is established is to support and promote the development and
delivery of accessible and affordable high-quality childcare and family friendly services which meets the
overall developmental needs of children and supports parents in every part of Kilmainhamwood and
surrounding areas. To establish and carry out a service of training by which learners may obtain education.

KC Childcare avail of part of the CRANN shared business service in Finance Services and Catering.
The operational plan for this service is as follows:

N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services
offered by
CCO

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act

BOD agree a Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
Group
Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN provides the
projected annual income and
expenditure accounts with
CRANN Group

CRANN presents monthly
income and expenditure
accounts to the BOD

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
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SLA in place

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage
Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit
Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
provided to BOD by
CRANN group
Monthly income
& expenditure
accounts
completed and
provided to the
BOD by CRANN
Group
SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Q1
Annually

Q1
annually

Q1-4
ongoing

Q1
Annually
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Centre Manager monitors
and supervises catering
service and works with
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

The centre
Manager liaises
with CRANN
Senior
Management of
whom provide
support and
supervision to
the catering
personnel

Conclusion
The future emphasis for KC Childcare for the next three years is:


Use of resources

KC Childcare working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services for finance and catering
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services.
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Lagore Road Community Childcare CLG
Lagore Road, Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath, A85 WN32
Telephone: 01-824 0756 / 087 919 9136
E: Mail: firststeps@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Lagore Road Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement:
The main objects for which the Company is established is to support and promote the development
and delivery of accessible and affordable high quality childcare and family friendly services which meets
the overall developmental needs of children and supports parents in every part of Dunshaughlin and
surrounding areas. To establish and carry out a service of training by which learners may obtain
education.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

97 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
All 97 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
45
47
5

Lagore Rd CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its service and are
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar, and the national standards, Siolta. Our
enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based
programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Lagore Rd CC ensures all its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day
Lagore Rd CC availed of the Early Years Capital (EYC) funding which is provided by the DCYA to support
infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
Yes
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller child attended the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0
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Four children with additional needs availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports
children to access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
0
4
0
4

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. 1 staff member
completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
1 staff member completed LINC training. All staff completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.

Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 103 children waiting for places across the services in 2019 as follows:
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
60
11
3
0
29
103

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE
Afterschools

Euro
170.00
85.00
70.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
19 Staff members work directly and indirectly as follows:
Childcare Centre’s
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
16
0
0

There were an additional 4 staff members in community schemes as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other Tus
Total

No of Direct Staff
1
0
0
0
1
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
NFQ level 9
None
Total

No of Staff members
3
8
1
3
0
1
16

Staff wages and turnover See Chapter 5b
Child Protection
All staff members working with children have Children First introduction. Two staff members have
Children First Advance qualification. The following table is a schedule of the number of staff members
with Children First qualifications:
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
21
2

There were no child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
0
0
0

There were no referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
0
0
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for Lagore Rd CC for the next three years
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agency Plans

Actions
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Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise the
number of children
attending
Total 97 childcare
places for directly
 40 Full-day Care
 12 Part time
 24 Sessional
 21 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
maximising all advertisement
opportunities supported and
coordinated by the CRANN
Group
Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.
Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN
Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly
Broachers/leaflet
in place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN
Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records
No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitor
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.
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Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitor Fire
Safety and report issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place for
each CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually
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Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually
Q4
Annually

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN group

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing
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To provide
BOD agree Service Level
Procurement Services Agreement with CRANN
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highCentre Manager monitors
quality essential
procurement services for
utilities (Telephone,
essential utilities and works
Energy, Insurance,
with CRANN to address any
Waste, Heating,
issues arising
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place for
each relevant
member CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistear in order

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
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to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistear standard
and complete an audit
annually

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardai) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to

meets (Validation
1-4)
Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Aafterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child
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access support
services.

Children with
additional
health needs

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs to
access health and
social services.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/famil
y Meetings /Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional
Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
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family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be employers
of choice for staff
members
CRANN is the “best
place to work”

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress rreport
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
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To analyse staffing
Centre Manager works with
levels and plan for
conjunction with the CRANN
future need for
Group to complete Workforce
CRANN and its
Needs Assessment and
member CCOs
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3 year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings
Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/co
mplaints
No of written
complements
received
No of written
complaints
received
Process for Siolta
award will begin
in 2020

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full
Parent/Guardi
an
Participation

Quality
Standards and
Risk
Management

To support member
CCOs to have systems
in place for Service
User Participation

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes to
ensure the delivery of
high-quality childcare
services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to update and attain
a Siolta Award

Lead, coordinate, and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system
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minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
Centre Manager coordinates
coordinate funding
fund raising event yearly
raising opportunities
Centre Manager and Board
in order to ensure
will coordinate with CRANN
maximum funding for and develop outdoor play
member CCOs
area
Centre Manager and Board
will coordinate with CRANN
and explore with the
community the need for a
new childcare centre to meet
existing demand.
Centre Manager and Board
will coordinate with CRANN
and will seek capital resources
to develop a new childcare
centre, identifying and
acquiring a new premises

Funding

management is
in place

Fund raising
event held
Outdoor play area
updated and
modernised
Complete Needs
assessment

Q4
2020

Identify and
acquire new
premises when
funding available

Q4
2021

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Lagore Rd CC for the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes


Person-centred care and support

Lagore Rd CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by CRANN.
Parents/Guardians will:



receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta
Have access to the Childpaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

Lagore Rd CC will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website
and make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Lagore Rd CC compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool). Lagore
Rd CC will continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play
based curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in
our care.
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Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Lagore Rd CC will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2023.
Lagore Rd CC will work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of its service.


Safe care and support

Lagore Rd CC will continue to meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.


Better health and wellbeing

Lagore Rd CC will work with CRANN:



and all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
and the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014)

Organisational capability and capacity themes


Leadership, governance and management

Lagore Rd CC Board of Directors who are voluntary members will take responsibility for the strategic
and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of appropriate and
skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Lagore Rd CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations
and GDPR.
Lagore Rd CC Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to work with
the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare service in its local
community.
Lagore Rd CC will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.


Workforce

Lagore Rd CC will work with CRANN:



to ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake.
for recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
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profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.
Lagore Rd CC is committed to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the
unemployed to achieve education and training and employment in childcare.


Use of resources

Lagore Rd CC working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency
and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Lagore Rd CC will develop its existing land for outdoor space.
In addition, Lagore Rd CC will explore with the community the need for a new childcare centre to meet
existing demand. Lagore Rd CC will seek capital resources to develop a new childcare centre, identifying
and acquiring a new premises.


Use of information

Lagore Rd CC working with CRANN will




participate in the innovation and development of the APP Childpaths moving to paperless
service.
participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA; Tusla
Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

East Coast Family Resource Centre
Lilliput’s Childcare,
5 Strandhaven, Laytown, Co Meath
Tel: 041 – 9828588
E-Mail: resourcentre@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Lilliputs Childcare
Introduction
Mission Statement:
To support and promote the development and delivery of accessible and affordable high-quality childcare
and family friendly services which meets the overall development needs of children and supports parents in
every part of Laytown and the surrounding areas
Service Profile
 Programme enrolment and childcare services.
16 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
16 Children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
6
10
0

Lilliputs provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across its service and are underpinned
by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our enthusiastic and
experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based programme where
activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care. Lilliputs ensures
its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day.
Layton did not avail of Early Years Capital (EYC) and School Aged Children (SAC) which is provided by
the DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
No
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller children attended
the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0

One child availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional
needs to access the ECCE programme.
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AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention(HSE) &Additional
Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
0
0
1
1

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. One staff member
completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
1 staff member completed LINC training
Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 0 vacant places for all services in 2018 as follows:
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
N/a
N/a
0
0
0
0

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
55.00 (level 5)
55..00 (level 6+ )

Staff
4 Staff members work directly and indirectly with children.
Childcare Centre’s
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
2
0
0

In addition, 2 staff members work directly with children in community schemes as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
1
0
0
0
1

No of Indirect Staff
1
0
0
0
1

Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications

No of Staff members
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NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None
Total

1
1
0
1
1
4

Staff wages and turnover See Chapter 5b
Child Protection
All staff members have Children First Introduction qualification. Two staff member had Children First
Advance qualification. The following table is a schedule of the number of staff members with Children
First qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
4
2

There were 8 child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
2
3
3

There were 2 referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year

No of referrals from
mental health

No of referrals from
social work

2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
family support
2

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for Lilliputs over the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Links to other
agency Plans

Actions

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise the
number of children
attending
Total
 6 preschool
sessional places
 12 afterschool
places
To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
maximising all advertisement
opportunities supported and
coordinated by the CRANN
Group
Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.
Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN
Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly
Broachers/leaflet
in place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of AM
preschool children

Q3
Annually

No of afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN
Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records
No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitor
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.
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Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitor Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place for
each CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually
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Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually
Q4
Annually

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN group

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually
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the delivery of highCentre Manager monitors
quality essential
procurement services for
utilities (Telephone,
essential utilities and works
Energy, Insurance,
with CRANN to address any
Waste, Heating,
issues arising
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place for
each relevant
member CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistear in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
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CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistear standard
and complete an audit
annually

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardai) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Aafterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

POBAL

Children First
2013
AND
TUSLA
AND
CYPSE

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
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Children with
additional
health needs

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs to
access health and
social services.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/famil
y Meetings /Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional
Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
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4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be employers
of choice for staff
members
CRANN is the “best
place to work”

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

To analyse staffing
levels and plan for
future need for

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress rreport
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing
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CRANN and its
Workforce Plan for staffing
member CCOs
including CE participants.

5

6

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings
Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/co
mplaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full
Parent/Guardi
an
Participation

Quality
Standards and
Risk
Management

To support member
CCOs to have systems
in place for Service
User Participation

No of written
complements
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints
received

Q4
Annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Process for Siolta
award will begin
in 2021

Q4
2023

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident

Q4
2020
Ongoing
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through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
Centre Manager coordinates
coordinate funding
fund raising event yearly
raising opportunities
in order to ensure
Centre Manager coordinates
maximum funding for with CRANN and East Coast
member CCOs
FRC to identify and acquire
acquire land/building a ONE
STOP SHOP and explore the
ongoing need for childcare as
part of this project.

Funding

management is
in place

Fund raising
event held
New premises
Identified and in
the process of
being acquired

Q4
Annually
Q4
2022

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Laytown over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Laytown will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by CRANN.
Parents/Guardians will:



receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
have access to the Childpaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

We will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
make it more interactive for our service users.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
Laytown compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool). Laytown will continue to
provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum where activities are
planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Laytown will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2023.
Laytown will continue to work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery
of its service.
 Safe care and support
Laytown will continue to meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
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Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be manage and record to the highest standards.

 Better health and wellbeing
Laytown will continue to work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes, Brighter
Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance and management
CRANN Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. CRANN will work with
the community to form an independent company for East Coast Family Resource Centre and recruit
appropriate and skilled quality persons for the new Board of Directors.
CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR. CRANN will continue operating a steering group East Coast Family Resource Centre until a new
company is formed.
Laytown Project Manager working with the Childcare Supervisor is fundamental to our front of
house services and will continue to work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high
quality affordable childcare service in its local community.
Laytown will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Lilliputs will work with CRANN




To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Lilliputs is committed to
education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to achieve
education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.
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Use of resources

Lilliputs working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare business
maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Lilliputs FRC and CRANN will acquire land/building for a ONE STOP SHOP and explore the ongoing need
for childcare as part of this project.
 Use of information
Lilliputs working with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of the APP Childpaths moving to paperless
service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

Little Angels Childcare Service

Meath Travellers Workshop CLG (MTW)
CYWS Hall, Fairgreen,
Navan, Co. Meath.
Tel 046 9027801
Fax 046 9073298
E-mail: info@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Meath Travellers Workshop Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement:
To support and promote the development and delivery of accessible and affordable high-quality childcare and
family friendly services which meets the overall development needs of children and supports parents in the
Navan Community.

Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

19 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
All 19 Children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
6
13
0

MTW provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across its services and are underpinned
by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our enthusiastic and
experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based programme where
activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care. MTW ensures
its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day.
MTW did not avail of either Early Years Capital (EYC) or School Aged Children (SAC) funding which is
provided by the DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
No
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
There is a challenge for Traveller children to attend preschool. 53 percent of Traveller. Children
nationally do not attend preschool services. Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare
services. Two Traveller children attended the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
2

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
2

One child availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional needs to
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access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
0
0
1
1

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff
member completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
1 staff member completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.
Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 4 vacant places for the service in 2018.
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
N/a
N/a
4
0
0
0

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
90.00
75.00 (level 5)
80..00 (level 6+ )

Staff
3 Staff work directly and indirectly, as follows:
Childcare Centre’s
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
2
1
0

One staff member worked directly with children in community schemes as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
1
0
0
0
1

1 staff member works part-time and 1 works full-time.
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None
Total

No of Staff members
0
2
0
0
1
3

Staff wages and turnover See Chapter 5b
Child Protection
All 3 staff members have Children First Introduction qualification. No staff member had Children First
Advance qualification. The following table is a schedule of the number of staff members with Children
First qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
3
0

There were no child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
0
0
0

There were no referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
0
0
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for MTW over the next three years
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total
 11 preschool
sessional places
 20 afterschool
places
To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platform maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.
Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

No of AM
preschool children

Q3
Annually

No of afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High

Q1-4
ongoing
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Medium
Low
Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality human
resource in line with

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually
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employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues
Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually
Q4
Annually

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing
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To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.
2

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

SLA in place
Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Q1
Annually
Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place for
each relevant
member CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training
To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard
(Achieved in 2012-revision
2020)

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

DCYA
And
Pobal
And
DOE
And
TUSLA
And
DEASP
And
HSE

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
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CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Childpaths system

No of staff
members trained
in use of
Childpaths

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using
Childpaths

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meitheal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child
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Access support
services.

Children with
additional
health needs

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs and
their Families,
support them to
access relevant
health and social
services, and provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithe
al and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/family
y Meetings /Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
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No of
Professional/
Family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering
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And
Employment
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frameworks

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers
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Workforce
Planning

5

6

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

Quality
Standards
And
Risk
Management

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes to
ensure the delivery

Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award
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DCYA
And
Pobal
And
Tulsa
And
HSE
And
DEASP

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
Pobal
And
Tulsa
And
HSE
And
DEASP
And
Charities
Regulator

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/
Complaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

No of written
complements
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints
received

Q4
Annually

Process for Siolta
award will begin
in 2021

Q4
2023
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of high-quality
childcare services.

Funding

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
to ensure maximum
funding for member
CCOs

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager with CRANN
will update and modernise
childcare premises according
to need of service.

Premises updated
and modernised

Conclusion
The future emphasis for MTW over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
MTW will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by CRANN.
Parents/Guardians will



Receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with
parents/guardians that meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
Have access to the Childpaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

We will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
make it more interactive for our service users.
Nationally it has been identified that 53% of Traveller children do not attend preschool service, and
locally 61 percent. Therefore, children in the travelling community are not school ready. MTW will
develop a campaign to educate parents/guardians on the need for children to attend ECCE scheme
placements.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
MTW compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool). MTW will
continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based
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curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
MTW will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2023.
MTW will continue to work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of
its service.
 Safe care and support
MTW will continue to meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.

 Better health and wellbeing
MTW will continue to work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance and management
MTW Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN.
MTW with CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and
regulations and GDPR.
MTW Manager working with the Childcare Centre Manager is fundamental to our front of house
services and will continue to work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality
affordable childcare service in its local community.
MTW will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
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 Workforce
MTW will work with CRANN




to ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. MTW is committed to
education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to achieve
education and training and employment in childcare.
or recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.

 Use of resources
MTW working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare business
maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
 Use of information
MTW working with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of the APP Childpaths moving to paperless
service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

Daoine Óga Childcare Centre
Beechmount Homepark
Navan, Co Meath, C15 WCP7
Tel: 046 9075379 / 087 979 5639
E-mail: navan@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Navan Community Childcare CLG (Daoine Óga)
Introduction
Mission Statement:
To establish, promote and operate an affordable community crèche facility and to provide childcare
facilities for the benefit, betterment, and education of children in the locality.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

165 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
108 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes as follows:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
55
43
10

Navan CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its service and are
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar, and the national standards, Siolta. Our
enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based
programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Navan CC ensure all its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day. In addition, they
provide a specialised Outdoor Play Preschool and after school where children and young people
experience outdoor play during their hours at the service.
Navan CC did avail of either Early Years Capital (EYC) or School Aged Children (SAC) funding which is
provided by the DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
NO
Yes

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. 6 Traveller children attended the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
4

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
2

Two children availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional
needs to access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level

No of Children
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Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6-7

Universal Information & skilled workforce
Expect ELC and Equipment
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)

0
2
0

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. 1 staff member has
completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
All staff members have completed and online workshop in Access and Inclusion.

Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were no vacant places for all services in 2018.
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
45
3
8
0
5
61

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
75.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
31 Staff members worked directly and indirectly with children.
Childcare Centres
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
28
3
0

In addition, 12 staff members worked directly and indirectly with children in the community schemes
as follows:

Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
7
2
0
0
9

The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
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2
1
0
0
3
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Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None/not recorded
Total

No of Staff members
14
3
1
0
11
28

Staff wages and turnover see chapter 5b

Child Protection
The following table is a schedule of the number of staff members with Children First qualifications:
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
28
19

There were 9 child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
5 (one family)
2
2

There was an average of 6 referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health
services to Childcare services per year over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health

No of referrals from
social work
0
8
2

No of referrals from
family support
2
5
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for Navan CC over the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total 165 childcare
places directly
 53 Full-day Care
 22 Part time
 55 Sessional
 35 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platform maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN
Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly

Q1-4
ongoing
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supervision
records

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place for
each CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN
BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1
annually

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts
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To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complements
received
No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and

Centre Manager
submits report to

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality settings in
line with food
hygiene and safety
laws and
regulations
To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising
BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
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2

reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.

works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

CRANN CEO
monthly

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants
To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.
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To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard)

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training
Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)

CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations
Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Childpaths system

No of staff
members trained
in use of
Childpaths
No of parents
using
Childpaths

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC
Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

POBAL

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
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No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC
No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC
Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

Q4
2020

Children First
2013
AND
TUSLA
AND

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`
Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO
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report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

Children with
additional
health needs

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin
To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs and
their Families,
support them to
access relevant
health and social
service, provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

CYPSE

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/family
y Meetings /Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme
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HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO
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availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group
Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs
Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme
Centre Manager
sends monthly

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Monthly
report

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
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To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

5

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

progress report
to CE Supervisor

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

No of Directors on
BOD

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

6

CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant
CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality
Networking & To represent the
Advocacy
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations
Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received
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DCYA
And
Pobal
And
HSE
And
Tusla
And
DEASP

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
Pobal
And
HSE
And
Tusla
And
DEASP
And
Charities
Regulator

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/
complaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually
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Quality
Standards
and
Risk
Management

Funding

No of written
complements
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints
received

Q4
Annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Process for Siolta
award will be
completed

Q4
2020

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
in order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CCOs

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager coordinates
with CRANN will consolidate
its new development.

Afterschool
Building
completed

Q4
2019

Centre Manager and Board
with CRANN will explore with
the community the need to
acquire additional land to
develop services for older
children and young people to
meet existing demand. Navan
will seek capital resources to
develop this proposed new
service.

Needs assessment
and feasibility
study

Q2
2021

Land identified
and new premises
established
subject to funding

Q4
2022
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Conclusion
The future emphasis for Navan CC over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Navan CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by CRANN.
Parents/Guardians will



receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
have access to Childpaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

We will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
make it more interactive for our service users.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
Navan CC compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool). Navan CC will
continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based
curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Navan CC will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2020.
Navan CC will continue to work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery
of its service.
 Safe care and support
Navan CC will continue to meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.
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 Better health and wellbeing
Navan CC will continue to work with CRANN:



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Navan Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of
appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Navan is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
Navan Childcare Centre Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to
work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare service
in its local community.
Navan will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Navan will work with CRANN




To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Navan is committed to
education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to achieve
education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.

 Use of resources
Navan working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare business
maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Navan will consolidate its new development.
In addition, Navan will explore with the community the need to acquire additional land to develop
services for older children and young people to meet existing demand. Navan will seek land and capital
resources to develop this proposed new service.
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 Use of information
Navan working with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of` the APP Childpaths moving to
paperless service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

Poppintree Early Education Centre
Poppintree Community Centre, Poppintree, Ballymun
Tel: 01 842 7935
E-mail: poppintreeearlyed@gmail.com

Poppintree Early Education Centre CLG
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Introduction
Poppintree Early Education Centre is a purpose-built community crèche facility situated in the recently
developed Poppintree Community Centre, funded by Ballymun Regeneration Limited and Dublin City Council as
part of the regeneration master plan for Ballymun.
The crèche was developed to meet the educational care needs of Ballymun’s youngest residents, with an
emphasis on the highest standards of early childhood education using the evidence-based curriculum called
HighScope. Poppintree EEC avail of part services from CRANN i.e. the financial services.
The operational plan for Poppintree EEC is as follows:
N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services
offered to
CCO

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN
Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

Q1
SLA in place for
Annually
each CCO
CRANN accounts
Q1
prepare accounts Annually
to audit stage
Nominated
Q1
Accountants
Annually
complete Annual
Audit
Annual projected
Q1
income &
annually
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN
BI-Monthly income
& expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN
No of
meetings with
parents
regarding bad
debts

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Poppintree EEC for the next three years is:
 Use of resources
Poppintree EEC working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services for finance increases
the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services.
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Q1-4
ongoing

Q4
Annually
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Simonstown Childcare Facility CLG
Simonstown, Navan, Co. Meath, C15 N61X
Ph.: 046 9031518/ 087 413 6499
E-mail: lecheile@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Simonstown Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement
To support and promote the development and delivery of accessible and affordable high-quality childcare
and family friendly services which meets the overall development needs of children and supports parents
in every part of Simonstown, Navan, Co. Meath and the surrounding areas.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

102 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
79 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth Affairs
(DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
23
52
4

Simonstown provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its services and are
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our
enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based
programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Simonstown ensure all its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day.
Simonstown availed of the Early Years Capital (EYC) funding which is provided by the DCYA to support
infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
Yes
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller children attended the service
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0

One child availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with a additional needs
to access the ECCE programme.
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AIM Support
level
Level 1-3

No. of
children
Universal Information & skilled workforce

0

Level 4-5

Expect ELC and Equipment

0

Level 6-7

Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)

1

Total

1

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff members
completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
All staff members completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.

Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 44 vacant places for all services in 2018 as follows.
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
23
9
7
1
4
44

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Breakfast club
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
35.00
75.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
18 Staff members work directly and indirectly with children:
Childcare Centres

No of Staff
members
14
4
0

Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

In addition, 3 staff members worked directly and indirectly with children in community schemes as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes

No of Direct Staff

CE community employment
CSP – community services programme

2
1
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Staff
3
1
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JI- job initiative
Other
Total

0
0
3

0
0
3

Staff qualifications: The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None
Total

No of Staff members
8
6
0
0
0
14

Staff wages and turnover see chapter 5b
Child Protection
All staff members including CE participants have Children First Introduction qualification. In addition,
17 staff members have Children First Advance qualification. The following table is a schedule of the
number of staff members with Children First qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
17
17

There was 1 child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
0
0
1

There were 2 referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
1
1
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for Simonstown over the next three years
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total 102 childcare
places directly
 21 Full-day Care
 27 Part time
 23 Sessional
 39 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platforms maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.
Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records

Q1-4
ongoing
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Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
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To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN
BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN
No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q1
annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN
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Q1-4
ongoing

Q4
Annually

Q1
Annually
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Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days
No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held
No of Customer
complements
received

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received

Q3
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Data
Protection
requests

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality settings in
line with food
hygiene and safety
laws and
regulations
To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
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of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
BOD agree Service Level
Procurement Services Agreement with CRANN
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highCentre Manager monitors
quality essential
procurement services for
utilities (Telephone,
essential utilities and works
Energy, Insurance,
with CRANN to address any
Waste, Heating,
issues arising
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place for
each relevant
member CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place with
CRANN

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed
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To provide, support
CEO and Centre Manager
and coordinate
monitors Siolta standard
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Childpaths system

No of staff
members trained
in use of
Childpaths
No of parents
using
Childpaths

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing
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Children with
To support member
Centre Manager monitors and
Child
CCOs to identify
/ or key worker liaise with
Protection
children with child
TUSLA Family
and Welfare
protection and
Support/Meithal Projects
Concerns
welfare concerns and Professionals e.g. Family
report concerns to
Support Worker, Child Care
the relevant statutory Worker and/or Child
agencies as
Protection Services
Appropriate (Tusla
Professional e.g. Social
and Gardaí) and
Worker, Child Care Worker,
respond to their
for the individual need of the
needs in order for the child
child and family to
access support
services.

Children with
additional
health needs

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs to
access health and
social services.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme
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Children First
2013
AND
TUSLA
AND
CYPSE

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.
No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/famil
y Meetings /Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO
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No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme
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Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant
To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

5

6

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
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DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
HSE
And
Tusla

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
HSE
And
Tesla

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually
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Service User
Centre Managers monitor
Participation
complaints and complements
received

Quality
Standards
and
Risk
Management

Funding

And
Charity
Regulator

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/
complaints
No of written
complements
received
No of written
complaints
received
Process for Siolta
award level 4 will
be completed

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
in order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CCOs

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager coordinates
with CRANN will explore with
the community the need for
extra land to develop
afterschool services to meet
existing demand. Simonstown
will seek capital resources to
develop this service

Identify land to
develop
Afterschool
Building

Q2
2020

Explore options of
funding

Q4
2020

Develop
Afterschool
Service

Q3
2021

Needs assessment
and feasibility
study

Q1
2023

Land identified
and new premises
established
subject to funding

Q4
2024

Centre Manager and Board
with CRANN will explore with
the community the need to
acquire a new premises to
meet
existing
demand.
Simonstown will seek capital
resources to develop this
proposed new service.
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Conclusion:
The future emphasis for Simonstown CF over the next three year is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Simonstown will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by CRANN.
Parents/Guardians will



Receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
Have access to Childpaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

We will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Simonstown CF compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool).
Simonstown will continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry
play based curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children
in our care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Simonstown will maintain the quality standards reached with their Level 4 Siolta Award.
Simonstown will work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of its
service.
 Safe care and support
Simonstown CF will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.
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 Better health and wellbeing
Simonstown will continue to work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes, Brighter
Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Simonstown Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of
appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Simonstown is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations
and GDPR.
Simonstown Childcare Centre Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will
continue to work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable
childcare service in its local community.
Simonstown will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Simonstown will work with CRANN






To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Simonstown is committed
to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to
achieve education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.
Use of resources

Simonstown CF working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency
and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Simonstown will explore the availability of extra land and capital to develop afterschool services to
meet existing demand.
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 Use of information
Simonstown CF working with CRANN will:




Participate in the innovation and development of` the APP Childspath moving to
paperless service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

Summerhill Community Childcare CLG
Summerhill, Co. Meath A83 YD81
Tel: 046-9558617 / 087-3799637
email: thehive@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Summerhill Community Childcare CLG
Mission Statement:
To support and promote the development and delivery of accessible and affordable high-quality
childcare and family friendly services which meets the overall development needs of children and
supports parents in every part of Summerhill, Co. Meath and surrounding areas.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

64 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
35 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth Affairs
(DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
32
3
0

Summerhill CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across its services and are
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our
enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based
programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care. Summerhill ensure all its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day.
Summerhill CC did not avail of either Early Years Capital (EYC) or School Aged Children (SAC) which is
provided by the DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme
EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Yes/no
No
No

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller children attended the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0

One child availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional
needs to access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

Final Amendments 06.08.2020

No of Children
0
0
1
1
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Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff have completed
the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
All staff members have completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.

Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were no vacant places for all services in 2018.
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
75.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
15 staff members work directly and indirectly with children,
Childcare Centres
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
13
1
0

In addition, 5 staff members worked directly and indirectly with children in community schemes
as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
4
N/a
N/a
N/a
4

No of Indirect Staff
1
1
N/a
N/a
2

Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6

Final Amendments 06.08.2020
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NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
Total

0
0
13

Staff wages and turnover see page 59-63
Child Protection
All staff members working with children (17) have Children First Introduction qualifications. In addition,
7 staff members have Children First Advanced qualifications. The following table is a schedule of the
number of staff members with Children First qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
17
7

There were no child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
O
O
O

There were no referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
0
0
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines
the operational plan for Summerhill over the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total 64 childcare
places directly
 33 Full-day Care
 1 Part time
 30 Sessional
 0 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platform maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN
Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records

Q1-4
ongoing
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Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low
No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to

Final Amendments 06.08.2020
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Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received

Q3
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Data
Protection
requests

Q4
Annually

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
settings in line with
food hygiene and
safety laws and
regulations

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required
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of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.

2

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place for
each relevant
member CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed

Final Amendments 06.08.2020
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To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high quality
childcare.

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using
Childpaths

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family

Final Amendments 06.08.2020
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Children with
additional
health needs

report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs and
their Families to
access relevant
health and social
services. And provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

CYPSE

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
/Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
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No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant
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To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

5

6

To analyse staffing
levels and plan for
future need for
CRANN and its
member CCOs

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3 year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
DOE

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
Charity
Regulator

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/
Complaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

No of written
complements
received
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No of written
complaints
received
Quality
Standards
And
Risk
Management

Funding

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Process for Siolta
award level 4 will
begin in 2020

Q4
2022

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
in order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CCOs

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager and the Board
with CRANN will extend its
existing outdoor space.

Outdoor play area
updated and
modernised

Q2
2020

Centre Manager and the Board
with CRANN will develop its
upstairs space for afterschool
services to meet existing
demand. Summerhill will seek
capital resources to develop
this new service

Plans developed

Q2
2021
Q4
2021
Q1
2023

Funding secure
Premises
developed and
afterschool
service in place

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Summerhill over the next three years as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Summerhill CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by CRANN.
Parents/Guardians will



Q4
Annually

Receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
Have access to ChildpathsApp and will expand the use of this App working towards a paperless
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system of records within the organisation.
Summerhill CC will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our
website and make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Summerhill compares well to the national standard for Early Year Childcare (Afterschool). Summerhill
CC will continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based
curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Summerhill CC will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2022.
Summerhill CC will work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of its
service.
 Safe care and support
Summerhill CC will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.
 Better health and wellbeing
Summerhill will continue to work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ire
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes, Brighter
Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Summerhill Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of
appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Summerhill CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations
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and GDPR.
Summerhill CC Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to
work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare
service in its local community.
Summerhill CC will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Summerhill CC will work with CRANN:






To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Summerhill is committed
to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to
achieve education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.
Use of resources

Summerhill CC working with CRANN, is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency
and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Summerhill CC will extend its existing outdoor space.
In addition, Summerhill CC will develop its upstairs space for afterschool services to meet existing
demand. Summerhill will seek capital resources to develop this new service.


Use of information

Summerhill working with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of` the APP Childpaths moving to
paperless service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

Coiscéimeanna Childcare Centre
The Maudlins, Trim, Co Meath, C15 Y32F
Tel: 046 – 948 3161 / 087 287 9178
E-mail: coisceimeanna@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Trim Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement:
Trim CC endeavours at all times to provide Trim Community and District with quality, affordable and
accessible childcare facility and to provide crèche facilities, before and after school services for the
community of Trim in Co. Meath which will enable parents to avail of education, training and
employment opportunities.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

161 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
All 161 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
63
86
12

Trim CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across all its services as services are
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our
enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based
programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care.
Trim ensure all its services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day. In addition, Trim CC
provides a specialised Outdoor Play Preschool and after school where children and young people
experience outdoor play during their hours at the service.
Trim CC availed of both Early Years Capital (EYC) and School Aged Children (SAC) funding which
provided by the DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
Yes
Yes

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. Two Traveller children attended
the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
2

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0
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No child availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional
needs to access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
0
0
0
0

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff member
has completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
All staff members have completed an online workshop in Access and Inclusion.
Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 198 vacant places for all services in 2018 as follows:
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
20
16
53
39
70
198

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
75.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
45 Staff members work directly and indirectly with children
Childcare Centres

No of Staff
members
26
12
0

Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

In addition, 14 staff members worked directly and indirectly with children in community schemes
as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
7
2
0
0
9
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None

No of Staff members
9
12
2
1
2

Total

24

Staff wages and turnover see chapter 5b
Child Protection
All staff members working with children have Children First Introduction qualifications (40). In addition,
16 staff members have Children First Advance qualifications. The following table is a schedule of the
number of staff members with Children First qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
38
16

There were 1 child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
0
0
1

There were 4 referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
2
2
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines the
operational plan for Trim CC over the next three years:
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total 161 childcare
places ( for 197
children)
 73 Full-day Care
 20 Part time
 63 Sessional
 55 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
Regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platforms maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly

Q1-4
ongoing
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Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to

supervision
records
No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low
No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and report sissues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN
Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

SLA in place

Q1
Annually
Q1
Annually

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage
Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually
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Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received

Q3
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Data
Protection
requests

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality settings in
line with food
hygiene and safety
laws and
regulations
To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
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of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed
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To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high quality
childcare.

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
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Children with
additional
health needs

report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs and
their Families,
support them to
access relevant
health and social
services, and provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

CYPSE

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of Professional
/family Meetings
/Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
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No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members
CRANN is the “best
place to work”

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving, and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant
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To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

5

6

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full
Parent/
Guardian
Participation

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented
Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings
Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
DOE

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
Charity
Regulator

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/
Complaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

No of written
complements
received
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No of written
complaints
received
Quality
Standards and
Risk
Management

Funding

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Process for Siolta
award level 4 will
begin in 2020

Q4
2022

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
in order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CCOs

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager and the Board
with CRANN will extend its
existing outdoor space.

Outdoor play area
updated and
modernised

Q2
2020

Centre Manager and the Board
with CRANN will explore with
the community the need for a
new childcare centre to meet
existing demand. Trim will
seek capital resources to
develop a new childcare
centre,
identifying
and
acquiring a new premises.

Needs analysis
and feasibility
study
Funding
application

Q2
2020

New Premises
identified and
acquired.

Q4
2022

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Trim over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Trim CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by
CRANN. Parents/Guardians will


Q4
Annually

Receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
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Have access to Childpaths App and will expand the use of this App working towards a
paperless system of records within the organisation.

Trim will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and
make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Trim CC compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare (Afterschool). Trim will
continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based
curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care.
Fees scale will continue to be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Trim CC will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2020.
Trim CC will continue to work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of
its service.


Safe care and support

Trim CC will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.

 Better health and wellbeing
Trim CC will continue to work with CRANN:



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Trim Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of
appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
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Trim CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and GDPR.
Trim CC Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to work with the
Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare service in its local
community.
Trim CC will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Trim CC will work with CRANN:




To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Trim is committed to
education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to achieve
education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.

 Use of resources
Trim CC working with CRANN, is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare business
maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Trim CC will explore the possibility of expanding the land for outdoor play space.
In addition, Trim CC will explore the possibility of the development of an additional childcare centre to
meet existing demand. Trim CC will seek capital resources to develop a new childcare centre,
identifying and acquiring a new premises.


Use of information

Trim CC working with CRANN will:




Participate in the innovation and development of` the APP Childpaths moving to
paperless service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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RONANSTOWN COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CENTRE CLG
NEILSTOWN Shopping Centre, NELISTOWN Road
CLONDALKIN, DUBLIN 22
PHONE: 01-4572269, 086 8279370
E-MAIL: manager@ronanstownccc.com
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Ronanstown Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Mission Statement
The main object for which the Company is established is to provide a quality affordable child-friendly
facility for all children in the North Clondalkin community and its surrounding areas, offering
professional childcare services for children in the local community.
Service Profile


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

100 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
80 Children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children
and Youth Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme
ECCE
CCS (including CCSU)
TEC

No of Children
2
75
3

Ronanstown CC provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum across its service
and are underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national
standards, Siolta. Our enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners
implement the emergent play-based programme where activities are planned based on
strengths, interests and needs of children in our care. Ronanstown CC ensure all its
services provide outdoor play for 2 hours approximately a day.
Ronanstown CC availed of the Early Years Capital (EYC) funding which provided by the
DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
Yes

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Strand 2 _ E19, 997.22

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children are encouraged to attend childcare services. No Traveller children attended the
service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
0
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Five children availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional
needs to access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
4
0
1
5

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. 1 staff member has
completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
1 staff member has completed LINC training and all staff have completed an online workshop
in Access and Inclusion.
Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 100 vacant places across the services in 2018 as follows:
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children
29
40
31
100

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Short full day care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
190.00
150.00
95.00
65.00
Half seasonal 35.00

Staff
40 Staff members worked directly and indirectly with children. Three staff members were relief staff
Childcare Centres
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

No of Staff members
26
14
3

In addition, 18 staff members worked directly or indirectly in community schemes as follows:
Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Direct Staff
9
0
0
0
9
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7
NFQ level 8
None
Total

No of Staff members
13
5
1
1
18
38

Staff wages and turnover see chapter 5b
Child Protection
25 staff members have Children First Introduction. In addition 7 staff member has Children First
Advance qualification. The following table is a schedule of the number of staff members with Children
First qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
25
7

There were 10 child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
4
3
3

Referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to Childcare services
were not recorded over the last 3 years:
Year

No of referrals from
mental health

No of referrals from
social work

No of referrals from
family support

2018
2017
2016

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines
the operational plan for Ronanstown CC over the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
 Total 100
childcare
places directly
 29 Full-day Care
 0 Part time
 40 Sessional
 31 Afterschool
children

To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
Regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platform maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

No of Full Day
Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Part-time
Day Care children

Q3
Annually

No of Sessional
Children

Q3
Annually

No of Afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly

Q1-4
ongoing
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supervision
records

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category
High
Medium
Low

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually
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To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of highquality human
resource in line with
employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received
No of Data
Protection
requests

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN Group to
address any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and

Centre Manager
submits report to

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues
Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising
To provide Catering
Services to Member
CCOs in the
delivery of highquality settings in
line with food
hygiene and safety
laws and
regulations
To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
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2

reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.

works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

CRANN CEO
monthly

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed
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To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement
programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard
(Achieved in 2012-revisein
2020)

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
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Children with
additional
health needs

report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
for the individual need of the
child

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs and
their Families,
support them to
access relevant
health and social
services and provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

CYPSE

No of children
reported/referred
to Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
/Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
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No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members
CRANN is the “best
place to work”

To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant
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To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering

Workforce
Planning

5

6

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
compliments/
Complaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

Building Organisational Capacity
Governance
To support member
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
Tulsa
And
HSE
And
Charity
Regulator

No of written
complements
received
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Quality
Standards and
Risk
Management

Funding

No of written
complaints
received
Process for Siolta
award level 4 will
begin in 2020

Q4
Annually

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
to ensure maximum
funding for member
CCOs

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager and the Board
with CRANN will complete an
audit of its premises to
maximise its resource and
modernise its premises to
meet the needs of the
community childcare.

Audit of Premises
Premises
improvements in
line with
recommendation
of audit

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Ronanstown CC over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Ronanstown CC will provide affordable childcare to their local community supported by
CRANN. Parents/Guardians will



Receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
Have access to ChildpathsApp and will expand the use of this App working towards a paperless
system of records within the organisation.

Ronanstown CC will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our
website and make it more interactive for our service users.
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 Effective learning and care (care and support)
Ronanstown CC compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare. Ronanstown CC will
continue to provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based
curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Ronanstown CC will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta awards by 2023.
Ronanstown CC will work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be innovative in the delivery of its
service.
 Safe care and support
Ronanstown CC will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.

 Better health and wellbeing
Ronanstown CC will continue to work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes,
Brighter Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Ronanstown CC Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for
the strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. CRANN will support
the Board to meet the standards of governance and ensuring sustainability of the childcare centre.
Recruitment of appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Ronanstown CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations
and GDPR.
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Ronanstown CC Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to
work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high quality affordable childcare
service in its local community.
Ronanstown CC will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Ronanstown CC will work with CRANN




To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Ronanstown CC is
committed to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting the
unemployed to achieve education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.

 Use of resources
Ronanstown CC working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency
and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of
community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers
in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
Ronanstown CC will complete an audit of its premises to maximise its resource and modernise its
premises to meet the needs of the community childcare.
 Use of information
Ronanstown CC working with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of` the APP Childpaths moving to
paperless service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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S

Rowlagh Women’s Group
Aras Rualach, Neilstown Road, Dublin 22.
Telephone: 01 – 6230574
Email: Crecherow@gmail.com
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Rowlagh Community Childcare CLG
Introduction
Service Profile
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school was established in 1988 to support the mothers attending the group. As it
evolved the aim of the pre-school strove to provide a safe, secure, stimulating environment for children and
families in the North Clondalkin area.


Programme enrolment and childcare services.

22 children were registered for attendance in 2018.
All 22 children who qualified were registered in one of the three Department of Children and Youth
Affairs (DCYA) funded programmes:
Scheme

No of
Children
20
2

ECCE
CCS (including
CCSU)
TEC

0

Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school provides an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum and are
underpinned by the national curriculum framework Aistéar and the national standards, Siolta. Our
enthusiastic and experienced team of early years practitioners implement the emergent play-based
programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our
care. Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school ensure its services provides outdoor play for 2 hours
approximately a day.
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school did not avail of either Early Years Capital (EYC) or School Aged
Children (SAC) funding which is provided by the DCYA to support infrastructure improvement.
Scheme

Yes/no
No
No

EYC (Stands 1-3)
SAC projects (Strand 4,-5)

Inclusion and Additional Needs
Traveller children re encourage to attend childcare services. No Traveller children attended the service.
No of Preschool
Traveller Children
0

No of Afterschool
Traveller Children
N/A
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No child availed of the Access and Inclusion Model (AIM) which supports children with additional
needs to access the ECCE programme.
AIM Support level
Level 1-3
Universal Information & skilled workforce
Level 4-5
Expect ELC and Equipment
Level 6-7
Therapeutic Intervention (HSE) &
Additional Assistance(Pobal & Better Start)
Total

No of Children
0
0
0
0

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme commenced in 2018. No staff who
have completed the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Training programme to date.
No staff member has completed LINC training

Spaces, capacity and waiting lists
There were 2 vacant places for all services in 2018 as follows:
Waiting List
Full day care
Part time
Sessional AM
Sessional PM
Afterschool
Total

No of Children

N/A
N/A
0
2

N/A
2

Fees
The following table is a schedule of fees charged in line with the CRANN Group.
Type of Service
Full Day Care
Part-time Day Care
Sessional ECCE

Euro
170.00
90.00
75.00 (level 5)
89.00 (level 6+ )

Staff
2 staff member work directly with children.
3 There were no relief staff members or staff allocated from in community schemes.
There are no staff members working as participants of schemes.
Childcare Centres
Direct
Indirect
Relief Staff

Staff on Schemes/programmes
CE community employment
CSP – community services programme
JI- job initiative
Other
Total

No of Staff members
2
0
0

No of Direct Staff
0

No of Indirect Staff
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

0

0
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Staff qualifications
The following table is a schedule of qualifications of staff members.
Type of Qualifications
NFQ level 5
NFQ level 6
NFQ level 7 and 8
Total

No of Staff members
1
1
0
2

Staff wages and turnover See chapter 5b
Child Protection
2 staff members have Children First Introduction. No staff member has Children First Advance
qualification. The following table is a schedule of the number of staff members with Children First
qualifications
Type of Qualifications
Children First Introduction
Children First Advanced

No of Staff members
2
0

There were no child protection and welfare referrals made to Tusla over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals
0
0
0

There were no referrals from child protection and welfare services and mental health services to
Childcare services over the last 3 years:
Year
2018
2017
2016

No of referrals from
mental health
0
0
0

No of referrals from
social work
0
0
0

No of referrals from
family support
0
0
0

Taking cognisance of the service profile and CRANN strategic plan, the following table outlines
the operational plan for Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school over the next three years.
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N
o
1

Area of
Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to other
agency Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Website in place

Q2
2021

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Service’s
offered by
CCOs

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CCOs to maximise
the number of
children attending
Total
 22 preschool
sessional
places
(11 am + 11
pm)
To provide
Management
Support Services to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality childcare in
line with the National
Quality Frameworks
Síolta and Aistéar, as
well as preschool and
afterschool childcare
regulations.

Centre Managers will
maintain and develop their
website and social media
platform maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group

DCYA
And
POBAL

Facebook page in
place

Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Centre Managers maintain
and develop newsletters and
broachers/leaflet for the
service maximising all
advertisement opportunities
supported and coordinated by
the CRANN Group.

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Board of Directors (BOD)
agree Service Level
Agreement with the CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Managers ensure all
children attending the
services are register yearly
supported and coordinated by
CRANN

No of AM
preschool children

Q3
Annually

No of afterschool
children

Q3
Annually

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

BODs attend Board of
Director Meetings with
CRANN
Directors and Centre Manager
attend Management
Committee Meetings as
required with CRANN

6 meetings a year
per CCO

Q1-4
ongoing

No of Meetings
held
As needed per
CCO

Q1
Annually
As
required

Centre Manager has support
and supervision with CRANN

No of supervision
meetings
Based on 6
weekly
supervision
records

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
Service Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to CRANN.

No of service risk
assessments
completed
BY category

Q1-4
ongoing
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High
Medium
Low
Centre Manager monitors
Safety Statements and
reports any issues arising to
CRANN.

To provide Financial
Administration
Services to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Acts

To provide Human
Resource
Management to
Member CCOs in the
delivery of high
quality human
resource in line with

No of new safety
statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

No of revised
safety statements
completed

Q1-4
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors Fire
Safety and reports any issues
arising to CRANN.

No of Fire safety
incidences
occurred

Q1-4
ongoing

BOD agree Agreement Service
Level with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager and CRANN
Accounts Manager work
together to complete
accounts to audit stage.

CRANN accounts
prepare accounts
to audit stage

Q1
Annually

Nominated
Accountants
complete Annual
Audit

Q1
Annually

BOD agrees projected annual
income and expenditure
accounts with CRANN

Annual projected
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to BOD
by CRANN

Q1
annually

BOD agrees monthly income
and expenditure accounts
with CRANN

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
completed and
presented to the
BOD by CRANN

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Centre Manager
manage bad debts

No of meetings
with parents
regarding bad
debts

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
staff recruitment and works
with CRANN supporting
recruitment and retention.

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually
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employment legal
and regulatory
frameworks and WRC

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 days

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside/after 10
days

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
telephone
contacts meetings

Q2
Annually

No of advisory
contacts meetings
held

Q2
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
investigations as required
under Complements and
Complaints Policy and works
with CRANN to address issues

No of Customer
complements
received

Q3
Annually

No of Customer
complaints
received

Q3
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
enquiries under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations and works with
CRANN to manage issues
arising

No of Data
Protection
requests

Q4
Annually

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
facility management and
works with CRANN to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Centre Manager seeks advice
from CRANN HR on human
resource issues as required

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
transport,
maintenance,
cleaning security and
reception to Member
CCOs in the delivery
of high quality
settings in line with
environmental and
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health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CCOs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and works
with CRANN to address any
issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with each relevant
member CCO

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings and works
with CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Centre Manager
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

SLA in place

Q1
Annually

No of one to one
supervision
meetings of staff

Q4
Annually

Staff members
complete Training
Needs Survey as
required

Q2
annually

CRANN Training
Manager
completes annual
audit of Training
Needs for CRANN

Q3
annually

No of staff
member
completing Siolta
training

Q4
2020

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CCOs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including CE
participants

BOD agree Service Level
Agreement with CRANN

To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CCOs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
 External training
 In-house training
 Mandatory
training

CRANN Training Manager
work with Centre Manager to
monitor the education and
training needs of staff
members including CE
participants.

To provide, support
and coordinate
member CCOs to
access training in
quality improvement

CEO and Centre Manager
monitors Siolta standard

Centre Manager provides
support and supervision to
staff members including CE
participants as needed
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programmes, Siolta
and Aistéar in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

To lead, manage,
support and
coordinate member
CCOs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
childcare services

3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm
Vulnerable
To support Member
Families
CCOs to identify
children and their
families who would
qualify for ELC and
community
subvention schemes.

Children with
Child
Protection
and Welfare
Concerns

To support member
CCOs to identify
children with child
protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to
the relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and

Level of Siolta
standard for CCO
meets (Validation
1-4)
CEO and Centre Manager
implement Aistéar standard
and complete an audit
annually

Audit of service
(inspection of
observations
records)

Monthly

CEO and Inspection team
monitor service compliance to
Childcare
Preschool/Afterschool
regulations

No of CRANN
internal
inspections of
service.

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors PIP
registration system

PIP registration
system is
operating

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
ChildPath system

No of staff
members trained
in use of childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of parents
using childpath

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of children
and their Family
availing of ELC

Q3
Annually
Ongoing
`

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for
Community Subvention
Scheme (CCS including CCSU)

No of children
and their Family
availing of CCS
including CCSU

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for TEC

No of children
and their Family
availing of TEC

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection
Officers trained
for CCO.

Monthly
Report to
CRANN
CEO

Centre Manager monitors
registration of children and
their families on the PIP
registration system for ELC

Centre Manager monitors and
/ or key worker liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal Projects
Professionals e.g. Family
Support Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care Worker,
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Children with
additional
health needs

respond to their
needs in order for the
child and family to
access support
services.

for the individual need of the
child

To support member
CCOs to provide a
child friendly
environment for
Access Visits for
children in care to
with their family of
origin

Centre Manager monitors
supervised Access Visit for the
individual need of the child

To support member
CCOs to register
identified children
with additional
health needs and
their Families,
support them to
access relevant
health and social
services, and provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

Centre Manager monitors and
liaise with HSE Children’s
Additional Needs Services
and/or Primary Care
Paediatric Therapy Services
for the individual need of the
child- AIMs Programme

Protection
Services
No of
observations
requested by
agencies to
support children
attending Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection
Services
No of contacts
with TUSLA
Professionals
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
/Case
Conferences
attended
No of supervised
access visits

HSE Children’s
Additional Needs
Services/Enable
Ireland
And
HSE Primary
Care SERVICES

NO of staff
members trained
in AIM- Social
Inclusion Officers
No of children
availing of AIM
programme
BY category
Level 1-3
Level 4-5
Level 6
No of
observations
recorded to
support children
availing of the
AIM programme
No of contacts
with Health
Professionals
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No of Special
Needs Assistant
(SNAs) in place
No of
Professional/
family Meetings
attended
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment
and
Enterprise

To support Member
CCOs to be
employers of choice
for staff members

Centre Manager monitors
need for recruitment of new
staff members and reports
needs to the CRANN Group

No of new recruits
per member CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members for
each CCO

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service

Q4
ongoing

BOD agree Service Level with
CRANN group

No of CE
participants
allocated to CCO

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
CE Scheme Workforce and
works with the CRANN Group
in identifying needs

Annual Audit of
need

Q1
Annually

Centre Manager monitors
recruitment needs for CE
learners and works with the
CRANN Group in addressing
the needs for the CCO

No of new CE
participants
entering scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE
participants on
scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of CE
participants
exiting scheme

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors CE
learners and works with the
CRANN CE Supervisor in
addressing performance and
learning for the participant

Centre Manager
sends monthly
progress report
to CE Supervisor

Monthly
report

CEO monitors number and
training of Directors for CCO

No of Directors on
BOD

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Centre Manager monitors
existing staff members and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
Centre Manager monitors
staff members leaving and
reports needs to the CRANN
Group
To allocate to
Member CCOs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

To support Member
CCOs to develop
volunteering
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Workforce
Planning

5

6

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need for CRANN
and its member
CCOs

Centre Manager monitors
volunteer and works with the
CRANN Group to address any
issues arising

No of volunteers
working in service

Centre Manager works with
conjunction with the CRANN
Group to complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for staffing
including CE participants.

Complete a
workforce audit
Workforce for
staffing

Q2
2020

CRANN complete
3-year Workforce
Plan for CCOs

Q1
2021

Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of training
sessions provided
to volunteers

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
Building
Community
Capacity

To support member
CCOs to respond to
identified community
childcare needs in
their locality

Centre Manager monitors
community childcare needs in
their locality and reports to
CEO / Senior staff

Networking &
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CCOs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community childcare
organisations

Centre Manager monitors
issues arising for the
community childcare centre
and reports to CRANN CEO

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CCOs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Centre Managers ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place and
implemented

Parent/
Guardian
Participation

Centre Managers coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

To support member
CCOs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

Centre Managers monitor
complaints and complements
received

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DOE
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

Monthly Report
to CRANN CEO

Q1-4
2020
ongoing

DCYA
And
POBAL
And
DEASP
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
Charity
Regualtor

CRANN policies
and Procedures
operating

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

Complete survey
(1day) twice
yearly to capture
complements/
Complaints

Q2 and Q4
Biannually

No of written
complements
received
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No of written
complaints
received
Quality
Standards
and
Risk
Management

Funding

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare services.

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN and Siolta
advisors to attain a Siolta
Award

Process for Siolta
award will begin
in 2021

Q4
2023

Lead, coordinate and
support CCOs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust risk
management system
is in place within
their organisations
To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities
in order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CCOs

Centre Managers will work
with CRANN in reviewing the
incident management system

CRANN policy and
procedures for
incident
management is
in place

Q4
2020
Ongoing

Centre Manager coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising
event held

Q4
Annually

Centre Manager with CRANN
will update and modernise
childcare premises according
to need of service.

Premises updated
and modernised

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school over the
next three years is as follows: Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will provide affordable childcare to their local
community supported by CRANN. Parents/Guardians will



Q4
Annually

Receive information about our services and will continue our engagement with parents that
meets the national childcare standards of Siolta.
Have access to ChildpathsApp and will expand the use of this App working towards a paperless
system of records within the organisation.

Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update
and modernise our website and make it more interactive for our service users.
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 Effective learning and care (care and support)
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school compares well to the national standard for Early Years Childcare
(Afterschool). Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will continue to provide the highest standards in
the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum where activities are planned based on
strengths, interests and needs of children in our care.
Fees scale will be competitive supporting affordable childcare locally.
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will complete its journey in achieving the national standards, Siolta
awards or equivalentby 2023.
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will continue to work with CRANN to deliver best practice and be
innovative in the delivery of its service.
 Safe care and support
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children. Families will be
supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual
child and Family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual child’s needs. Staff members will be skilled support children and work
with health services and Families to meet the individual child’s needs.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.

 Better health and wellbeing
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will continue to work with CRANN



And all statutory agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
And the DCYA and Tusla in innovative ways to promote standard for Better Outcomes, Brighter
Futures (2014).

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to
take responsibility for the strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by
CRANN. Recruitment of appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act
standards and regulations and GDPR.
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Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school Childcare Centre Manager is fundamental to our front of
house services and will continue to work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a
high quality affordable childcare service in its local community.
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will work with CRANN to secure funding for service improvements.
 Workforce
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will work with CRANN




To ensure its staff members are skilled for the work they undertake. Rowlagh Woman’s Group
Pre-school is committed to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting
the unemployed to achieve education and training and employment in childcare.
For recognition of childcare as a profession and an accompanying pay scale that reflects the
profession. Recruitment and retention is challenging on the absence of such a pay scale.

 Use of resources
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school working with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable
community childcare business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism
of the governance of community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the
participation of CE workers in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for
participants.
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school will work to develop and outdoor play area.
 Use of information
Rowlagh Woman’s Group Pre-school working with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of` the APP Childpaths moving to
paperless service.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of agencies for childcare e.g. DYCA;
Tusla Corporate and local; DEASP Corporate and local; POBAL etc.
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Conclusion
Our operational plan for 15 CCOs is presented as a table outlining our actions and performance
indicators for each objective aligned to our strategic plan in the 6 Service Delivery Areas. 12 childcare
centres avail of all CRANN shared business services. 3 childcare centres avail of part of CRANN shared
business services.
A summary of our future direction is outlined using person centred themes and organisational capacity
and capability themes.
Our overall focus for the next three years will be as follows:








Supporting our member organisations in the provision of quality childcare ensuring they
remain at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
Supporting our member organisations in updating and modernising centres and investing in
development of major centres as needed by the local communities.
Advocating and influencing the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) on behalf of
Early Years for improved terms and conditions of employment for Early Years services
including recognised pay scale.
Improving communication with our Parents/Guardians/Service Users through our Marketing
and ICT Strategy improving our website to be more interactive and using all social media
platforms.
Promoting good communication with our partner state and funding agencies to understand
the work that we do in supporting our member organisations in childcare.
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Section Four
Operational Plan
Community Voluntary
Social Inclusion Projects
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11. Operational Plan for Community Voluntary Social Inclusion Projects
Introduction
CRANN Operational Plan sets out the objective, actions, links to other agency plans, key
performance indicators (KPIs) and service delivery time in Social Inclusion Projects using the 6
outcomes grouping the service delivery areas of work as follows:
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
 Services by member CVSIPs
2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
 Education & training
3. Are safe and protected from harm
 Children with Child Protection and Welfare Concerns
 Children with Additional Needs
 Adults with vulnerabilities
4. Have economic security and opportunity
 Employment & Enterprise
 JOBS CLUB
 Workforce Planning
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
 Developing Community Capacity
 Networking & Advocacy
6. Building Organisational Capacity
 Governance
 Service User participation
 Quality Standards and Risk Management
 Funding
Each member Community Voluntary Social Inclusion Project operational plan is outlined:
CVSIP
Ballivor Community Childcare CE Scheme
Ballivor National School
Crann Support Group CLG Community Employment Scheme
East Coast Family Resource Centre (Bettystown and Laytown)
Meath Community Drugs and Alcohol Response (MCDAR)
Meath Job Club
Ronanstown Community Childcare CE Scheme
South Meath Response to Teenagers (SMART)
Springboard Navan
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S

Ballivor Community Childcare CLG
Mullingar Rd., Ballivor, Co. Meath, C15 VP77
Ph.: 046 9567801 / 087 684 0990 Fax: 046 9567742
E: Mail giggles@crannsupportgroup.ie
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Ballivor Community Employment Scheme for Childcare
Introduction
The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP) Community Employment 59 aims
to enhance the employability and mobility of disadvantage and unemployed persons by providing
work experience and training opportunities for them within their communities. In addition, it helps
long term unemployed people to re-enter the active workforce by breaking their experience of
unemployment through a return to work routine.
There are 75 participants on this scheme. 49 directly employed in childcare and 27 indirectly
(maintenance/gardener, joinery/painter (9), cooks (4), reception (4), administration/payroll (2), bus
driver (1), cleaner (4), Coordinator/Supplies (3)). Targets are set yearly and over a three-year contract
with the DEASP for achievements in both minor and major educational awards. These positions are
embedded in the day to day operations of the childcare services. Ballivor Community Employment
Scheme for Childcare falls under the Governance of Ballivor Community Childcare, of whom are the
employer of the participants.
The following is the operational plan for the service.

No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other agency
Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered by
Ballivor Community
Employment
Scheme for
Childcare

To support Member
CVSIPs
to maximise their
existing
facilities and support
them
in their development
where possible.

Supervisor will
maintain website
and social media
platforms
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported by
CRANN

Department of Website in place
Employment
Affairs and
Social
Protection
(DEASP)

Q2
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Facebook and /or
other social
media platforms
in place

Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Supervisor will
maintain the
newsletter
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported and
coordinated by
CRANN

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Q4
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Supervisor will
undertake a
recruitment drive
with the DEASP
annually and as

Leaflets are
distributed
Recruitment
Event is held

Annually
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required.
To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise the
number of Families
attending their service
Ballivor CE

75
Participants

To provide Management
Support Services to
member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
service in line with the
National CE Guidelines
and
Procedures Manual

To provide Financial
Administration Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of high
quality accounting
frameworks in
line with funding
requirements and
Company Act

Supervisor will
maintain the
welfare systems
database WELFARE
PARTNERS of
participants on the
scheme

Total No of new
participants to
the scheme
Total No of
participants on
the scheme
Total No of
participants exiting
the scheme
Total No of
Supervision
Sessions with
participants

Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually

CEO and Supervisor
presents report to
Ballivor BOD
meeting

No of BOD
meetings
Based on 5
Monthly meetings
annually

Q1
Annually

Supervisor has
support and
supervision with
CRANN

Total No of
supervision
sessions for
supervisors
Based on 6
weekly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing

Supervisor
monitors Risk
incidences by
category
high/medium /low
and reports them
to Ballivor
Community
Childcare an
CRANN.

No of risk
assessments
completed

Q4
2021
Annually

No of high risk
incidences

Q4
2021
Annually
Q4
2021
Annually

Supervisor
arrangements for
annual audit

Preparation of
accounts to audit
stage

No of medium risk
incidences

No of low risk
incidences

Q4
2021
Annually
Q2
Annually

Annual Audit with
accountant

Q2
Annually

Supervisor
prepares
projected annual
income and
expenditure
accounts

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts

Q1
Annually

Supervisor
prepares bi
monthly income
and expenditure
accounts

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
Based on 6 BOD
meetings a year

Q1-4
ongoing
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Supervisor
monitors allocated
budget for
-Wages
-Materials
-Training
And records on
welfare partners
database

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
human resource
management in line
with
labour laws and the
workplace relations
commission (WRC)

Supervisor
Co-ordinates
participant
recruitment

Supervisor seeks
HR advice from
CRANN as required

Supervisor
monitors
Complaints for the
scheme and works
with Crann Support
Group where
investigations are
required.
To provide Procurement Supervisor monitors
Services to Member
procurement needs and
CVSIPs that is cost
works with CRANN to
effective and efficient. address any issues arising
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Wages grant is
administered
within budget
Materials grant is
administered
within budget

Q1-4
Annually

Training grant is
administered
within budget

Q1-4
Annually

Application is
made to DEASP
where
additionality to
the budget is
required.

Q1-4
Annually

No of new
participant
contracts issued
No of days
interviewing
No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10
working days
No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought
No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held
No of complaints
received
regarding the
scheme
No of exit
interviews asking
participants for
benefits and
downside of the
scheme
Supervisor
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Q2
Annually

Q1-4
Annually

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually
Q3
Annually
Q3
Annually

Monthly
ongoing
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2

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education
and Training

To support member
CVSIPs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the workforce
in the various
professional groups
including Community
Employment Scheme
(CES) participants

Supervisor monitors
participants attending
Quality Training and
enters data on Welfare
Partners

To provide continuous
professional
development (CPD) to
member CVSIPs for
new and existing staff
members including
participants of
community
employment schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

Supervisors monitors
participants attending
in-service Quality
Training
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DEASP
And
DES
And
DCYA

No participants
completed QQI 5
No participants
completed QQI 6
No participants
completed minor
wards
No participants
completed major
wards
No of new
participants
completing An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training
No of existing
participants with
An Introduction
to Child
Protection
Training
No of existing
participants with
an Advanced
Child Protection
Training
No of new
participants with
Manual Handling
No of existing
participants with
Manual Handling
No of new
participants with
Fire Safety
No of existing
participants with
Fire Safety
No of new
participants with
Safe Pass
No of existing
participants with
Safe Pass
No of new
participants with
First Aid
No of existing
participants with
First Aid
No of new
participants with
GDPR

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
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To support member
CVSIPs to access
training in quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
childcare.

Supervisors work with
relevant CCOs to
ensure participants
access training in
quality improvement
programmes as
relevant to the
participant

To support member
CVSIPs to develop
Informational
technology systems to
enhance quality
services

Supervisors are trained
in use of Welfare
Partners to
record activity of
the scheme
Supervisors monitor
participants are skilled
in use of appropriate
registration
system/database
for their
assignment

Supervisors use of
Welfare Partners
system to record
activity of the
scheme
Total No of
existing
participants
skilled in use of
the appropriate
registration
system/database

To support member
CVSIPs to develop
accounting systems to
enhance quality
childcare services

Supervisors are
trained in use of
Sage if required

Supervisors use
Sage to record
accounting
activity of the
scheme if
required
NO of new
participants
trained in use of
SAGE

Supervisors monitor
participants using of
SAGE are trained
3

No of existing
participants with
GDPR
Training plan in
place for each
participant

Are Safe and Protected from Harm (Related to individual childcare service for participant)
To support
Supervisor should have Children First
See KPI’s for
Children with Child
member CCOs
full knowledge of the
2013
CCO’s and
Protection and Welfare
and CVSIP’s
child protection
CVSIP’s
Concerns
AND TUSLA
where to identify
procedures of the CCO
AND CYPSE
children with
and CVSIP in order to
child protection
support the learner in
and welfare
implementing the
concerns and
policy.
report concerns
to the relevant
statutory
agencies as
appropriate
(Tusla and
Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for
the child and
family to access
support services.
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Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Ongoing

Ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

See timeline
for CCO’s and
CVSIP’s
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Children with
To support
Supervisor should have
additional health
member CCOs
full knowledge of the
needs
to register
procedure of the
identified
additional needs of the
children with
CCO and CVSIP in order
additional
to support the learner in
health needs
implementing the policy.
and their
Families and
support them to
access relevant
health and
social services.

4

See KPI for CCOs
and CVSIPs

See timeline
for CCO’s
and
CVSIP’s

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member
CVSIPs
to be employers of
choice
for staff members

Supervisor
monitors
participants
through support
and supervision

Supervisor monitors
participants exiting
the scheme

To allocate to
Member CCOs and
CVSIPs staff
members employed
under the
Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme
Workforce Planning To analyse staffing
levels and plan for
future need for CRANN
and its member CCO
and CVSIPs

Supervisor
monitors CE
Scheme
Workforce and
works with CRANN in
identifying needs

Supervisor works with
CRANN to complete
Workforce Needs
Assessment and
Workforce Plan for
staffing including CE
participants.
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POBAL
and
DCYA
and
DEASP
And DES

No of induction
training sessions
held
No of participants
attending
induction training
No of support and
supervision
sessions held with
participants
No of exit
interviews
completed
and the
reason for
exiting.
No of meetings
with sub sponsors
3 per annum and
as required.

Q1-Q4
ongoing
Q1-Q4
ongoing
Q1-Q4
ongoing

Q1-Q4
ongoing

Q4
2020

Complete a
workforce audit
for CE

Q2
2020

Annual Review
with DEASP

Q2
2020-22

Annual Audit by
DEASP

Q2
2020-22
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5

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Networking
and Advocacy

6

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations
To represent the
interests of the CE
programme in Co
Meath locally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CVSIPs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Service
User
Participatio
n

Quality
Standards and
Risk Management

CEO with Supervisor
attend local
Supervisor Meetings
As required

No of national
meetings
attended as
required

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Supervisors
attend local DEASP
HEO office to make
representation on
behalf of
participants and
sub sponsors

No of meetings
with DEASP
locally
(annually)

Q1-4
ongoing

Supervisor attend
Local Supervisors
Network as required

No of
meetings
attended

Q1-4
ongoing

DCYA
And
Pobal
And
DEASP

CEO and DEASP to
explore the advantage
of amalgamating
Ballivor CE Scheme
and CRANN CE
Scheme

Charity Act
Legal and
regulatory
frameworks

Review of the
Governance of
Ballivor and
CRANN CE
schemes

To lead, coordinate
and support CVSIPs to
have systems in place
for Service User
Participation

Supervisor will
undertake a
recruitment drive
with the DEASP
annually and as
required.

DEASP

Leaflets are
distributed

Annually

No of Recruitment
Event is held

Annually

To provide, support
and coordinate quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high quality
childcare and
social inclusion
projects.

DEASP carry out an
annual inspection of
the CE Scheme in line
with standards set

DEASP
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No of Attendance
at local
recruitment
events
Annual inspection
completed

Q4
2020

Q4
2020-2023

FUNDING
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To lead coordinate
and support CVSIPs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm
through ensuring a
robust Risk
Management system
is in
place within
their
organisation.
To support and
coordinate funding
applications for day to
day operations in
order to ensure
maximum funding for
CRANN and its
member CVSIPs

Supervisors will
develop risk policy
and procedure in line
with sub sponsors
and CRANN group

Application is made to
DEASP where
additionality to the
budget is required.

Risk policy and
procedure in
place

DEASP

Yearly renewal of
CE Programme

Q4
2020

Q3
2021-2024

3 yearly
application

Conclusion
The future emphasis for Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare supported by CRANN will provide access for the unemployed to
education and training to support affordable childcare in their local community.
The unemployed will receive information about our services, and we will continue our engagement
with potential participants.
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and
modernise our website and make it more interactive for our service users.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare will provide training and education for participants to support the
highest standards of the delivery of an emergent and inquiry play based curriculum where activities
are planned based on strengths, interests and needs of children in our care.
 Safe care and support
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards.
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Q3
2021
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Better health and wellbeing

Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will work with DEASP in innovative ways to promote the
standards of a Healthy Ireland.
Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Ballivor CC Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of
appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Ballivor CC is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations
and GDPR.
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare the CE Supervisor is fundamental to the efficient running of our
Scheme and will continue to work with the CEO in delivering a high-quality CE scheme supporting
affordable childcare service in its local community.
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will explore the option of joining the CE scheme with
CRANN CE Scheme allowing CRANN to administer the two schemes.
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will work to maintain the existing number of participants.
 Workforce
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN are committed to education and training at the highest
standard and to supporting the unemployed to achieve education and training and employment in
childcare. The CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will ensure CE participants are skilled for the work
they undertake.
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 Use of resources
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN is crucial to providing a sustainable community childcare
business maximising the use of its resources.
 Use of information
Ballivor CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will




Participate in the innovation and development of DEASP Welfare Partners monitoring the CE
participants.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies i.e. DEASP
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S

Ballivor National School
Mullingar Rd., Ballivor, Co. Meath, C15 VP77
Ph.: 046 954 6213 Fax: 046 956 7521
E: Mail: baileiomhair.ias@eircom.net
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St. Columbanus Ballivor National School
Introduction
Service Profile
The following is the operational plan for the service.
No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other agency
Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Maintenance
Manager receives
issues to School
Principal as part
of monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Ballivor
National
School

To provide Facility
Management
Services including
maintenance and
security to Member
CVSIPs in the
delivery of high
quality settings in
line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.

Maintenance Manager
monitors facility
management as
required and works
with the School
Principal to address
any issues arising
Senior
Management
Meet with School
Principal Annually
(as required)

Q1
Number of
meetings that took
Annually
place annually (as
required)

Conclusion
 Use of resources
Ballivor National School in partnership with CRANN is committed to providing a care-taking service
to the school, to maintain the interior and exterior of the building.
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S

Crann Support Group CLG
The Maudlins, Trim, Co Meath, C15 Y32F
Tel: 046 – 948 3161 / 087 287 9178
E-mail: info@crannsupportgroup.ie
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CRANN Community Employment Scheme
Introduction
Service Profile
The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP) Community Employment 59 aims
to enhance the employability and mobility of disadvantage and unemployed persons by providing work
experience and training opportunities for them within their communities. In addition, it helps long term
unemployed people to re-enter the active workforce by breaking their experience of unemployment
through a return to work routine. There are 30 participants in the CRANN Community Employment
Scheme actively assisting:










Trim Tidy Towns, including daily watering of the flower baskets around the town, planting
hedges, painting, litter picking and general upkeep of the local area. All the hard work paid off
and Trim received a Gold Medal Award in 2017.
Two very successful charity shops in Trim.
Twice is Nice where proceeds from the shop go to the day to day running of the Multiple
Sclerosis Therapy Centre in Trim, which provides vital services for people with MS.
The Saint Vincent de Paul Shop
Sub sponsors around Trim, including Tidy Towns, St. Patrick’s Church and Church of Ireland
also engage maintenance people to carry out important work on the grounds of both churches
and the graveyard.
A number of sub sponsors also require administrative support to their organisation.
Our other services such as MCDAR project and Trim Community Childcare require
receptionists to support their services

The following is the operational plan for the service.

No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other agency
Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered
by
CRANN
Community
Employment
Scheme for
Social Inclusion
Projects

To support Member
CVSIPs
to maximise their existing
facilities and support
them
in their development
where possible.

Supervisor will
maintain website
and social media
platforms
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported by
CRANN
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Department of Website in place
Employment
Affairs and
Social
Protection
(DEASP)
Facebook and /or
other social
media platforms
in place

Q2
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
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To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise the
number of Families
attending their service
CRANN CE

30 Participants

To provide Management
Support Services to
member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
service in line with the
National CE Guidelines
and
Procedures Manual

Supervisor will
maintain the
newsletter
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported and
coordinated by
CRANN

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Q4
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Supervisor will
undertake a
recruitment drive
with the DEASP
annually and as
required.

Leaflets are
distributed
Recruitment
Event is held

Annually

Supervisor will
maintain the
welfare systems
database WELFARE
PARTNERS of
participants on the
scheme

Total No of new
participants to
the scheme
Total No of
participants on
the scheme
Total No of
participants exiting
the scheme
Total No of
Supervision
Sessions with
participants

Q4
Annually

Annually

Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually

CEO and Supervisor
presents report to
CRANN BOD
meeting

No of BOD
meetings
Based on 5
Monthly meetings
annually

Q1
Annually

Supervisor has
support and
supervision with
CRANN

Total No of
supervision
sessions for
supervisors
Based on 6
weekly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing

Supervisor
monitors Risk
incidences by
category
high/medium /low
and reports them
to CRANN
.

No of risk
assessments
completed

Q4
2021
Annually

No of high risk
incidences

Q4
2021
Annually
Q4
2021
Annually
Q4
2021
Annually

No of medium risk
incidences
No of low risk
incidences
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To provide Financial
Administration Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
accounting frameworks in
line with funding
requirements and
Company Act

Supervisor
arrangements for
annual audit

Preparation of
accounts to audit
stage

Q2
Annually

Annual Audit with
accountant

Q2
Annually

Supervisor
prepares
projected annual
income and
expenditure
accounts

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts

Q1
Annually

Supervisor
prepares bi
monthly income
and expenditure
accounts

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure
accounts
Based on 6 BOD
meetings a year
Wages grant is
administered
within budget
Materials grant is
administered
within budget

Q1-4
ongoing

Supervisor
monitors allocated
budget for
-Wages
-Materials
-Training
And records on
welfare partners
database

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
human resource
management in line with
labour laws and the
workplace relations
commission (WRC)

Supervisor
Co-ordinates
participant
recruitment

Supervisor seeks
HR advice from
CRANN as required

Supervisor
monitors
Complaints for the
scheme and works
with Crann Support
Group where
investigations are
required.
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Q1-4
Annually
Q1-4
Annually

Training grant is
administered
within budget

Q1-4
Annually

Application is
made to DEASP
where
additionality to
the budget is
required.

Q1-4
Annually

No of new
participant
contracts issued
No of days
interviewing
No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10
working days
No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought
No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held
No of complaints
received
regarding the
scheme
No of exit
interviews asking
participants for
benefits and
downside of the
scheme

Q2
Annually

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually
Q3
Annually
Q3
Annually
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To provide Procurement
Services to Member
CVSIPs that is cost
effective and efficient.

2

Supervisor monitors
procurement needs and
works with CRANN to
address any issues
arising

Supervisor
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

No participants
completed QQI 5

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education
and Training

To support member
CVSIPs to access ongoing
training to meet the
individual needs of the
workforce in the various
professional groups
including Community
Employment Scheme
(CES) participants

Supervisor monitors
participants
attending Quality
Training and enters
data on Welfare
Partners

To provide continuous
professional
development (CPD) to
member CVSIPs for new
and existing staff
members including
participants of
community employment
schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

Supervisors monitors
participants
attending in-service
Quality Training
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DEASP
And
DES
And
DCYA

No participants
completed QQI 6
No participants
completed minor
wards
No participants
completed major
wards
No of new
participants
completing An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training
No of existing
participants with
An Introduction
to Child
Protection
Training
No of existing
participants with
an Advanced
Child Protection
Training
No of new
participants with
Manual Handling
No of existing
participants with
Manual Handling
No of new
participants with
Fire Safety
No of existing
participants with
Fire Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
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To support member
CVSIPs to access training
in quality improvement
programmes in order to
ensure the delivery of
high-quality childcare.

To support member
CVSIPs to develop
Informational
technology systems to
enhance quality services

To support member
CVSIPs to develop
accounting systems to
enhance quality
childcare services

Supervisors work
with relevant CCOs
to ensure
participants access
training in quality
improvement
programmes as
relevant to the
participant
Supervisors are
trained in use of
Welfare Partners to
record activity of
the scheme
Supervisors monitor
participants are
skilled in use of
appropriate
registration
system/database
for their
assignment
Supervisors are
trained in use of
Sage if required

Supervisors monitor
participants using of
SAGE are trained
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No of new
participants with
Safe Pass
No of existing
participants with
Safe Pass
No of new
participants with
First Aid
No of existing
participants with
First Aid
No of new
participants with
GDPR
No of existing
participants with
GDPR
Training plan in
place for each
participant

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Ongoing

Supervisors use of
Welfare Partners
system to record
activity of the
scheme
Total No of
existing
participants
skilled in use of
the appropriate
registration
system/database

Ongoing

Supervisors use
Sage to record
accounting
activity of the
scheme if
required
NO of new
participants
trained in use of
SAGE

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

3

4
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Are Safe and Protected from Harm (Related to individual childcare service for participant)
To support
Supervisor should
Children First
See KPI’s for
Children with Child
member
CCOs
and
have
full
knowledge
2013
CCO’s and
Protection and Welfare
CVSIP’s where to
of the child
CVSIP’s
Concerns
AND TUSLA
identify children
protection
AND CYPSE
with child
procedures of the
protection and
CCO and CVSIP in
welfare concerns
order to support the
and report
learner in
concerns to the
implementing the
relevant statutory
policy.
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla
and Gardaí) and
respond to their
needs in order for
the child and
family to access
support services.

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member
CVSIPs
to be employers of choice
for staff members

Supervisor
monitors
participants
through support
and supervision

Supervisor monitors
participants exiting
the scheme

Workforce
Planning

To allocate to Member
CCOs and CVSIPs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme
To analyse staffing levels
and plan for future need
for CRANN and its
member CCO and CVSIPs

Supervisor
monitors CE
Scheme
Workforce and
works with CRANN in
identifying needs
Supervisor works
with CRANN to
complete Workforce
Needs Assessment
and Workforce Plan
for staffing including
CE participants.
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POBAL
and
DCYA
and
DEASP
And DES

No of induction
training sessions
held
No of participants
attending
induction training
No of support and
supervision
sessions held with
participants
No of exit
interviews
completed
and the
reason for
exiting.
No of meetings
with sub sponsors
3 per annum and
as required.

Q1-Q4
ongoing
Q1-Q4
ongoing
Q1-Q4
ongoing

Q1-Q4
ongoing

Q4
2020

Complete a
workforce audit
for CE
Annual Review
with DEASP

Q2
2020
Q2
2020-22

Annual Audit by
DEASP

Q2
2020-22
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5

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Networking
and Advocacy

6

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations
To represent the
interests of the CE
programme in Co Meath
locally, advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CVSIPs to Implement the
Governance Code in full

Service
User
Participati
on

Quality
Standards and
Risk Management

To lead, coordinate and
support CVSIPs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

To provide, support and
coordinate quality
improvement
programmes in order to
ensure the delivery of
high quality
childcare and
social inclusion
projects.

CEO with Supervisor
attend local
Supervisor Meetings
As required

No of national
meetings
attended as
required

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO and Supervisors
attend local DEASP
HEO office to make
representation on
behalf of
participants and
sub sponsors

No of meetings
with DEASP
locally
(annually)

Q1-4
ongoing

Supervisor attend
Local Supervisors
Network as
required

No of
meetings
attended

Q1-4
ongoing

DCYA
And
Pobal
And
DEASP

CEO and DEASP to
explore the
advantage of
amalgamating
Ballivor CE Scheme
and CRANN CE
Scheme
Supervisor will
undertake a
recruitment drive
with the DEASP
annually and as
required.

Charity Act
Legal and
regulatory
frameworks

Review of the
Governance of
Ballivor and
CRANN CE
schemes

DEASP

Leaflets are
distributed

Annually

No of Recruitment
Event is held

Annually

DEASP carry out an
annual inspection of
the CE Scheme in line
with standards set

DEASP

334

No of Attendance
at local
recruitment
events
Annual inspection
completed

Q4
2020

Annually

Q4
2020-2023
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To lead coordinate and
support CVSIPs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm through
ensuring a robust Risk
Management system is
in place within their
organisation.
FUNDING
To support and
coordinate funding
applications for day to
day operations in order
to ensure maximum
funding for CRANN and
its member CVSIPs

Supervisors will
develop risk policy
and procedure in
line with sub
sponsors and
CRANN group

Application is made
to DEASP where
additionality to the
budget is required.

Risk policy and
procedure in
place

DEASP

Yearly renewal of
CE Programme

3 yearly
application

Conclusion
The future emphasis for CRANN CE Scheme for Social Inclusion Projects over the next three years is
as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
CRANN CE Scheme will provide access for the unemployed to education and training to support
community social inclusion projects in their local community.
The unemployed will receive information about our services and we will continue our engagement
with potential participants.
CRANN CE Scheme through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise our website and make it
more interactive for our service users.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
CRANN CE Scheme will provide access to the highest standards in training and education for
participants in the delivery of best practice and innovation in their allocated social inclusion project.
 Safe care and support
CRANN CE Scheme will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards. Supervisors will develop a
risk policy and procedure in line with sub-sponsors.
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2021-2024

Q3
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 Better health and wellbeing
CRANN CE Scheme will work with DEASP in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy
Ireland.

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
CRANN Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation. Recruitment of appropriate and skilled quality
persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
CRANN CE Supervisor is fundamental to the crucial running of the scheme and will continue to work
with the CEO in delivering a high-quality CE scheme supporting social inclusion projects in its local
community.
CRANN CE Scheme will work to maintain the existing number of participants on the scheme.
 Workforce
CRANN CE Scheme are committed to accessing education and training which is of the highest standard
and to supporting the unemployed to achieve education and training and employment of the choice.
CRANN CE Scheme will ensure CE participants are skilled for the work they undertake.
 Use of resources
CRANN CE Scheme is committed to providing a sustainable community social inclusion project
maximising the use of its resources.
 Use of information
CRANN CE Scheme will


Participate in the innovation and development of DEASP Welfare Partners monitoring the CE
participants.



Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive



Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies i.e. DEASP
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East Coast Family Resource Centre
1 Somerton, Triton Rd, Bettystown, Co. Meath
Tel: 041- 981 2230 / 087 - 644 3364
E-mail: frc@crannsupportgroup.ie
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East Coast Family Resource Centre
Laytown/Bettystown – Social Inclusion Project
Introduction
Service Profile
East Coast Family Resource Centre and Laytown Resource House is an outreach programme of CRANN and
was cofounded by Tusla national corporate body and Tusla local development funding.
The Child and Family Agency's (Tulsa) Family and Community Services Resource Centre Programme
provides services and supports to local communities. The FRC programme is Ireland’s largest family
support programme delivering universal services to families in disadvantaged areas across the country
based on a life-cycle approach.
The aim of the FRC programme is to combat disadvantage and improve the functioning of the family unit.
Each FRC operates autonomously working inclusively with individuals, families, communities, and both
statutory and non-statutory agencies. FRCs act as a first step to community participation and social
inclusion. The programme emphasises involving local communities in tackling the problems they face and
creating successful partnerships between voluntary and statutory agencies at community level.
A central feature of the FRC programme is the involvement of local people in identifying needs and
developing needs-led responses. FRCs involve people from marginalised groups and areas of disadvantage
on their voluntary management committees. This approach ensures that each FRC is rooted in the
community and this, in turn, makes it a vehicle for delivering other programmes in the community. FRCs
are participative and empowering organisations that support families while building the capacity and
leadership of local communities.

FRCs provides a range of universal and targeted services and development opportunities that address the
needs of families. These can include:
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

The provision of information, advice, and support to target groups and families. Information
concerning the range of services and development options available locally and advice on accessing
rights and entitlements is also extended. FRCs act as a focal point for onward referrals to
mainstream service providers.
Delivering education courses and training opportunities.
The establishment and maintenance of new community groups to meet local needs and the
delivery of services at local level (for example, childcare facilities, after-school clubs, men’s groups,
etc.)
The provision of counselling and support to individuals and groups.
Developing capacity and leadership within communities.
Supporting personal and group development.
Practical assistance to individuals and community groups such as access to information technology
and office facilities.
Practical assistance to existing community groups such as help with organisational structures,
assistance with accessing funding or advice on how to address specific social issues.
Supporting networking within the community.
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o

Contributing to Policy work.

THE East Coast Family Resource Centre is starting its journey.
The following is the operational plan for the service.

No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other
agency
Plans

Key Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered by
East Coast FRC

To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise the
number of Families
attending their service
East Coast FRC
 30 Children
 30 Young People
 30 adults in drop in
service
 30 Adult one to one
 30 Families

Project Coordinator will
monitor website and
social media platforms
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities supported
by CRANN

DCYA
And
TUSLA
And
POBAL
AND
DEASP

ECRFC feeds into
CRANN Website
is in place

Q 1-4
ongoing

Facebook page and
other social media
platforms are in
place and updated

Q 1-4
ongoing

Project Coordinator will
monitor the newsletter
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities supported
and coordinated by
CRANN.

Newsletter in place

Q1-Q4
ongoing

Brochure/ Leaflet in
place

Q4
ongoing

Project Coordinator will
maintain a database of
children, adults and
family members
attending the service
on the National Database
SPEAK

Total No. of
children seen

Q4
Annually

Total No. of Young
People seen
Total No of adults
seen one to one
Total no. adults
seen at drop in
Total No. of
Families seen

To provide
Management Support
Services to member
CVSIPs in the delivery
of high-quality service
in line with the
National Quality
Frameworks

CEO coordinates CRANN
BOD Committee meeting

Total No of BOD
meetings a year
Based on 6 weekly
meetings

Q1-4
ongoing

Project Coordinator
coordinates Steering
Committee meeting with
CRANN

Total No of steering
group meetings a
year
Based on 8 weekly
Meetings

Q1-4
ongoing

Project Coordinator has
support and supervision
with CRANN Group

Total No of
supervision sessions
Based on 8 weekly

Q4
ongoing
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supervision

To provide Financial
Administration Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of highquality accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high-quality
human resource
management in line
with labour laws and
the workplace
relations commission
(WRC)

Project Coordinator has
external support and
supervision as required.

Total No of external
supervision sessions
Based on 6 weekly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing

Project Coordinator
monitors service Risk
incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to the
CRANN Group.

No of service risk
assessments
completed

Q4
Annually

No of service risk
incidences
By category
High/medium/low

Q4
Annually

Project Coordinator
works with CRANN
Accounts Manager to
complete annual audit

Annual Audit
completed

Q1
Annually

CRANN Accounts
Manager prepares
annual projected income
and expenditure
accounts

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts presented
to CRANN BOD &
ECFRC Steering
group

Q1
Annually

CRANN Accounts
Manager prepares bi
monthly income and
expenditure accounts

BI-Monthly income
& expenditure
accounts presented
to CRANN BOD and
ECFRC Steering
group
Based on 5 BOD
/Steering Group
meetings a year

Q1-4
ongoing

Project Coordinator
works with CRANN CEO
and Senior Management
to complete applications
for Service Level
Agreement with Tusla

Tusla Service Level
Agreement will be
in
place
as
required

Annually

Project Coordinator
participates in staff
recruitment with CRANN
Group

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day

Q2
Annually
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No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10 working
days

Q2
Annually

No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought

Q2
Annually

No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held

Q2
Annually

No of Service User
compliments
received

Q3
Annually

No of Service User
complaints received

Q3
Annually

Project Coordinator
monitors enquiries as
required under Data
Protection Laws and
regulations

No of Data
Protection requests

Q4
Annually

To provide Facility
Management Services
including reception,
catering, transport,
maintenance and
security to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery
of high-quality settings
in line with
environmental and
health and safety laws
and regulations.

Project Coordinator
monitors facility
management and works
with CRANN Group to
address any issues
arising

Project Coordinator
submits issues to
CEO as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras, lifts
etc.) that are cost
effective and efficient.

Project Coordinator
monitors procurement
services for essential
utilities and works with
CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Project
Coordinator
submits issues to
CEO as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

Project Coordinator
seeks HR advice from
CRANN Group as
required

Project Coordinator
monitors Compliments
and Complaints for the
service and works with
Crann Group where
investigations are
required.
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To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and efficient.

2

Project Coordinator
monitors procurement
services for fixture and
fittings with CRANN
Group to address any
issues arising

Project
Coordinator
submits issues to
CEO as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

No staff members
completed QQI 5

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CVSIPs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the workforce
in the various
professional groups
including Community
Employment Scheme
(CES) participants in
Co-ordination with the
Crann Training Officer
To provide continuous
professional
development (CPD) to
member CVSIPs for
new and existing staff
members including
participants of
community
employment schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

Project Coordinator
monitors staff members
attending Quality
Training needs including
CE Scheme participants

DCYA
And
Tusla
And
DES

No staff members
completed QQI 6
No staff members
completed QQI 7
No staff members
completed QQI 8

Project Manager
monitors staff members
attending Mandatory
Training needs is
provided to member
CVSIPs staff members
including CES
participants
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Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members
completing An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training
No of existing staff
members with An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with An
Advanced Child
Protection Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with an
Advanced Child
Protection Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with Fire
Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with Fire
Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing
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3

No of new staff
members with First
Aid

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with First
Aid

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with
GDPR

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members
with
GDPR

Q3
Annually
ongoing

To support member
CVSIPs to access
training in quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
SERVICE.

Project Manager
ensures Operational
Manual for FRC is in
place

No of training
Sessions for
Operational
Manual for FRC and
standards by TUSLA

Ongoing

To support member
CVSIPs to develop
Informational
technology systems to
enhance quality
services

Project Manager and
Team are skilled in use of
appropriate registration
system/database

Total No of staff
members skilled in
use of registration
system/database
(SPEAK)

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection Officers
trained
No of reports
/referrals made to
Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection Services

Report
Q1-4
ongoing

Safe and Protected from Harm
Children with Child
Protection and
Welfare Concerns

To support member
CVSIPs to identify
children with child
protection and welfare
concerns and report
concerns to the
relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla and
Gardaí) and respond to
their needs in order for
the child and family to
access support
services.

Project Coordinator
liaise with TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal
Projects Professionals
e.g. Family Support
Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care
Worker, for the
individual need of the
child as required

To support member
CVSIPs identify
Vulnerable Young
People

Project Team identify
and work with Young
People with
vulnerabilities

Children
First 2013,
and
Tusla
guidelines
for
reporting
Child
protection
and Welfare
Concerns

No of contacts with
TUSLA Professionals
No of Case
conference/Professi
onal/family
Meetings attended

TUSLA
And
DCYA

Total no of
Assessments
Total no of Risk
Assessments
Total no of Care
Plans in place
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Ongoing
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Total no of Key
Working
Children coping
with adversity

To support children
coping with adversity
to recognise and put in
place strategies to
support themselves
(Youth mental health
prevention
programme)

Project Team will
coordinate programme
with Meath Jigsaw to
provide outreach to East
Meath Area

CYSE
And
Meath
Jigsaw
And
Tulsa
And
DCYA

Project Coordinator to
investigate and
coordinator programmes
identified as problems
areas in needs analysis
i.e. address issues such
as bullying, cyber
bullying, drug and
alcohol abuse, anxiety,
antisocial behaviour and
youth self defence

Children with
additional health
needs

Vulnerable Adults

UTMH course
delivered to 25
people
Peer Education
Programme
120 Young People
One to one good
coach workshops

Q2
2020
Q2
2021

Support Young
People
workshop by 2
Self-care for one
good adults
Workshops by 2
Meath Health
Wellbeing
festival
Monsey Wellbeing
support
programme
Sibling support
programme for
young teens
Workshop by 2
Programme to be
developed

Q2
2021

Bullying
Cyber
Workshop
Drugs and Alcohol
Abuse
Workshop
Anxiety
Workshop

Q1
2021

Antisocial
behaviour
Workshop
Youth Self Defence
Workshop

Q3
2022

Report
Q1-4
ongoing

To support member
CVSIPs identify Children
with additional needs
and their families,
support them to access
relevant health and
social services, and
provide service within
the setting that meets
the individual need.

Project Manager and
Team identify Families
with additional needs
and liaise with HSE
Services and work with
CRANN to seek
additional resources as
required.

Pobal
And
HSE
Children
Additiona
l Needs
Services
And
HSE Primary
Care

No of Young People
with Additional
Needs

To support member
CVSIPs identify
vulnerable Adults and

Project Coordinator
liaise with HSE
Safeguarding teams e.g.

HSE
guidelines
for

No of reports
/referrals made to
HSE Safeguarding
Services
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Q1
2020

Q2
2021
Q2
2021
Q2
2021
Q2
2021

Q3
2020

Q3
2021
Q1
2022

Q1
2023

No of contacts with
HSE Health
Professionals

Q1-4
ongoing
quarterly
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their families, support
them to access
relevant health and
social services, and
provide service within
the setting that meets
the individual need.

4

reporting
Vulnerable
Adults
And
homelessnes
s
And mental
health

No of contacts with
Health
Safeguarding
Professionals

POBAL
and
DCYA
and
DEASP
And
Employment
legal
frameworks

No of new recruits

No of Case
conference/Professi
onal/Family
Meetings attended

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member
CVSIPs to be employers
of choice for staff
members.

Project Coordinator
monitors new staff
member

Project Coordinator
monitors permanent
staff member

Project Coordinator
monitors staff member
exiting service

NO of support and
supervision sessions
for new recruits

Q4
ongoing
Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members

Q4
ongoing

NO of internal
support and
supervision sessions
permanent staff
members

Q4
ongoing

NO of external
support and
supervision sessions
permanent staff
members

Q4
ongoing

No of Team
Meetings held

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service
BY category reason

Q4
ongoing

No pf exit
interviews
undertaken
To allocate to Member
CVSIPs staff members
employed under the
Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

Project Coordinator
monitors
CE Scheme Workforce
and works with CE
Sponsor – Ballivor CE
in identifying needs

Total No of new CE
recruits

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE staff
members

Q4
Annually
ongoing

To support Member
CVSIPs to develop

Project Coordinator
monitors Volunteers and

No of steering
group members in
place

Q4
Annually
ongoing
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volunteering

Workforce Planning

5

To analyse staffing
levels and plan for
future need for CRANN
and its member CCOs

reports to the CEO to
address any issues
arising
Project Coordinator
completes Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for
staffing including CE
participants.

No of other
volunteers working
on the service
Complete a
workforce audit for
staff members and
CE participants

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q2
20202022

Community Profile
relating to project
to be reviewed and
updated.

Q1
2020

Community Needs
Analysis to be
completed

Q2
2020

Service Plan to be
completed

Q3
2020

NO of referrals to
families parenting
programme
By Category
Swings & Slides
Parent Plus
Strengthening
Families
Other

Q1-4
quarterly

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Developing
Community
Capacity

To support member
CVSIPs to respond to
identified community
needs in their locality

To work with
communities on
prevention strategies

The Project Co-ordinator
undertakes a needs
assessment for
community needs in their
locality as required

Project Coordinator and
Project Team to deliver
Parenting Programmes

Tusla
And
DCYA

No of parenting
programmes
delivered
BY category
Swings & Slides
Parent Plus early
years
Incredible years
Parent Plus
adolescent
Family
Communication
Other
Project Coordinator and
Project Team to deliver
Women’s Group
Programme
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No of Referrals to
women’s group
No of Women’s
Groups held
No of social trips
and events held
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Project Coordinator and
Project Team to deliver
and/or link into Men’s
Group Programme
(Men’s Shed)

No of Referrals to
men’s group
No of Men’s Group
held
No of social trips
and events held
No of
referrals/people
attending drop-in
service

Project Coordinator and
Project Team to deliver
Drop-In Service

Project Coordinator and
Project Team to deliver
advocacy and
educational sessions
delivered in schools

No of advocacy and
education sessions
delivered in schools

Project Coordinator and
Project Team to deliver
advocacy and
educational sessions in
Mosney Asylum Centre

No of advocacy and
personal
development and
education sessions
delivered in /with
Mosney Asylum
Centre
No of social trips
and events held
No of recreational
group work held

To support
Families coping in
adversary

Family Support Key
working with Families

DCYA
And
Tusla

Family Support Key
working with
Parents/Guardians of
Young People under 18
years
Family Support Group
Work

Networking and
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

CEO and/or Project
Coordinator attend
national forum as
required
-DCYA and Tulsa
The National FRC forum

To represent the
interests of member

CEO and / or Project
Coordinator attend
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DCYA
And
POBAL
And
Tusla
And
HSE
And
DEASP

No of families
delivered key
worker service
No of Family
Support plans in
place

Q1-4
quarterly

No of Family
Support Group
Wok Offered
Held
No of Family
Support Group
Work Held

Q1-4
quarterly

No of meetings
attended
As required

Q1-4
ongoing

No of meetings
attended

Q1-4
ongoing
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CVSIPs in Co Meath
locally, advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

regional/local forums as
required
- CYPSC Health and
Wellbeing

Based on 5
meetings a year

- The North East FRC
forum
-The Meath Child and
Family support Network

6
Governance

Service User
Participation

To support member
CVSIPs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

To support member
CVSIPs to have systems
in place for Service
User Participation

Project Coordinator
ensures CRANN policies
and procedures are in
place

Project Coordinator
coordinates Service User
Information Meetings

CRANN &
TUSLA

TUSLA

Project Coordinator
monitor complaints and
compliments received
Quality standards
and risk
management

Funding

CRANN policies and
Procedures updated
and reviewed

Q4 2020

TUSLA standards
for FRC are in place

Q4
Annually

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

No of written
compliments
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints received

Q4
Annually

Annual audit of
Standards for FRC
Tusla

Q4
Annually

To provide, support
and coordinate quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality social
inclusion project
To support member
CVSIPs to maximise
safety and minimise
harm through ensuring
a robust Risk
Management system is
in place within their
organisation.

Project Coordinator will
ensure standards for
Tusla FRC are in place
and identify service
improvement initiative

Project Coordinator
develops risk
management policy with
CRANN, implements
monitor and reports risk
to CRANN

Develop risk policy

Q4
2020

Reporting risk
management in
place

Q2
2021

To support and
coordinate funding
applications for day to

TUSLA
Project Coordinator
works with CRANN CEO
and Senior Management

HSE Section 39
Grant Aid
Agreement for

Annually
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day operations in order
to ensure maximum
funding for member
CVSIPs

to complete applications
for Grant Aid
Agreements with Tusla

Project Coordinator
works with CEO and
Senior Management to
complete applications
for Service Level
Agreement with Tusla

Project Coordinator
coordinates funding
applications with CEO
and Senior Management
ad Accounts Manager as
required and submits
applications to relevant
agency

CORE Funding in
place as required

TUSLA

Tusla National
Service Level
Agreement within
place

Tusla Local
National
Service Level
Agreement in
Place
Multi agencies No of other
applications
submitted
No of other
successful
applications

To support and
coordinate funding
applications for capital
funding in order to
ensure maximum
funding for member
CVSIPs

Tusla
CEO and Project
Coordinator to explore
funding options for
current and capital
investment for premises

Secure appropriate
premises for an
appropriate onestop shop

To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities in
order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CVSIPs

Multi agencies No of fundraising
Project Coordinator
coordinates fund raising
events held
event yearly

Conclusion

The future emphasis for EAST COAST FRC over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
CRANN on behalf of its EAST COAST FRC will provide access for people to a range of Family
Support services to meet the needs of their local community.
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Annually

As
required

Q4
Annually

Q4
Annually

Q4
2023

Q4
Annually
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Service Users will receive information about our service and we will continue our engagement with
potential service users.
CRANN on behalf of its EAST COAST FRC will work through their Marketing Plan to update and
modernise the website and make it more interactive for service users.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
EAST COAST FRC will provide the highest standards in the delivery of a range of Family Support services
based on strengths, interests and needs of service users.
EAST COAST FRC will provide support services including training and education for service users in the
delivery of best practice in a range of Family Support services.
 Safe care and support
EAST COAST FRC will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Children and young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and
Family Support as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support children and families. Families
will be supported to access the child protection and family support services that will meet their
individual child and family needs.
Children and young people with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health
services to meet their individual’s needs. Staff members will be skilled to support children and young
people and work with health services and families to meet the individual’s needs.
Vulnerable adults with additional health and special needs will be supported to access health services
to meet their individual’s needs. Staff members will be skilled to support adults and work with health
services and families to meet the individual’s needs.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards.
 Better health and wellbeing
EAST COAST FRC will work with all state agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a
Healthy Ireland.

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
CRANN Board of Directors who are voluntary members will take responsibility for the strategic and
operational planning for the organisation.
CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
EAST COAST FRC Steering group who are voluntary members will continue to be an advisory group to
CRANN. CRANN will explore with the community the establishment of an independent company that
will come under the umbrella of the CRANN Group.
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EAST COAST FRC Project Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to
work with the CEO in delivering a high-quality range of Family Support services in its local community.
EAST COAST FRC will explore the option of expanding the project by securing additional core funding.
EAST COAST FRC will review the suitability of its existing premises and explore securing a ONE STOP
SHOP incorporating childcare needs.
 Workforce
EAST COAST FRC are committed to education and training at the highest standard for its staff members
and ensuring staff members are skilled for the work they undertake.
 Use of resources
EAST COAST FRC is committed to providing a sustainable social inclusion project business maximising
the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and effectiveness of
the management of services, raises the professionalism of the governance of community social
inclusion projects, raises the standard of education and increases the participation of CE workers in
the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
 Use of information
EAST COAST FRC will:





Participate in the dedicated database monitoring the service users which contributes to
National Data Collection.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve the website making the site more interactive for
the user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies e.g. Tusla Corporate
and local; POBAL; DYCA; DOH and HSE Corporate and local; HSE and CHOs etc.
Participate in updating the SPEAK National Database to ensure all statistics are captured.
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Meath Community Drug & Alcohol Response
Unit 1 Haggard Mews
Trim
Co Meath.
TEL: 087 1812451/ 086-4081511
E-MAIL: mcdartrim@gmail.com
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MCDAR Social Inclusion Project Introduction
Service Profile
Meath Community Drug and Alcohol Response is a voluntary community initiative providing a range
of services to individuals and Family members who may be experiencing difficulties with addiction.
It is a confidential over 18’s service creating a safe non- judgmental space where issues underpinning
addiction can be explored. MCDAR operates a service based on mutual respect, dignity, and equality.
Anyone can make a referral to MCDAR.
MCDAR works with HSE Social Inclusion allocation to NERDATF64 and reports to CRANN, striving to
take account of the national vision “For a healthier and safer Ireland, where public health and safety
is protected and the harms caused to individuals, families and communities by substance misuse are
reduced and everyone affected by substance use is empowered to improve their health and
wellbeing and quality of life’ (Reducing Harm, Supporting Recovery, A health-led response to drug and
alcohol use in Ireland 2017-2025). They set out Five Strategic Goals as follows:
1. Promote and protect health and wellbeing
2. Minimise the harms caused by the use and misuse of substances and promote rehabilitation and
recovery
3. Address the harms of drug markets and reduce access to drugs for harmful use
4. Support participation of individuals, families and communities
5. Develop sound and comprehensive evidence-informed policies and actions.
Services:
One to One Working/Key Working
An average of 127 individuals received a key worker service over the past three years.
Low Threshold, Advocacy and Brief Interventions.
MCDAR provide advocacy and brief interventions according to the need of our service users,
approximately 100 interventions per year. The Harm Reduction Model is used.
Drop-In and Aftercare,
Our Drop-In service is held weekly in Navan on a Wednesday afternoon from 2pm – 4pm and in Trim
on Thursday afternoon from 2pm – 4pm. This is a low threshold service. On average up to ten to fifteen
people accessed this service each week. Drop in helps build relationships and leads to engagement
with services.
Our Aftercare support is essential for service users on exiting a treatment service. On average 10 to20
people attend weekly. The Service facilitates an Aftercare Recovery Group in Navan weekly and the
numbers attending are increasing.
Holistic Therapies
MCDAR are supported by Tutor Hours from Community Education LMETB an average of 160 hours of
complementary/craniosacral therapies throughout the year for 20 of our service users. The practice
of mindfulness is strongly linked with greater wellbeing, enhanced self-esteem and perceived health
benefits. An average of 25 service users benefit from 64 hours of mindfulness. The Service
acknowledge the support and great contribution to community from LMETB.
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Counselling Service
Our Counselling service supports an average of 29 young people and 29 adults with an average of 130
individual sessions for young people and 207 individual sessions for adults. MCDAR referred 19 men
and 13 women to various residential treatment centres. This was more than double the referrals in
2017 (7men and 5 women).
Family Support
Our Family support service is for Family Members in their own right. An average of 30 Family members
receive an average of 156 individual sessions for support for themselves.
Some families require additional Counselling when need for therapeutic work identified, however
funds are limited and dependent on additional grants applications and local fund raising
Predominantly females seek this service for support.
Interagency Work
In addition MCDAR host the Meath Interagency Strengthening Families Programme. An average of six
families complete the 14 week programme. MCDAR and HSE Addiction Services facilitate two 10 week
programmes a year, over two mornings a week with service users with the aim of positive progression
in relation to addressing their addiction.

The following is the operational plan for the service.
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No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other
agency
Plans

Key Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered by
MCDAR Project

To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

MCDAR Project
Coordinator will monitor
website and social
media platforms
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
MCDAR Project
Coordinator will monitor
the newsletter
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities

Department
of Health
(DOH)

MCDAR Website
Page is in place
and updated

Q 1-4
ongoing

And
Health
Service
Executive
(HSE)

Facebook page is
in place and
updated

Q 1-4
ongoing

Newsletter yearly

Q4
ongoing

Total No of adults
accessing one to
one key working

Q4
Annually

Total no. of family
members
accessing one to
one key working

Q4
Annually

Total No. of Adults
availing of
counselling

Q4
Annually

Total No. of Young
People availing of
counselling

Q4
Annually

Total number of
adults and young
people accessing
low threshold
support (Harm
Reduction Model)

Q4
Annually

And
North
Eastern
Regional
Drug and
Alcohol Task
Force
(NERDATF)

To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise the
number of Families
attending their service
MCDAR
 Adults individuals
experiencing
difficulties with
addiction (30-40
adults)
 Family members
living with
addiction in the
families
(30-40 family
members)
 Low threshold
supports (harm
reduction model)
 Young People
counselling (16YP)
 Adult availing of
counselling (27
adults)

MCDAR Project
Coordinator will
maintain ECASS
database of adults and
family members
including young people
attending the service

To provide
Management Support
Services to member
CVSIPs in the delivery
of high-quality service
in line with the
National Quality
Frameworks

CEO coordinates BOD
Meeting

Total No of BOD
meetings a year
Based on 5
monthly meetings

Q4
Annually

MCDAR Project
Coordinator coordinates
Steering Committee
meeting and reports
back to CRANN

Total No of steering
group meetings a
year
Based on 6 weekly
meetings

Q4
Annually

And
DCYA
And
POBAL
And
TUSLA
AND DEASP
Reducing
Harm and
Supporting
Recovery
(National
Drugs
Strategy)
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To provide Financial
Administration Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of highquality accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality

MCDAR Project
Coordinator has support
and supervision with
CRANN

Total No of
supervision sessions
Based on 8 weekly
supervision

Q4
ongoing

MCDAR Project
Coordinator has
external support and
supervision as required.

Total No of external
supervision sessions
Based on 6 weekly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
Risk incidences
(high/medium /low) and
reports them to the
CRANN Group.

No of risk
assessments for
service completed
No of high-risk
incidences
No of medium risk
incidences
No of low risk
incidences
Annual Audit
completed

Q4
Annually

CRANN Accounts
Manager prepares
annual projected income
and expenditure
accounts

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts presented
to CRANN BOD &
MCDAR Steering
group

Q1
Annually

CRANN Accounts
Manager prepares
bimonthly income
and expenditure
accounts

BI-Monthly income
& expenditure
accounts presented
to CRANN BOD and
MCDAR Steering
group
Based on 5 BOD
/Steering Group
meetings a year

Q1-4
ongoing

MCDAR Project
Coordinator reports to
CEO and Senior
Management to
complete proof of spend
to funder

Financial Report of
proof of spend to
main funders

Q1-4
Ongoing

Financial Report of
proof of spend to
other funders

As
required

CRANN supports MCDAR
Project Coordinator in
staff recruitment with
CRANN

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

MCDAR Project
Coordinator works with
CRANN Accounts
Manager to complete
annual audit
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Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q1
Annually
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human resource
management in line
with labour laws and
the workplace
relations commission
(WRC)

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10 working
days

Q2
Annually

No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought

Q2
Annually

No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held

Q2
Annually

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
Complements and
Complaints for the
service and works with
CRANN where
investigations are
required.

No of Service User
compliments
received
No of Service User
complaints received

Q3
Annually

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
enquiries as required
under Data Protection
Laws and regulations

No of Data
Protection requests

Q4
Annually

To provide Facility
Management Services
including,
maintenance to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of highquality settings in line
with environmental
and health and safety
laws and regulations.

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
facility management
addresses issues arising
to CEO to address any
issues arising

MCDAR Project
Coordinator
submits issues to
CEO as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of high
quality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
procurement services for
essential utilities and
works with CEO
to address any issues
arising

MCDAR Project
Coordinator
submits issues to
CEO as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

MCDAR Project
Coordinator seeks HR
advice from CRANN as
required
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Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras, lifts
etc.) that are cost
effective and efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of highquality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and efficient.
2

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
procurement services for
fixture and fittings with
CEO to address any issues
arising

MCDAR Project
Coordinator
submits issues to
CEO as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

No staff members
completed QQI 5

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CVSIPs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the workforce
in the various
professional groups
including Community
Employment Scheme
(CE Scheme)
participants with the
Crann Training Officer
To provide continuous
professional
development (CPD) to
member CVSIPs for
new and existing staff
members including
participants of
community
employment schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
staff members attending
Quality Training
including CE Scheme
participants

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
staff members including
CE Scheme Participants
attending Mandatory
Training.
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DEASP
And
DES
AND
DCYA
And
URRUS/
UCD
And
University
Limerick
And
NCI
And
Tulsa
And
HSE
And
LMETB

No staff members
completed QQI 6
No staff members
completed QQI 7
No staff members
completed QQI 8
No of new staff
members
completing An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with An
Advanced Child
Protection Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with an
Advanced Child
Protection Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing
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3

To support member
CVSIPs to access
training in quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
service.(QUADs)

MCDAR Project
Coordinator ensures
QUADS in place

To support member
CVSIPs to develop
Informational
technology systems to
enhance quality
services

MCDAR Project
Coordinator and Team
Members are skilled in
use of registration
system/database (ECASS)

No of existing staff
members with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with Fire
Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with Fire
Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with First
Aid

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with First
Aid
No of new staff
members with
GDPR
No of existing staff
members with
GDPR
No of staff
members trained in
QUADS.

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Ongoing

No of existing staff
members trained
on registration
system/database

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection Officers
trained

Quarterl
y Report
Q1-4
ongoing

Safe and Protected from Harm
Children with Child
Protection and
Welfare Concerns

To support member
CVSIPs to identify
children with child
protection and welfare
concerns and report
concerns to the
relevant statutory
agencies as
appropriate (Tusla and
Gardaí) and respond to
their needs in order for

MCDAR Project
Coordinator liaise with
TUSLA Family
Support/Meithal
Projects Professionals
e.g. Family Support
Worker, Child Care
Worker and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. Social
Worker, Child Care
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Children
First 2013,
and Tusla
guidelines
for
reporting
Child
protection
and Welfare
Concerns

No of reports
/referrals made to
Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection Services
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the child and family to
access support
services.

Worker, for the
individual need of the
child as required

No of contacts with
TUSLA Professionals
No of Case
conference/
Professional/
Family Meetings
attended

Adults with
vulnerabilities

To support member
CVSIPs identify Adults
with vulnerabilities

Crann to support
MCDAR to provide a
range of confidential
supports to individuals
who may be
experiencing difficulties
with addiction

MCDAR Project
Coordinator liaise with
HSE Safeguarding teams

MCDAR Project Team
identify and work with
adults with drugs and
alcohol addiction
problems

HSE
guidelines
for
reporting
Vulnerable
Adults

No of reports
/referrals made to
HSE Safeguarding
Services

HSE
And
NERDATF
And
TUSLA

No of referrals

Q1-4
ongoing
quarterly

No of contacts with
Health
Safeguarding
Professionals
No of Case
conference/
Professional/
Family Meetings
attended
Q1-4
quarterly

Total no of Initial
Assessments
Total no of
Comprehensive
Assessments
Total no of Case Risk
Assessments
Total no of Care
Plans in place
Total no of Key
Working sessions
availed of
Total no of Brief
Interventions availed
of
Total No of group
Work held
Total No of crisis
interventions
Total Number of
low threshold
contacts

CRANN to support
MCDAR to support
Families who are living

MCDAR Project Team
identify and work with
Families who are living
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Q1-4
quarterly
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with addiction in their
Family

4

with addiction in their
Family including
parents/guardians of
under 18-year olds with
young people involved
with alcohol/substance
misuse

of one to one key
working support

No of
parents/guardians
availing of one to
one key working
support

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member
CVSIPs to be employers
of choice for staff
members.

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
new staff member

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
permanent staff
member

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
staff member exiting
service

DOH ad HSE
And
NERDATF
POBAL
and
DCYA
and
DEASP
and
DES

No of new recruits
NO of support and
supervision sessions
for new recruits

Q4
ongoing
Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members

Q4
ongoing

NO of internal
support and
supervision sessions
permanent staff
members

Q4
ongoing

NO of external
support and
supervision sessions
permanent staff
members

Q4
ongoing

No of Team
Meetings held

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service
by category reason

Q4
ongoing

No pf exit
interviews
To allocate to Member
CVSIPs staff members
employed under the
Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
CE Scheme Workforce
and works with the
CRANN in identifying
needs

Total No of new CE
recruits

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Total No of CE staff
members

Q4
Annually
ongoing

To support Member
CVSIPs to develop
volunteering

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitors
Volunteers and works

No of STEERING
GROUP MEMBERS
in place

Q4
Annually
ongoing
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Workforce Planning

5

To analyse staffing
levels and plan for
future need for CRANN
and its member CCOs

with Senior
Management to
address any issues
arising
MCDAR Project
Coordinator works with
Senior Management to
complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan for
staffing including CE
participants.

No of OTHER
volunteers working
in service

Q4
Annually
ongoing

Complete a
workforce audit for
staff members and
CE participants

Q2
20202022

Community Profile
relating to MCDAR
project to be
reviewed and
updated.

Q4
2022

No of educational
sessions held

Q4
Annually

No of National SFP
meetings attended

Q4
Annually

No of steering
group meetings
organised

Q1-4
quarterly

No of strengthening
families parenting
programme held

Q1-4
quarterly

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Developing
Community
Capacity

To support member
CVSIPs to respond to
identified community
needs in their locality

To work with
communities on
prevention

To support Families
coping in adversary
(with addiction in their
family)

CRANN and MCDAR
Project Coordinator
update a community
needs assessment as
required

MCDAR Team to provide
information and
educational sessions on
addiction in locality
MCDAR Project
Coordinator and MCDAR
Project Team to
coordinate the delivery
of Strengthening
Families Parenting
Programmes
(interagency)
 Agree and distribute
SFP budget
 Coordinate
employment of Site
Coordinator
 Participate in
delivery of SFP
Family Support Key
working with Families of
adults with addiction
Family Support Key
working with
Parents/Guardians of
Young People under 18
years

Networking and
Advocacy

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs nationally,

CEO and/or MCDAR
Project Coordinator
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HSE
Addiction
services
And
Drugs Task
Force
And
National
Strengtheni
ng Families
Programme
Council
And
NERDATF
And
Tusla

NO of referrals to
strengthening
families parenting
programme

HSE
And
Drugs Task
Force
And
Tusla

NO of families
delivered key
worker service

HSE and
Drugs Task
Force

No of meetings
attended
As required

Q1-4
quarterly

NO of
parents/guardians
delivered key
worker service

Q1-4
ongoing
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6

advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

attends national forum
as required
-Department of Health
-DCYA
-Drugs Task Force
-NERDATF

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs in Co Meath
locally, advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

MCDAR Project
Coordinator attends
regional/local forums
- North East Region
Drugs and alcohol task
force NERDATF
- Drugs and Alcohol Task
Force
- CYPSC Health and
Wellbeing
- Meath Primary
Healthcare for Travellers
-Prevention and
Education subcommittee
for NERDATF
-PPN Social Inclusion
-Meath Strengthening
Families Steering Group

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CVSIPs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Service User
Participation

To support member
CVSIPs to have systems
in place for Service
User Participation

MCDAR Project
Coordinator ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place
and the Quality
Standards for Drugs
and Alcohol Services
(QUADS)
MCDAR Project
Coordinator coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

And
NERDATF
And
TUSLA

CRANN

HSE
And
Drugs Task
Force

MCDAR Project
Coordinator monitor
complaints and
complements received
Quality standards
and
Risk management

To provide, support
and coordinate quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality social
inclusion project

MCDAR Project
Coordinator will ensure
QUADS are in place and
identify service
improvement initiative

HSE
And
Drugs Task
Force

No of sub group
meetings
attended as
required

Q1-4
ongoing

No of meetings
attended
Based on 5
meetings a year

Q1-4
ongoing

CRANN policies and
Procedures updated
and reviewed

Q4 2020

QUADs are in place

Q4
Annually

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

No of written
compliments
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints received

Q4
Annually

Annual audit of
QUADs

Q4
Annually

Verification visit by
NERDATF
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Funding

To support member
CVSIPs to maximise
safety and minimise
harm through ensuring
a robust Risk
Management system is
in place within their
organisation.

MCDAR Project
Coordinator develops
risk management policy
with CRANN,
implements, monitor
and reports risk to
Senior Management

To support and
coordinate funding
applications for day to
day operations in order
to ensure maximum
funding for member
CVSIPs

MCDAR Project
Coordinator works with
CEO and Senior
Management to
complete applications
for Grant Aid
Agreements with HSE
Social Inclusion and
NERDATF

HSE Social
Inclusion
And
NERDATF

MCDAR Project
Coordinator works with
CEO and Senior
Management to
complete applications
for Service Level
Agreement with Tusla

TUSLA

Develop risk policy

Q4
2020

Reporting risk
management
in place

Q2
2021

HSE Section 39
Grant Aid
Agreement for
CORE Funding
in place

Annually

HSE grant aid
agreements for
additional
service funding
as required
Tusla Service
Level Agreement
for Counselling
Service in place

As it
become
available

Tusla
additional
grants funds
Multi agencies No of other
MCDAR Project
applicatio
Coordinator coordinates
ns
funding applications
submitted
with CEO and Senior
NO of
Management and
other
Accounts Manager as
successful
required and submits
applicatio
applications to relevant
agency
ns
To support and
coordinate funding
applications for capital
funding in order to
ensure maximum
funding for member
CVSIPs

CEO and MCDAR Project HSE Social
Inclusion And
Coordinator to explore
funding options for
NERDATF
current and capital
investment for premises
in Navan

To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities in
order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CVSIPs

Multi agencies Fund raising
MCDAR Project
Coordinator coordinates
event held
fund raising event yearly
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Secure
appropriate
promises for
service in Navan
and expand
dedicated TEAM
for Navan

Annually

As it
becomes
available
Q4
Annually

Q4
Annually

Q4
2020

Q4
Annually
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Conclusion
The future emphasis for MCDAR over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
CRANN will provide through the MCDAR Project access for people with Drug and Alcohol Problems to
services to meet their needs in their local community.
MCDAR will empower the community through awareness, education, and support by responding to
issues related to alcohol and substance misuse in a positive way. We will continue to monitor and
manage our waiting lists.
CRANN with MCDAR through their Marketing Plan will update and modernise the website and make it
more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

MCDAR will provide the highest standards in the delivery of alcohol and drugs support services based
on strengths, interests and needs of our service users.
Senior Management will provide support and supervision and ongoing continuous professional
development for staff members of MCDAR, enshrining best practice in community alcohol and drugs
services.
 Safe care and support
MCDAR will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards.
 Better health and wellbeing
MCDAR will work with all state agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy
Ireland.
MCDAR team will be skilled to support and aid where possible the individual needs of their
service users.

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance and management
CRANN Board of Directors who are voluntary members take responsibility for the strategic and
operational planning for the organisation. MCDAR Steering group who are voluntary members will
continue to be an advisory group to CRANN.
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CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
MCDAR Project Co-ordinator is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to
work with the CEO and Senior Management in delivering a high-quality Drug and Alcohol service
in its local community.
CRANN with MCDAR will explore the option of expanding the project by securing additional core
funding and seek to establish an additional team in Navan. CRANN with MCDAR will review the
suitability of its existing premises in Trim and explore securing additional premises in Navan for a
second team to work from.
 Workforce
CRANN are committed to education and training at the highest standard for its staff members and
ensuring staff members are skilled for the work they undertake.
 Use of resources
CRANN through its MCDAR Project is committed to providing a sustainable Drugs and Alcohol social
inclusion project business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism
of the governance of community social inclusion projects, raises the standard of education and
increases the participation of CE workers in the community sector, increasing the potential for
earnings for participants.
 Use of information
CRANN through its MCDAR Project will:




Participate in the eCASS electronic consolidated automated support system, the electronic
client management system currently being used by MCDAR.
Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies e.g. DOH and HSE
Corporate and local CHOs, Social Inclusion and NERDATF; POBAL; DYCA; CYPSC, Tusla
Corporate and local; etc.
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Meath Job Club
29 Flower Hill, Navan, Co. Meath
Tel: (046 )907 8968/ 085 866 5783
Email: info@crannsupportgroup.ie
Facebook: ‘Meath Job Club’
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Meath Jobs Club - Social Inclusion Project
Introduction
Service Profile
Meath Job Club is a highly effective employment and recruitment service and an established bridge
between job seekers and employers throughout the county.
Meath Job Club provide a service to assist jobseekers to enter / re-enter employment through the
provision of individualised supports, a ‘drop in’ service and formal workshops. The Job Club service
enables jobseekers to take positive steps towards realising their career plans and to explore and followup employment opportunities. Meath Job Club provide active, practical, and participative supports
under the guidance and supervision of a Job Club leader.
The Job Club63 aims to expand awareness and to help jobseekers understand how the application of
simple techniques can greatly enhance their jobseeking skills. Through the supports available
jobseekers will be more acutely aware of their employable/marketable personal attributes.




Individualised support: allows jobseekers to avail of practical and personal support on a one to one
basis e.g. pre-interview support.
Drop-in service: allows jobseekers to avail of the facilities of the Job Club (e.g. internet, telephone,
photocopying) at their own convenience.
Formal workshops: can vary from 1 to 4 weeks depending on the needs of the jobseekers.
On average 452 job seekers were supported from across the county and from all walks of life... Of
these, an average of 414 attended our workshop and one
To one support services. Over 52% of those supported got jobs and were supported in sourcing the
‘right’ piece of training to enable them to upskill and ultimately get jobs.
We offered a flexible service to cater for every job seeker as follows:
 Drop-in: use the facilities: computers, internet, telephone, photocopying - free of charge.
 Advice Clinic: No Appointment clinic.
 One-to-one: CV analysis, Cover letter-review refresher tips, pre-interview support.
 Workshops: Help with ‘everything’ related to job seeking delivered in 1-4 week workshops
 Employer network: Forge new links and add connections Employers value our service and
recognise the calibre of the staff sourced
The following is the operational plan for the service.
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No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other
agency
Plans

Key Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered by
Meath Jobs Club

To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise
their existing facilities
and support them in
their development
where possible.

To support Member
CVSIPs to maximise
the number
Participants
attending their
service
Approximately 442
Participant s annually

MJC Project Manager
will maintain and
develop website and
social media platforms
maximising all
advertisements support
by CEO and Senior
Management

Department
of
Employment
& Social
Protection
And
POBAL

Website in place
Facebook and /or
other social media
platforms in place

Q2
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

MJC Project Manager
will maintain the
newsletter maximising
all advertisement
opportunities supported
by CEO and Senior
Management

Newsletter 4 times
a year/monthly

Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

MJC Project Manager
will undertake a
recruitment drive with
the DEASP annually and
as required.

Leaflets are
distributed

Annually

MJC Project Manager
will maintain the
database of participants
(name of Database)

Total No of referrals

Recruitment Event
is held
Q4
Annually

Total number of
participants
Total number of
workshops half
No. of attendees at
Workshops

To provide
Management
Support Services to
member CVSIPs in
the delivery of high
quality service in line
with the National
JOBS CLUB
Guidelines and
Procedures Manual

To provide Financial
Administration

CEO
presents
report to CRANN BOD
meeting

CEO and Senior
Management provide
Team members
with support and
supervision with CRANN
Group
MJC Project Manager
monitors Risk incidences
by category
high/medium /low and
reports them to the
CEO
CRANN Accounts

369

No of BOD
meetings
Based on 5 per
annum
meetings
Total No of
supervision sessions
based on 5 weekly
supervision

Q1
Annually

Q1-4
ongoing

No of service risk
assessments
completed
By category
high/medium/low

Q4
2021
Annually

Accounts prepared
to audit stage

Q2
Annually
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Services to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery
of high quality
accounting
frameworks in line
with funding
requirements and
Company Act

Manager arrange for
annual audit and work
with nominated
Accountant
CRANN Accounts
Manager prepares
annual income and
expenditure accounts
CRANN Accounts
Manager prepare bi
monthly income and
expenditure accounts

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of high
quality human
resource
management in line
with labour laws and
the workplace
relations commission
(WRC)

MJC Project Manager
participate in Staff
recruitment

MJC Project Manager
seeks HR advice from
the HR Department
as required

MJC Project Manager
monitors Complaints
and Compliments for
the Project and works
with CEO and Senior
Management where
investigations are
required.
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Annual Audit with
accountant

Q2
Annually

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts presented
to BOD & Steering
Group

Q1
Annually

BI-Monthly income
& expenditure
accounts presented
to BOD and
Steering Group
Based on 6 BOD
meetings a year
No of new
participant
contracts issued

Q1-4
ongoing

Q2
Annually

No of days
interviewing

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10 working
days

Q2
Annually

No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought

Q2
Annually

No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held

Q2
Annually

No of complaints
received regarding
the Project

Q3
Annually

No of compliments
received regarding
the Project
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To provide Facility
Management
Services including
reception, catering,
transport,
maintenance and
security to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery
of high-quality
settings in line with
environmental and
health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of highquality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance,
Waste, Heating,
Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are
cost effective and
efficient.
To provide
Procurement Services
to Member CVSIPs in
the delivery of high
quality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and
efficient.

2

MJC Project Manager
monitors facility
management as required
and works with CEO and
Senior Management to
address any issues
arising

MJC Project
Manager submits
issues to CEO as
part of weekly
report

Weekly
ongoing

MJC Project Manager
monitors procurement
services for essential
utilities as required and
works with CEO and
Senior Management
Group to address any
issues arising

MJC Project
Manager submits
issues to CEO as
part of weekly
report

Weekly
ongoing

MJC Project Manager
monitors procurement
services as required for
fixture and fittings with
CRANN Group to address
any issues arising

Project Manager
submits issues to
CEO as part of
Weekly report

Weekly
ongoing

No staff members
completed CPD

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member
CVSIPs to access
ongoing training to
meet the individual
needs of the
workforce in the
various professional
groups including
Community
Employment Scheme
(CES) participants

MJC Project Manager r
monitors staff members
attending Quality
Training

371

DEASP
DES
DCYA

No OF CDP
Courses
Completed
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To provide
continuous
professional
development (CPD)
to member CVSIPs for
new and existing
staff members
including participants
of community
employment schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

To support member
CVSIPs to access
training in quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality
service.

MJC Project Manager
monitors staff members
attending in-service
Mandatory Training

MJC Project Manager
ensures Operational
Manual for Jobs Club is
in place

372

No of new staff
members with GDPR

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing
participants with
GDPR

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing
participants with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with Fire
Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with Fire
Safety

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with
Infection Control
Training
No of existing staff
members
with
Infection Control

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with First
Aid

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with First
Aid

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of training for
Operational
Manual for DEASP
Jobs Club in place

Ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing
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To support member
CVSIPs to develop
Informational
technology systems
to enhance quality
services
3

Total No of staff
members skilled in
use of registration
system/database

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Safe and Protected from Harm
Adults with
additional
vulnerabilities

4

MJC Project Manager
and Team are skilled in
use of appropriate
registration
system/database
Welfare Partners

To support member
CVSIPs identify Adults
with vulnerabilities,
support them to
access relevant
health and social
services, and provide
services within the
setting for their
individual need.

MJC Project Manager
and Team identify Adults
with additional needs
and liaise with HSE
Services

Pobal and
HSE
Additiona
l Needs
ServicesVulnerable
adults

No of reports to
HSE for Adults with
Additional Needs

Quarterly
Report
Q1-4
ongoing

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member
CVSIPs to be
employers of choice
for staff members.

MJC Project Manager
monitors staff members
through support and
supervision

DEASP
and

NO of new staff
members
No of support
and supervision
sessions held

Q4
ongoing

Jobs Club

To support member
CVSIPs identify Adults
who require
additional supports in
attaining
employment

MJC Project Manager
and Team identify Adults
who require additional
supports in attaining
employment and liaise
with appropriate
recruitment and
employment services for
placement

DEASP
And
Employers

Total number of
referrals

Q1-Q4
Ongoing

What stats do we
return to DEASP?

Total no of Initial
Assessments
Total no of CVs
prepared and
completed
Total no of
coaching/mentorin
g g sessions/one
to one meetings
for participants
Total number of
Workshops held

Workforce Planning

To analyse
staffing levels and
plan for future
need with CEO
and Senior
Management and
its member CCOs

MJC Project Manager
works with CRANN to
complete Workforce
Needs Assessment and
Workforce Plan
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Total number of
interviews arranged
with employers
Complete a
workforce audit for
staff members

Q2
2021-2023
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5

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Developing
Community
Capacity

Networking and
Advocacy

6

To support member
CVSIPs to respond to
identified community
needs in their locality

MJC Project Manager
and Team undertake
promotional drive with
employers raising
awareness of the service

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

CEO and/or MJC Project
Manager attend
national meetings as
required

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CVSIPs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Service User
Participation

To support member
CVSIPs to have
systems in place for
Service User
Participation

DEASP

NO of one to one
meetings with
employers
No of meetings
with DEASP Policy
Unit
Based on as
required

Q1-4
ongoing

As
required

No of national
forum meetings
attended
Based on Ad Hoc

MJC Project Manager
ensures CRANN policies
and procedures and
DEASP Policies and
Procedures are in place

CRANN
And
DEASP

MJC Project Manager
coordinates Service User
Information Meetings

DEASP

MJC Project Manager
monitor complaints and
compliments received
Quality standards
and
Risk management

NO of Awareness
raising events

To provide, support
and coordinate
quality improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high-quality social
inclusion project

MJC Project Manager
will ensure DEASP
practice standards are in
place and identify
service improvement
initiative

To support member
CVSIPs to maximise
safety and minimise

MJC Project Manager
develops risk
management policy with
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DEASP

CRANN policies and
Procedures updated
and reviewed

Q4 2020

Operational
Manual for DEASP
is in place

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

No of written
compliments
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints received

Q4
Annually

Annual audit of
DEASP Standards
Practice

Q4
Annually

Verification visit
from DEASP

Develop risk policy

Annually

Q4
2020
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harm through
ensuring a robust
Risk Management
system is in place
within their
organisation.
Funding

To support and
coordinate funding
applications for day
to day operations in
order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CVSIPs

CRANN, implements
monitor and reports risk
to CEO and Senior
Management

MJC Project Manager
works with CEO and
Senior Management to
complete applications
for Service Level
DEASP

Reporting risk
management in
place

DEASP

MJC Project Manager
coordinates funding
applications with CRANN
CEO and Senior
Management and
Accounts Manager as
required and submits
applications to relevant
agency

DEASP Service Level
Agreement for
CORE Funding in
place as required

Annually

No of other
applications
submitted

Q4
Annually

NO of other
successful
applications

Q4
Annually

Conclusion

The future emphasis for Meath Job Club over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
CRANN with Meath Job Club Project will provide access for the unemployed to education and
training to support employment in their local community.
The unemployed will receive information about our services, and we will continue our
engagement with potential Job Seekers.
CRANN with Meath Job Club Project will work through their Marketing Plan to update and
modernise our website and make it more interactive for our service users.
 Effective learning and care (care and support)
Meath Job Club will provide the highest standards in placement, training and education for
Job Seekers who wish to progress to their chosen employment.
 Safe care and support
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Q2
2021
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Meath Job Club will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards.

 Better health and wellbeing
Meath Job Club will work with DEASP in innovative ways to promote the standards of a Healthy Ireland.

Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
CRANN Board of Directors who are voluntary members take responsibility for the strategic and
operational planning for the organisation. CRANN will explore to develop as Steering Committee who
will act as advisory body to the CRANN Board on the direction of the service.
CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
Meath Jobs Club Project Manager is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to
work with the CEO and Senior Management in delivering a high-quality Employment Placement
Service in its local community.
 Workforce
Meath Jobs Club are committed to education and training at the highest standard and to supporting
the unemployed to achieve placement, education, and training in their chosen employment.
 Use of resources
CRANN through the Meath Job Club Project are committed to providing a sustainable community
social inclusion project business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism
of the governance of social inclusion and raises the standard of education.
 Use of information
Meath Job Club will
 Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
 Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies e.g. DEASP etc.
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RONANSTOWN COMMUNITY Employment Scheme
NEILSTOWN Shopping Centre, NELISTOWN Road
CLONDALKIN, DUBLIN 22
PHONE: 01-4572269, 086 8279370
E-MAIL: manager@ronanstownccc.com
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Ronanstown Community Employment Scheme for Childcare.
Introduction
The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP) Community Employment 59 aims
to enhance the employability and mobility of disadvantage and unemployed persons by providing
work experience and training opportunities for them within their communities. In addition, it helps
long term unemployed people to re-enter the active workforce by breaking their experience of
unemployment through a return to work routine. There are 27 places for participants on this scheme.
There are 12 vacancies. Currently there are 15 participants. 13 participants are working directly in
childcare and 2 participants are working indirectly in childcare indirectly (cook (1),
administration/payroll (1). Targets are set yearly and over a three-year contract with the DEASP for
achievements in both minor and major educational awards. These positions are embedded in the day
to day operations of the childcare services.
The following is the operational plan for the service.

N
o
1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other agency
Plans

Key
Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered by
Ronanstown
Community
Employment
Scheme for
Childcare

To support Member CVSIPs
to maximise their existing
facilities and support them
in their development
where possible.

Supervisor will
maintain website
and social media
platforms
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported by
CRANN

Department of Website in place
Employment
Affairs and
Social
Protection
(DEASP)

Q2
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Facebook and /or
other social
media platforms
in place

Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Supervisor will
maintain the
newsletter
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported and
coordinated by
CRANN

Newsletter 4
times a
year/monthly

Q4
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

Supervisor will
undertake a
recruitment drive
with the DEASP
annually and as
required.

Leaflets are
distributed
Recruitment
Event is held

Annually
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To support Member CVSIPs
to maximise the number of
Families attending their
service
Ronanstown CE
27 Participants

To provide Management
Support Services to
member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
service in line with the
National CE Guidelines and
Procedures Manual

To provide Financial
Administration Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
accounting frameworks in
line with funding
requirements and
Company Act

Supervisor will
maintain the
welfare systems
database WELFARE
PARTNERS of
participants on the
scheme

Total No of new
participants to
the scheme
Total No of
participants on
the scheme
Total No of
participants exiting
the scheme
Total No of
Supervision
Sessions with
participants

Q4
Annually

CEO and Supervisor
presents report to
Ronanstown BOD
meeting

No of BOD
meetings
Based on 5
Monthly meetings
annually

Q1
Annually

Supervisor has
support and
supervision with
CRANN

Total No of
supervision
sessions for
supervisors
Based on 6
weekly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing

Supervisor
monitors Risk
incidences by
category
high/medium /low
and reports them
to Ronanstown
Community
Childcare and
CRANN.

No of risk
assessments
completed

Q4
2021
Annually

No of high risk
incidences

Q4
2021
Annually
Q4
2021
Annually

Supervisor
arrangements for
annual audit

Preparation of
accounts to audit
stage

No of medium risk
incidences

No of low risk
incidences

Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually
Q4
Annually

Q4
2021
Annually
Q2
Annually

Annual Audit with
accountant

Q2
Annually

Supervisor
prepares
projected annual
income and
expenditure
account

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts

Q1
Annually

Supervisor
prepares bi
monthly income

BI-Monthly
income &
expenditure

Q1-4
ongoing
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and expenditure
accounts
Supervisor
monitors allocated
budget for
-Wages
-Materials
-Training
And records on
welfare partners
database

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
human resource
management in line with
labour laws and the
workplace relations
commission (WRC)

Supervisor
Co-ordinates
participant
recruitment

Supervisor seeks
HR advice from
CRANN as required

Supervisor
monitors
Complaints for the
scheme and works
with Crann Support
Group where
investigations are
required.
To provide Procurement
Services to Member CVSIPs
that is cost effective and
efficient.

Supervisor monitors
procurement needs
and works with CEO
to address any issues
arising

380

accounts
Based on 6 BOD
meetings a year
Wages grant is
administered
within budget
Materials grant is
administered
within budget

Q1-4
Annually
Q1-4
Annually

Training grant is
administered
within budget

Q1-4
Annually

Application is
made to DEASP
where
additionality to
the budget is
required.

Q1-4
Annually

No of new
participant
contracts issued
No of days
interviewing
No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day

Q2
Annually

No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10
working days
No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought
No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held
No of complaints
received
regarding the
scheme
No of exit
interviews asking
participants for
benefits and
downside of the
scheme

Q2
Annually

Supervisor
submits report to
CRANN CEO
monthly

Monthly
ongoing

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually
Q3
Annually
Q3
Annually
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2

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member CVSIPs
to access ongoing training
to meet the individual
needs of the workforce in
the various professional
groups including
Community Employment
Scheme (CES) participants

Supervisor monitors
participants
attending Quality
Training and enters
data on Welfare
Partners

To provide continuous
professional development
(CPD) to member CVSIPs
for new and existing staff
members including
participants of community
employment schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

Supervisors
monitors
participants
attending in-service
Quality Training
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DEASP
And
DES
And
DCYA

No participants
completed QQI 5
No participants
completed QQI 6
No participants
completed minor
wards
No participants
completed major
wards
No of new
participants
completing An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training
No of existing
participants with
An Introduction
to Child
Protection
Training
No of existing
participants with
an Advanced
Child Protection
Training
No of new
participants with
Manual Handling
No of existing
participants with
Manual Handling
No of new
participants with
Fire Safety
No of existing
participants with
Fire Safety
No of new
participants with
Safe Pass
No of existing
participants with
Safe Pass
No of new
participants with
First Aid
No of existing
participants with
First Aid
No of new
participants with
GDPR

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
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To support member CVSIPs
to access training in
quality improvement
programmes in order to
ensure the delivery of
high-quality childcare.

To support member CVSIPs
to develop Informational
technology systems to
enhance quality services

To support member CVSIPs
to develop accounting
systems to enhance
quality childcare services

Supervisors work
with relevant CCOs
to ensure
participants access
training in quality
improvement
programmes as
relevant to the
participant
Supervisors are
trained in use of
Welfare Partners to
record activity of
the scheme
Supervisors monitor
participants are
skilled in use of
appropriate
registration
system/database
for their
assignment
Supervisors are
trained in use of
Sage if required

Supervisors monitor
participants using
of SAGE are trained
3

Are Safe and Protected from Harm (Related to individual childcare service for participant)
To support member
Supervisor should
Children First
Children with Child
CCOs and CVSIP’s where
have full
2013
Protection and Welfare
to identify children with
knowledge of the
Concerns
AND TUSLA
child protection and
child protection
AND CYPSE
welfare concerns and
procedures of the
report concerns to the
CCO and CVSIP in
relevant statutory
order to support
agencies as appropriate
the learner in
(Tusla and Gardaí) and
implementing the
respond to their needs in policy.
order for the child and
family to access support
services.
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No of existing
participants with
GDPR
Training plan in
place for each
participant

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Ongoing

Supervisors use of
Welfare Partners
system to record
activity of the
scheme
Total No of
existing
participants
skilled in use of
the appropriate
registration
system/database

Ongoing

Supervisors use
Sage to record
accounting
activity of the
scheme if
required
NO of new
participants
trained in use of
SAGE

Ongoing

See KPI’s for
CCO’s and
CVSIP’s

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Q3
Annually
ongoing
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Children with
To support member
additional health
CCOs to register
needs
identified children with
additional health needs
and their Families and
support them to access
relevant health and
social services.

Supervisor should
have full knowledge
of the procedure of
the additional needs
of the CCO and CVSIP
in order to support
the learner in
implementing the
policy.

See KPI for CCOs
and CVSIPs

4 Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member CVSIPs
to be employers of choice
for staff members

Supervisor
monitors
participants
through support
and supervision

POBAL
and
DCYA
and
DEASP
And DES

Supervisor
monitors
participants exiting
the scheme

Workforce Planning

5

To allocate to Member
CCOs and CVSIPs staff
members employed
under the Community
Employment (CE)
Scheme
To analyse staffing levels
and plan for future need
for CRANN and its member
CCO and CVSIPs

Supervisor
monitors
CE Scheme
Workforce and
works with CEO in
identifying needs
Supervisor works
with CEO to
complete
Workforce Needs
Assessment and
Workforce Plan for
staffing including
CE participants.

No of induction
training sessions
held
No of participants
attending
induction training
No of support and
supervision
sessions held with
participants
No of exit
interviews
completed
and the
reason for
exiting.
No of meetings
with sub sponsors
3 per annum and
as required.

Q1-Q4
ongoing
Q1-Q4
ongoing
Q1-Q4
ongoing

Q1-Q4
ongoing

Q4
2020

Complete a
workforce audit
for CE

Q2
2020

Annual Review
with DEASP

Q2
2020-22

Annual Audit by
DEASP

Q2
2020-22

No of national
meetings
attended as
required

Q1-4
ongoing

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Networking and
Advocacy

To represent the interests
of member CVSIPs
nationally, advocating for
investment in
development and ongoing
trading of community
organisations

CEO with
Supervisor attend
local Supervisor
Meetings As
required
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DCYA
And
Pobal
and
DEASP
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To represent the interests
of the CE programme in Co
Meath locally, advocating
for investment in
development and ongoing
trading of community
organisations

6

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member CVSIPs
Governance
to Implement the
Governance Code in full

Service User
Participation

Quality Standards
and
Risk Management

FUNDING

To lead, coordinate and
support CVSIPs to have
systems in place for
Service User Participation

To provide, support and
coordinate quality
improvement programmes
in order to ensure the
delivery of high quality
childcare and social
inclusion projects.
To lead coordinate and
support CVSIPs to
maximise safety and
minimise harm through
ensuring a robust Risk
Management system is in
place within their
organisation.
To support and coordinate
funding applications for
day to day operations in
order to ensure maximum
funding for CRANN and its
member CVSIPs

CEO and
Supervisors attend
local DEASP HEO
office to make
representation on
behalf of
participants and
sub sponsors
Supervisor attend
Local Supervisors
Network as
required

No of meetings
with DEASP
locally
(annually)

Q1-4
ongoing

No of
meetings
attended

Q1-4
ongoing

CEO to oversee
implementation of
Code of
Governance

Charity Act
Legal and
regulatory
frameworks

Supervisor to
report

Q4
2020

Supervisor will
undertake a
recruitment drive
with the DEASP
annually and as
required.

DEASP

Leaflets are
distributed

Annually

No of Recruitment
Event is held

Annually

DEASP carry out an
annual inspection
of the CE Scheme in
line with standards
set

DEASP

Supervisors will
develop risk policy
and procedure in
line with sub
sponsors and
CRANN group

Application is made
to DEASP where
additionality to the
budget is required.

No of Attendance
at local
recruitment
events
Annual inspection
completed

Risk policy and
procedure in
place

DEASP

Yearly renewal of
CE Programme

3 yearly
application
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Q4
2020-2023

Q4
2020

Q3
2021-2024

Q3
2021
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Conclusion
The future emphasis for Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN over the next three years
is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare supported by CRANN will provide access for the unemployed to
education and training to support affordable childcare in their local community.
The unemployed will receive information about our services, and we will continue our engagement
with potential participants.
Ronanstown CE Scheme will work with CRANN through their Marketing Plan to update and modernise
our website and make it more interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare will provide the highest standards in the delivery of an emergent
and inquiry play based curriculum where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and needs
of children in our care.
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare supported by CRANN will provide training and education for
participants in the delivery of best practice in childcare.


Safe care and support

Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the
workplace.
Risk will be managed and record to the highest standards.
 Better health and wellbeing
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will work with DEASP in innovative ways to promote
the standards of a Healthy Ireland.
Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
Ronanstown Board of Directors who are voluntary members will continue to take responsibility for the
strategic and operational planning for the organisation supported by CRANN. Recruitment of
appropriate and skilled quality persons to the Board of Directors will continue.
Ronanstown is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations
and GDPR.
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Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare CE Supervisor is fundamental to our front of house services
and will continue to work with the Board of Directors and CRANN in delivering a high-quality CE
scheme supporting affordable childcare service in its local community.
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will explore the option of joining the CE scheme
with CRANN CE Scheme allowing CRANN to administer the scheme.
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will work to main the existing level of service.
 Workforce
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN are committed to education and training at the
highest standard and to supporting the unemployed to achieve education and training and
employment in childcare.
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will ensure CE participants are skilled for the work
they undertake.
 Use of resources
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable community
childcare business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the
efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism of the
governance of community childcare, raises the standard of education and increases the participation
of CE workers in the community sector, increasing the potential for earnings for participants.
 Use of information
Ronanstown CE Scheme for Childcare with CRANN will


Participate in the innovation and development of DEASP Welfare Partners monitoring the CE
participants.



Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies e.g. DEASP
Corporate and local; POBAL; DYCA; Tusla Corporate and local; HSE and CHOs etc.
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Smart Programme
South Meath Area Response to Teenagers

SMART Project, Unit 1, Coogans Offices,
Haggard Street, Trim, Co. Meath.
Phone: 087 4146653
Email: smart02@eircom.net
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SMART - Social Inclusion Project.
Introduction
Service Profile
South Meath Area Response to Teenagers is a GYDP (Garda Youth Diversion Project), established in
2001. The Project works with young people who have received a caution from the JLO (junior liaison
officer) together with young people who are “at risk” from coming into contact with the law within our
communities. The project covers the Trim Garda District which includes Trim, Longwood, Ballivor,
Summerhill, Dunderry, Rathmolyon, Enfield, Killyon, Clonard, Kildalkey, Kilmessan and Ballinabrackey
and is now extending to the Kells Garda District. SMART is multi-agency crime prevention initiatives,
which seek to divert young people who have become involved in crime/anti-social
behaviour and to support wider preventative work within the community and with families at risk.
They aim to bring about the conditions whereby the behavioural patterns of young people towards law
and order can develop and mature through positive interventions and interaction with the project.
They are primarily targeted at 12-17-year-old “at risk” youths in communities where a specific need
has been identified and where there is a risk of them remaining within the justice system.
Our Team includes:
•
Youth Justice Project Manager
•
Youth Justice Worker by 2
•
Family Support Worker GYDPs are communityThe project has provided a service to an average of 75 participants over the past three years.
Programmes offered include:
 Life of Choices (enables the young person to explore relevant issues such as offending
behaviour, problem solving, decision making, anger management, victim empathy,
impulsivity, employment readiness and education so that they can make positive life
choices.
 C.H.A.R.T (Changing Habits and Reaching Targets)
 Putting the Pieces together (is a way of challenging attitudes, dispensing knowledge and
hopefully influence behaviours.
 Retracking (aimed at supporting students who experience difficulties at school which may
lead to, or be leading to exclusion)
 Real U Sexual Health Training
In addition,
 Education/Employment:
 L.I.F.E Programme
 H.O.P.E Programme (help opportunity, participate, educate)
 Employment Enhancers
 Personal Development
 Recreational Activities
 Citizenships Programmes
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The following is the operational plan for the service:
No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other
agency
Plans

Key Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services offered by
SMART Social
Inclusion Project

To support Member CVSIPs
to maximise their existing
facilities and support them
in their development
where possible.

To support Member CVSIPs
to maximise the number of
Families attending their
service

To provide Management
Support Services to
member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high-quality
service in line with the
National Quality
Frameworks

SMART Project
Project Coordinator will
maintain and
develop website
and social media
platforms
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported by
CRANN
SMART Project
Project Coordinator will
maintain the
project
broacher/leaflet
and newsletter
maximising all
advertisement
opportunities
supported and
coordinated by
CRANN.
SMART Project
Project Coordinator will
maintain a
database of young
people and
families attending
their service
CEO coordinates
BOD Committee
meeting

DCYA
And
POBAL
POBAL
DCYA
Department
of
Employment
& Social
Protection

Website in place
Facebook page in
place

Project broacher’s
/leaflet in place

Q3
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing

No. of Young
People attending

Q3
Annually

No. of Families
attending

Q3
Annually

Total No of BOD
meetings a year
Based on 5
monthly meetings

Q1-4
ongoing

SMART Steering
Committee
Members attend
Steering
Committee
Meetings

No of steering
Committee
meetings a year
Based on 5
meetings annually

Q1
Annually
As
required

SMART Project
Project Coordinator has
support and
supervision CEO and
Senior Management

No of internal
supervision sessions
Based on 5 monthly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing
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Newsletter 4 times
a year/monthly

Q2
2020
Thereafter
Q 1-4
ongoing
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To provide Financial
Administration Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high quality
accounting frameworks in
line with funding
requirements and
Company Act

SMART Project
Co-ordinator and
Has external support
and supervision as
required.

No of external
supervision sessions
Based on 6 weekly
supervision

Q1-4
ongoing

SMART Project
Co-ordinator
monitors
high/medium /low
Risk incidences and
reports them to the
CEO and Senior
Management

No of risk
assessments for
service completed
No of high-risk
incidences

Q4
ongoing

CRANN Accounts
Manager
to arrange and
complete an annual
audit

No of medium risk
incidences
No of low risk
incidences
Annual Audit
completed

Q1
Annually

Project Co-ordinator
works with the
Accounts Manager
for preparation of
annual projected
income and
expenditure
accounts

Annual income &
expenditure
accounts presented
to BOD and
steering group

Q1
Annually

SMART Project
Co-ordinator works
with CRANN
Accounts Manager
in preparation of bi
monthly income
and expenditure
accounts

BI-Monthly income
& expenditure
accounts presented
to BOD & steering
group
Based on 5 BOD
meetings a year

Q1-4
ongoing

SMART Project
Coordinator works
with CEO
and Senior
Management to
complete proof of
spend to main
funder
SMART Project
Coordinator works
With CEO
and Senior

Financial Report of
proof of spend sent
to main funders

Q1-Q4

Financial Report of
proof of spend to
other funders

As
required

No of new staff
recruited and
contracts issued

Q2
Annually

Management to
complete proof of
spend to funder
To provide Human
Resource Services to

SMART Project Coordinator
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Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high-quality
human resource
management in line with
labour laws and the
workplace relations
commission (WRC)

participates in staff
recruitment with
CEO and Senior
Management

SMART Project Coordinator seeks
HR advice from
CRANN Group as
required

To provide Facility
Management Services
including transport and
maintenance to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery of
high-quality settings in
line with environmental
and health and safety
laws and regulations.
To provide Procurement
Services to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery of
high-quality essential
utilities (Telephone,
Energy, Insurance, Waste,
Heating, Security Cameras,
lifts etc.) that are cost
effective and efficient.

SMART Project Coordinator monitors
Compliments and
Complaints for the
service and works
with CEO and
Senior
Management
where
investigations are
required.
SMART Project Coordinator
monitors facility
and transport
management and
works with CEO
and Senior
Management to
address any issues
arising
SMART Project Coordinator
monitors
procurement
services for
essential utilities
and works with
CEO and Senior
Management to
address any issues
arising
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No of days
interviewing
No of Garda
Vetting processed
within 10 working
day
No of Garda
Vetting processed
outside 10 working
days
No of telephone
advisory sessions
sought
No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held
No of Customer
complements
received
No of Customer
complaints received

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually

SMART Coordinator
submits report to
CEO weekly

Weekly
ongoing

SMART Project
Co-ordinator
submits as part
of report to CEO
weekly

Weekly
ongoing

Q2
Annually

Q2
Annually
Q2
Annually
Q3
Annually
Q3
Annually
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To provide Procurement
Services to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery of
high-quality fixture and
fittings that are cost
effective and efficient.

2

SMART Project Coordinator
monitors
procurement
services for fixture
and fittings with
the CEO and
Senior
Management to
address any issues
arising

SMART Coordinator
submits as part
of weekly report
to CEO

Weekly
ongoing

Training provided
by Irish Youth
Justice Service
(IYJS)
No of new staff
members
completing GDPR
No of existing staff
members with
GDPR
No of new staff
members
completing
Infection Control
No of existing staff
members with
Infection Control

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members
completing An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with An
Introduction to
Child Protection
Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of new staff
members with An
Advanced Child
Protection Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of existing staff
members with an
Advanced Child
Protection Training

Q3
Annually
ongoing

Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
Education and
Training

To support member CVSIPs
to access ongoing training
to meet the individual
needs of the workforce in
the various professional
groups including
Community Employment
Scheme (CES) participants

SMART Project Coordinator monitors
staff members
attending CPD
Training including
CES participants

To provide continuous
professional development
(CPD) to member CVSIPs
for new and existing staff
members including
participants of community
employment schemes
-External training
-In-house training
-Mandatory training

SMART Project Coordinator monitors
staff members
attending
Mandatory
Training for staff
members including
CES participants

DEASP
DES
DCYA
Irish Youth
Justice
Service
(IYJS)
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Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing
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3

No of new staff
members with
Manual Handling
No of existing staff
members with
Manual Handling

Q3
Annually
ongoing
Q3
Annually
ongoing

To support member CVSIPs
to access training in
quality improvement
programmes in order to
ensure the delivery of
high-quality service

SMART Project
Co-ordinator
ensures
Operational
Manual for IYJS is
in place

No of training
sessions from
Operational
Manual for IYJS

Ongoing

To support member CVSIPs
to develop Informational
technology systems to
enhance quality services

SMART Project Coordinator and
Team Members are
skilled in use of
registration
system/database
(APR)

No of existing staff
members on
registration
system/database

Q3
Annually
ongoing

No of Child
Protection Officers
trained for CRANN
Group and member
CVSIPs.

Quarterly
Report
Q1-4
ongoing

Safe and Protected from Harm
Children with Child
Protection and
Welfare Concerns

To support member CVSIPs
to identify children with
child protection and
welfare concerns and
report concerns to the
relevant statutory
agencies as appropriate
(Tusla and Gardaí) and
respond to their needs in
order for the child and
family to access support
services.

SMART Project Coordinator and
Team members
liaise with Schools/
Educational
Welfare
Gardaí/TUSLA
/Family
Support/Meitheal
/CAMHS Projects
and/or Child
Protection Services
Professional e.g. for
the individual need
of the child

Children
First 2013,
and Tusla
guidelines
for reporting
Child
protection
and Welfare
Concerns

No of
reports/referrals to
Family
Support/Meithal
and/or Child
Protection Services
No of contacts with
TUSLA Professionals
No of contacts with
Schools and
Educational
Welfare Gardaí
Professionals
No of contacts with
Schools and Health
Professionals
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No of Case
conference/Professi
onal/family
Meetings attended
Children with
additional health
needs

Vulnerable Young
People and
Families

To support member
CVSIPs identify Children
with additional health
needs and their Families,
support them to access
relevant health and social
services and provide a
service within the setting
for their individual need..

SMART Project Coordinator and
Team identify
Families with
additional needs
and liaise with HSE
Services and work
with CRANN to
seek additional
resources as
required.

Pobal
And
HSE
Children
Additional
Needs
Services
And HSE
Primary
Care
Services

No of Young People
with Additional
Needs

To support member
CVSIPs identify Young
People and their Families
who are vulnerable

SMART Project Coordinator and
Team identify
Young People and
their Families with
vulnerability and
liaise with
appropriate
Services and work
with CEO and
Senior
Management to
seek additional
resources to
support care plan
as required.

Department
of Justice
And
DCYA
And
IYIS
And
Department
of Education

Total no of Initial
Assessments

Quarterly
Report
Q1-4
ongoing

No of contacts with
Health
Professionals
No of Case
conference/Professi
onal/family
Meetings attended
Q1-Q4
Report

Total no of
Comprehensive
Assessments
Total no of
Case Risk
Assessments
Total no of Care
Plans in place
Total no of
family meetings

Total no of Key
Working
4

Have economic security and opportunity
Employment and
Enterprise

To support Member CVSIPs
to be employers of choice
for staff members

SMART Project Coordinator
monitors new
staff member
SMART Project Coordinator
monitors no of
permanent staff
member
SMART Project Coordinator
monitors staff
member exiting
service
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Department
of Justice

No of new recruits

Q4
ongoing

No of permanent
staff members

Q4
ongoing

No of staff
members exiting
service
BY category reason

Q4
ongoing

And
DCYA
And
IYIS
And
DEASP
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Workforce Planning

5

To allocate to Member
CVSIPs staff members
employed under the
Community Employment
(CE) Scheme

SMART Project Coordinator monitors
CE Scheme
Participants and
works with CE
Supervisor in
identifying needs

To support Member CVSIPs
to develop volunteering

SMART Project Coordinator
monitors
Volunteers and
works with the
CRANN to address
any issues arising
SMART Project Coordinator works
with CEO and
Senior
Management to
complete
Workforce Needs
Assessment and
Workforce Plan for
staffing including
CE participants.

To analyse staffing levels
and plan for future need
for CRANN and its member
CCOs

and

NO of CE
participants
working in service

Q4
Annually
2020

No of steering
committee
members
No of other
volunteers working
on the service

Q4
Annually
ongoing
Q4
Annually
ongoing

Complete a
workforce audit for
staff members and
CE participants

Q2
2021-2023

DES

Are connected, respected and contributing to their world
Developing
Community
Capacity

To support member
CVSIPs to respond to
identified community
needs in their locality

To support Families
coping in adversary

Pilot project taking a
holistic approach to
meeting the identified
needs of families of
referred participants
aged 8-11 years and
preventative
intervention
SMART Project Coordinator and Project
Team to deliver
advocacy and
educational sessions in
schools
Family Support Key
working with Families of
participants

Family Support Group
Work
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GYDP
reform
and
developm
ent
programm
e

Report on Pilot
Project

No of advocacy and
education sessions
delivered in schools

HSE
And
GYDP
reform
and
developm
ent
programm
e

NO of families
delivered key
worker service

Q4
2021

Q4
2020 - 2023

Q1-4
quarterly

NO of home visits
NO of care plans in
place
NO of Family
Support Group
Work completed

Q1-4
quarterly
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Networking and
Advocacy

6

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs nationally,
advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

CEO and/or Project
Co-ordinator
attends national
forum as required
-Department of Justice

To represent the
interests of member
CVSIPs in Co Meath
locally, advocating for
investment in
development and
ongoing trading of
community
organisations

SMART Project Coordinator attends
regional/local forums
- South Meath School
Completion
Management Committee
-Level Up Youth Project
Trim Traveller Working
Group
-Meath
Public
Participation Network
-Independent GYDP

Building Organisational Capacity
To support member
Governance
CVSIPs to Implement
the Governance Code
in full

Service User
Participation

To support member
CVSIPs to have systems
in place for Service
User Participation

SMART Project
Coordinator ensures
CRANN policies and
procedures are in place

SMART Project
Coordinator coordinates
Service User Information
Meetings

GYDP

CRANN
And
GYD

GYDP

SMART Project
Coordinator monitor
complaints and
complements received
Quality standards
and risk
management

To provide, support
and coordinate quality
improvement
programmes in order
to ensure the delivery
of high quality social
inclusion project

SMART Project Coordinator will ensure
Justice practice
standards are in place
and identify service
improvement initiative

To support member
CVSIPs to maximise
safety and minimise

SMART Project Coordinator develops risk
management policy with
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Departme
nt of
Justice

No of meetings
attended
As required

Q1-4
ongoing

No of meetings
attended as
required

Q1-4
ongoing

CRANN policies and
Procedures updated
and reviewed

Q4 2020

Operational
Manual for IYJS is
in place

Ongoing

No of information
meetings held

Q4
Annually

No of written
compliments
received

Q4
Annually

No of written
complaints received

Q4
Annually

Annual audit of
Justice Standards
Practice
Verification visit
from Department
of Justice

Q4
Annually

Develop risk policy

Q4
2020

2 yearly
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Funding

harm through ensuring
a robust Risk
Management system is
in place within their
organisation.

CEO and Senior
Management,
implements monitor and
reports risk to CRANN

To support and
coordinate funding
applications for day to
day operations in order
to ensure maximum
funding for member
CVSIPs

SMART Project Coordinator works with
CEO and Senior
Management to
complete applications
for Service Level/Grant
Aid Agreements with
Department of Justice
Service

Reporting risk
management in
place

Departmen
t of Justice
Service

Q2
2021

Department of
Justice Service Level
Agreement for
CORE Funding in
place as required

Annually

Department of
Justice grant aid
agreements for
additional service
funding

As
required

SMART Project Coordinator coordinates
funding applications with
CEO and Senior
Management and
Accounts Manager as
required and submits
applications to relevant
agency

No of other
applications
submitted

Q4
Annually

No of other
successful
applications

Q4
Annually

To support and
coordinate funding
applications for capital
funding in order to
ensure maximum
funding for member
CVSIPs

CEO and SMART Project
Co-ordinator to explore
funding options for
current and capital
investment for premises
in Trim

Secure appropriate
premises for
service in Trim and
Kells

Q4
2020

To support and
coordinate funding
raising opportunities in
order to ensure
maximum funding for
member CVSIPs

SMART Project Coordinator coordinates
fund raising event yearly

Fund raising event
held

Q4
Annually

Conclusion

The future emphasis for SMART over the next three years is as follows:
Person Centred Themes
 Person-centred care and support
CRANN through the SMART Project will provide access for young people to justice youth services
to meet their needs in their local community.
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Service Users will receive information about our services and we will continue our engagement with
the young people and the families.
CRANN through the SMART Project will update and modernise our website and make it more
interactive for our service users.


Effective learning and care (care and support)

SMART will provide the highest standards in the delivery of youth justice services based on strengths,
interests and needs of our young people and their families.
CRANN through the SMART Project will provide support services including training and education for
young people in the delivery of best practice in justice youth services.
 Safe care and support
SMART will meet the highest standards in health and safety in the workplace.
Young people with child protection and welfare concerns will be referred to TUSLA and Family Support
as appropriate. Staff members will be skilled to support young people. Families will be supported to
access the child protection and family support services that will meet their individual young persons and
Family needs.
Young people with additional health and additions needs will be supported to access health services
to meet their individual’s needs.
Risk will be managed and recorded to the highest standards.
 Better health and wellbeing
SMART will continue to work with all state agencies in innovative ways to promote the standards of a
Healthy Ireland.
Organisational capability and capacity themes
 Leadership, governance, and management
CRANN Board of Directors who are voluntary members take responsibility for the strategic and
operational planning for the organisation. SMART Steering Committee, who are voluntary members,
will continue to be an advisory group to CRANN.
CRANN is committed to the full implementation of the Charities Act standards and regulations and
GDPR.
SMART Project Co-ordinator is fundamental to our front of house services and will continue to work
with the CEO and Senior Management in delivering a high-quality Justice Youth service in its local
community.
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SMART will consolidate the recent expansion of the project and review the suitability of its existing
premises in Trim and explore securing additional premises in Kells.
 Workforce
CRANN through its SMART Project are committed to education and training at the highest standard
for its staff members and ensuring staff members are skilled for the work they undertake.
 Use of resources
CRANN through the SMART Project is committed to providing a sustainable Youth Justice social
inclusion project business maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of services, raises the professionalism
of the governance of community social inclusion projects, raises the standard of education and
increases the participation of CE workers in the community sector, increasing the potential for
earnings for participants.
 Use of information
CRANN through the SMART Project will:



Participate in a Marketing Plan to improve its website making the site more interactive for the
service user.
Work with state agencies to meet the requirements of funding agencies e.g. Department of
Justice and Garda Corporate and local; Tusla Corporate, HSE, County Council and local; etc.
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Meath Springboard Family Support Services CLG
Mangan House, Clonmagadden Rd,
Windtown Rd, Navan, Co. Meath
Phone: 046 907 8220
Email: shay@springboardnavan.ie
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Meath Springboard Family Support Services CLG
Introduction
Meath Springboard Family Support Services provide a range of services which aim to support adults in their
parenting role for the benefit of their children. Parents want the best for their children and sometimes as
parents we need information, assistance or guidance. Through the provision of the following services we meet
these needs for the benefit of children.
Our services include:
 Tailored Programmes of Family Support are individual programmes of support for parents and their

children to address issues negatively impacting on the children.
 Parent training courses and support groups
 He’s My Dad Group. A dedicated support service for men in their parenting role.
 Children’s Access Support Service – supporting children to develop & maintain contact with their nonresident parent following family breakup. (This service is a pay per use service).
 Counselling – affordable counselling support for children and adults (on issues impacting on their
parenting). Our funds for this service are limited and each family are asked to pay according to their means.
Springboard avails of part of the services of CRANN. The operational plan for Springboard is as follows:

No

1

Area of Work

Objectives

Actions

Links to
other
agency
Plans

Key Performance
Indicators
(measurable)

Time

Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
Services
offered Meath
Springboard
Family Support
Services Social
Inclusion
Project

To provide Facility
Management Services
including maintenance
and security to Member
CVSIPs in the delivery of
high-quality settings in
line with environmental
and health and safety
laws and regulations.

To provide Human
Resource Services to
Member CVSIPs in the
delivery of high-quality

Maintenance
Manager monitors
facility
management as
required and works
with the Project
Manager to
address any issues
arising

Maintenance
Manager receives
issues to School
Principal as part of
monthly report

Monthly
ongoing

Senior
Management
Meet with
Project
Manager
Annually (as
required)

Number of meetings
that took place
annually (as
required)

Q1
Annually

Project Manager
seeks HR advice
from CRANN
Group as required

No of
telephone
advisory
sessions sought

Q2
Annually
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human resource
management in line with
labour laws and the
workplace relations
commission (WRC)

No of direct
contacts advisory
meetings held

Conclusion
 Use of resources
Springboard with CRANN is committed to providing a sustainable social inclusion project business
maximising the use of its resources. CRANN shared business services increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the management of services.
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Q2
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Conclusion
Our operational plan for 9 CVSIPs is presented as a table outlining our actions and performance
indicators for each objective aligned to our strategic plan in the 6 outcomes grouping our Service
Delivery Areas. 7 projects availed of all CRANN shared business services. 2 projects availed of part of
CRANN shared business services.
A summary of our future direction is outlined using person centred themes and organisational capacity
and capability themes.
Our overall focus for the next three years will be as follows:









Supporting our CVSIPs
 in the provision of quality voluntary social inclusion projects ensuring they remain at
the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
 in updating and modernising premises and investing in development of centres as
needed by the local communities.
Improving communication with our Parents/Guardians/Service Users through our Marketing
and ICT Strategy improving our website to be more interactive and using all social media
platforms.
Supporting the unemployed to gain skills, training, and employment for the security of their
families.
Advocating and influencing Government and Departments for secure CORE funding for social
inclusion projects and additionality in order to support and meet the needs of the vulnerable
communities they serve.
Promoting good communication with our partner state and funding agencies to understand
the work that we do in supporting CVSIPs.
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12. Summary and Conclusion
The Crann Support Group (CRANN) is a community voluntary organisation working to improve and
enhance the governance and operations of community childcare organisations (CCOs) and community
voluntary social inclusion projects (CVSIPs) through the provision of shared business services. CRANN
is responsible for the administration of in excess of €7M (2018 audit figures) and maintains assets to
the value of €5.6M. CRANN works within the principles of community development and believes that
by working together we can achieve more.
CRANN has a total of 15 CCOs members who avail of some or all of our shared business services. CRANN
also has 5 community voluntary social inclusion projects (CVSIPs) within its remit, takes responsibility
for 2 additional CVSIPs and has 2 CVSIP’s availing of some or all of our shared business services. CRANN’s
shared business services enable our members to be more effective and impactful at what they do and
be healthy, transparent, accountable, and vibrant in their local communities. We understand the
importance of affordable and excellent support and we provide extensive high quality training
programmes and consultancy, covering essential areas such as Governance, Compliance, Human
Resource Management, Finance, Education & Training, Community Employment, Catering, Facility
Management, Procurement, Planning and Communications.
The benefits of being a member of CRANN include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It allows member organisation to focus on core business activities
It gives confidence and reliability in both management and human resource services
It gives access to significant expertise and knowledge, working within the non-profit sector
It gives confidence and reliability in the accuracy and efficiency of accountancy and
payroll services
It ensures compliance with statutory legislative law
It maximises training opportunities
It is cost effective

Given our unique structure, which is built around our member organisations, alongside our work, which
is with many community groups daily across counties Meath and Dublin, CRANN is firmly established
in the Community Sector.
Our vision is that Community Childcare Organisations (CCOs) and Community Voluntary Social Inclusion
Projects (CVSIPs) attain good governance, are sustainable, and deliver a high-quality service to their
local communities. Our values of; Integrity, Person-centred, Innovation and Inclusion guide our
direction. Our principles guide our Code of Conduct towards the people we serve and the agencies we
liaise with.
CRANN’s journey began in 1999. The “CRANN” logo, which is a tree with the caption, “Communities
supporting each other”, encapsulates its ethos. The model grew organically in the years following,
through responding to community needs identified by various community groups in the region.
CRANN member CCOs registered 1002 children across 11 CCOs in 2018 for 817.3 childcare places (437.6
FTE and 379.7 Seasonal places) in counties Meath and Dublin in 2018. An additional service joined the
group in 2019 providing an additional 30 childcare places. Three further CCO’s avail of part of CRANN’s
services and provide an additional 240 childcare places. In 2018, CRANN had responsible for 299 staff
members including CE participants working across 11 member CCOs. One CCO has since joined the
organisation and CRANN Financial services processes the payment of wages for 57 staff members for
three CCOs availing of part CRANN shared services.
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CRANN also sponsors social inclusion projects that support parenting, the long-term unemployed and
specific support for vulnerable families. In providing these projects our CVSIPs provide services to: 85
Young People, 90 Families, 187 Adults, 452 Job Seekers and 130 CE participants. CRANN employs 12
staff members including 30 CE participants and takes responsibility for an additional 104 CE participants
across the 7 CVSIP projects. CVSIPs serve their sector well supporting long term unemployed to enter
the jobs market as well as supporting vulnerable families with specific needs to access much needed
services.
CRANN as an organisation, examined its own model of practice. It examined how CRANN member CCOs
compare to national standards, highlighting challenges for its members. It examined the social inclusion
projects and the challenges facing each project.
As a Community Organisation,Trinity College Dublin (TCD), identified three barriers for the growth of
CRANN: Lack of funding to support strategic intentions set out in this strategy; Finance Support
Service department has capacity and capability to grow; Overdependence on word of mouth to
attract business. In addition TCD examined the social impact of CRANN’s shared services model and
compared it to international models.
TCD recommended a number of strategies including:
 The Promotion of Finance Service.
 Developing a Marketing Plan.
 Exploring a Government Proposal.
 The further development of the CRANN shared services model.
CCO’s compared well to national standards. 75% of children attending the services availed of
Government funding through ELC, CCS and TEC schemes. CRANN members provide an emergent and
inquiry play-based curriculum across all its services, and are underpinned by Aistear, the national
curriculum framework and Síolta, the national standards framework. CRANN strongly promotes
outdoor play to its member organisations.
Capital funding such as EYC and SAC is essential to support infrastructure improvement to childcare
facilities, together with additional funding received from Meath County Council. In addition, capital
investment came from within the CRANN members, where centres required expansion and
refurbishment. When CRANN began its journey 20 years ago, the State made funding available for a
programme of development for Community Childcare Centres, facilitated by EU money. There is no
significant capital investment by the State to fund new builds at present. This prevents the future
growth of the model of Community Childcare Centres.
From a social inclusion perspective, there is a continued need to encourage and support Traveller
Families to avail of childcare and preschool services. There is also an ongoing need to train and support
staff to meet the needs of children with additional needs attending our childcare centres. CRANN
members had the highest waiting lists in Navan, Simonstown, Trim and Dunshaughlin, where the
population has grown and where there are not enough childcare places to meet demand.
CRANN has 60% of staff members working part-time and 40% full-time. 94% of staff members are
women and 6% are men working directly with children. This is reflective of the number of women
working in the sector who choose to work part-time. 73% of staff members work directly with children,
which is lower than the national average, and 27% work indirectly with children, which is higher than
the national average. CRANN believes these figures reflect the true value of the additional duties
relating to shared services such as Business Management, Human Resource Management, Finance
Management and other ancillary services like; Education and Training, CE schemes, Catering, Facility
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Management and Procurement, which is the function of shared business services provided by CRANN.
There were no relief-staff members, which is lower than the national average. All staff members have
fixed term/permanent contracts.

Remuneration for Early Childcare Professional’s (2018) Mercer1
The recruitment and retention of qualified childcare staff for the services is particularly challenging.
The development of a pay scale in the sector is seen as critical to the recognition of the profession as
well as to ensuring the growth and retention of staff working in the sector.
Mercer was commissioned in 2017 by CRANN, in partnership with the National Childhood Network
(NCN), to carry out some research on pay levels for childcare workers. In keeping with the brief, they
produced a document that outlined a Pay Scale appropriate to the childcare sector. Development of
such a salary scale was considered a valuable exercise in informing the Department of Children and
Youth Affairs’ (DCYA) of the real cost of childcare in Ireland, and in so doing, help make the case for
increased Government investment in the childcare workforce. The final document was presented to
the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and to sitting Dáil Members in 2018. Increased
Government investment is considered critical to bringing about appropriate standardised pay and
conditions for the sector.
CRANN’s emphasis on training and education ensures that all CRANN members’ permanent staff,
working with children aged 3 to 5 years, have qualifications at NFQ level 5 or higher (100%). Staff
members working with school aged children have qualifications, but not necessarily in childcare.
There is a need to support staff in attaining the necessary qualifications for delivering a school-aged
service.
Child Protection is a critical area for all our services. CRANN members continue to work with Tusla in
supporting vulnerable families to access affordable childcare. CRANN is a member of the Children and
Young People Services Committee (CYPSC).
Working together and sharing best practice is considered critical to childcare. CRANN represents the
National Community Forum for Community Childcare Services at the National Collaborative Forum for
the Early Years Care and Education Sector, chaired by the DCYA.

CRANN’s CVSIP’s serve their sector well, supporting long-term unemployed to enter the jobs market
as well as supporting vulnerable families with specific needs. Each project has its individual challenges.
The legacy of austerity continues to impact on funding for services, such as the Meath Community
Drugs and Alcohol Response (MCDAR) project. Full employment presents challenges for Community
Employment Schemes to continue to attract participants, who can engage fully in education and
training within childcare and social inclusion projects. Projects such as South Meath Area Response to
Teenagers (SMART) and the East Coast Family Resource Centre have received additional funding to
expand their projects to meet the needs of the local communities they serve.
We used two sets of themes to outline the challenges facing CRANN as an organisation and its member
CCOs and CVSIPs:
● Person-Centred themes relating to direct service delivery
● Organisational capability and capacity themes to deliver improvements within quality
dimensions.
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Our overall focus for the next three years will be as follows:
● Expanding the innovative shared business service of CRANN as a Community Services Programme (CSP).
● Supporting our member organisations in:
o the provision of quality childcare and voluntary social inclusion projects, ensuring that they remain
at the cutting edge of best practice and innovation.
o updating and modernising some centres, while investing in development of other major centres as
needed by the local communities.
 Improving our communication with Parents/Guardians and Service Users through our Marketing and ICT
Strategies, while always improving our website to be more interactive. We will also engage with social
media platforms in order to outline our services and to communicate with our Parents/Guardians and with
our Service Users.
 Supporting the unemployed to gain skills, training and employment for the security of their families.
 Promoting good communication with our partners and with state and funding agencies, to promote better
understanding of the work we do in supporting our member organisations in both childcare and in
voluntary social inclusion projects.
 Advocating and influencing:
o The Government and DCYA, on behalf of Early Years, for improved terms and conditions of
employment for Early Years services, including a recognised pay scale.
o Government and DCYA for replication of the CRANN Model nationally.
o Government Departments for secure CORE funding for social inclusion projects in order to support
and meet the needs of the vulnerable communities they serve.
CRANN has developed this Strategic Plan for the period 2020 – 2023 with accompanying operational plans
for CRANN shared business services, its CVSIP’s and its member CCO’s.
We grouped our Service Delivery Areas, concentrating on the five outcomes for children and young people
and adults. (Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures - 2014) In addition, we have included the theme of building
organisational capacity.
CRANN’s Strategic Plan sets out our aims, objectives, and desired outcomes for each of the six Service
Delivery Areas, across CRANN Shared Business Services (SBS), our CVSIPs and our member CCOs.
CRANN want to achieve the following outcomes:
Desired Outcomes
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs will:
o Ensure Parents/Guardians have access community childcare services in their locality.
o Maximise their CCOs service availability to families, as a choice of service.
o Ensure Young People, Adults and Families have access to social inclusion project in their locality.
o Maximise access for Young People, Adults and their Families to social inclusion projects that
address their needs.
o Achieve good governance and sustainability for their organisation
o Promote Healthy Ireland Framework (HI) and adopt best practice and innovation within their
settings.
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2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs will:
o Have a skilled workforce, who are appropriately trained and competent to carry out their roles and
responsibilities within the organisations and projects.
o Have a workforce, who are knowledgeable, skilled, and competent, relevant to their chosen career
pathway.
o Deliver a high-quality service in line with the quality improvement programmes.
o Ensure Information Communication Technology (ICT) systems support the day to day operations of
their individual service.
o Have the right staff in the right places to ensure the delivery of quality childcare and social inclusion
projects.
3. Are safe and protected from harm
Children and Families will be registered under the DCYA scheme to minimise costs and ensure affordable
childcare.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs will:
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Identify, report and respond to children with child protection and welfare concerns and support
the children and their family to access child protection and family support services that meet their
individual needs.
Provide a child-friendly environment for Access Visits for Children in Care with their family of origin.
Assist children with additional health needs and their families to access health and social services.
Assist adults with additional needs to access appropriate health and social services.
Assist adults with additional needs to access appropriate health and social services.
Ensure all opportunities are used to address adversity in the young persons lives that brings them
in contact with the justice system (SMART).
Ensure all opportunities are used to build young peoples skills and knowledge in coping with
adversity in their lives.

CRANN provides a range of confidential services to Adults and Young People, who may be experiencing
difficulties with addiction, and who may need to access other relevant health and social services in their
treatment options (MCDAR).
4. Have economic security and opportunity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs:
o Are sustainable organisations offering employment and enterprise within their local communities.
o Ensure staff members are job ready upon their completion of the CE schemes and are assisted with
seeking employment opportunities.
o Ensure volunteers are supported as equal members of the organisations and projects.
o Support the unemployed to enter and sustain employment of their choice.
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs provide the appropriate level of services according to the identified
community need in their locality.
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CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs:
o
o
o
o

Support communities through knowledge and skills to prevent adversity.
Support families coping with adversity to access relevant services.
National, regional, and local public are fully informed of the operation of CRANN and its CRANN
CVSIPs and Member CCOs.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs receive adequate funding, in order to provide
identified services in their local community.

6. Building Organisational Capacity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs:
o Are supported in decision making for the childcare organisation or social inclusion project.
o Ensure Parents/Guardians & Service Users participate in the planning and operation of their
organisation.
o Have a Board of Directors with clear and robust Governance structures.
o Maximise their sustainability through Shared Business Services. That this model is replicated as a
national model for community organisations.
o Ensure volunteers are supported in the organisation.
o Meet national quality standards for their service.
o Ensure the service environment is safe and free from harm and manage risk when it arises.
o Receive adequate core operational funding for the delivery of quality services.
o Receive adequate capital funding for the delivery of quality services
These outcomes will be achieved through the following service aims.

Service Delivery Area - AIMs
1. Are active and healthy, with positive physical and mental wellbeing
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Develop and maximise availability of their services to families within their local community
 Implement good governance models of management within their organisations
 Be innovative and forward driven in the provision of their services
2. Are achieving full potential in all areas of learning and development Education & Training
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Promote a skilled workforce delivering quality services
3. Are safe and protected from harm
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Identify children and their families who would qualify for ELC and community subvention
schemes.
 Safeguard the protection of vulnerable children and assist families with vulnerabilities to access
Tulsa services.
 Protect vulnerable young people and assist the young person and their family access Garda Youth
Diversion Programmes.
 Promote Youth Mental Health and Prevention Programmes.
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Safeguard children and their families with additional health needs to access health and social
services.
Safeguard adults with additional vulnerabilities to access health and social services.
Safeguard adults with alcohol and drug difficulties access relevant health and social services are
supported in their treatment.

4. Have economic security and opportunity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Develop a professional workforce and to be an employer of choice.
 Enter and sustain employment of their choice.
 Sustain a viable workforce for organisations availing of community employment schemes.
5. Are connected, respected and contributing to their world.
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Build community capacity and respond to identified community and services needs
 Represent CVSIPs and member CCOs at relevant national, regional and local fora, raising
awareness of issues impacting on childcare and voluntary social inclusion projects
6. Building Organisational Capacity
CRANN (SBS), CRANN CVSIPs and member CCOs aim to:
 Strengthen and ensure robust, professional governance structures and systems within CRANN
and their member organisations
 Strengthen Parent/Guardian/Service User participation across services.
 Provide high quality services
 Develop and maximise internal controls and audit systems at all levels.
 Provide a safe environment for staff and service users.
 Maximise funding resources and opportunities to meet both capital and current expenditure.
CRANN’s Operational Plan for CRANN Shared Business Services (SBS) its CVSIPs and member CCOs sets out
the objectives, actions, links to other agency plans, key performance indicators (KPIs) and service delivery
time, for each of the 6 Service Delivery Areas.

We believe that this strategic plan for the period 2020 – 2023, with the accompanying operational plan, will
assist our organisation in achieving our goals. It will also assist the implementation of various service
improvement initiatives, which in turn will have a positive impact on the lives of children, young people, and
adults in their families and communities.

Thank You to CRANN and the member organisations
for their commitment in developing this plan.
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Appendix 1

A Healthy Community Framework

Good community development is action that helps people to recognise and develop their ability and potential
and organise themselves to respond to problems and needs which they share. It supports the establishment of
strong communities that control and use assets to promote social justice and help improve the quality of
community life. It also enables community and public agencies to work together to improve the quality of
government. Scottish Community Development Centre
Purpose: People want to live in healthy communities.
These are communities in which they:




feel able to be who they are
have positive prospects for their future
experience respect and equal and fair treatment

Focus: To achieve this people want to be in a community that:






creates wealth and gives everyone access to its benefits
cares for all its members, when they need it, throughout their life span
provides an environment that is safe and attractive
enables people to express and celebrate their creativity and diverse cultures
enables everyone to participate in decisions that affect their lives

Methods: To support them to contribute to the creation of such a community, community development
promotes:





opportunity for people to learn and develop their own skills
reaches out to and involves those who may be excluded or disadvantaged
helps communities to create organisations that can tackle their needs and represent their interests
works to promote engagement and dialogue between communities and agencies that affect their live
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Appendix 2 Better Outcomes Brighter Futures (2014)
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Appendix 3a Siolta,
Síolta is comprised of three distinct but interrelated elements: Principles, Standards and Components of Quality.
The 12 Principles provide the overall vision of the Framework, while the 16 Standards and 75 Components allow
for the practical application of this vision across all aspects of ECCE practice. The Components of Quality are
further explained by a set of Signposts for Reflection and ‘Think-abouts’ which are intended to support
practitioners in early education settings to become aware of and critical of their practice. These core elements
of Síolta are set out in detail in the Síolta user manual.
Standard 1: Rights of the Child
Standard 2: Environments
Standard 3: Parents and Families
Standard 4: Consultation
Standard 5: Interactions
Standard 6: Play
Standard 7: Curriculum
Standard 8: Planning and Evaluation
Standard 9: Health and Welfare
Standard 10: Organisation
Standard 11: Professional Practice
Standard 12: Communication
Standard 13: Transitions
Standard 14: Identity and Belonging
Standard 15: Legislation and Regulation
Standard 16: Community Involvement
Formal engagement with Síolta involves an ECCE setting implementing the full Síolta Quality Assurance
Programme (QAP), supported by a Síolta Co-ordinator. The Síolta QAP is designed to provide structured,
supported engagement for ECCE services who wish to seek external assessment of their service
provision/practice against the Síolta Standards and Components of Quality.
The Síolta QAP is a twelve step process whereby an ECCE setting will carry out a range of activities including;
baseline self-assessment, action planning and quality development work, evidence collection and portfolio
building. The setting will be supported in this activity by an experienced, qualified mentor (Síolta Coordinator)
who has been trained to guide the setting through each step of the QAP. At the conclusion of these activities,
the ECCE setting will submit the completed Síolta portfolio for external validation.
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Appendix 3b Aistéar
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Appendix 4a Relationship of CRANN to member Organisations
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Appendix 4b Future Relationship of CRANN to member Organisations
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Appendix 5 Table: Map of CRANN Organisation Service Users
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Appendix 6 Table: History of Development of CRANN Organisation
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2003-2008
Year
Centre

No of places

2009-2012
Year Centre

No of
places

2003

Ballivor

2003
2006

Ballivor CE
Trim

2007
2007

Simonstown
Laytown
FRC
NTW Ltd
KC
Childcare
Jigsaw
Mosney

24
Catering &
accounts
SI Project
Consultation

2009

Navan

64

Rathoath

Consultation

2010

Duleek

32

2011
2012
2012

Summerhill
Dunshaughlin
MCDAR

2012

SMART

90
64
SI
Project
SI
Project

2007
2007
2008
20072008
20072008

90
SI Project
130

2013-2019
Year
Centre

No of
places
153

2016

Ballivor
increase

2017

Trim
increase

222

2018

Navan
increase

165

2014

Jobs Club

2014

CRANN CE

2016

Poppintree

2018

Ronanstown

SI
Project
SI
Project
Audit &
Accounts
80

94
22
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Appendix 7: Community Services Programme (CSP)

Service Activity

Description

Working Status Number Req'd

Management and
Coordination

Ensuring all services are delivered to
members in a timely and effective manner

FT

1

Reception

Interface with parents and visitors in a
courteous and professional manner

PT

3

Specialist FT

1

Total Assistants FT

4

Administration
Payroll
Purchasing
Sales Income
Income & Expenditure
Quarterly Returns

Catering

Cooking

PT

4

Maintenance

Specialists PT
Grounds
Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing
Building decoration
Energy efficiency
Waste disposal
Total Assistants PT

2

Specialist PT

1

Human Resource
Management

4

Policies & Procedures
Health, Safety & Welfare
Employment Legislation
IR/ER Issues
Training & Development
Total Full Time
Total Part Time

6
14
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Appendix 8 Hx number of staff members employed across CCOs and CVSIPs by year 2003 to 2018

Staff Numbers 2003-2018
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

22
East
Coast
l
Ballivor Baconstown Trim
Navan Simontown NTW
Duleek
Laytown
KC Summerhill Lagore
Jigsaw
#REF!
MCDAR
Smart
JobClub
#REF! Ballivor CE Crann CESpring board
Ronanstown
FRC TOTAL
full member
part memberfull memberfull memberfull memberfull memberfull memberfull memberpart member
full member
full memberfull memberfull memberfull memberfull memberfull memberpart memberfull memberfull member
part member
full member
full member
2003
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2004
22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
2005
22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
2006
36
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
60
2007
40
19
0
9
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
90
2008
43
26
0
23
2
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
124
2009
43
29
8
24
2
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
137
2010
49
29
9
18
2
2
11
18
7
0
0
0
0
21
166
2011
44
30
15
16
2
2
4
15
13
15
0
0
0
0
21
177
2012
45
35
15
19
2
3
4
17
13
12
4
3
2
0
47
221
2013
45
35
22
12
2
4
4
16
13
16
5
4
3
2
0
57
240
2014
20
42
25
17
2
2
4
16
13
14
5
18
3
2
4
65
24
276
2015
21
8
38
24
16
2
2
4
24
17
14
5
18
3
2
4
18
76
19
315
2016
19
8
40
23
15
2
3
4
19
17
14
5
17
3
2
4
20
73
22
310
2017
20
8
34
22
17
2
2
4
21
19
14
0
17
3
2
4
21
77
27 N/A
314
2018
21
8
34
25
18
2
2
4
21
19
18
0
18
4
2
4
28
74
35 N/A
28
3 368

Estimate - details archived
Rowlagh Childcare centre joined CRANN in 2019
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Appendix 9 Hx Turnover for CRANN and its CRANN CVSIPs and Member CCOs 2003 to2018

1
Ballivor
full member
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

20,957
196,940
356,830
406,506
446,169
737,848
637,926
659,432
721,893
797,959
621,718
320,728
353,393
357,665
404,863
527,113

2
Trim

3

4

5

Navan Simonstown
NTW
full full member
full full member
member
member
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
119,297
0
0
282,652
0
94,800
55,000
458,239
0
352,813
55,000
515,529
18,214
365,813
55,000
517,155
174,795
321,428
55,000
514,604
212,581
296,286
53,645
630,674
308,781
368,172
56,724
584,139
363,174
343,191
48,419
645,116
371,565
330,097
47,395
639,099
435,000
358,572
54,488
655,395
484,629
386,856
63,654
743,359
601,945
441,079
64,551
753,602
653,206
431,720
50,640

6

7

Duleek
Laytown
full full member
member
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
40,524
37,850
80,000
69,002
90,267
54,945
87,118
46,312
90,012
52,382
91,448
68,458
103,353
70,838
108,209
71,692
99,565

8

Turnover ( excluding Capital Grant Amortisation)
9
10
11
12

13

14

Summerhill Lagore
Jigsaw
Crann
MCDAR
part full member full
full
full memberfull member
member
member member
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
244,773
0
0 Inc. Ballivor
0
0
256,620
0
0 Inc. Ballivor
0
0
261,065
400,048
107,050 Inc. Ballivor
0
0
315,753
287,802
274,758 Inc. Ballivor
0
0
349,406
287,643
315,313 Inc. Ballivor
63,437
189,615
328,704
292,486
320,452
198,747
150,009
186,353
329,372
311,986
364,729
193,374
393,582
187,876
344,335
294,272
346,410
193,374
437,417
179,850
355,744
299,643
214,964
92,212
430,922
211,571
379,005
333,311
383,436
0
407,176
266,595
406,563
391,130
464,504
0
515,638
243,596
8 Months

Smart
full
member
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
112,757
111,842
115,762
94,325
110,910
99,918
124,349

KC

Note: Baconstown CCO is not included for the purposes of turnover.
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15
16
17
18
19
21
22
Meath
East
JobClub
Poppintree Ballivor CE Crann CE Springboard Ronanstown Coast
full
art full member
full part member full member
member
member
member
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
245,000
0
0
350,000
0
0
360,000
0
0
360,000
0
0
360,000
0
0
360,000
0
0
360,000
0
0
623,603
157,942
0
1,029,705
391,504
203,476
329,596
1,001,000
412,577
199,627
357,697
1,120,374
352,932
193,864
420,644
1,156,035
326,705
N/A
200,839
563,253
1,111,982
380,984
N/A
836,150 80,000

TOTAL

20,957
196,940
356,830
770,803
1,228,621
2,208,673
2,209,102
2,896,497
3,155,172
3,999,750
4,314,900
5,327,057
5,821,014
5,866,606
6,401,533
7,906,526
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Appendix 10 Number of Children attending 10 member CCOs 2003-2017
Childrens Numbers 2003-2018
1
Year

Total
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

Trim
1002
941
835
778
737
708
725
626
502
460
340
330
94
94
94
90

222
177
167
165
166
168
166
168
150
140
140
130

2
3
4
5
6
7
Ballivor Navan
Le Cheile Summerhill Duleek
Laytown NTW
153
165
94
90
32
22
150
153
93
90
32
22
139
147
94
90
32
22
116
146
89
90
32
22
113
104
92
90
32
22
109
88
89
90
32
22
116
83
106
90
32
22
96
67
105
90
32
22
94
64
94
32
22
94
64
94
22
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
90

Rowlagh Childcare centre joined CRANN in 2019
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8

9
Lagore

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

90
90
90
64
64
64
64

10
11
East Coast Ronanstown
FRC Childcare
30
80
30
80
30
30
30
22
22
22
22
22
12
12
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Appendix 11 Eligibility for CE

Download Community Employment Procedures Manual March 2018

Eligibility Criteria Eligibility for CE is determined by the following;

preceding CE commencement 2 ) of any combination of the following qualifying payments for 12 months or
more; o Jobseekers Allowance (JA) (See Note 1) o Jobseekers Allowance Transition (JST) o One-Parent Family
Payment (OPFP) o Widows/Widowers or Surviving Partner’s Contributory Pension o Widows/Widowers or
Surviving Partner’s Non-Contributory Pension o Deserted Wife’s Benefit (DWB) o Farm Assist (FA)o Time spent
in receipt of Jobseekers Benefit (JB) (See Note 1)can also count towards the 12-month period provided the
claimant is currently in receipt of one of the above listed payments (i.e. no breaks between payments), e.g. 2
months on JB followed immediately by 10 months on JA o Time spent in receipt of Basic Supplementary
Welfare Allowance (BASI) can also count towards the 12-month period provided the claimant is currently in
receipt of one of the above listed payments (i.e. no breaks between payments e.g. 2 months on SWA followed
immediately by 10 months on Jobseekers Allowance o Time spent in receipt of Carer’s Allowance/half rate
Carers Allowance/Carers Benefit can also count towards the 12-month eligibility period, but caring
responsibilities must have ceased and the person must currently be in receipt of one of the qualifying
payments o Time spent on a CE-qualifying additional needs-related payment can count towards the 12 month
period provided it is contiguous with the current social welfare payment, as listed above (i.e. no breaks), e.g.
3 months on Illness Benefit followed immediately by 9 months on Jobseekers Allowance o Time spent in receipt
of Illness Benefit (IB) can also count towards the 12month period provided the claimant is currently in receipt
of one of the above listed payments (i.e. no breaks between payments), e.g. 2 months on IB followed
immediately by 10 months on JA o Persons aged 18 years or over who are currently in receipt of any of the
following qualifying payments from the Department for any length of time but payment received within the
7 days preceding CE commencement: Additional Needs Allowance o Blind Pension o Invalidity Pension*

payment received within the 7 days preceding CE commencement or in receipt of One Parent Family Payment
for one year or longer
Department
of Justice letter of confirmation of refugee status plus valid Irish Residence Permit (IRP)) in receipt of any DEASP
payment for any length of time can qualify for CE. The sponsor should ensure that participants have IRP for the
duration of their CE contract. The CDO should enter the IRP expiry date on BOMi.

and referred for a rehabilitation place on CE. These individuals do not need to be in receipt of a qualifying social
welfare payment. Application for a drugs rehabilitation place is based on evidence of an appropriate referral
following an assessment of the applicant attending a recognised addiction support service within the last year
within the context of the National Rehabilitation Framework of care and case management. This includes HSE
addiction services and treatment centres, GPs and other relevant statutory, community and voluntary addiction
services. The DEASP 9 Point Agreement specifies the conditions for access, eligibility and delivery of the CE drug
rehabilitation places (see Appendix 3)
-offenders aged 18 years or over and referred by the following agencies: the Probation Service; IASIO’s
Services - the Linkage Service, the Gate Service and Resettlement Service; and the Irish Prison Service. These
individuals do not need to be in receipt of a qualifying social welfare payment. Ex-offenders aged 18 and over
and not referred by these Services must be in receipt of Jobseekers Allowance for a period of 12 months or more
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to qualify for CE. Time spent as a prisoner is regarded as reckonable when considering duration unemployed. In
addition, prisoners released on Temporary Release are considered eligible for application.
aged 18 years or over that are currently in receipt of a CE-qualifying payment
for 6 months or more. Islander positions will be reviewed annually and are subject to demand a person attending
JobPath is permitted to undertake a placement on CE providing they satisfy the eligibility criteria for
Register/worked days up to a maximum of 30 days in the 12 months prior to application are allowed in assessing
eligibility for those in receipt of JA only.

qualifying period
nt towards CE eligibility
to cover a period up to 26 weeks can count towards the 12
month qualifying period (in the last 12 months). However continued participation should be permitted if suitable
vacancy exists Note 2:

Allowance (BTEA) or Back to Work Enterprise Allowance (BTWEA) cannot simultaneously participate on CE.
However, a person can commence
on Tús, Rural Social Scheme, Springboard, Momentum, BTEA or BTWEA will not count towards the qualifying
period for eligibility to CE. Entry to CE following any of these programmes is not considered as a suitable or valid
progression. The only exceptions to this rule are; o If the BTEA was being received for second-level education
purposes o Tús participants aged 21 or over who have completed 52 weeks on that programme can progress
directly onto CE where it is considered appropriate within the context of an agreed progression plan mediated
by Intreo/DEASP Employment Services/Local Employment Service (LES). Applications for CE vacancies can be
made up to 12 weeks in advance of the Tús finish date to allow for CE positions that require Garda vetting. As
Tús participants are selected by the Department from the long-term unemployed, they already meet the
standard eligibility requirements for CE o Ex-Tús participants who sign back on the Live Register can have their
previous time on the Live Register combined with their current claim and qualify as Jobseeker clients for CE in
the normal way (Tús participation is disregarded) o Ex-Gateway participants who sign back on the Live Register
can have their previous time on the Live Register combined with their current claim and qualify as Jobseeker
clients for CE in the normal way (Gateway participation is disregarded) o Time spent on Part-Time Education
Option (PTEO) can count towards the CE qualif
(excluding Tús) is considered as a suitable and valid progression.
The CE Supervisor will
follow the ILP process and on reaching agreement with the CE participant on the course choice, the CE Supervisor
should refer the participant to the appropriate Intreo/Employment Services Case Officer. The Springboard course
can then be input and approved by the DEASP Community Development Officer via the ILP system *Rules of
Behaviour pertaining to Illness Benefit and Invalidity Pension participants who commenced CE prior to
16/01/2012s Those in receipt of Illness Benefit and Invalidity Pension who were employed on CE prior to
16/01/2012 and who remain on CE are bound by the Department Rules of Behaviour for these payments. In
applications involving Illness Benefit/Invalidity Pension recipients, the Department must grant a written
exemption from the Rules of Behaviour before each year of participation. On completing their CE placement,
former Invalidity Pension, Additional Needs Allowance and Blind Pension customers can be re-instated for
payment (providing they still meet the qualifying criteria) by sending in a CE Participant Form to Additional Needs
Allowance/Invalidity Pension Section, to the address stated on form. This form can be downloaded by the CE
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Supervisor from the CE Documents website. Former Illness Benefit clients will have to make a fresh claim by
visiting their GP.
Eligibility Criteria over 62 (Service Support Stream) Those aged 62 years and over can avail of places under this
initiative. These places are subject to limitation and limited to 10% of participants per individual scheme.
Participants on this initiative will have an annual renewable contract of employment, up to the working day
before the participant reaches State Pension age, subject to availability of a place and the agreement of the
sponsoring organisation. The following can apply to participate on the S
participated on CE in the preceding 12 months) who are aged 62 and over who meet the CE eligibility criteria
i.e. currently in receipt of a relevant qualifying payment and satisfying the relevant qualifying period)

6 years (7 years for persons in receipt of a qualifying additional needs-linked Social Welfare payment) and who
meet the CE eligibility criteria i.e. currently in receipt of a relevant qualifying payment and satisfying the relevant
qualifying period. Previous CE participation will be disregarded for the over 62 initiative
Eligibility Criteria for Childcare and Health / Social Care Sector For dedicated Childcare, and Health and Social
Care vacancies (i.e. those working directly with service users only) there is a requirement for the applicant to
demonstrate a commitment to engage in sector specific certified training during their time on CE, leading to the
achievement of a QQI (FETAC) Major Award at Level 5. The Childcare, and Health and Social Care Programme
Guidelines (see links below) outline the timeline and minimum standards of QQI (FETAC) modules to be achieved
in the Childcare Programme and Health and Social Care Programme leading to the completion of the relevant
Major Award
For those working in support roles and ancillary staff in childcare or health/social care projects, the standard CE
eligibility criteria apply regarding age, qualifying payments and the qualifying period (see 3.1.2 above). All
referrals to these CE placements will be made by the Intreo Case Officers who will have a critical role in
determining the appropriate referrals. The Case Officers will identify clients that meet the eligibility criteria and
will submit only those applicants who are suitable for the programme and who match the profile of the particular
placements. Scheme Sponsors will then select from the candidates submitted by the Case Officers. The duration
of participation will be 1 year to 2 years to facilitate the achievement of a Major Award with an optional 3rd year
to assist weaker participants to achieve the required standard of qualification needed to become job ready. The
option of a third year will require the approval of the DEASP Officer. Please see links to the Programme Guidelines
for the Childcare Programme and the Health and Social Care Programme below. Programme Guidelines for the
Health and Social Care Programme Programme Guidelines for the Childcare Programme
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Appendix 12 a Ballivor CE Scheme
FUNDERS:
DEASP

STAFF
Project Supervisor, Deirdre Kelly, Irene Farrell, Catherine Finney
Assistant Supervisor, Bridget Clarke
Community Participants x 83

QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Certificate in Economics & Finance
ECDL
Sage Accounts
Supervisory Management
Sage Payroll & Calculations
Understanding Youth Mental Health
Children First Training

Voluntary Steering Committee
CRANN Board of Directors

Crann Support Group Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 12b CRANN CE Scheme
Appendix 12b CRANN CE Scheme
FUNDERS:
DEASP

STAFF
Project Supervisor, Aishling, Cullen
27 Participants
QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Certificate in Economics & Finance
ECDL
Sage Accounts
Supervisory Management
Sage Payroll & Calculations
Understanding Youth Mental Health
Children First Training
Governors
CRANN Board of Directors
Crann Support Group Crann Support Group
Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 12c Ronanstown CE Scheme
FUNDERS:
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection

STAFF
Project Supervisor Mary Smith

QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Masters in Adult and Community Education
BA Honours Degree in Community Studies
Certificate in Training and Continuing Education
Governors – Board of Ronanstown Community Childcare CLG
Marina Coombe – Chairperson/Director
Hannah Healy – Director
Vivian Glanville – Director
Bernadette Gilvarry – Director
Sandra Farrelly - Director
Mary Gormley - Member

Crann Support Group Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 13 East COAST FRC
FUNDERS:
DYCA and TUSLA
POBAL
DEASP

STAFF
Project C, Pamela Brady
Community Project Workers x 2 (1x F/T. 1 x P/T)
Youth worker x 1 (1x P/T)
Afterschool coordinator x1 (1x P/T)
Community Employment x 4
QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Coordinator -BA Honours in Applied social studies in social care
Community project worker -BA Honours in Applied social studies in social care
Community project worker- QQI Level 5 Community and Family studies
Youth worker- QQI Level 5 in Early Childhood care and Education

Voluntary Steering Committee
Barbara Bolger – Chairperson and Director of the Crann Support Group
Martina Lennon- Service user
Suzanne- Framework regional support agency
Leonard Callaghan- Meath CYPSC Coordinator
Fiona Kearney – PPFS Manager Louth/Meath
Pauline O Reilly- Foroige
Aoife Tiernan- Guidance Counsellor CNI
Crann Support Group Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 14 Meath Job Club
FUNDERS:
DEASP

STAFF
Project Job club Leader by 2 Jane MAC Adam, Roisin McNeill
Project Job club Assistant Workers x 2
Community Employment x 1

QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Train the Trainer
Information Provider Officer and Advocate certificate
Dignity and Respect Certificate
Health, Safety and Welfare at work certificate

Governors
CRANN Board of Directors

Crann Support Group
Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 15 MCDAR
FUNDERS:
NERDATF, HSE, LMETB, Mercy Projects Fund Northern Province, Tusla. National Lottery HSE
NE, Court Services, Tesco Community Fund, Meath Co Council, Fundraising Bag Packs, ESB
Energy for Generations and other donations from various individuals and agencies
Without this additional funding MCDAR would not be in a position to provide the range of
services offered to the community.
STAFF
Project Coordinator, Cathy Whelan
Community Project Workers x 3 (2x F/T. 1 x P/T)
Community Employment x 1
Counsellors x 3 (Contract for Service)
Programme/group Facilitators as needed

QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Degree in Social Care, Addiction Studies, Counselling
Emotional Regulation
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy and Motivational Interviewing
Facilitation Skills and Facilitation skills for various Programmes
Emergency First Aid, BLS and AED
Fire Safety
Voluntary Steering Committee
Garda Community Seargent Tom Mahon, Chairperson
Sr Brid Boland, Community
Phyllis Mc Goldrick, Parent
Home School Community Liaison Boyne Community School
Kevin Martin, Malone & Martin Solicitors and Director of the Crann Support Group
Crann Support Group
Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 16 SMART
FUNDERS:
Department of Justice and
The European Social Fund Programme for Employability,
inclusion and Learning 2014-2020

STAFF
Project Coordinator Cathreen Sherrock
Staff Members and Titles
Youth Justice Worker X 2
Family Support Worker
QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Level 8 – Criminal Justice
Level 7 - Addiction Studies
Level 6 - Sport & Recreation
Level 5 – Youth Work
GDPR, First Aid, Manual handling, NVR(non violent response) One Family, Suicide Assist, Risk
Screening, Motivational Interviewing, Skills to Succeed, Meitheal, strengthening families, home
visits, intercultural & anti-racism, logic model & planning for success, life of choices, real u, CHART.

Voluntary Steering Committee
Supt. Yvonne Murphy Pat Farley
Kevin Martin – Director of the Crann Support Group
Mary Hibbits
Caitrín McGrath
Michael Bennett
Irene Farrell
Brid Boland
Crann Support Group
Marie Daly, Chief Executive Officer
Rachel Grant, Human Resource Manager
Maura Barrett, Quality Support Officer
Mirabela Ciobanu, Finance Manager
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Appendix 17 Safer and Better Healthcare Standards (2012) Quality Themes
The dimensions of quality are described under eight Themes:

The first four themes are patient centred themes:


Person-centred care and support – how services place the service user at the centre of their delivery of
care. This includes the concepts of access, equity and protection of rights.



Effective care and support – how services deliver best achievable outcomes for service users in the
context of that service, reflecting best available evidence and information. This includes the concepts of
service design and sustainability.



Safe care and support – how services avoid, prevent and minimise harm to service users and learn from
when things go wrong.



Better health and wellbeing – how services identify and take opportunities to support service users in
increasing control over improving their own health and wellbeing.

The second four themes involve the service providers having capability and capacity to deliver improvements
within these quality dimensions:


Leadership, governance and management – the arrangements put in place by a service for clear
accountability, decision making, risk management as well as meeting their strategic, statutory and
financial obligations.



Workforce – planning, recruiting, managing and organising a workforce with the necessary numbers,
skills and competencies.



Use of resources – using resources effectively and efficiently to deliver best possible outcomes for service
users for the money and resources used.



Use of information – actively using information as a resource for planning, delivering, monitoring,
managing and improving care.
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Appendix 18 Determinants of Health and HEALTHY IRELAND

WHO | The determinants of health https://www.who.int/hia/evidence/doh
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www.Crannsupportgroup.ie

info@Crannsupportgroup.ie

The Maudlins, Trim, Co Meath

TEL: 046948 1344 Fax: 046948 3515
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